
FACT S~ET

NEPA DOWENT

This environment impact statement (EW) is issued under Section 102 (2) (C) of the
National Environrnenti Poficy Act @EpA) at 42 U.S-C. 4321 Q a. s~ce ~anges to
the Draft EE were rektively minor, BPA decided to pubtish the changes, comments,
and responses as the Find EB rather than rewrite and cirtite the Draft EIS.

NA~E AND LOCAHON OF H PROPOSAL ‘~ ALTERNAmS

The original proponents and developers of the Northwest Regional Power Fa~ty
were WA Resources, Inc. WA) and Central and South West Energy, hc. (CSWE).
Recentiy the development agreement was amended to include ~T Power hc. The
proponents have created a Limited Liabfity Company, WA Power LLC. WA Power
LLC is composed of WA Resources he., and ~T Power hc. ~T Power kc., is a
who~y-owned subsidiary of ~T kc., which is a who~y owned subsidiary of Wsas
City Power and Light Company. References to WA and ~WE throughout this EIS
shodd be regarded as reference to NA Power LLC.

WA Power LLC proposes to construct and operate a 838 megawatt W) gas-fired
combustion turbine fafity Northwest Regional Power Facfity or NRPF) near the
town of Creston, Washington. The project site is approtiately 1,200 acres, of which
less than 140 acres W be impacted. The footprint of the fafities permanently
impacts m acres; 70 acres of agritid’ kds and 5 acres of thre~tip
sageb*/Idaho fesu hatiltat me r-aining = am W be tempor~y disturbed
during construction of an =d~ound gas pipe~% an underground wat- pip~e,
and grading for tie ar= med fm tie co~ection of stormwater runoff into the
stormwater retention pond.

Mternatives to the proposed action evaluated in this EIS include alternative gas
pipehe routes (evaluated at a corridor level).

PROPONE~

The proponent is WA Power LLC (referred to in the Es as WA and CSWE).



FA~ S~ET
PROPOSED DATE FOR WPLEMENTA~ON

Ass~g W permits and approv~ are obtained, the proposed Northwest Regional
Power Factity wodd begin operation in 1999. Cons@ction is schedded to begin in
1997.

LEAD AGEN~

Bonnefle Power Administration @PA) is the lead federd agen~ under NEPA for the
EIS. EFSEC and BPA issued a joint Draft EIS in October 1995. E~EC kSU~ a
separate Find EE for the Northwest Regional Power Fafity in May 1996.

FEDEML COOPEM~NG AGENaES

The Cound on Environment @tity re@tions implementing NEPA encourages
early partiapation in the environment process by other feded agenaes having
-ction by hw. The U.S. Department of the kterior Bureau of Retiation and
National Park Service, and the Federd Energy Re@atory Cotission are
cooperating agencies in preparation of tie EIS.

RESPONSIBLE O~WLS AND CONTA~S

Nancy Wittpenn, ECN, Bonnetie Power Administration, 905 NE llth Avenue,
Pofland, OR 97232, 503/230-3297 (f= 503/230-5699).

REQWRED PERMHS AND LICENSES

Table 1 presents a bt of federd, state, and lod permits and ficenses required for the
proposed action and dtematives and the agency or department that administers them.

The EFSEC site certification agreement wotid provide EFSEC construction and
operational requirements and W ,other relevant ‘state permits and approvals. No other
stite or lod permit is required. For convenience, Table 1 fits the major state and local
permit requirements preempted by EFSEC.
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AUTHORS MD PMN~PAL COmBmORS

ResourceManagement ProjectMagement Water Supply
International Engineetig and Energy Transportation

Systems

ENSRConsdting and EarthResources NaturalResources
Engineering ~ Chate andAir Qutity Environment Healthand

WaterQutity PublicStiety
PlantsandAnimals

EDAW,Inc. . PubficSetices andUtiities VisualandAesthetic
Recreation Resources
Soaoeconomics

BOAS HistoricandCtitural
Resources

HigNandsAssociates LandandShorelineUse

NO~CE OF AVMLABIL~ OF HNAL EIS

Friday, Jdy 5,1996.

NATURE AND DATE OF HNAL A~IONS

Find action by BPA wodd be a Record of Decision for a transmission semices
agreement with the proponent and a decision to construct and operate transmission
fadties that ti enable the output of the NRPF to be integrated into the regional
transmission network. BPA @ not issue a Record of Decision unti the Federd
Energy Re@atory Commission (FERC) completes an environment review of the
pipe~e. If FERC does an EE, BPA w~ be a cooperating agency in the process.

ADD~IONAL EMROWENTAL REWEW

During the first three quarters of 1995, EFSEC conducted its adfidicative hearing

process. By state hw, this is a quasi-~dicti set of hearings S- in nature to a
courtroom proceeding. The hearings were held in October 1995. N state agencies
represented on EFSEC may become parties to the hearing. hterested individtis,
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FA~ S~ET
groups, tribal governments, or agenaes were invited to petition the E~EC for
designation as intemenors and 18 individu~, agenaes, and org@ations met the
Iegd criteria for formal partiapation in the hearings.

EFSEC held the ad~dicative hearings and scoping meetings in Lhcoh County to hear
pubfic comments. A hearing record has been produced by EFSEC documenting the
ad~dicative hearings.

LOCATION OF BACKGRO~D EHRONMENTAL DATA

Background mateM for this EIS,including the Application for Site Certification and
supporting dab submitted by tie proponent, is av~ble from the Washington
Energy Facfity Site Evaluation Councfi, 925 Plum StreetSE,Btiding 4, Olympia, WA
985043172. Matefis rehting to transmission fatities are at the BonnevUe Power
Administration, 905 NE Ilti Avenue, Pubtic Wormation Office, Pofland, Oregon,
97232.Supporting technical reports and applications to this EE include

I Application for Site Certification for the Northwest Regional Power Fadty
(Apph~tion 93-2) submitted to the Washington Energy Factity Site
Evaluation Coun~, December 1994.

I WA Resources Natural Gas Pipetie Routing Study, prepared by PGT
(undated).

‘ Nofiwest Need for Power Analysis submitted to CSW Energy, Inc. and
WA Resources hc. by W.T. Ttiove, 30 May 1995.

There W be no cost for tie FEIS.
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Table 1 Pmits ad Approvals Reqtied for tie Proposed Action and Mternatives

Agency~epartment PermitiApprovd RequiredFor

FederalAgencies

ArmyCorpsof Engineers hdividud/Nationwide Section Dischargeof dredge/~ intoWaters
404Permit(CleanWaterAct,33 of theUnitedStates,including
Usc 1341) weflands

FishandWildlifeService Section7Consultation,Biological EnsuresEndanger@SpeciesAct
~ion @ndangeredSpecies compliance
Act, 16USC1531-1544)

StateAgencies

Departmentof Ecology .401 Ce~cation (~ean Water Dischargeintowatersandwedands
Act,33USC1341: if theproject (seeU.S.ArmyCorpsSection404
requiresArmyCorpsof Permit)
Engineers404 permitand
Chapter173-225WAC)

TemporaryModificationof Temporaryviolationof statewater
WaterQu*ty Criteria qutity criteria(partictiarlythe

turbiditycriterion)during
constructionactivities.

Gened ConstructionActivity Stormwaterdischargesassociated
StormwaterPermit(Section402 withconstructionactivity
of theCleanWaterAct)

Gened hdustrid Activity Stormwaterdischargesassociated
StormwaterPermit(Section402 withindustridactivity
of theCleanWaterAct)

New SourceConstruction New sour~ constructionand/or
Approval additionsor modificationsto etisting

sourmsthatmayemitpollutantsfrom
a stationarysource

Air ContaminantSource Majorstationaryaircontaminant.
Registration sources

Preventionof Significant Preventig substantialdegradationof
Deteriorationof Air Qu~ty airqualityin areasthatarein
Permit(Chapter4321A RCW compliancewithnationalambientair
andChapter173400WAC) qu~ty standards,whilemaintaining

amarginfor futureindustridgrowth.

v
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Departmentof Htith PubficWaterSupplyApproval Reviewandapprovalof watersystem
EasternDrinkingWater plans,engineeringreportsandplans,
Operations andspecificationsfor new public

drinkingwatersystems.

Departmentof WfldMe,Region Hydratic ProjectApproval Workthatwi~ use,divert,obstruct,
1’ (Chapter75.20RCWandChapter or changethenaturalflow or bed of

22G11OWAC) anymarineor freshwatersof the
state.

Departmentof Natural ForestPracticesPermit(Chapter Any forestpractice(harvestin~
Resources,NortheasternRegion 76.09RCWandChapter222 reforestation,road construction,or

WAC) chemicalapplication)occurringon
stateor privatelands.

Officeof Archaeologyand Section106Constipation Historic,architectural,archaeological,
HistoricPreservation @ationd HistoricPreservation or titurd characteristicsof

Act, 16USC470) propertiesthatqualifytomeet
NationalRegisterCriteria(State
HistoricPreservationOfficer
responsiblefor administration)Not~
Nso refertoNationalNatural
LandmarksProgram(36CPR62)and
NationalHistoricLandmarks
Program(36CFR65)

LocalAgencies

Lincok CountyPlanning Condition UsePermitor Activitieswhereuseis conditionalin
Department SpecialUsePermit aparticularzone

Butidingpermit Constructionof structures

Lincok CountyHighway FranchiseAgreement“ Useof countynght~f-way for
Deptient constrictionandmaintenance

activities

ApproachPermit Preformingworkon countyroad
nghts~f-way

Lincoh CountyHAth OnsiteSewageDisposalPermit Sewersystemsthattreatanddispose
Department of sewageon thepropertywhereit

onginaks throughseptictanksand
subsurfacetisposd fields

vi



SECTION 1 CO~ECTIONS AND
MODmICATIONS TO ~E DEIS

FACT S~ET

Page i, second paragraph, line 1. Replace “WA Resources, he., and Central and Southwest
Energy, Inc. (CSW) propose to constict a...” with “WA Resources, Inc. (~A) and Centr~
and South Wwt Energy, hc. (=WE) propose to cons~ct...”

Page i, s~ond paragraph, 2nd sentena. Repkce sentence with “The project site is
approtiately 1,200 acres, of which less than lM acres WN be impacted. The footprint, of
the facfities permanently impacts 75 aaes; 70 ames of agrititurd lands and 5 acres of
threetip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat. The remaining 65 acres W be temportiy
disturbed during construction of an underground gas pipebe, an mderground water
pipetie, and grading for the area used for the co~wtion of stormwater runoff into the
stormwater retention pondt’

Page i, foutih paragraph. Replace “The proponents are WA Resources, hc. and CSW Energy,
Inc.” with “The proponents are WA and CSWEt’

SECTION 1- S~Y

Section 1.1 Background

Page 1-1, first paragraph, lines 5 and 6: Currently reads “...independent power producers:
NA Resources, hc. and Central and Southwest energy, hc. (CSW).” Shotid read
“...independent power producers: WA Resources, hc. and Central and South West energy,
Inc. (~WE).”

Section 1.2.2 BonneviUe Power Administration (BPA)

Page 1-2, add afier Ist paragraph: “FoUowing completion of the Find ES, BPA wti delay
making a decision on whether to construct and operate transmission fadties to the
generation plant. A new pipetie @ be needed to provide natural gas to the facfity. E
the developers decide to proceed with studies of the gas pipeke with Pacific Gas
Transmission, PGT wfl submit a permit apphcation to FERC for approval. As required by
NEPA, FERC @ then proceed with environmental analysis of the gas pipefie. BPA @
be a cooperating agency in that environment review, and the environmental impacts
associated with the gas pipefie ti be considered by BPA before making a final decision
on the project. A Record of Decision W then be issued:’

1-1



CORRE~IONSANDMODIMCATIONSTOTHEDEIS

Section 1.3.1 Proposed Action (Preferred Mternative)

Page 1+, first ~ragraph in sedion, line 8: Currently reads “resdting in zero surface water
di~arge.” Shotid read “...restiting in zero disfiarge to surface water:’

Page 1+, second paragraph in sation, lines 24: Currently reads “me NRPF Ml require
approximately 55 to 70 g~ons per minute (gpm) (3.5 to 4.4 titers per swond) for use in
bofler m&eup, coohg, general process appfimtions, and as a domestic water supply.
Shotid read “...approximately 55 to 75 @ens per minute...:

Page 1-5, Fi&re 1-1: See revised Figure 1-1.

Section 1.4.1.2 Climate

Page 1-9, All Other Facilities Impads: Delete last sentence, revised section now reads “All
Other Facilities—No impacts of the transmission facfities are expected on fimate or local
meteorology. Construction and operation of the natural gas pipehes are not expected to
impact the regional or lod tiate of the project area.”

Page 1-9, Mitigation Measures: Delete lastsentence, revised section now reads “me NRPFhas
attempted to identify potential environment issues and ticorporate measures to reduce or
avoid significant environment impacts as part of its overd project development. No
mitigating measures have been proposed for the potential impacts to cbate. With the best
avtiable control t~ology @A~) controk destibed in the permit application and
detied in the Application for Site Certifimtion, Part 6, no mitigation is required.”

Page 1-9, Signi@nt Adverse Impacts that mnnot be Avoided: Replace paragraph with “No
significant, unavoidable adverse impacts to bate are antiapated after implementation of
BA~. However, carbon &oxide (C02) emissions from the NRPF may contribute to the
greenhouse gases. me inmemental contribution of the NRPF is in itseU not considered
signifimnt. ~ rektionship of carbon dioxide emissions from the NRPF site to global
warming is dis~sed h Smtion 4.2:’

Section 1.4.1.3 Air Quality

Page 1-10, fourth fill paragraph, lines 3 and 4: Currently reads “Air quafity impacts of the
natural gas pipefie (e.g., compressor stations) have not been assessed for this EIS.” Should
read “InmemenM air qdty impacts of the existing natural gas pipetie have not been
assessed for this EIS. Now new compressor stations are required.”

1-2
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CORRE~IONS~ MODIMCATIONSTOTHEDEIS

Page 1-10, fifik fill payagyaph, line 6: Currently reads “...construction management measures,
such as water spraying and washing vehicle wheels.” Shotid read “...cons~ction
management measures, such as water spraykg, washing vehicle wheels, and reduced speed
~ts for construction vehicles.”

Section 1.4.1.5 Water Quality

Page 1-11, first paYagYaphin smtion, line 1: Currently reads “On-Site Retention Pond:’ Shodd
read “On-Site Ponds:’

Page 1-11, fiyst para~aph in section, lines 4 and 5: Currently reads “whether the hed ponds
are leahg and whether contaminants from the tied pond are leaching. Shotid read
“...whether the hed evaporation ponds are leaking and whether contaminants from the
retied stormwater pond are leaching..:’
Page 1-12, Ist paYagYaph,Ist sentence: Change “Wastewater from employee sanitary fadties,
service sinks, etc., W be routed to a septic system and transferred to the wastewater
discharge pond.” to “Wastewater from employee sanitary fadties, service sinks, etc., fl
be routed to a package sewage treatment system and transferred to the evaporation pondt’

Page 1-12, fourth payagraph: Replace Nahral Gas Pipeline paragraph with “Nahral Gas
Pipeline—Potentidy significant surface water qutity, wethd, and upbd habitat impacts
might be caused by the proposed construction activities. E streams are crossed using open
cut methods, the natural banks, riparian vegetation and bottom of the streams often suffer
extended degradation. Established bank vegetation cotid be removed and this wotid
increase the potential for erosion and stream channel migration. h turn, the potential for
sdtation downstream may increase significantly.”

Page 1-12, fifih payagyaph, fiYst sentence: Change “...the project site and transmission he
corridor, as required ...” to “...the project site and transmission and gas he cotidor, as
required ...”.

Section 1.4.1.6 Plants md Mimds

Page 1-13, thiyd paya~aph in sectwn, lines 3 and 4: Change “mere codd be significant impacts
cotid in ta~ shrub..t’ to “mere cotid be significant impacts in tti shrub..;’

Page 1-14, s=ond full paya~aph, second sentence: Change “hy wetlands near proposed
construction and operations activities ti be flagged in the field, ..:’ to “hy wethds and
undefeated seasondy wet areas near proposed construction and operations activities W
be flagged in the field, ...”

Page 1-14, thiyd full paya~aph, second sentence: Change “Mthough no significant impacts to
native plants or time habitats are predicted from the construction at the NRPF site, the

14
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CORRE~IONSANDMOD1HCATIONSTOTHEDEIS

appticant has agreed to consider implementing a time enhancement plan developed in
consdbtion with the Washington Department of Fish and WflWe mFW)~’ to “Impacts
to native pkts and wfl~e habitats related to the constriction and operation of the NRPF
wodd be mitigated by implementing a habitat/ti~e enhancement plan developed h
consdtation with the Washington Department of Fish and Wfl~e WFW).”

Section 1.4.2.2 Land and Shoreke Use

Page 1-17, second para~aph, line 1: Change” ...is not considered necessary in given..:’ to “...is
not considered necessary given...”

Section 1.4.2.3 Recreation

Page 1-17, second para~aph in secfion, lines 2 and 3: Currently reads “Mthough BPA is
coortiating with the city on tower pkcement, the project cotid permanently lessen the
parks use~ess, and wotid lead to a si~cant impact.” Shotid read “Although BPA is
coordinating with the city on tower placement, the project cotid permanently lessen the
parks aesthetic and recreational value, and depending on the degree of infision could lead
to a sificant hnpact.”

Section 1.4.2.4 Visual and Aesfietic Resources

Page 1-18, second paya~aph in section, lines 3 and 4: Change “...fatit~s night-time security
fighting and wotid directly see the anti<okion fights on the emission stacks.” to
“...fatit~s night-time security tighting.”

Pages 1-18 and 1-19, hf payapaph fhaf begins on 1-18 and continues on 1-19: Currenfly reads
“Measures designed to mitigate visual impacts of the proposed fadty include planting pine
tree stands to screen the factity as much as possible, patiting the btidings earth-tone colors
to blend with the hdscape, painting the etiaust stacks a fight color to blend with the sky
and mountains, and planting deciduous and evergreen trees to blend with the md aesthetic
of the project area. Shotid read “Measures designed to mitigate visual impacts of the
proposed fa~ty include ptiting native trees to screen the factity and painting the
btidings earth-tone colors to blend tith the landscape.”

Section 1.4.2.6 Transportation

Page 1-20, hsf line: Change “The impacts W be concentrated on State Route 2...” to “me
impacts wi~ be concentrated on U.S. Federd Highway 2...” Throughout the document, State
Route 2 shotid be changed to U.S. Federd Highway 2.

1-5



CORU~IONS ANDMOD1NCATIONSTOTHEDEIS

Section 1.4.2.7 Public Services and Utilities

Page 1-22, thiyd paya~aph, line 3: Currently reads” A good faith effort@ be made to hire
approtiately hti of the permanent workers for the project from the local communities. In
addition, a good faith effort ti be made to hire as many constriction workers from the
local labor pool:’ Shotid read “A good faith effort ~ be made to hire construction and
permanent workers for the project from Iocd communities.”

Section 1.5 Areas of Controversy ad Issues to be Resolved

Page l-23, fiyst bullet: Change “... the natural gas pipehe.” to “... the natural gas pipefie and
transmission:’

Page 1-24, afieY ht bulkt: Add “Aesthetic and air qu~ty impacts to the Codee Darn
National Recreation Area.”

Section 1.6.1 Natural G= Pipeline

Page 1-2, second fill paya~aph: Replace paragraph with “FERC is responsible for the review
and approval of au interstate pipehes before construction, which is accompbhed by
issuing a Certificate of Pubtic Convenience and Necessity. men Pacific Gas Transmission
Company (PGT) submits an application for the gas pipeke, FERC wfl conduct a NEPA
review of its potential impacts. BPA plans to be a cooperating agency in FERCS gas pipetie
review and the environment impacts associated with the gas pipeke @ be considered
by BPA before making a find decision on the project after FERCS analysis is complete.
EFSEC, however, @ have no further formal role in ev~uating the fomd gas pipehe
application.”

SECTION 2- ALTERNAT~S ~CLUDING ~E PROPOSED ACTION

Page 2-3, Figuye 2-1: See revised Figure 2-1.

Section 2.1.2.1 General Plant Description

Page 2-2, fiYst paya~aph in secfion, lines 2 and 3: Change “...conskting of four MS7221FA
combustion turbines...” to “...consistig of four General Electric MS7221FA combustion
turbines or equivalent..:’

Page 2-2, fiysf payagyaph in secfion, lines 5 and 6: Change “Chtig capabfity of the Met air
wi~ be provided.” to “No idet air coohg is provided~’

Page 2-5, Figuye 2-2: See revised Figure 2-2

1-6
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CORM~lONSANDMOD1~CATIONSTOTHEDEB

Section 2.1.2.3 Cycle design

Page 2-13, hst paya~aph (continuing on page 2-14): Currently reads “The generating facfity
consists of two combined<yde units, ea& containing two combustion turbine generators,
one steam turbine generator, and two HRSGS. The combustion tibine section is naturd-gas-
fired. The combustion turbine dis&arges hot exhaust gases to the HRSG for the production
of steam for use in the steam cycle. Steam from each pair of HRSGS is combined and routed
to a separate steam turbine generator. Main steam conditions wti be 1,400 pounds per
square inch, gauge (psig), or 9.7 MegaPasd NPa-g) at l,OOO°F(538°C), and reheat
conditions wfi be 318 pounds per square inch, absolute (psia), or 2.2 MegaPascd Wpa-a)
and l,OOO°F(538°C). h addition, a low-pressure (LP) evaporator W be provided to produce
steam at 80 psig (0.5 Mpa-g) and 432°F (222°C) for injection into the LP turbine for addi-
tional output. Each HRSG is of triplepressure design, whi~ includes a separate deaerator~’

Shotid read “The generating fatity consists of two combined<ycle power blo&, ea&
containing two combustion turbine generators, one steam turbine generator, and two
HRSGS. The four combustion turbines are natural gas-fired. Eafi combustion turbine
discharges hot exhaust gases to an HRSG for the production of steam. Steam from each pair
of HRSGS is combined and routed to a steam turbine. Each of the four combustion turbines
and two steam turbines rotates a direct coupled elatric generator. The steam @ be
defivered to the steam turbine at approximately 1,485 pounds per square inch absolute (psia)
or 10.2 MegaPasml Wpa-a) at 884°F (473°C), and reheat conditions W be 357 pounds per
square inch, absolute (psia), or 2.5 Mpa-a and 838°F (448°C). h addition, a low-pressure (LP)
evaporator ti~ be provided to produce stmm at 80 psia (0.55 Mpa-a) and 487°F (253°C) for
injection into the LP turbine for addtiond output. Each HSRG is of triplepressure design,
which includes a separate d~aerator.”

Page 2-14, fiYstfill para~aph, lines 6 and 7: Currently reads “Steam from the LP turbine is
exhausted to the surface condenser where it condensed.” Shotid read “Steam from the LP
turbine is exhausted to the air-cooled condenser where it is condensed:’

Page 2-14, fhird fill payagyaph, line 2: Cmently reads “Each turbine W exhaust downward
to a surhce condenser.” Shotid read “Each turbine wfi exhaust to an air<ooled condenser.”

Page 2-15, ~outih payagyaph, lines 6 and 7: Currently reads “The HP (about 1,400 psia/l,OOO°F
or 9.7 Mpa-a/538°C), 1P (about 320 psia/l,OOO°For 2.2 MPa-a/538°C), and LP (about
70 psia/432°F or 0.5 MPa-a/222°C) leveb are...” Shodd read “The HP (about 1,485
psia/884°F or 10.2 Mpa-a/473°C), 1P (about 357 psia/838°F or 2.5 Mpa-a/448°C), and LP
(about 80 psia/487°F or 0.55 Mpa-a/253°C) levels are...:’

1-9



CORWmIONS AND MODINCATIONSTO THE DEIS

Section 2.1.2.6 Bdance-of-Plant-Mechanical

Page 2-16, third bullet: Cmently reads “~ee ha~<apacity circtiating water pumps.”
Shotid read “One air-cooled condenser, tith approximately 24 ce~s.”

Page 2-16, fiflh bullet: Currently reads “Atiapaaty dosed<yde, air-cooled, heat exchange
system.” Shotid read “A fu~<apacity dosed-cycle, coohng water, heat exchange system.”

Section 2.1.2.7 Bdance-of-Plant-Electricd

Page 2-17, kst bulkt on page, lines 5-8: Currently reads “W of the breakers in a ring bus are
of sufficient capacity to carry d of the local generation capacity. If there is a fatit on any
part of the ring, the power may be routed in the opposite direction around the ring.
Metering of net output WWako be coortiated with BPA.” Shotid read “Either a ring bus
or a breaker-and-a-ha~ configuration is antiapated. M of the breakers in the switchyard
are of sufficient capacity to carry W of the local generation capaaty. If there is a fault on
any part of the bus, the power may be routed through another path to the transmission
interconnect. Metering of net output W *O be coordinated with BPA.”

Page 2-18, fiYst bullet: Change “...medium voltage (4kV) motors...” to “...me&um voltage
motors...”

Page 2-19, semnd fill paya~apk Currently reads “me design and inst~tion of the electrical
system WMbe in compliance with the National Electric Code.” Shotid read “me design and
instahtion of the electrical system @ be in compliance with the National Electric Code
and the National Electric Safety Code.”

Section 2.1.2.8 Other Site Mprovements

Page 2-20, thiydpayagyaph; Currently reads “A conventional farm fence of woven wire topped
with two strands of barbed wire @ be constructed around the entire site boundary.”
Shotid read “A conventional farm fence with five strands of barbed wire W be constructed
around the entire site boundary.”

Page 2-21, second till paya~aph, line 1: Currently reads “me stormwater retention pond
W...” Shotid read “me evaporation pond W..;’

--
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CORRE~IONS AND MODIHCATIONSTO THE DEIS

Section 2.1.4 Water Supply System

Page 2-23, onlypaya~apk in sedion, lines 14: Currently reads “The NRPF project WU require
approximately 79,200 to 100,800 gtions per day (gpd) (55 to 70 gpm), or 300 cubic meters
per day for use in bofler m~eup, general process applications, and as a domestic water
supply for the fadty. The nominal water usage is expected to be in the range of 55 to 70
gpm. Shodd read “The NRPF project @ require approximately 79,200 to 100,800 gdons
per day (gpd) (55 to 75 gpm), or 300 cubic meters per day for use in bofler m~eup, general
process applications, and as a domestic water supply for the fatity. The nornind water
usage is expected to be in the range of 55 to 75 gpm.”

Section 2.1.5 Wastewater Discharge System

Page 2-23, first paragraph in section, line 3: Currently reads “...restiting in zero water
discharge.” Shotid read “...resdting in zero process wastewater discharge.”

Section 2.1.5.1 Pretreatment System .

Page 2-24, only paya~apk in se&.on. Currently reads “In the pretreatment system, he,
coagukt air maybe used in a clarifier to reduce suspended sotids, sflt, turbidity, color, and
cofloids if required. Chlorination is *O added at the clarifier. The product water is then
fltered for further sotids removal. The ~ter residue is routed to the evaporation pond.”

This paragraph has be;n deleted.

Section 2.1.5.2 Deminerdizer System

Page 2-24, only payapapk in section, line 1: Currently reads “The deminer~er is used to
further treat a portion of the ~tered water to use as m~eup...” Shotid read “The
deminertier is used to treat a portion of the water supply to use as m&eup...”

Section 2.1.5.3 Steam Cycle Blowdown

Page 2-29, only paya~apk in section, tkiYd line: Currently reads “...bottom of the evaporator
where particles collect.” Shotid read” ...bottom of the HSRG drums where particles coflect~’

Section 2.1.5.5 Pretreatment System Wastewater

Page 2-29, only paragrapk in section: “This wastewater is composed of a high concentration
of the sotids found in the water supply with be, coa@nt, coa@nt air, and Worine
from the chfier~’

Paragraph deleted.
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CORRE~IONS AND MODIHCATIONSTO THE DEIS

Section 2.1.6 Stormwater Control System

Page 2-30, thiyd paya~aph in section, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “Ml storage tanks Ml
have secondary containment with discharge valves kept in theclosed position.” Should read
“N ofl storage containers, such as lube OHstorage tanks, transformers, etc., wi~ have
secondary containment as required by federd and Washington State spi~ control
re~ations.

Section 2.1.6.1 Constriction Plan

Page 2-31, first bullet: Change “Inst~tion of an 8-foot-high enclosure fence.” to “InstaUation
of a 7-foot-high enclosure fence.”

Section2.1.7.1Proposed System ofHeat Dissipation

Page 2-33, fiYstpaya~aph in section: Currently rinds “The coohg system that wi~ serve the
condensing and cootig needs of the hdty has two major components a steam turbine
condenser, and cirdating water for cootig major equipment within the fadity.”

Paragraph deleted.

Page 2-33, foutih payagyaph in secfion, lines 1 and 2: Currentiy reads “The condenser finned
tubes or elements are arranged in an A-frame orientation so that the steam passes through
the tubes in a counterflow orientation.” Shotid read “The condenser finned tubes or
elements are arranged in the A-frame orientation. me steam passes down through the
tubes counterflow to the air and condenses.”

Section 2.1.8.1 Transmission FaciHties

Page 2-37, FiguYe 2-9: See revised Figure 2-9.

Section 2.1.9.2 Construction-Craft md Non-Craft Employment

Page 24, hsf sentence on page: Currently reads “Separate contracts and independent
worMorces W be used to insti offsite gas and water pipehe facfities.” Should read
“Separate contracts and independent workforces W be used to inst~ off-site gas pipefies
and transmission facfities.

Section 2.2 No Action Nternative

Page 2+8, second payagyaph, semnd bullet: Currently reads” ...by the Board of Commissioners
of Lincoh.” Shotid read “...by the Board of Commissioners of Lincoh County.”
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CORW~IONS - MODIHCATIONSTO THE DEK

Page 249, kst ho lines on page: Currently reads “The “wet”cootig system had three major
components a steam turbine, a she~ and tube surface condenser, a coofig tower, a
circulating water system for coohg major equipment tithin the fadty, and a water
makeup pipeline system.” Shotid read “The “wet” coohg system had five major
components a steam turbine, a she~ and tube surface condenser, a coobg tower, a
circuiting water system for coohg major eqtipment within the fatity, and a water
makeup pipehe system.

Page 2-53, line 1: Currently reads “An evaluating of W of the primary energy resources...”
Should read “An evaluation of W the primary energy resomces...”

SECTION 3- HCTED E~ONMENT, WACTS AND M~IGATION MEAS~ES

Page 3-1, semnd paya~aph, line 1: Currently reads “Federd and Washington state
relations...” Shodd read “Federd and Washington State relations...”

Section 3.1.1.1 Existing Conditions

Page 3-2, second para~aph, lin~ 2 and 3: Currently reads “The rocks of Okanogan Highly are
largely...” Shodd read “The rocks of the Okanogan HigMands are largely...”

Section 3.1.1.2 Impacts

Page 3-10, kt para~aph, afiwfirst senfenw: Add “In addition, at Grand Cotiee, BPA wotid
move an existing 500-kV tie he from the south side of the 500-kV Switchyard to tie north
side to make room for the new 500-kV he.”

Section 3.1.2.2 Impacts

Page 3-25, Projecf Site and All Ofh Facilifiu, 2nd para~aph: Replace paragraph with
“Construction and operation of the natural gas pipehes are not expected to impact the
regional or local cbate of the project area. This lateral gas pipehe @be covered mder
a separate FERC environment review process.”

Section 3.1.2.3Mitigation Measures

Page 3-25, NWF Sife, kst fhr~ senfences: Change “However, COZemissions from the NRPF
wi~ contribute to the cumtiative impact of greenhouse gases. The incremental contribution
of the NRPF is in itseti not considered significant, although the curndative impact of global
warming may be significant. This is discussed in Section 4.2.” to “However, carbon dioxide
(C02) emissions from the NRPF may contribute to the greenhouse gases. The incremental
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contribution of the NRPF is in itself not considered significant. This relationship of carbon
dioxide emissions from the NRPF site to global warming is discussed in Section 4.2.”

Section 3.1.3.2 Impacts

Page 3-28, Table 3.2: Replace table with the fo~otig

Table 3.2

titda Pollutant Emission Rates?

Pollutant HourlyWssions (lb) hual hissions(tons)

Nitrogenoxides 200 876

Grbon monoxide W 56 * 249

SUW dioxide 4 17

Non-methanehydrocarbons 12 53

PMIO 34 151

1- WAons show me the mmbmd totiforfowtibm=.

Pages 3-29 & 3-30, Modekd Ambient AiY QwliQ Concentrations, Ist paya~aph: Change “Two
EPAdeveloped computer dispersion modek were used to estimate the ambient air pollutant
concentrations caused by the controlled emissions from the NRPF turbines: the IS~T2
model was used to evaluate clos~rage impacts resdting from btiding wake effects; and
the COMPLEX1 computer model was used to cddte the long-range impacts within the
elevated terrain near Creston Butte and within the Spokane hdian Reservation. The
closerange impacts ..:’ to “Two EPAdeveloped computer dispersion models were used to
estimate the ambient air po~utant concentrations caused by the contro~ed emissions from
the NRPF turbines the ISCST2 model was used to evaluate impacts in flat terrain. The
COMPLEX1 model and the BCST@ were both used to evaluate impacts in the intermediate
terrain, which is defined as areas above stack top but below plume height. Creston Butte
and areas withti the Spokane and Colvfle Indian Reservations were identified as areas with
intermediate terrain. The closerange impacts ...”

Page 3-30, swond paya~aph: Currently reads “The ‘PSD incremenf is the a~owable increase
in the ambient concentration above the background values.” Shotid read “The “PSD
increment” is the tiowable increase in the ambient concentration above thebaseline values.
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Page 3-30, Table 3.4: Repbce table tith the fo~ofig

Table 3.4

PSD haement Analysis Results.

ClassI(vtim3) Class~ (utim3)

Pollutant hpact PSD hcement hpad PSD haement

NO, (annual) W 0.18 25 W 1.6 25

PMIO(annual) M 0.03 4.0 w 027 17

PM,. (24-hour) W 0.29 8.0 w 3.0 30

Page 3-31, Table 3.5: Rephce table tith the fo~otig

Table 3.5

tittia Pollutant hpacts vs. AAQS.

Bac~ound Total
~PF ModeledImpact ConcentrationConcentration AAQS

Pollutant (@d) (@d) (@d (@m?

NOX(annual) W1.6 11 a 13 100

CO (l-how) * 91.0 1,165 ~ 1,256 40,000

CO (Show) m 68.0 1,165 ~ 1,233 10,000

PMIO(24hour) w 3.0 86 *89 150

PMIO(annual) W 0.27 13 %13 50

Page 3-31, Table 3.6: Rephce table tith the foflotig

Table 3.6

Tap Mpacts vs. ASILS.

Pollutants Maxkum hpact (p#m3) ASE (p#m3)

Bemene ~3.o x l@ 0.12

Fomldehyde -= 3.1x 103 0.077
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Page 3-32, Efiafs on Wafm Qwli~ and Sensifive Amphifin Speties, 5fh and 6fh senfences:
Change “In au cases, the modeled Aanges in the rainwater pH were small relative to the
assmed basefine pH, and the overd pH values of the ephemeral and permanent water
bodies was within the tolerance level that might indicate adverse effects on amphibians.
Therefore, it was concluded that the NNF emissions wotid not cause adverse impacts on
sensitive animal species in the Class I areas.” to “k M cases, the modeled changes in the
rainwater pH were small rebtive to the assumed basefie pH, and the overall pH values of
the ephemeral and permanent water bodies were within the tolerance level that might
indicate adverse effects on amphibians, except for one amphibian species. h the Spokne
Indian Reservation, rainwater pH was predicted to be 5.3 using consemative methodology.
The Tiger Salamander was identified as having a potential impact threshold of pH 5.3.
Because of the conservative methodology used in the analysis, it was concluded that the
NNF emissions wotid not cause adverse impacts on sensitive animal species in the Class I
areas.”

Page 3-33, Table 3.7: Repkce table with the following

Table 3.7

Summary of NOXhpacts on Soil and Vegetation.

Background IncrementalPredicted
LoadingRate mange Impact

ClassIArea Parameter (k@tiyr) (k@tiyr) (k@tiyr) Conclusion

Alpinebkes TotalN 2.6 w 0.021 2.6 No adverse
impact

GlacierPeak TotalN 2.9 w 0.011 2.9 No adverse
impact

Pasayten TotalN 2.6 * 0.011 2.6 No adverse
impact

NorthCascades TotalN 2.9 w 0.011 2.9 No adverse
impact

SpokanehdianReservationTotalN W 0.8 W 0.376 ~ 1.18 No adverse
impact

Page 3-34, Nafural Gas Pipeline, Isf payagyaph: Delete 1st paragraph, section now reads “Air
quality may be impacted during construction of the natural gas pipehe during trenching
activities. Wind erosion may significantly increase fugitive dust concentrations during
trenching activities. Fugitive dust is a hewn problem in the project vicfity.”
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Section 3.1.5.2 Impacts

Page 3-39, fiYst paya~aph un~ “GYoundwaiw,” fines 3 and 4: Currently reads “...k expected
.

to provide a recharge function to the groundwater table in the Sinking Creek basin.” Shodd
read “...is expected to provide a recharge tiction to the groundwater table.”

Page 3-39, last paya~aph on page: Change “...an 8-foot enclosure fence..t’ to “a 7-foot encloswe
fence...”

Section 3.1.5.2 Mitigating Measures

Page 3-42, kt paya~aph, fine 3: Currently reads” ...to detect if the fied pond is leaking and
whether or not contaminants from the untied pond are...” Shodd read “...to detect whether
the fined ponds (evaporation) is leaking and whether or not contaminants from the urdined
pond (stormwater) are..:’

Section 3.1.6.1 Existing Conditions

Page 344, thiyd paya~aph, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “me habitats were identified during
surveys of the project site on 16 and 17 June 1993, 3 and 4 June 1994, and 16 through 19
May 1995. Shodd read “me habitats were identified during sueys of the project site on
16 and 17 June 1993,2 and 3 June 1994, and 16 through 19 May 1995.

Page 345, fhiyd full paya~aph, line 5: Currently reads “...lonleafaf fleabne (EYgflon
co~mbosus)...” Shodd read “...lonleafaf fleabane (Etigflon co~bosus)..t’

Page 345, thiyd full paya~aph, line 8: Currently reads “...Atimisia ti.denfafa ftienfafa..:’
Should read “...Atiemisia ftipatiifa... ”

Page 345, ~outih full paya~aph, line 5: Change “... 42...” to “... 45..:’.

Page 3-45, ~outih full paya~aph, foutih senfence: Chmge “Most of these wetlands me in the
northwest portion of the site.” to “Most of these wetiands are distributed through the central
portion of the site.”

Page 345, foutihfull paya~aph, line 5: Currently reads “...photo&aphs~~cat~ 42~o~ted...”

Shodd read “...photographs indicated 43 isokted...”

Page 348, fiffh full paya~aph, line 2: Change “Gr=ing has degraded the pkt communities
...“ to “Most of this habitat is higtiy degraded from cattle gr=ing ...”

Page 349, second full payagyaph, line 10: Currently reads “Great Basin gopher snakes (pifuophk
cafenifey)...” Should read “Great Basin gopher snakes (pifuophis melanoleucus desti.cola)...”
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Page 3-49, third @ll paragraph, line 6: Currently reads “...and mde deer have been seen at the
sitet’ Shotid read” ...and retie deer cotid potentidy use this habitat at the site.”

Page 3+9, ~ourfh fill paragraph, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “Waterfowl, such as ma~ard

(Am pfafyrhynchos) and cinnamon ted (Anus qanopfera)...” Shodd read “Waterfowl, such
as ma~d (Arias phfyrhyn&os) and green-winged teal (Anus mecw)...”

Page 3-51, kst paragraph, line 4: Currently reads” ...as a restit of domestic Uvestock grazing
in the 1830s and kter for croplands.” Shodd read “...as a resdt of domestic fivestock
grazing and agrititurd practices~’

Page 3-54, fifih fill paragraph: Currently reads “Farming and tivestock grazing have reduced
or degraded the original steppe titie community in Washington. hy steppe, especia~y
shrub steppe, that retains native species and supports native ti~e is higMy valued.”
Shotid read “Farming and fivestock grazing have reduced or degraded the original steppe
time community in Wasfigton. hy steppe, espec~y shrub steppe, that retains native
species and supports native time wotid be very valuable.”

Section 3.1.6.2 hpacts

Page 3-57, first paragraph undw NWF Sife, senfmce 2 and 3: Currently reads “These acres til
be lost as a restit of the construction and operation of the proposed power plant and
andary fafities. Losses ~ ticlude about 70 acres (28 ha) of agrititurd vegetation and
70 acres (28 ha) of thre~tip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat.” Shotid read “The footprint
of the fatities permanently impacts 75 acres; 70 acres of agrititural lands and 5 acres of
thre~tip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat. The remaining 65 acres @l be temporady
disturbed during construction of an underground gas pipefie, an underground water
pipehe, and grading for the area used for the coUection of stormwater runoff into the
stormwater retention pond.

Page 3-58, firsf paragraph in WiUli~esufion, line 5: The fo~owing sentence shodd be added
to the end of paragraph. “No critical ti~e habitat w~ be impacted, and au wetlands wi~
be avoided, and wettid setbacks maintained.”

Page 3-58, s~ond paragraph und~ Wildlife: Currently reads “Impacts to wfldlife are
considered significant. This determination is based on the amount of habitat impacted and
associated impacts on time by increased tight, noise, and increased human activity and
increased industi activities in the area.” Shodd read “Impacts to @dMe til not be
significant. The permanent construction footprint at the NNF site is 75 acres, of which 70
acres are now agricdturd fields (as noted previous 3-51). These fields are un~ely to
provide resident habitat for wil~e species. Wfltie maybe impacted by the construction
and operation of the N~F site, but the mitigation measures addressed in the fo~owing
sections were designed to sufficiently offset any permanent habitat losses. The loss of 5
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acres of threetip sagebrush/Idaho fescue, wtie adverse to
significant in view of the remaining undisturbed” habitat on
proposed for that acreage.

ti~e, is not considered
the site and the mitigation

Page 3-59, ~outih fill paragyaph: Repbce whole paragraph with “Tower hstdation and
Replacement—There codd be some impacts to streams as a from erosion and sedimentation
caused by construction activities. The corridor crosses several streams or tributaries, ti with
intermittent flows. ktermittent streams flow ofly during periods of snow melt or stem
runoff. none of those streams have enough flow to support seasonal or year-round fisheries.
Because none of the affected streams supports seasonal or year-round fisheries, there wotid
be no tipacts to fisheries’

Section 3.1.6.3 Mitigating Measures

Page 3-62, first paragraph: mange “The loss of thre~tip sagebmsh/Idaho fesme habitat W
eastern Washington shotid be quantified and the conversion of agrititurd tid back to this
type of habitat shotid be considered. It may be advisable to have a biologist on-site during
initial grading of the NWF site to identify sensitive species of plants d-g construction
activities. Sensitive ptits cotid be transphted to a neighboring area with S*
charact-tics.” to “To mitigate the loss of the 5 acres of thre~tip sagebrush/Idaho fescue
habitat and the 70 acres of agridturd tid to be permanently affected by the project, the
appticant proposes to temporfiy e~ate grazing on the remaining portion of the
rangeland for a period of three to five years to Wow reestab~hrnent of the native
vegetation. Thereafter, grazing of those areas wotid be Wowed on a managed basis
consistent with the habitit qtity.”

Page 3-62, 3Yd payapaph: Change ‘Weed contro~ WU include, where appropriate,
preconstruction treatment and removal, establishment of washdown stations at the edge
of infested areas, and inspection of borrow materiah for evidence of weed species. At the
washdown stations, high-pressure water ~ be used to dean construction equipment to
minimize the WeWood that weed seeds codd be spread from infested to non-infested
areas. N borrow material areas W be inspected to ensure they do not harbor notious
weeds.” to “To prevent new weed infestation by cleaning equipment travefig in and out
of weed-infested areas, Wing herbicide or biocontrol treatments, and reseeding disturbed
areas with native species.”

Page 3-62, 5th paya~aph: Change “Wildli~e-It may be advisable to have a biologist on-site
during initial grading of the N~F site to identify sensitive species of wiltie during
construction activities. U found, sensitive animal species cotid be moved to another
location.” to “Wildli~e-The temporary e~ation of grazing, and the management of
grazing thereafter,W enhance the site for time, and wfi offset any minimal losses of
habitatfunctional valus associated with the project. Furthermore,the stormwater retention
and evaporation ponds @ be designed and constructed in a manner that is as “wfldMe
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friendy” as the design parametersfor their primary purpose w~ Mow. Such considerations
wi~ include shWow shorehe slopes and earthen berms pkted with native vegetation.”

Page 3-64, fiYst payaflaph, line 2: Change “To better protect native vegetation and existing
ti~e, ...” to “To better protect sensitive habitats,native vegetation and existig wildtife,

II... .

Page 3-70, second paya~aph undm Site Conditions, ksf fwo senfences: The last two sentences
shotid be deleted and repkced with “the Measured noise levek shown in Table 3.15 are
given in terms of Leq, L25, L8.33 and L2.5. The measure Leqs can be compared directly
with the WAC re@ations. To compare the measured L25, L8.33, and L2.5 with the WAC
re@ations, 5dBA, 10dBA, and 15dBA shotid be added to the WAC hit, as discussed on
page 3-69.

Page 3-74, s~fh paragraph, line 1: Currently reads “~hg operation, sludge, a seti-solid,
wi~ be produced by the coofig tower.” Shotid read “mg operation, sludge, a semi-
sohd, W be produced by the water treatment system.

Page 3-79, fhiyd payagyaph, lines 3 and 4: Change “...CSW Energy, Inc...:’ to “...COW”...”

Section 3.2.1.2 Impacts

Page 3-85, fiysf fill payaqaph, line 7: Currently reads “...45 dBA to 54 dBA...(Table 3.18).”
Shotid read “...36 dBA to 38 dBA...receivers”

Page 3-85, fiysf fill payagyaph, lines 9 and 10: Currently reads “These modeled levels are
higher than the nighttime and daytime background levels, and are therefore expected to be
audible at the residential receivers.” Shotid read “These modeled leveb are higher than the
night-time background levels, and may be audible at the residenti receivers if startup
operations occurred at night.

Page 3-85, fiysf fill paya~aph, hsf senfence: Currently reads “Therefore, the stfip operations
wodd comply with the state noise tits if they were conducted during the day.” Should
read “Startip operations wodd comply with the WAC daytime and night-time hts.”

Page 3-87, fiysf fill paya~aph, line 3: Currently reads “..site and burned as it is used..:’
Should read “..site and b~ed as it is used...”

Section 3.2.1.3 Mitigation Measures

Page 3-91, kf paya~aph on page, line 3: Change “...CSW Energy, he...” to “...~W~..~’
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Section 3.2.2.1 Existing Conditions

Page3-93, thiYdpaYagYaph,kt senfmce: Change “The entire We Roosevelt is *O managed
for recreational use.” to “The entire Ne Roosevelt National Recreation &ea is managed for
recreational use.”

Page 3-97, Figuye 3-9: See revised Figure 3-9.

Page 3-108, NWF Sife, 2nd payaflaph: Delete last sentence which states “FinWy, the plan
proposes that the site continue to be used for agricdture.”

Page 3-111, bsf paya~aph, fiYst seutmce: change “For the City of Grand Codee and Grant
County, impacts ..:’ to “For the City of Grand Codee, Grant County, and Doughs County,
impacts ...”

Section 3.2.3.1 Existing Conditions

Page 3-115, second payagyaph in section, lines 4 and 5: Currently reads “Three new goti courses
have been proposed in the northern Davenport area at Deer Meadows, Seven Bays, and ~
Canyon.” Shodd read “Two new go~ courses have been proposed in the northern
Davenport area at Seven Bays and ~ Canyon, and another one has recently opened to the
pubfic at Deer Meadowst’

Section 3.2.3.2 Impacts

Page 3-119, bf paya~aph, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “Ody 29 permanent jobs wotid be
created for facfity operation, and WA expects to ~ approximately ha~ of these plmt jobs
with local residents. The increase in local popdation of 14 operation workers and their
famflies wotid resdt in an insignificant increase in demand for recreation facfities k the
project vitity~’ Shotid read “Twenty-nine permanent jobs wodd be created for fafity
operation, and WA/CSWE expects to ~ these plant jobs tith local residents to the degree
possible. The increase in poptiation caused by the plant workforce shodd not be
significant.”

Page 3-120, Mifigafion Measuyes, Isf payagyaph, Isf smtace: Change “A good fith effort W
be made to hire approximately hti of the permanent workers for the project from the local
communities.” to “A good faith effort@ be made to hire permanent workers for the project
from the lod communities:’
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Section 3.2.41 Existing Conditions

Page 3-120, first payagyaph: Add to the end of the paragraph “On dear days a portion of the
North Cascades, approximately 160 Wometers to the west, can be observed from Highway
2 traveling from Creston to Wdbur, Washington:’

Section 3.2.42 Impacts

Page 3-135, second paYagYaph,linm 1-3: Currentiy reads “Lighting wodd consist of small,
high-intensity fights to tiuminate exterior portions of on-site btidings and anti-cohion
lights on the four 125-foot emission stach~’ Shodd read “Lighting ti consist of small,
high-intensity fights to ~utiate exterior portions of on-site btidings.” Because the sta&
are now less than 200 feet high, they do not need to be Numinated for Fderd Aviation
Association requirements.

Page 3-135, fhiyd paya~aph, lines 4 and 5: Currently reads “...nightimemesecurity fighting and
wotid directly see the anti<ohion fights on the emission stack.” Shotid read “...night-
time security fighting:’

Section 3.2.5.1 Existing Conditions

Page 3-138, fiYstfill paya~apk: Currently reads “Dr. Rob Whitlam, state archaeologist with
the Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, notes that the 1980 study probably
needs to be redone in order to meet contemporary professional standards ~tlam 1994)~’
Shotid read “Dr. Rob Whitlam, state archaeologist with the Office of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation, notes that the 1980 study probably needs to be redone in order to
meet contempor~ professional standards mtlam 1994). Hence, the NRPF project area,
although parti~y sueyed by Morgan et aL (1980), was surveyed again by Larson et d.
(1995).

Page 3-138, secondfill paYagYaph,lines 6 and 7: Cuently reads “A strip along the eastern
margin of the New Study Area was not surveyed, hence the abmpt straight boundary for
site 45LI138~’ Shotid read “A strip along the eastern margin of the New Study Area was
not surveyed:’

Page 3-139, firsf fill paYagYaph,lines 5-7: Currently reads “None of these appears to be etigible
for inclusion in the Stateor NationalRegistersofHistoricPlaces,althoughRequestsfor

Determinationofehgibfityhavenotbeensoughtfrom theSHPO.” Shotidread“None of

theseplacesappearstobe etigibleforinclusioninthe State or National Register of Historic
Places.”
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Page 3-139, third fill para~aph, fines 5-7: Cmently reads “Athough no formal determination
has been made, site 45L1138 is considered potentia~y efigible for inclusion in the NRHP.
For purposes of the project, 45L1138 WU be assumed etigible.” Shotid read “Site 45L1138
is considered potentidy etigible for inclusion in the NRHP~’

Pages 3-l@ and 3-143, fiYst paya~aph undo Tyadifional Culfuyal Prop&ies: Currently reads
“Mthough constipation with the Spokane and ColvWe Confederate Tribes has been
initiated, the level of constitution required to identify and document tradition cultural
properties has not been completed. Standards for such studies are presented in Bfletin No.
38, Guidehes for Evaluating and Documenting Tradition Ctiturd Properties @arker and
~g 1990)~’ Shotid read “No tradition dturd properties potenti~y eligible for tisting
on the National Register of Historic Places were identified in the NRPF project area through
constipation with the Spokane Tribe and the Col~e Confederated Tribes. Adehe FredWe,
however, indicated that the NRPF project area was historic~y a plant-gathering area, as
was most of the Creston vicinity. Review of tradition dturd properties for the gas
pipehe corridor has not been undertaken with the Tribes:’

Section 3.2.5.2hpacts

Page 3-144, Transmission
probabfity of impact to

Facilities, Isf paya~aph, bf smfeuce: Change “There is a high
sites 45GR664 and 45GR665~’ to “There is a high probability of

impact to sites 45GR664 and 45GR665, if the site are efigible for inclusion in the National
Register of Hktoric Places. If they are not etigible, the project W not affect the site no
matter what type of physid or other impact might occur:’

Page 3-145, payaqaph undm Tyadifional Culfuyal Pyopd.es: Currently reads “The necessary
studies to identify tradition titural properties have not been completed. The nature of
tradition titurd properties that reasonably may be anticipated in the project area
varies...Unless appropriately identified so that mitigative options can be determined, any
such properties W be impacted by the project.”

Shodd read “no impacts to traditional dturd properties ehgible for inclusion on the
National Register of Historic Phces in the NRPF project area wodd occur. The necessary
studies to identify tradition dtural properties in the transmission and gas pipetine
corridors have not been completed. The nature of tradition titurd properties that
reasonably may be anticipated in the project area varies...Udess appropriately identified so
that mitigative options can be determined, any such properties present wti be impacted by
the transmission and gas pipefie corridor projects.”
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Section 3.2.5.3Mitigation Measwes

Page 3-145, bst paragyaph: Add the fo~owing sentence to the end of the paragraph “Other
cdtural resources mitigation measures that may apply to the NRPF site are fisted as
stipdations required by the CoIv~e Confederated Tribes and the Spokane Tribe.”

Page 3-146, flYst paya~aph, line 6: Change “...and the Presiden~s Advisory...” to “...and the
Advisory...”

Page 3-146, second payagaph, line 10: Change “...and the Presidents Advisory...” to “...and the
Advisory...”

Page 3-146, tkiYd payagyaph, lines 24: Currently reads “However consdtation with affected
tibes has been initiated, and the ColvWe Confederated Tribes and the Spokane Tribe have
identified cultural resources deasions that require their participation.” Shodd read
“Constipation with the Spokane and Colfle Confederated Tribes has restited in two
stipdation agreements that have been approved by each tribe separately.”

Section 3.2.6.1 Existing Conditions

Page 3-148, semnd payagyapk, lines 4 and 5: Currentiy reads “The posted speed tit is 55 mph

(86 m), redu~g to 35 mph (56 krnh) in Davenport and Reardon.” Shotid read “The
posted speed limit is 55 mph (86 krnh), and is 30 mph (56 kmh) in Davenport and Reardon.

Page 3-148, fhiyd paya~aph, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “...which connects the town of
Lincoh..~’ Shotid read “...which connects the cornmtity of Lincoh...”

Section 3.2.6.2 Impacts

Page 3-153, foutih paya~uph, lines 1 and 2: Cmently reads “Materi* wodd be detivered to,
and workers wotid arrive at, the site using State Route 2 and either Lincoh Road or
Creston Butte Road, depending on which site is selected.” Shotid read “Materi* wotid
be defivered to, and workers wotid arrive at, the site using U.S. Federd Highway 2 and
Lincoh Road.”

Page 3-154, lasf payaqaph, lines 1 and 2: Currently reads “These shipments @ include the
combustion turbines, condensers, steam turbines, and generators.” Shodd read “These
shipments @l include the combustion turbines, condensers, steam tibines, generators, and
HRSGS.”
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Section 3.2.6.3 Mitigating Measmes

Page 3-158, first bulkf: Currently reads “me appficant ti fund the upgrading of Lincoln
Road or Creston Butte Road (depending on alternative chosen) from its intersection with
State Route 2 to the main fa~ty entrance in order to support construction vehicle weights.”
Shotid read “me apphcant ti fund the upgrading of Lincoh Road from its intersection
with U.S. Federd Highway 2 to the main fafity entrance in order to support construction
vehicle weights.”

Section 3.2.7.2 Impacts

Page 3-165, Law Enforcmt, 3yd paragraph: Change “... by adding one to three additional
staff members. If in-migrant travd to work via car pook, there WMbe an estimated 100 cars
used (3 people per car) and require the additiond of three patrol officers and one jail/radio
operator. If in-migrants travd to the site by bus, one additional Lincoh County potice officer
win be needed @erry 1994)J’ to “... by adding one to three additional staff members. If in-
migrant travel to work via car pooh, there W be an estimated 100 cars used (3 people per
car), which wfi require the addition of three patrol officers and one jti/radio operator. If
in-migrants travel to the site by bus, one additiond Lincok County pofice officer wi~ be
needed @erry 1994).”

Section 3.2.7.3Mitigation Measures

Page 3-168, Mitigating MeasuYes, Ist paragraph, 3rd sentence: Change “A population
monitoring program wotid document the number of workers, fatiy members, and
secondary employment popdation that occurs in the local Lincoh County communities:’
to “A poptiation monitoring program wotid docment the number of workers, number of
famfly members, and location of construction worke~s residences in Lincoh County.”

Section 4 Cumulative tipacts

Replace Section 4 with the fo~owing

“me Cound on Environmental @atity defines cumtitive impact as “the impact on the
envtionrnent which resdts from the incremental impact of the action when added to other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of what agency (Federal
or non-Federd) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumdative impacts can result
from individudy minor but co~ectively significant actions taking place over a period of
time:’

Potential curnuktive effects include impacts to air qutity, water quality, plants and animals,
global warming, and socioeconomic impacts.
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4.1 AIR QUAL~Y

The emissions from the NRPF shotid be viewed individudy and co~ectively with other
existing, anticipated, or ptied projects. The EPA in its New Source Review Worbhop
Manual (EPA October 1990) suggests that sources tithin 31 ties (50 h) be considered in
determining potenti cumfitive impacts. The NRPF site is in a rural area, distant from
nearby sources. For the air qudty tipact analysis included in the SCA, conservative
ba&ground values were used to accomt for cumtitive impacts from minor sources in the
area or major sources whose emissions wodd be transported into the area. These values
were determined foflowing discussions with the Department of Ecology @owman 1995).

For CO, a value was selected which had been used for other re@atory analyses in rural
areas in Eastern Washington. For NOX, a v~ue was selected from the highest range of
values from a study of rural areas in the United States. For PMIOdata co~ected by the WWP
for the earfier Creston SCA was used. Predicted concentrations are below acceptable
re@atory levek considering cumdative impacts from existing sources.

To identify potential mtitive impacts from anticipated or planned projects, the
Department of Ecology (Peterson 1995) and the Spobe County Air PoUution Authority

Wigeland 1995) were con~ct~ to iden~ proposed projects in Lincok and Spoke
Counties within 31 ties (50 W) of the site. These agenaes were unable to identify any
proposed proj~ts within that area. Therefore, concentrations from cumdative sources are
predicted to be below acceptable re@tory leve~ for existing, anticipated, or planned
projects.

4.2 WATER QUAL~

Runoff from agridturd lands is a major source of impairment to area water qtity
contributing sediment, excessive nutrients, and chetids to streams and l~es (U.S.
Department of Agridtie, Sofl Consemation Service, 1984 and Washington Department of
Ecology, 1992). The project wotid not interfere with ongoing farm conservation efforts to
control erosion and maintain water qutity. Nthough minor lo-cd increase in erosion,
runoff, and sedimentation are expected from construction and maintenance, the increases
wodd have low impact on water qutity and wotid not impair the current beneficial use
of any water body.

In the Columbia Basin ecosystem, biodiversity has been reduced by loss and fragmentation
of native steppe habitats. Species such as Columbia sha~tied grouse and pygmy rabbits
have d-cd dramatica~y in the region since conversion of steppe to agridfie.
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~ project, however, is fiely to contribute to further biodversity loss. me amount and
qutity of habitats lost due to construction activities is rehtively insignificant. Important
vegetation corridors connecting key ti~e habitats, such as fiparian zones, in most cases
wodd not be significantly impacted by the project.

WeHands - hcrementi losses and degradation of wetkds over time have seriously
depleted wetkd resources. Wethds have tieady been impacted by construction of
existing transmission ties, grazing, and other agrititurd activities. Because Executive
Order 11990 requires Federrd agencies to avoid adverse impacts to wetknds to the extent
possible, BPA wodd avoid wethds where possible. Where wethds cannot be avoided,
and wefland values wotid be affected, appropriate mitigation wodd be carried out.
~erefore, it is not Wely that wethds wotid be significantly impacted by the project.”

4.4 GLOBAL WA~~G

me N~F @ emit “greenhouse gasw;’ including COV a non-re@ted emission. Many
scientists beheve that the accumtiation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is leading to
a global temperate increase ~’globd warming”) because these gases can trap heat in the
atmosphere. U this hypothesis is correct, the NNF wodd contribute to the global warming
effect. me N~F is predicted to emit approximately 3 flon tons of COZannua~y at Ml
operation (838 W). However, N~F COZemissions wotid be less than from other fossfl
fuel power sources; to re~e an equivalent generating production, natural gas combustion
produces about 40 to 50 percent less COZthan cod and approximately 25 percent less than
petroleum products.

Nevertheless, in conjunction with other regional and global sources of greenhouse gases, the
N~F may contribute additiond C02 emissions to the atmosphere. Its contribution wodd
not be significant, in comparison to the emissions of greenhouse gases from other sources
in Washington State as we~ as globdy. According to a recent report of the Washington <
Shte Energy Office (1994), in 1990 toti Washington state gross (i.e., without reductions
resdting from COZremoval by forest growth) emissions of COZwere 141.5 miMon tons, of
which 85 Mon came from the energy sector (which includes transportation). By 2010, total
gross emissions of COZare predicted to be 177.5 Won tons, of which 122 mi~on tons wi~
be from the energy sector. me N~Fs predicted annti COZ emissions of up to
approximately 3 Won tons wodd be about 1.7 percent of total Washington COZemissions
in 2010, and nearly 2.5 percent of the emissions from the energy sector (Kerstetter 1995).

4.5 SOCIOECONOMIC ~PA~S

mere is minimal potential for socioeconomic impacts of the ~F and associated natural
gas pipehe and electrical transmission he upgrade in conjunction with planned or
reasonably antiapated projects and poptition growth in the area. ~s conclusion is based
on discussions with local ptiing agencies and pubhc services providers between 1993 and
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the present (see attached reference fist), and more recent discussions and correspondence
with Spokane County p-g director Wdy Hubbard (1995) and Lincoh County planning
director Terry Goodman (1995). Neither p-g director was aware of planned or
anticipated projects within their counties that wotid have significant cumtitive impacts
when added to the NRPF project. Both p-ers were specifidy asked to consider potenti
socioeconomic, air, and water resource impacts in their assessment.

The Spokane County planning director said there continues to be industi growth in the
Airway Heights region near the City of Spokane. However, the anticipated growth is not
expected to have significant impacts on the area. Existing facfities near Airway Heights
include a wast~to-energy fatity and the minimum security prison. The Spokane area
frequently handes temporary constriction workers. Examples of significant construction
projects near or in Spokane, within the kst year or on-going, are the new Spokane Arena,
the downtown Transit Center, the downtown Sterhg Savings Bank, the Intermodd Center,
and r~onstruction of the 1-90 freeway west and south of Spokane.

Section 6.2.1 Notice of htent and Mfigs

Page 6-2, kt paya~aph, line 5: Currently reads “...due to the agency by May 27, and
provided contacts for tiher information.” Shotid read “...due to the Agency by May 27,
194, and provided conkcts for further information’

Section 6.2.2 Scoping Meetings

Page 6-3, fhyee bullefs: Add “1994’ after the dates in each bdet.

Section 6.4 EFSECAdjudicative Hearings

Page 6-6, semnd para~aph, line 5: Change “...granted intervener states:’ to “...granted
intervener status.”

Section 6.5 Publication of Find EIS with Responses to Pubfic Comments

Page 6-6, fiysf paya~aph, semnd smfmce: Change “... the pub~c meeting/hearing transcript,
...“ to “... the pubhc meeting transcript, ...”

Section 9 Gloss~ and Acronps

Page 9-2, definition of CSW: Change “CSW’ to “CSWE~’ Change “Central & Southwest
Energy, he.” to “Central and South West Energy, he.”
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Section 10 Distribution List

Page 10-1, AWliwnt: Add ~WE as an apphcant.

Page 10-2, lines 1 and 4: Delete the question mmk at the end of eafi he.
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CWPTER 2 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
ON ~ NOR~ST REGIONAL

POWR FACILIH EIS

2.1 Inhoduction

This part of the Find EK includes written comments received on the Draft EB, oral
comments made at the November 15,1995 pubfic meeting in Creston, and the lead agencies’
responses to those comments. This Chapter is org-ed into two parts: 1) general response;
and 2) written comments and specific responses. The general response addresses the issue
of the level of environment review conducted for the natid gas pipehe. In some cases,
responses to specific comments cross reference the general response.

2.2 General Response #l- Level of hdysis for tie Natid Gas Pipelhe

The Energy Fatity Site Evaluation CO~Cfl (E=EC) ad the Bo~e~e power
Administration @PA) in conjunction with the cooperating federd agenaes determined that
the dewed environmentanalysisofthenaturalgaspipe~ewasbeyondthescopeofthis
EIS, and that a focused environrnenti review of the potential environrnenti impacts of the
natural gas pip”etie wodd be completed by the Federd Energy Re@tory Commission
(FERC). As stated in Section 1.6 (Issues Beyond the Scope of the EIS) of the Find EIS,
“FERC is responsible for the review and approval of W interstate pipehes before
construction, which is accomplished by issuing a Certificate of Pubtic Convenience and
Necessity. men an application for the gas pipefie is submitted, FERC @ conduct a
NEPA review of its potential impacts. BPA plans to be a cooperating agency in FERCS gas
pipehe review and the environment impacts associated with the gas pipehe ~ be
considered by BPA before m~g a find decision on the project after FERCS analysis is
complete. EFSEC, however, @ have no further formal role in evaluating the gas pipefie
application.

Although not a formal part of the scope of this EB, information about the natural gas
pipe~e and its potential environment impacts has been included where av~ble. This
provides as complete a view as possible of the ~ range of actions associated tith the
development of the NRPF. The level of information avtiable is not as detded for the
pipehe as for the NRPF and ik an- fa~ties.”

The construction of the natural gas pipefie wotid Wely require one or more state and local
permits, which wodd require comptice with the State Environment Poticy Act (SEPA).
Therefore, a focused environrnenti review of the potenti environrnenti impacts of the

natural gas pipefie may *O be completed byasateor10C~agenq (e.g.,theDepa~ent
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of Ecology, Lincoh County, or Spoke County).

The information regarding the natural gas pipefie and its potenti environmental impacts
was drawn from the PGT pipefie routing study, some of which was included in as
Appendix B of the ~aft EB. To better understand the potenti environmental effects
which FERC WW have to address in their NEPA review please refer to Appendix A
(Potenti Environment hpacts and Previously Employed Mtigation Options for Natural
Gas Transmission Pipehes) of this Find EB. This additiond information more accuratdy
characterhes the general range of impacts assoaated with gas pipehe projects by drawing
on FERCS extensive experience in preparing and conducting numerous NEPA analyses for
natural gas pipehe projects in the West. We it does not mean that dl of the impacts
listed @ occur nor W of the mitigation is appropriate for this area, it does represent the
types of impacts Wely to be examined and mitigation FERC is ~ely to select from in
sitespecific gas piphe environment review.

In addition, FERCS staff have developed standard mitigation ph and procedures
erosion control/restoration and wefland/waterbody construction (see Appendix B of
Find EIS), which are routinely made a part of the certicate conditions for interstate gas
pipeties.

the

for
the

It shotid be noted that the gas pipetie W not be btit or sited ~ti a decision has been
made to proceed with the proposed NRPF, which may not be btit for up to ten years.
Therefore, preparing a dettied EB on the natural gas pipehe at this time would not be
feasible.

2.3 Written Cements and Responses

This section includes written comments and responses to those comments. Table 2-1 is an
index of the comments received.
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TABLE 2-1
Index to Cements on me No*west Retiond Power Fadi& Dr& EIS

L~ER

A
B
c

D
E
F
G
H

;
K
L
M
N
o

:
R
s
T
u
v
w
x

co~s

FederalAgencies
RobertHstensen,USDI BureauofReclamation
CharlesPotityk,USDI OfficeofEnvironmentPolicyandCompliance
RichardParM, EPA Region10

StiteAgenaes
RobertG. Whitlarn,StateArchaeologist
TonyEldred,DeptofFishandWfldMe
MarvinViWe,DepartmentofEcology
ChrisRegan,WA StatePark andRecreationtimrnission
AttorneyGeneralofWashington

Pubfic
LarryGoodrow,Spotie Tribeofkdians
Mary andJohnMcCaughey(EFSEC)
Mary and John McGughey @PA)
BonnieJensen,Mayor
Darryl Peeplesand ~arles Lean
KVA Resourcesand GW EnergyCommentson the NRPF Draft EIS
KVA Resourcesand ~W EnergyEditorid Suggestionsfor the NRPF Draft EIS
Mr and Mrs Bl*e Angstrom
Mr. and Mrs. MarvinBean and Sons
Craig Brougher,Pangaeahtemationd
Ja& Tenter to Jason Zefler
Patti Lowe, ExecutiveDirector,GreenhouseAction
RachaelPaschal,Center for Environment Law and Poficy
Jerry Robmon
John @sady, PacificGas Transmission~mpany
Pubticmeetin~Creston,Washington,onNovember15,1995

Mr.Purvis
PeteBean
PeteGow
JoeBean
JimHM
CraigBrougher
Mrs.Bean
Mr.Purvis
MayorHayden
Mr.Purvis
JoeBean
JimHdl
Mr.Purvis
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Ms. NancyWittpen EiiERGYFACILINSITE “
Bonnevi1le PowerAdministration
905 NE llth Avenue

HJALUATioNCOUNCIL ‘
Portland OR 97232

Subject: Northwest Regional PowerFaci1ityDraftErivironmentalImpad
Statement(EIS)

Dear ~. Wittpen:

Enclosedare commentson the subjetidocumentprovidedby our GrandCoulee
PowerOffice. By now.you shouldhavereceivedco~ents fromthe Department .
of the Interiorthat indjcatedno commentsfromRwlamation on Envlronmental
Review95/779of the subjxt docwnt. We applogize for the error and

appreciatethe time extensionfor providingcments to you.

In addition,as r=ently discussedwith LolaSeptof my staff,we mistakenly ~
requestedthat we be relievedof ourstatusas cooperatingagencyfor this.
EIS. While our concernand involvementregardingwatersupplyhas been.putto . .
rest,becausethe ro osedprojectwi~~be tyingitio.ourpwer grid at Grand.YR

.
CouleeDam,.we sti 1 ave an interest in the p~ojed. ~erefores Wedo WiSh . .. to

If

remainas a cooperatingagency.

YOU have questions,pleasecontactLolaSeptat [?08)378-5032-

Sincerely.
. .

~ .yk~+ ~
.

k
:

RobertC. Christensen
RegionalEnvironmentalOfficer

Enclosure .

cc: RegionalEnvironmentalOfficer,Attention:HartHodges.Officeof the
Swretary, PacificNorthwestRegion.500 NE NultnomahSt. Suite600,
PortlandOR 97232-2036 ~

,

.
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Bureauof Reclamation”s
Comments on the N~rthwestRegionalPwer FacilityDraftEIS

January9. 1996

Paqe3.10.Towerlnstallationand Re~lacement--Astatementneedsto be added
that “Towerswill be requiredto be relocatedantiornewtmers installedfor
the relocationof the tie line at the.500 KvSwitchyardatth Grand~ulee
PowerOffice-- . .

Paqe3-13--&ange paragraphtitleto: “~ompensationStationandTie Line
Relocationsites,”

Paqe 3-33.TransmissionFacilities--Needtoincludethe relocationof the tie
line: revise first sentence. “Transmission line and relocation oftieli~,
construction ~ould. . . ~“ .

Pq 3-101.Develo~edLan~--Needto includetie linerelocation;revisefirst
s~n~enceof firstparagra h.

d
‘Figure3-12shtis. . . wheren~ Rw.

switchyarde~ansion; a tieli.ne relocationare proposed.”

Pa~e3-111,DeveloDedLand--Needto ~ncludeDouglasCounty:revisefirst
sentence,“Forthecityo fGrandCoulee. GrantCounty,and DouglasCounty.
impatis... . .“ . .

. . Tr~nsrnissionFacilities--Needtoincludetieline relocation:add ‘
to firstsentence.‘. . . the newlyproposedtransmissionlineand proposed
relocatedtie Iine will not. . . .’[

~3-1~. Trans . . FacilitieE--Needto includetiellne relocation;add
this statement.“%e?e”!houldbe no significantdiredimpati bythe tiellne
relocationat the 500 Kv Switchyardat the GtandCouleePower.Offi@.”

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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A-1

A-2

A-3

AA

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

Comment noted.

LETTER “A” RESPONSES

TheBureau of Rectiation @ remain a Cooperating Agency for
this project.

The construction of a singl+tit 500-kV transmission he W not cause the
relocation of the Tie Line at the Grand Codee Stitchyard. As a restit Figure 2-9
(N~F Transmission Route) has been retised. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

See response to comment A-2.

See response to comment A-2.

See response to comment A-2.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

See response to comment A-2.

See response to comment A-2.



LETTER I?BII

IN RFJI,Y-S70:
m 9s/779

Nancy Wittpen
Bonneville P-r A~ti8tiation
90S N2 llth A-ue
Poxtl- OR 97232

JAN 111996

ENERGYFACILITYSITE
EVALUATIONCOUNCIL

~w XCtThe Department of.t% Interior has reviewed the Draft WV
Statement (DEIS) foe the Northwest Regio=l Power FaciliW (NRPF) and tie ~‘
followtig c~ ta ase provided for your use ~ cons~derationwhen prepartig
the F-1 EnvtiO=nt~ -act stat~% (=IS) - .

GENERAL @KNTS

Water Resources

The Bureau of Recl~tioq =cated that whLle they ware origtiaLXy a
cooperattig agency and an titervenor in the origtial project, they have
wikhdra- fr- both roles. Their concern was with loss of water potenti~ly
needed for sa- flow5 because Recl=tion had been dticted by the Nattind
Narbe ~-bsr~s 6Htie, h the~ biologic~ opinion, to .a~e water to
ticreaae flows for s~. ~ proposed well fields, located on -cktion
land, were in d~ geologic conne~ion with stored water fm L- Roosmlt
and the proponent vas re~esttig a new water righ~ on a tr~tery of the
tilumbti =ver. ~~ since the proposed action has been changed to”use .
the city of -ston’s -ci# water supply, there h now no med for a new
water right nor u8e of the land adjacent to Lake Roosevelt. If F have
~eetions concerntig watez resources, please contact ~. Lola Sept,
Envho_tal Specbli*, Bureau of Reclamations Pacific Northwest Regi*
office at (208) 378-5032.

Recreaklon. ~source6

Due &o”the source?s prm~ity to -Zee Dam Natio~ RecreatLoB.Area (~)?
The National Park Service (NPS) is concerned that there may be ~cts to
re50urcem h ‘the recreation area. The National Park Se+ce Org& m of
1916 (16 USC1? et sag.), mndates NPS to:

pr-te and reguiate the use of . . . =%ional parks - - =
& ~;h mans and masures as confom to the fundm~tal purpose
of the said parks~ . . . which purpose is to conserve the Scenery
and the ~t~ti and Mstoric objects and wildlife thereti end to
provide for the enjowent of the 8a@ ti SUCh =Mer ad ~ such
qeans as will leave them un~aired for the enjo~ent of future
generationn.”

AS you may know~ =DA iS located on Lake Roosmlt sbout.6 ~lmt=a nofih of. .
the pxopoEed NRPF and is categorized an a Class 1X Floor.Area and lie6 within
a Federal and State designated air ~ality attatient area. The NPS statement
for Management (199S) for ~DA states: “- ~~ity within the Natio*
Recreation Area La gene~ally ’good, except for the Kttle Falls area.-
Likewise, the NPS General Management Plan (1980) for ~DA states: Natural
resources will be managed to perpetuate the natural and rural character of the
landscape within the recreation mea wherever POSSM1=. to @intain an
atmosphere of scenic tran~ility as vi-cd from the lake and to mintab
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envtiomental qality of air and vatez. - The following comments ud ~eotiona
are b-d on the above manag=ent d~e~ives regarding the ati @ality and
v~sfiility within mDA and the Lake Roosevelt airshed -d the WS -dateo h
the Organic Act. -

Zn order to C- out t~se ~an~tes ~d m-a9ement ~ective~ the foll~~g
c~nts are provided on the DEIS.

In most cases, S% and N% da not reach concentrationMgh enough to ~jure
vegetation in nationaX parke. However, due to =F’s pr=~ty to *
boundary of mDA, we are mncerned that the facility”a tissions -d harm
re60urces in WDA. our conce=s focus on the proposed S% and NZ-SE*
and ~sstile @a@s on xescurces at ~DA due to acid deposition. wa ask that
the applicant addreas potential acti depostttin ~cts at -~ and we
encourage you to take every opportunity to mintiize emissions b the =ea to
reduce the risk of injur2ng sensitive resourcs5 at WDA.

Secause of our concerns about visWility and ~a~a on other resources b
@DA~ we rqest that the applicant perfo= the follm~ -** anaLysea: ‘
(1) plm @ace and regioti.h=~ and (2) total depcsiktin. We lookfo-
to review~ the zesul~ of these analyses.

1-5m F3Qure e 1.1 and Pabe 2-3. Fioure 212: For clarificattin theOe need
to be turned to =tch the other figures, i.e.~ Figure 2-S~ ‘North’, and a
sctie need to be added.

Paae 1-7. SectXmn 1.3.2 (No Action Al~ernative~: Undar consqences, add a
statement that the associated envtimntal impacts; as ~tity, etc., would
not occur.

qe 3-17 ● sect tin 1.4.2.3 [Recreation~: [add] At cetitit~s the SC-C
~iew on Lake RooEevelt my be ~cting a pcrtlon of the appmtitely
1 -Ma visitors to -h (Per ~cts wdeled and M@ed for the CMSS I
airshed on the Spo~ - Reservation on page 1-10).

Paue 1-23. Se*ion 1.5 (Areas of controvec~v and Iemes to be reeo%ved~
=though mS.did not rqest to ~ome an intervener h the adjuticatL&-
hearfig process with ~SEC, we did cment on three other occasions regardtig
the RRPF. The correspondences were dated August 23, 1995, regarding the
Northwest Regional Power FacWty SEPA/WPA &IS; October 13, 1995, reg-
the -F (EFSEC) tentative detetination on the PSD ~-t for a= *sB-
in Creston, Washington; and October 26, 1995, regarding the NRPF~SD fatiohc~
and related infomtbn. We w@d re~est that a statmnt be added to MS

. socttin reflecting the concerns c~icated h these cor-~~os. ~
staaent could read “Vfs~il$ty, dtipcsitioti, and ac- rafi ~cts to
-DA. W

PaQe 2-3. Fimre 2-1* “Smok-e River Falls Lake”: This shou~ read “SPOR*
River ~“ and “Fr~ti Roosevelt Lake” tihouldread ‘m~h D. Rocs~ti
tie”; or, CUEpref~.~ce is ‘Laka Roosevelt.” You could also fdenttiy
“-lee D= National Aecreathn Area.w

Paue 2-11. Pi- 2-Z Fr~ this figure and the discussions; it could x be
determtied why the proposed areas with no construction activities do not
etiend to the eastern, northern, and part of the western boun’~ies of the
eite~haps because of fenctig?i The figure, as presented, suggests
potential Sed-nt loading ~cts in the steep canyon on the northeast.

Paae 3-3~@ aI- acts on Visibility at Nearbv Class I Areas”: We would regueut
that other 8i~ificsnt areas (not class X) with visibility concern8 be added
to this section. Under the “perceptfiility p8rmeter, Delta E- calculated by
WS-N on page 3-31, any ~acts on the Spokane Reservation would also be
perceptfile at CODA (on Lake ~osevelt), a resource visited by over 1 million
visitors annually, and on the -lville Indian Reservation.

1
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?aqe 3-35. Sectio n 3 .1.4 (Water suuply ~: There was no available data in the 10
document to verify that the two (2) Creston City wells have a Capacity of
1,030 gallons per minute (gpm). The well log for one well (*illed ~ lg81#
776 feet deep~ finished in bedrock) was initi~ly tested at less than 200 gpm,
and &he log for another Well (could not determine if it’s the second city well
or an older well that waE eithec abandoned or deepened) was tested ak 300 ~
(reportedon log). The notial average pumptig rate of 64 w for Weston
indicates that the additional 55-77 gpm for the facility could ea8ily be met.
There may, however, be a problem with a peak rate of 467 ~ fOr Creston =d
200 ~ for the facility. Creston wells are located essenti~ly on a
ground+ater divide, withground-water in this area genertily flowing
northward . mt crops of beaock (e.g., ~ean Butt@) deftie the aPPr~~ate
boundary where ground-water flows Bouth. Bedrock configuration Euggests a
ltiited zecharge area for the wells. south of meston, in the S~g Creek
area, water-levels are declining; levelE are also declining all along the
northern tier south of the mlumbia River~ partly due to pumpage and partly .
due to long-term dry conditions. Thus, it is ~tiant to identify the ~nt
of t~ thab the peak pumping rates would generally be =pected to be -
maintahed. Long periods of rates at 667 gpm may potentially tipact shallow
ground%ater.levels (there are shallow wellB downstream) and Epring tischarge
that supports the perennial streamE north and east of the site.

Paqe 3-37. Gection 3.1.5 (Surface water~ Regarding the Stormwater retention
pond: Ba8alts wL1l accept a reasonable mount of recharge. Thus, for
filtration, f%ne-grained sedtientE, such as the onsite loess, should be
considered as a naeurd lining in the pond.

11

Pane 3-37. Sect~ on 3.1.S, [water-m alitv/arwnd+ater): The water reality of 12
ueston’s wat--supply is known; all public supply wells are te5ted. Tti6
data should be included in the FEIS. Generalized locations of monitoring
wells should be shown 50 aE to assess re=onableness of the network. me
stormwater retention pond will not recharge ground water in the Siting ~eek
basin but will recharge water moving northward. This water may potentA~ly
reach aeverd shallow uellg md perhaps deeper wells because this area, betig
a ground+ater dividet has large downward vert.icd gradients and wells are not
cased. Thus, the recharging pond water, if carrying cent~ts, may loctily
have an impact on dr~g water with&awalE.

~aae 3-55, “Bald Eaale~: There are rooEting sites and an active bald eagle
mat (1995) within 8 kilometers of the proposed ~F.

13

Paue 3-93. Paramauh 3, last sentence hge this to read: “The entire Lake ,14
Roosevelt S6 managed for recreational use.”

Faae 3-120..Sectlon 3.2.4.1 (ExA~t$nu finditionel: [add] ‘On clear day= a
portion of the North Cascades, approxtiately160 kilometers to the vest, e- 15
beobserved from Highway 2 traveltig from ~eston to WMur, Washtigton.-

Paue 3-122, Sect$qn 3.2.4.2 (Iwacts): As mentioned at the begking of this
correspondence, the view in and around Lake Roosevelt is of paramount 16
tiportance to mDA. Impacts of the visible pl-e.to Lake Roosevelt and the
surrounding areaa, especially the Spokane Reservation, should be identified.
If you have ~estions concerning recreationalreEources contact Scott Hebner,
-lee Dam National Recreation Area at (S09] 725-2715.

We have appreciated the opportunity to c~.nt.

GS9+
Region~ Environmental Off cer



LETTER “B” RESPONSES

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

See Supplemental Letter “B’ Responses.

See Supplement Letter “B’ Responses.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to figure. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

Comment noted. However, Section 1.3.2 (No Action Mternative) aheady states that
the No Action Alternative wotid avoid the environmental impacts associated with
these actions (i.e., constriction and operation of the NRPF, transmission fadties,
and natural gas pipe~e).

Comment noted. However, the impacts upon visibfity were derived from the
conservative assumptions. Some impact may be visible under proper tighting
situations if one were looking toward the p~t site and visibfity was not obstructed
by knd forms. If one knew whereto look, a sfight distortion might be detectable.
Most of the recreation on or along the rivers occurs at locations where W wi~
obstruct this view. The impact, if it occurs, shodd not be noticeable to recreational
visitors. The impact to visibfity is ody a possibfity, wd, if it occurs, it shotid not
be significant. h addition, see Supplement Letter “B’ Responses.

Comment noted. Changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and
Modifications to the DEB) of this docment.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to figure. Please refer to Chaptw 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this doment. The location of the
Codee Dam National Recreation Area is shown on Figure 3-13, page 3-117.

The “Area with No Proposed Cons~ction or Operation Activities” was estabkhed
to avoid potentia~y sensitive environmental resources. With regard to the area
outside of the of the no conshction area, construction activities are ody proposed
in the area of the proposed fa~ties.

See Supplemental Letter “B’ Responses.

The amount of water pumped and used by the Town of Creston varies annua~y and
by season depending on the poptition and such factors as rain~ and temperature.
In the past, the amount of water pumped has been substanti~y more than is
currently being used. In 1979 the Town of Creston pumped an average of 120,000
ga~ons per day (gpd) to supply water service to 320 residences. Creston now
supplies ody about 240 residences. k 1993 Creston pumped 26,400,000 gdons
(approximately 72,300 gaflons per day). The NRPF’s normal operating water
requirements of 79,200 gpd to 100,800 gpd W increase the pumping amounts ody
s~ghtiy over thehistorically indicated amomts. These amounts ares~ substanti~y
less than the amount of water rights certificates and claims hdd by the Town of
Creston.

The Town of Creston is cunenfly preparing a Capita Fadties Plan. Part of this
Plan W contain a stidy by Varela & Associates (Spokane, WA), addressing the



potential impact of Creston supplying water to the NNF. This study is not yet
avdable, but is reported to confirm the aquifers and the abfity of Creston to supply
the NNF with water.

B-II Comment noted.

B-12 Comment noted. However, it is assumed that Creston’s water supply meets water
qutity standards for a potable water supply. To mitigate potential contamination
in the recharging pond affecting local ground water qudty, stormwater runoff near
the exterior equipment and storage W WU be routed through an ofl and water
separator prior to discharging to the co~ection channel.

B-13 Comment noted. See page 3-51, Sensitive tid Speaes, NWF Site, which states
“Based upon review of Washington State Department of Fish and Wildfife andU.S.
Department of Fish and Wfl~e databases, the bdd eagle (Haliaeefus Zacocqhaljs)
and the peregrine ficon ralco pwe~inw) are noted as possibly occurring in the
vicinity of the NWF site.”

B-14 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Correctionsand Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

B-15 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Correctionsand Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

B-16 See response to comment B-5.



COMMEWS ANDRESPONSES

‘SUPPLEMENTAL LE~ER”W RESPONSES ‘

The air quality impacts of the Northwest Regional Power Faci~i (NRPfi are minimized by using
the least-polluting fossil fuel and the best available air pollution control technology. The equipment which
will be included in this project will have the latest proven combustion turbine technology. The NRPF will
result in no unacceptable adverse impacts on air quality or to air quality-related values, including visibility,
regional haze, plants and soils, and impacts on Class I areas. All applicable federal and state emissions
control requirements were met.

Ambient air quality impacts were analyzed using standard methods developed by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The air qua~i models used are defined in the Guideline on Air
Qual.~ Modeling (EPA, El-25-78-027). Receptors were defined in a grid sticient to cover the ‘maximum
impact areas for each pollutant, as well as to estimate ambient air concentrations in Class I areas.

The results of the analysis showed that the impacts from the proposed facility, together with
background values, will not exceed the applicable primary or seconda~ ambient air quality standards.
Model concentrations for the highest impacts from the facil.~ alone are less than 2 percent of the
standard. Similarly, impacts from the proposed facil.~ alone will not exceed any Class II or Class I area
PSD increments. Maximum PSD increments are less than 8 percent of the applicable PSD increments.
Impacts from the proposed facil.~ will not exceed any Washington Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL).
Maximum impacts of air toxic compounds are less than 40 percent of the ASIL.

The Coulee Dam National Recreation Area (NRA) is a Class II area under PSD regulations.
Impacts on Air Qual.~ Related Values (AQRVS)for Class II areas are predicted by comparing modeled
concentrations to the secondary ambient air quality standards which were established to protect public
welfare, Impacts to air quality including the NRPF have been shown to be below the seconda~ ambient
air qual.~ standards for all pollutants.

An analysis of impacts of AQRVS in Class I areas was conducted for the proposed facil.~. A
consewative method of analysis was used and included, as appropriate for each Class I area, impacts
on soils, vegetation, visibility, water quality and fauna. Resuks of the analysis show that there were no
adverse impacts projected on vegetation, soil, visibility, water qual.~ or fauna in the mandato~ Class I
areas.

Specifically, an AQRV analysis was done for the Spokane Indian Reservation Class I area, located
immediately adjacent to the Coulee Dam recreation area, at about 14 km to 20 km from the proposed
NRPF site. The analysis included visibility and nitrate deposition. Methodologies used were conservative
and established an estimated increase in nitrogen deposition of 1.7 percent, with no significant adverse
impacts, The Spokane Indian Reservation is far more sensitiie regarding fauna than Lake Rooseveh
because of the existence of small ponds, with a high natural water acid.~ due to the pine forest,. in
comparison to the vast amount of water existing in Lake Roosevek and its higher buffering capac.~.
Visibility analysis for the Spokane Indian Reservation Class I area used a Level 2 screening methodology.
As a result of the analysis it was determined that during certain times of the year at sunrise or sunset
hours, when the wind is blowing from the southwest and an observer is looking at the plume at a point
approximately 14 km from the observer toward the project site, there would be some minor deterioration
in visibility. This minor deterioration would not be a haze, but a potentially noticeable d.tierence in color
or contrast when viewing an object through the plume. It was determined that 6 percent of total hours
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in a year were within the sunrise or sunset periods and had winds blowing from the southwest, If the total
hours were further reduced by limiting those with greater than 50percent cloud cover, visibility effects may
be perceptible only 2.8 percent of the year. These visibility effects, Hthey exist, would be extreme~ mlnOf
and very dficuh to perceive. The methodology used was ve~ conservative and any potential impacts
would not be significant.

The analysis of the effects on the Spokane Indian Reservation can easi~ be extrapolated to the
Coulee Dam NRA without fufiher modeting, to conclude that there would be no significant environmental
impacts due to the nitrate deposition and visibility to the Class II air shed for the recreation area.
However, funher modeling was done at the request of the National Park Service (NPS) regarding the
Class II air shed located over the Coulee Dam NRA.

Nitrogen De~osition. An evaluation of nitrogen deposition has been conducted following the
procedures defined in the EPA document lntera~encv Work~rou~ on Air Qualm Modelina (IWAQM) Phase
1 Repom Interim Recommendations for Modelina Lena Ranae Trans~ort and ImPacts on Reaional

- (EpA+~/R-g3-015, APfil 19g3). me analysis calls for the USe of the annual avera9e N02
concentration at 50 km from the project. Since the closest distance to 50 km for which ISC modeling
resuhs were available from the previous ana~sis was 8.3 km, this concentration was used for the nitrogen
deposition analysis. The concentration at that distance was conservatively converted to a nitrogen
deposition rate of 0.55 kilograms/hectare/year, using a molecular weight ratio of 0.304 and a d~
deposition velocity of 2,5 cm/s, At 50 km, the nitrogen deposition rate is expected to be significant~ lower
due to continued dispersion of the plume over that distance. The Coulee Dam NRA encompasses Lake
Roosevelt, which contains a tremendous volume of water. Considering this large water volume together
with the buffering capac.~ from the highly alkaline soils of the area, this nitrogen deposition would be
insignificant. A calculation sheet presenting the details of the analysis is atiached.

Plume Msibilitv Andvsis. A plume visibility analysis has been conducted for the Coulee Dam NRA
using procedures defined in the EPA document Workbook for Plume Wsual Screenina and Analvsis (EPA-
450/4-88-01 5). Nitrogen oxide and particulate emissions from the proposed turbines were used in the
analysis. Impacts were evaluated for receptors ‘inside” the NRA following the procedures defined in the
above-referenced document.

[n this analysis (using conservative analyses regarding wind speed and air stability), the maximum
deka E was found to be 9.9 located at the closest point within the NRA, approximately 10 km from the
NRPF. Ahhough the plume from the NRPF is not visible, there would theoretical~ be a slight change in
the color of the blue sky viewed through the plume. The plume would be visible in approximately 1
degree of the horizon, which is about twice the apparent width of the sun. This condition could occur
only during times when winds are carrying the plume from the NRPF to the NRA. An evaluation of the
meteorological data from the Spokane airport shows that these conditions occurred 44 percent of daylight
hours in 1982. Since clouds and preciptiation would obscure the plume and diminish overall visibil~,
periods of cloudiness and precipitation were examined. Further evaluation of the Spokane airport data
for 1982 shows that winds from the appropriate direction occurred without preciptiation 38 percent of the
daylight hours dufing the year. Still further evaluation of the Spokane airpoti data shows that the winds
from the appropriate direction occur without precipitation or cloudiness 4 percent of the daylight hours
in the year.

Using these conservative assumptions, a slight change in the color blue, the width of an index
finger held up at arms’ length (1 degree), might be observed by one purposefully looking for it. This
would occur only 4 percent of the yearly daylight hours, and would not likely be seen by a casual
observer. Based on this information, plume visibil.~ in the NRA is not expected to be adverse~ impacted
by the NRPF.
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UN~ED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10

1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

REPLY TO
ATTN OF: WD-126

Nancy Wittpen
Bomeville Power Administration
905 NE llth Avenue “
Portland, Oregon 97232

Re:

Dear

Bonneville Power Atinistration’s (BPA) Northwest
Regional Power Facility Draft Environmental hpact
Stat~ent (EIS), Creston, Washington

Ms. ,Wittpen:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the
draft EIS for BPArs Northwest Regional Power Facility. Our
review was conducted in accordance with our responsibilities
under the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 309 of
the Clean Air Act’. We appreciate the opFort~mity to r=view this
project and provide comments at this time.

The proposed power facility is a natural gas-fired,
generating plant with output of 838 megawatts. This. draft EIS
addresses the Proposed Action and No Action, and briefly
discusses alternatives eliminated from consideration.

Based on our review, we have rated the draft EIS EC-2
(Environmental Concerns, Insufficient Information) . Our review

has identified environmental impacts from the proposed action.
Our environmental concerns are based. on: anticipated negative
impacts to water ~ality, wetlands and air ~ality.

Additional information is re~ested to: strengthen the
‘alternatives analysis; clarify proposed mitigation measures for
wetlands and water ~ality impacts; clarify air ~ality impacts;
and fully evaluate cumulative ‘impactsi

An e~lanation of our rating system for draft EISS is
enclosed for your reference. This rating and a summary of our
comments will be ptilished in the Federal Re~ister.

1
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“If you have any ~estions. ~out our comments (enclosed) , you
may contact Larry Brockman in Seattle at (206) 553-1750. We
appreciate ‘this opportunity to review and comment on the
EIS . draft

z~~- p&%
Richard B. “Parkin. Manaaer

Enclosure

cc: Federal
EFSEC -

Geo~aphic Implementati~n Unit, ~
Office of Ecosystems & Communities

Ener~ Re~latory Commission - Cashell
Jason Zeller

-. .

. .

.,
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U.S. WIRO~AL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
CO~S REG~ING

BPA’S NOR-ST REGIONAL POWER FACILITY

Alternatives ~alysis

EPA is concerned that alte~ative locations
construction and oneration of the Proposed Power

-

for the
facilitv have

not been sufficien~ly analyzed. S~ec~ficaliy, EPA belie;es the
draft EIS should evaluate alte~ative~ that reduce the need for
such an extensive natural gas pipeline. Presently, the
alternative pipeline routes evaluated in the EIS rage from 58
miles to 70 miles. The preferred routing of the pipeline will
cross 14,800 feet of wetlands, cross eight sensitive fish bearing
streams, five perennial streams, and fifty-eight ephemeral -
streams. It will cross eight other sensitive biological habitats
and sixty four state.or federal highways. It will impact one
hundred and seventy-five private property owners.

The EIS must include within its scope an evaluation of
. impacts; direct and indirect and effects and alternatives to the
proposed a,ctionin accordance with 40 CFR 1502.14 and 1502.15. -
Consideration of effects ~clude taking shard look at the
effects of transporting natural gas supplies to the facility.

The EIS must evaluate reasonable alternatives. CEQS Forty
Questiensstates, that reasonable alternatives include those that
are practical or feasible from the technical and economic
standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable
from the standpoint .of the applicant. Consideration of
reasonable alternatives would necessarily include alternate sikes
that may obviate the need for construction.o.f lengthy pipelines.
.

EPA is concerned BPA has limited its- alternatives analysis
solely .to the action alternatives proposed by the applicant. The
,draft EIS indicates, the applicant evaluated two t~esof
alternatives: sites in Washington state in general and sites near
the tow of Creston, Washington. A siting analysiswas completed
by Washington Water Power Company in the late 1970’s and early ~
1980~ for a coal-fired plant in Creston, Washington. The
appl~cant dete”tined that eastern Washington, specifically the
Creston area would be more suitable .than western Washington:

According to the draft EIS, the applicant believed this
coal-fired pltit location near Creston, would also be ‘appropriate
for a smaller, more environmentally benign gas fired power plant.
This may be true, however, the coal fire plant did not include an
extensive gas pipeline. In conclusion, BPA’s draft EIS analyzes
sites considered appropriate for a coal-fired plant near Creston .
and evaluates which side of the cascade mountains the facility

2
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should be built on. Given this limited analyses, EPA believes
BPA has not met it obligations under 40 CFR 1502.14.

Those obligations include evaluation of the impacts of a 50-
60 mile pipeline and the potential for mitigating those impacts
by locating the plant nearer to the existing Pacific Gas “
.Transmission (PGT) pipeline. To ensure a full and fair
environmental review EPA recommends that BPA work with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); as describe below,
to determine a lead agency and include an expanded alternative
analyses in any subse~ent ~PA”document.

FBRC/BPA Coordination. .

The BPA and the FERC have complimentary roles in this
—

project. BPA will decide whether to construct and operate
transmission facilities and FERC will decide whether to approve
constmction of the natural gas pipeline from PGT’s pipeline near
Spokane, Washington to BPA’s preferred alternative. Presently,
the NEPA re~irements for this project are being addressed .
separately by the two agencies. The BPA does not evaluate
alternative project sites to determine if reducing the length ,of
the pipeline is feasible. Further, we have no indication that
FERC plans to.address that issue.

EPA believes the project proposal rewires the designation
of a lead agency (either BPA or FERC) because more than one
federal agency is.involved in what rnust.be considered either the
“same action” or ‘a group of actions directly related to each
other because of their functional interdependence’t 40 cm
1501.5. If not the same action, BPA and FERC actions are, at the
very least, functionally interdependent because the power,
facility under consideration would-be useless if its power cannot
be transmitted via BPA lines or if it cannot obtain natural gas.
Via a FERC-license pipeline. ,

Ha;ing each agency conduct separate environmental rev+ews
will result in improperly se~ented consideration of
env~ronmetital impacts and failure to explore vi~le alternatives
that would mitigate impacts. Furthermore, according to the
Council on Environmental Qualityfs (CEQ), Fortv Most Asked
guestions Concernin~ CEOS National Environmental Policv Act ‘
(NEPA) Relations ‘Forty Questions,” an alternative that is

outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be
analyzed in the EIS if it is reasonable (see also 40 C*
1502.14).

Once a lead agency has been identified, it must conduct the
appropriate scoping in accordance with 40 CFR. 1501.7, which
includes among .otherthings, determining the appropriate scope of
the EIS. CEQS Forty Questions states* agencies must integrate
the ~PA process into other plaming at the earliest time

2
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possible. AISO the federal agencies tha~ are likely to become
involved should then be contacted and then the ~PA process

1

3!
coordinated.to insure an early and comprehensive analysis.

Wetlands/Waters of the U.Si
–—

As mentioned.in our scoping comment letter dated June, 16,
;1995, wetlands are one of a number of “Special A~atic Sites!!
referenced in the ~A section 404(b) (1) Guidelines: These
Guidelines provide the substantive environmental criteria for -
protecting waters of the U.S. under section 404 of the WA.
wetltids are significant env~ronmental resources that provide a
wide range of important functions and values. They have ~
experienced severe cumulative losses nationally. For these
reasons protection of wetlands and other important a~atic
resource habitats is a high EPA priority.

~ For purposes of section 404 permits where dredge or fill
activity is proposed in waters of the U.S., all a~at.ic resource
areas, including wetla.ds, should be clearly identified and
assessed in.relation to project affects. Presently the draft EIS
does not clearly show the location of tk wetlands likely to be
affected. The final EIS should include maps outlining the
location of.the wetlands and the routing of roads, pipelines or
facilities impacting wetlands. Specifically, wetlands in the
project area should first be identified and delineated consistent
with the.Corns of Enqineers Wetlands Delineation Manual,
Technical Report Y-87-1, January 19$7, Ffial Report -d its .
recent ~idance on implementation. Delineation should be ~
followed by a.functional assessment to determine the extent and
importance of existin-gwetland and a~atic resources. Several
options such as the Wetland Evaluation Tecfii~e ar”eavailable
for use in determining wetland.and associated a~atic resources
functions and their values. tiy special features such as rare or
uni~e habitats should receive special attention. .

Once the wetland fmctions ad values are defined, the
possibilities for mitigating potential effects can be explored.
Planning and design should seek to avoid adverse effects wherever
possible, to minimize adverse effects which are unavoidable, and,
as a final alternative, to provide ade~ate compensation for all
unavoidable adverse effects. This will-rewire a thorough ~
evaluation of all less environmentally damaging project .
alternatives. “ For non-.w~er dependent activities, such as roads,
alternatives to siting in wetlands are p~esumed to be available
unless demonstrated otherwise. The 404(b) (1) Guidelines and EPA
Wetland Specialists should be consulted for specific guidance on
the scope of avoidance and minimization alternatives that need to
be addressed.

We recommend coordination with the appropriate Corps
District, EPA A~atic Resource Unit, Fish and Wil~ife Service,

4
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National Marine Fisheries Service and other state and federal
resource agencies when developing alternatives to determine
whether effects on to waters of the United States can be
eliminated or reduced. If it is determined an individual 404
permit is rewired, the need to select alternatives which avoid
effects on U.S. waters must be ad~essed during the 404 permit
process. To assure consistency with the 404(b) (1) Guidelines, a
thorough analysis of all possible alternatives to avoid and
minimize wetland tid a~atic resource habitat impacts should be
addressed through the NEPA EIS process. These alternatives can
include project design changes includi-ngpipeline alignment ‘
reconfiguration and alternate pipeline water crossings (i.e.,
tueling, bridging) . -.

The final EIS needs to discuss alternatives to avoid and
minimize wetland or other a~atic resource habitat effects. If
the final EIS does not fully address all less environmentally
damaging alternatives, it is conceivable that a supplemental EIS
may be necessary. -. .

We suggest’BPA meet with resource agencies, including EPA,
to discuss mitigation options. To coordinate the wetland and
a~atic resource impact aspects of this project, please ‘contact
Richard mark, Wetlands Specialist, at (206) 553-5198 in the
s=attl~ Regional EPA office. —

Mr Qual&ty

In general, it is difficult to determine the ade~acy of the
air ~ality analyses due to the lack of sufficient .
explanation/documentation of the information and methodologies
used to characterize current and -future conditions in the area
likely to be impacted by”air emissions from the proposed project.
For example, Section 3.1.3.2 presents projected air ~ality
impacts from the proposed facility with essentially no
explanation of the methodologies employed or the sources of data
used in the analyses. We are aware that a PSD application has
been prepared for the project =d submitted to EFSEC, yet the
draft EIS.does not reference the application or include enough
information from.the permit application (which we.assume is the
basis for”the restits presented in the draft EIS) to allow the
reviewer to understand the level of analysis the project has
undergone. We recommend that the EIS be revised to .iticlude
documeritation of the analyses conducted and the’data sources.used
in the development of the climate and air ~ality.sections. This .
should ‘include complete citations of all applicable reference
materials as well as the documentation of estimated project
emissions and the dispersion modeling analyses.

The draft EIS presents impacts on Ehe Spokane Indian
Reservation (a Class I area), including impacts to air ~ality
related values (AQRVS) such as visibility, vegetation, flora and

—
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fauna, water
AQRVs-and an

7

~ality, etc. The identification of the relevant 6
understanding of what could be judged as acceptable

degradation (or if any degradation is acceptable at all) should
be done in close consultation with the Spokane Tribe of Indians.
Based on the.information presented.in the EIS, it appears that
the evaluation,of AQRV”impacts on the Spokane Reservation has not
been conducted in consultation with the Spokane Tribe-and
therefore it is not clear that they are either relevant or
important to the Tribe. We recommend that ~A/BPA work closely
with the Tribe to ensure that impacts.to those resources that are
important are identified and evaluated with the necessary level
of rigor to ensure that they receive the appropriate levels of
protection. The results of this effort should be reflected in
the final EIS.

We had some difficulty determining the precise distance
between the project site and the Spokane Resewation. For
example, the table presented on.page 3-27 indicates that the .
Reservation is 1.5 miles from the project site while Figure 2-6
suggests that the distance is roughly nine (9) miles. Such
discrepancies mayhave implications on model-predicted air
~ality impacts on -theReseHation. We recommend that ~/BPA
verify the distance between the site and the Reservation and
ensure that the correct distance is reflected in the air modeling
analyses.

Specific Comments
. .

The draft EIS briefly describes historical- meteorological
monitoring (Section 3:1.2.1) and ambient air ~ality monitoring
(Section 3.1.3.1) efforts conducted between 1979 and 1981.

Because no maps were. included in the draft EIS indicating the
locations where this monitoring was conducted relative to the
proposed project site, it is difficult to detefine. how the.
meteorological and.abient air measurements relate to the EIS
analysis. We recommend that the. EIS be revised to include-a map
(or maps) indicating.where historical monitoring has been
conducted in relation .to the project location... . .

Section 3.1.2 presents a discussion telated to fog. A
discussion of the fre~ency of heavy fog events in Spokane is
presented and is subse~ently followed by a brief discussion that
indicates the project is not e~ected to significantly impact
local weather-or climate. ‘ First, it. is mclear how the .
information regarding fog in Spokane relates to conditions .in the
vicinity of the proposed project site. Second, it is not clear
that the potential impact of the,project on the fre~ency of fog
in the vicinity of the site has really been evaluated. with the
location of the .evaporation ponds being close to Lincoln Road and
Highway 2, there is the potential for enhanced fog formation near
these roadways and the safety issues associated with fog
formation. We recommend that the draft EIS be revised to clarify

7
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the likelihood of the project to create roadway safety hazards
associated with enhanced fog formation.

Section 3.1.3.1 presents a characterization of background
air ~ality levels in the vicinity of the site using data
collectedin 1980-81. While, in general, the values presented in
the draft EIS are probably reasonable indicators of conditions in
the vicinity of the proposed project site, we recommend that the
discussion be expanded with respect to PM,,levels throughout
eastern Washington. . To summarize, eastern Washington (including
the project site] fre~ently experiences large dust storms with
resulting PM$Olevels well above the applicable ambient standards.
~rrent planning efforts are underway to gain a better ,
understanding of the-source areas (primarily agricultural
activities) with the intent of developing a strategy for reducing
the occurrence/severity of these events. While we do not view .
the project to be a significant PMIOsource, we do not feel that
current particulate matter levels in the vicinity of the project
site are completely described by the values presented in Table
3.1.

We would like to clarify that the.desiyation of the Spokane
PM,,nonattainment area is not attributable exclusively to
agricultural activities. Emissions from roadways and woodstoves
have been identified, in additiofito.a~imltural sources, as
significant contributors to the P~O problem.i-n Spokane.

I. . The draft EIS states that the ‘Notice of..Construction and
supporting documentation are contdined in Appendix E.
Unfortunately, we were unable to locate this information. We
recommend that the EIS be revised to include this information.,

Pages 3-29 and 3-30 present an extremely brief overview of
the modeling analyses conducted. We believe that this discussion
needs to be expanded considerably in.order for all interested
parties. to fully understand the nature and extent of analyses
performed (for air ~ality modeling analyses, details .- .
important) . Key elemehts that warrant discussion .include:
● EmiSsions estimati.on methodologies

. ●- Identification of sources and release parameters (stack
height, etc.)

● Identification of~meteorological data sets used .(and the
justification for their use)

● Receptor deployment (spatial resolution, treatment in ..
. terrain)

The description of the PSD increment contained in the draft
EIS.is incorrect. It is not the allowable increase in
concentration above background, levels. A PSD increment is the
maximum allowable
concentration for

increase in concentration above a baseline
each pollutant. A baseline concentration is,
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in general, ,the ambient concentration existing at the time that
the first complete PSD permit affecting the area is. submitted.

A footnote appears to be missing from Table 3.5. . 15

The screening assessment of visibility impacts.indicates
,that the potential for impacts to the visibility resource on the 16
Spokane Rese~ation exists. The discussion concludes that
conditions conducive to visibility impairment occur at a rate of
2.8 hours per year, yet does not provide any conclusions as to
the significance of this condition. AS we indicated above, we
recommend that ~/BPA consult.with the Spokane Tribe to ensure
that visibility impacts are maintained at acceptable levels for
the Class I area that they maintain.

The air qality section presents no assessment of potential 17
air ~ality impacts associated with the construction of the
facility. We recommend that emissions from construction
activities be qantified and included in the EIS. . -

The draft EIS states that corona, ozone, and oxides of ?8 .
nitrogen are released in ~antities too small to measure or have
any significant effects. We recommend that the-draft EIS provide
the appropriate literature citation to support such a conclusion.

~ulative. -acts .

~mulative impacts are defined as ~...the ~rnpact on the —
environment which results from the incremental impact of the .
proposed action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency or person ~
undertakes such other actions.(t (4O CFR 1508.7)

The.draft.EIS does not discuss cumulative impacts to water
Wality and wetlands. The final EIS should include an analysis
on cumulative. impacts for thes”e resources. For any. reso~ce, the
cumulative impact evaluation must begin with an assessment of the
degree to which impacts have already occurred. Such a baseline
assessment is critical to the ability to ascribe -sigificmce to
any amount of further impact. For cumulative effects in
particular, the magnitude of impact may not be synonymous with
the si~ifictice of that impact. A minor impact could be
significant. The purpose of a cumulative impacts analysis should
be to detemine the relationship between these concepts.

At a minimum the EIS should discuss how this project will
impact the waterways, area wetlands, fish
cumulatively with other past, ongoing and
future development.

and wildlife resources
reasonably foreseeable

-. — .-



LETTER “C” RESPONSES

c-1 Comment noted.

C-2 The need for a project defines the alternatives.

The underlying need for federd action on this project is to respond to a request from
KVA Resources to provide integration and wheehg services for the output of the
NRPF. The alternatives to meeting this need to respond are either to say yes (the
proposed action), no (the no action alternative), or offer alternative Ways to tite~ate
or wheel over the system. For BonnevWe’s purposes, the EIS must analyze the
impacts of the integration and wheefing because they are direct federd actions, and
must analyze the facfity itse~ because it is a connected action.

However, BonnevNe is not a re@tory agency and cannot te~ developers where or
what type of generation’ facfities to bufld.

NEPA and its defining re@ations obfige federal agencies to discuss o~y dtematives
that are reasonable. 40 CFR S 1502.14(a) md (c), 1508.25@)(2); see *o, FOW Most
asked Questions Concerning CEQS NEPA Re@ations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026, 18,027
(March 23, 1981). Recognizing that “reasonable” is not se~defig, now Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas, in Citizens Against Burk~ton, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.
2d 190 (D.C. Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 112 S.Ct.616(1991),providedsome~~ity, as
fouows

NEPA ptily refers to dtematives to the “major Federd actions significantly
affecting the quatity of the human environment,” and not to alternatives to
the appticanFs proposal. NEPA 102(2)(C), a USC S 4332(2)(C) [emphasis ~
original]. An agency cannot redefine the go~ of the proposal that arouses
the call for action; it must evaluate alternative ways of achieving ~ goak
[emphasis in origin~l...Congress did not expect agencies to determine for
the appficant what the gofi of the appticantis proposal shotid be.

Id at 199.-

This approach in the EB is &o consistent with Section 10 of BPNs enabfig
legislation, the Pacific Northwest ElectricPower Planning and Conservation Act 16
USC ~~ 839 et seq., as fo~ows

Nothing in this Act sha~ be construed to affect or modify any right of any
State of pofitical subdivision thereof or electric u~ty to ... make energy
facfity siting decisions, including, but not tited to, determining the need
for a parti~r facfity, evaluating dtemative sites, and considering
alternative methods of meeting the determined need.

16 USC ~ 839g.

Accordtigly, with regard to theNRPFas a whole, BPA betieves thatit is appropriate
to limit our examination of overa~ alternatives to the proposed action and the no
action alternative.



C-3 BPA @ decide whether to construct and operate transmission facfities and FERC
wiUdecide whether to approve constriction of the natural gas pipeline from PGT’s
pipehe near Spokane, WA to the fadity. Btiding a natural gas pipe~e is
recognized as a connected action and “functionWy interdependent:’ BPA and FERC
wotid have preferred to analyze impacts of the facfity, transmission, and pipehe
in one EB. That was impossible because sitespecific pipehe information was not
avdable at the time WA submitted a site application to EFSEC for the facifity and
contacted BPA. PGT had not yet submitted an application to FERC for the pipefie.
Without an application, FERC codd not begin and conduct an environmental review.
As a resdt, two EISS fi be done; the first one focusing on the fatity and
transmission, the second one focusing on the pipehe.

FERC is a cooperating agency in this EIS. W gas pipefie information that was
avtiable at the time was added to this EIS. When an apphcation for the gas pipetine
is submitted, FERC fl conduct a NEPA review of its potential impacts. BPA plans
to be a cooperating agency in FERCS gas pipehe review and the environmental
impacts associated with the gas pipehe @be considered by BPA before making
a final decision on the project after FERC’S analysis is complete. As a resdt, no
decision is made by BPA until ~ environmental aspects of the facfity, transmission,
and the pipehe are identified and considered. Supplemental environmental review
@ be done on the impacts of wheehg power over the transmission tie when
customers of WA are identified.

C-4 The proposed project is in comphce with Executive Order 11990 which mandates
that federd agencies such as the BPA and FERC ensure that the destruction, loss or
degradation of wetlands be minimized when conducting re@tory or ficensing
activities. The project has taken d practicable measures to avoid and minimize
wetland impacts. These avoidance and tiization measures are described in
Chapter 3 (Affected Environment, hpacts and Mitigatig Measures), Section 3.1.6.3
(Mitigating Measures). Standard mitigations for wettids include conditions
required for Nationwide Permits (NWP) under the ~ea Water Act Section 404 and
NPDES requirements under Clean Water Act Section 402.

BPA has taken W practicable measures to avoid and minimize wetland impacts at
this stage in the transmission he design process. BPA anticipates that wood pole
removal and construction of new towers @ not impact any wethnds. Based on
access road design assumptions, BPA has identified four wetknds that may be
affected by access road widening. Detded access road design work ti be done
before construction. Road widening and positioning @be coordinated with a BPA
wetland speciakt. BPA W try to avoid impacts to these four wetlands by
considering road design dtematives. At this time, BPA anticipates that activities
potentidy affecting these wetlands can be authorized by Nationwide Permits 14,25,
and 33. This w~ be confirmed when the amout of ~ and extent of impacts are
determined. BPA win then notify the appropriate agencies. Permit requirements
wi~ be fo~owed.

c-5 It is acknowledged that detafled development of analyses was not included in the
DEIS. The DEIS was prepared on the basis of information included in the PSD
application. The DEIS sections on air qutity were intended to focus on a description
of the impact analysis restits, rather than the methods. The finalEIS wiu
incorporate by reference the PSD application.

C-6 Comment noted. Several constitutions regarding air qu~ty impacts have been held
between the applicant and the Spokane Tribe.



C-7 The closest distance from the fatity to the Spokane Reservation used in the visibfity
screening analysis is 22 km (13.64 ties).

C-8 See Response to Comment C-5.

C-9 Section 3.1.2.1 describes the existing c~atic conditions for the project. The
evaporation ponds are not expected to increase loctied fog.

C-10 Cement noted. However, Table 3.1 is intended to reflect the assued background
concentrations of po~utants for the vicinity of the project.

C-n Comment noted.

C-12 The Notice of Construction is contained in Appendix E, the background information
is included in the PSD application. The fid EB @ incorporate by reference the
PSD application.

C-13 See Response to Comment C-5.

C-14 Comment noted.

C-15 Comment noted. Table 3.5 has been revised. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

C-16 The impacts upon visibfity were derived from the conservative assumptions. Some
impact may be visible mder proper tighting situations if one were looking toward
the phnt site and visibfity was not obsticted by land forms. K one knew where
to look, a sfight distortion might be detectable. Most of the recreation on or along
the rivers occurs at locations where him w~ obstruct this view. The impact, if it
occurs, shotid not be noticeable to recreational visitors. The impact to visibfity is
only a possibility, and, if it occurs, it should not be signific~t. Severs consdtitions
regarding air quafity impacts have been hdd between the apphcant and the Spokane
Tribe. h addition, see Supplement Letter “B’ Responses.

C-17 As stated on page 3-34, Unavoidable Adverse hpacts,“Ofieretisionsrelatedto
development and operation of the NWF include constriction activities, construction
traffic automotive emissions, materi~ storage and hantig, etc~’ hpacts wotid
be mitigated with the implementation of standard construction practices, including

(1) Construction equipment operators shti shut off equipment when not in use
to avoid unnecessary ifig. As a general tie, vehicle i~g shotid be kept
below 10 minutes.

(2; The contractors construction equipment shd be properly maintained and in
good operating condition.

(3) During summer morning hours, when smog accumtites, the construction
period shall be lengthened so as to minimize the number of vehicles and
equipment operating at the same time.

(4) The contractor shti utie new technologies to control ozone precursor
emissions as they become avtiable and feasible.

.- /“
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF COtiMUNITY, TMDE AN[) ECONOMIC DE\~ELC>P~lENT
OFFICE OF ARCHA~LOGY AND HISTORICPRESERVATION

T71Zlti Avenue S.W. “ RO. Box 4B43 ● O1~pia, Wzhingran 985044343 “ (3G01 7$.74u: 1
.

Novmk 20, 1995

~. Nancy Whittpenn
BPA ~S Pro= ~~er
Post Office Box 3612-E~
Potiland, O~g~n. 97208-3612

please f~l ~ to ~ntaet meat (360) 753_5 Shotid you have any questions.

RG~Qt. .
.“

0,,
. . u; . .Adeke Fan

.. Jxoh ~~er ~ ~., ,.. . . ..,’”.
.,.,, ... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . j.,.. .2 .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .1

Sincerely,
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LETTER “D” RESPONSES

Comment noted. BPA’s Ctiturd Resources Program Manager has contactd Robert
~tb, State Archeologist, regarding the Programmatic Agreement. BPA has
committed to working with the other Federd Cooperating Agenaes to develop a
Programmatic Agreement that addresses the State’s concerns regarding titurd
resources. Work on the Programmatic Agreement and coordination with the
cooperating agenaes has begun. me agreement W be sent to the State SHPO for
their review before it is signed.

A copy of the Ctiturd Resources Report developed for the transmission portion of
the project is now find and included as Appenfi D.



StateofWashington
DEPARTMENT OF FISHANDWILDLIFE

MailingAdd~ss: 600 CapilolWay N ● Olympia,WA 98501-1091 c (360)902-2200, TDD (*o) 9oz-zo7
Moin Olfice Lacdtlon! Natuml ResourcesBuilding” 1.111 Wasllinglofl StRet SE cOlympia, WA.

.

Demmber 8, 1995

Ms. Barbara Ritchie .
WA Department of EW1OW“
Environment~ ReviewSection
Post Office BW 47600
OlympiqW~Mon 98504~7600

Dear Ms. Rit&&
.

The Was~ton Depar@ent of Fish and WfiMe ~Fw appretiatis tie opportity to
cement on this draft Envir-entd hp~ Statement. we worked with the apptiwt for -
montM attemp~ to design a tiwe ti@ation agreement fiat we both mtid agree ti~ nat
effort was hampered by the lack of tid~e habitit tipa~ studies petiorrned by the appfiw~
r~~~g in a bwic disagreement mer the m@~de Of those kp-, k tit)~~ app~mt

seems m~ed itseM. On page 1-H, in a dismssion of the impacts at the - ate, the
do~ent states: ‘~ese irnpa~ to wfi~e are mmidered si~cant but mitigable”md on page
1-14is the s~tementi “... ahhou@ no $i@cant irnp~ to native plants or ~d~e habitats me
predicted tiom the mmmtion at the - site. , . ~’

1

.

.Noti~e rni~ation ~eernent or stiptiation etists for the potential tip~ from this proje@ 2
md the app~at hw tetited dis-iom on the subje~ We recommend that the appMcation

. be denied or that tie appficat be dire~ed to perfom ti~e habitat impa~ studies md develop
a mitigation and enhancement ph that satkfies this dep~ent and the EnerW Fa~ty Site
Evaluation Ound @FSK). That pb shodd include tie impa~s @ ti~e reaeatiou Many.
ASan dtewtive, WW is - to protide BFSK withthe mi@ation and enhanmment
req~ements that we wodd umpt as appropriate titivation.

1,3.1.SQ, 1 ● 12)Water Quativ, hpwts; Tr~~sion Ftities, ~nsmtion ad operation 3
co~d have lo~tem negative effeti. We recommend Jom hdrem, ~~ Regio,ti ~bitat
Program M~er for Mwk bunty, and Tra~ Uoyd, WDFW Regioti Habitat Pro~arn
Manager for Grant and Dough tiunties, be mntacted at an early date to iden@ areas of ~

—



Ms. Barbara Wtchie
December 8, 1995
Page 2

concern and approprkte protective masmes, John hdrews is Iocated ti Spokane and can be
reached at (5W) 45640M. Traq Lloyd is lamted k Eptiata, and w be reached at [509)
75446%.

@. 1-U, first sentence) Natural Gas Pipehe, ~PW recommends rewording the fit sentence
as foflows: “PotentiWy significant surface water qutity, wetiand, and upland habitit Mpaets
might be mused by the proposed cons~ction activities,” We dso recommend rewording of the
secoti sentence to red. “E ~eams are aossed using open eut methods,the na~d ba~,
riparian vegetation and bottom of the streams often s~er extended degadatiom[’

Q, 1-U, &st paragraph, third line). We r~mmend rewording to read, “. ., and ~sion
and gas ties corridors, x re@ed. . . f’

p. l-~ third para~ap~, fist tie). me term ‘best ~~ement Praetiees @~~ is arnbignous
and undefined in the gIossary. Best for whom nd how? The phrase ”.. . good housekeep~
standards . . .“is tited k the #ossary and arubi~ow, Good for whom and how

1.4.1.6@. 1-B), ~ti and tih; bpac~; ~F Site, A habitat/ti~e protection pk
which is satisfactory to ~~ shotid be incorporated kto the certification process, A major
element of suoh a plan wotid be to prohibit tivestock grtig on the site dtig the Me of the
artificate, ~eept when possii~ preseriied as a vegetative management tool.

Q, 1-13; first two paragraphs) Transmission Fatities; and @. 1-14)Nahd Pipeh, We
recommend a habitat/wflWfe prowetion plan sa~a~ory to ~FW be included into the cefi-
fiation process, ~ shodd *O address timing of mns~ction activities to avoid ti~e,
dis~bance du~ingthe semitive breeding season

Q, 1-14, fust paragraph) Miti~tion Me-es. We remmend rewording in the fo~owing
manne~ “Anywe- and undebated se~o@y wet areas near proposed eons~don .ar
operations a~vities W be ~ed in the field. . . V

@, 1-14, second para). me statemen~ “.. . the appfieant has agreed to consider implementing a
due enhancement plan developed in constipationwith ~FW. ..,” is somewhat tid-.
Considerable negotiatioti betwein Ww and the app~eant to achieve“ahabitat/ti~e plan
have been unsuuess~

. .

~. 1-14, third paragraph). We remmend a habitat/ti~e protetion plan sa~actory ta
Ww be incorporated into the cetimtion process. N is e5petiMy important bwause
Priority Habitats and Speeies &HS) are involved. &d, the apptieant should mnmct ~~ for
Hydrafic Proje@Approval where work W occur in a flowi~ stream.

Q. 1-14) Signifi~tAdverse @acts mat tiot Be Avoided. There is no referenm to or
mrnment about the natural gas pipe~e. From experience,we e~ect excavated strew cross@
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~, Barbara Ritie
December 8; 1995
Page 3

of the natird gas pipe~e W be diffitit to mitigate and th~re ~ be sigrdficant adverse low
term impa~. W@tlmd-e *O is d~tit to mitigate adeWately. me best way to avoid
lo~term wetiand d-e is by rou~ to avoid them

1,5 Q, 1-%) Areasof Co~~;ne~and hsues to be Resolved. Ftist ‘%&t” after “natural gas 13
pipehe” add-~ 7

2,1, Fi@re 25, Proposed Action @referred Alternative). ~FW xewrnmetis the many wetids ~4
be better identied in this @e, Le.,~ mlor, It b ~tit to distinguish the au~es of we
weti from the topographic elevation ties,

‘ 2,1.2,8 @. >20 third par~) Other Site ~rovements, Fen@ and Security. ~FW rewmmends 1s
a mnventiod few-strand barbed wire perimeter fen~. A woven tie fence, as stited, wotid be
an hnpediment or b~rier to som6ti~e in their movements nd migration,

Q, 2-20)@ading and Drainage. Wth regard to the first btiet, there shodd be no borrow pits on ~6
site, WCeptwhere mns~etion h ~ed for, ~so, any m titi subsoti shodd have a one foot
covering of tipsofli .

3,1.1,2 (p. 3-9, par& 3) NRPF Site, On-site ex~vation is estimated at 161,000abic yar~. We ~7
emphas~e ody top sofl bc disposed of on site, then leveled, Off site, disposed subsofi Bhotid be
topped with a lemled qne foot of top SOL ha- disposed subsofl ~osed ti hpti or
prevent the establishment of desirabIe vegetation and may encourage the subsequent dotition
by nofious planu,

@, 3-l@ll) T~sion Fatities.. ~~ stro@y recommends a ~~ ~proved habitit/ 18
time protetion pti be incorporated in this wrtification process. me potential for adverse~
affec~ irnpo~t habitit (e,g,, strea, weti~, s~b-steppe) and ~tid~ breeding m~es it
imperative that an approved plan is h plw welI in advance of com~etiom

Q, 3-11) Natural Gas PipeWe, ~~ qe~ exeavatedstream aostigs by the nam~ gas tie 19
W be difidt to mitigate, and there * be signifiat long-term negative imps@. Wetland
d-ge is ~dt to mitigate ade~tely, so tie safest way to avoid lo~-term wetiand hnpmts
is by routing to-avoid them, ~~ requests the oppotity to review and co~ent on the draft
right-of-waylomtion and.the erosion tid sedimentation mntrol plan we~ in advance of
Wnstrudom

@. 3-12,$emnd par~, last btiet) Mitigatig Measures, NRPF Site. We reiterate ow p~evious 20
mmments regardng the ne~ssity of one foot of leveled top soti as the top layer,
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W. Barbara Rittie
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Page 4

~. 3-13,firstbflet) fiansrnission Fatities. ~FW remmends we be wnstitti with regard .21
to dvert stig and tit~ation. ~erience showsthese two aspe~ to be mitid to sa~acto~
fish movement, What is considered hydrafic~y adequate for storm events otin are wati-
&ory for fish.

(second btiet). We recommend excavated subsotibe used for access road ~ and top sofl be ldd 22
down prior to resee&g at tower sites. ~

(seventh bflet). We re~rnmend adding afterti~ b- ~ at the end of the 23
sentence,M ddtion pertains to areas that local WDFWbiologists identify as sensitive,

(Iast btiet). We recommend these entionmenti speti~w be responsible to EFSEC, not the 24
@ntrMor or appficmt.

Q, 3.13) Natural Gas PipeMe. me tem “BestManagementPracti@$l’is su~edve and 25
undefined in the ~oss~. This k whyit is witicdy important that a WDFW approved
habitat/wiIWe protection plan be in pbce we~ in adva~ of wnstructiom

Q. 3-32) tipacts, WF Site. Effem on Water m~~ md Sensitivetiphibian Spedes, 26
~FW reeo~nds that EFSEC request the Dep@ent of tih~ to “ground trnth” the
rnodeIed impact on pH of ephemeral and pe~nt water bodies. E pH rnonito~ h~cates
titolerabIe habitat for amphibians due to NOX emistions,WDFW recommends EFSEC direct the ‘.
applioant to reetify tie offending po~utant,

3,1,S.1@. 3-38) Wskg Conditions, Natural Gas Pipehe. ~d~e Route 1 is the appfiat’$ 27
preferred route. Ntiough many enviramenti mnsiderations do seem to tie it tie route of
choice, it ent~ mre mossingsof sensitive streams (from Prioti& Habitits and Species database)
than other dwmtives. Fifteen of these streams have been designated as sensitive because of
vtious fish poptitions. This undersmres the aforementioned need for having a ~m.
approved habitat/ti~e protectiori pti estabMed prior to mnstrution,

@, 341, ffrst para,) Transmission Ftities, We reiterate our ur~ to have a ~FW=approved 28
habitat/ti~e protedon pbn fitabhhed we~ in advance of COmtructiom& this paragraph
states, “Strem crossings are sensitive sites ... , Y

@. 3-42) Natural Gas PipeWe. We remmmend the appticmt or wntra~r contact WDFW wefl 29
h advance of wmtruction to obtain a Hydratic Projeti ~provd for firk titbin the stre=

3.1.5.3@.343,next to kt and ht Wes) Mtigating MeasuresjNaturN Gas PipeMe, The “best” 30
and “most reasonable” (methods of stream crossing)arc not nemssarily mnsistent nor wrnpati%le.
We cons with the cdl fur an on-site inspedor(s). He/they shodd be responsible, not the
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appticant or contractor, but to EFSEC. ~FW dso urges Hytiafic Rojed &fimtiom be
submitted we~ in advwce of com~~on so that Hy~afic ~oje~ Approvals a be issued in .
a timely _er.

3.1;6.1~, 345,* tine)Nt@ Contitiom,p~w~e BrnergantWetlmd. mere me 45,not 31
42,kolated, deprestiad wetlm~ ~i~e 1, Weti~d Resourmsa No*est RegioA Power
FWti@, ~aft Technid Memorandu ~M ~. May 3L 199~. b 1994,a dry year,
appro~ately M ponds were identied on-site.

Q, 3~s, seventh he). Most of the wetids are nog as stated, in the nor~est portion of the 32
site. Both $edon.2 md Setion 11 =e located ~ Range 34 E, Tomtip % N. The wetiands ti
Seetion 2 are lomted ~ the soufierly 2/3 of tie west hw ~ se~tion lL tie weflmds are loated
in the easterly 2/3 of the north half, and in the centid 1/2 of the north hw of tie southerly M
~us, tie two se~iom tieq together, the wetids are distributed thraugh the =ntrd potion of
the NRPF site, not the northwest portiom WDFW rem-ends the inclusion of Fi~e 1,
referenced above in the “fifthline” co-nt, in the FM KS.

~, 348, he two) Sensitive Plant Speues, ~F Plant Site. It isstited that “~- hm 33
degraded the pIant communities.. . t’ We beheve this is an understatement of the situation and
refer to what we mmider a more a-ate sta~ment k another project-msociated do~enti
“Most of this habitat is hi@y degraded horn titie grting . . . ~ ~i~e Resomces. Northwest
Regional Power FaMty. Draft TeMd Memorandum 6.1 ~~e hpa~. =M ~. My
31, 1995). This do-entation of overuse mppoti Wms d to suspend W gr- in the ‘
short te~ with possibIe fnture gr- on “acloselyre@ated b~ if deemed desirable by
mFw to Stimtite plant gra . .

Q, 349) M Presence by Wbitat me, ~FW Wts approhtdy 83 fitie spedes whiti 34
~abit the NRPF site on a re@ar basis or seasotiy.

~, 3-51) ~dwe. _ prodution over the Mt fiveyears averaged 2W =res + per year. 35
U isa favored nesting cover of *~ne&ed phe=mti, Mde deer frequently feed.on iz and
coyotesoften forage for SM mtis b it Conversionof _-produ@ land to industry W
be an adverse impat to these and other spetiest

@. 3-53) Transmission Fa@ties, Vegetative Habitat ~es, Wetian@. This interesting narrative 36
undersmres the need for a dewed and comprehensivehabitat/dWe protetion p~m to be
inwrporated in the certification pro~ss.

@, 3-s4=5S)Tramtistion Facfities, ~. me smera p=~aph destib@.*, sever~ 37
habitat types, and Priority Habitats and species approp~tely conveysa seine of the habita$
time diversity, and sensitivity. ~ emph=~es the need to have ~ adequate habitat/tiWe
protection plan (including etiective means to exclude off-road reueation veMcles) incorporated h .
tie certification pro~ss.



W. Barbara Mttie
Dewrnber 8, 1995
Page 6

Q. 3.56)NaturalGas Pipe~e, We reiterate our previous concerns for habitat destrudon and 38
again remmmend a ~~-approved habitat/ti~e protetion plan be inm~orated h tie
certification pra~s,

3.1.6.2 @.3-58, seeond>par&)~FSite, WfiWe. ~isparagraph wderscores theneedfor~ 39
adequaw habitat/fi~e protetion plan to be tirporated in the certification prowss,

@.3-58-59)Tr_sion F@ties. Theparagraphs describingTower~ Hationand .
~~d-~R

40
oads (weflands) support our rewrnmendation that a tieqwte

habitat/ti~e protetio4 plan be inmrporated h the certffitition process. .~

@. 3-59, first par~aph) ~, ~ower.~ _@ It is unclear what the 41
basisis for the statement that” . . . none of the afiected streti wpports seaso~ or year-round
tiheries, there wotid be no irnp~ to fisheries:?

@, 3-60) -S_ We reiterate tiat the appficant or contra~or apply for Hydratic Frojeti 42
Approvak for wh stream crossingwe~ in advan~ of cons~dom

@. 3-60) Priority fibltati. ~FW recommends the appfiwt or contractor eo~t with Regi~al 43
Habitit Program wagers@ in advance of cons~etiom

(p.3.61,third paragraph) Natud Gas Pipehe. We repeat ow recommendation that a adequate 44
habitat/Mtie prowtion plan be tieorporated in the @rMmtion prowss. No, we recomend
the ~FW RegioA ~bitat Program Manager in Spotie be mmtited we~ in advanw of
construction zegarding sensitive habitat and tidife lowtion and timing.

3.1.63 @, 3-62). The suggestion that sensitive fidMe, if presen$ wrdd be effectivelyreloeatid 45
toanother lo~on is a fd~, Very Uely, the other location is *eady ompie~ or the habitat
is unsuitable, with the end resdt that some tidMe ~ be e-ted, Whether the subject is
sedtive speties oi others, the ewlogical @th of “m mpaci~’ app~es. De~*g or’
destroyinghabitat is equivalent to dir@y har~ or destroyingti~e,

@, 3~63,second paragrap@ third bflet) ~ansmission Fatities, Vegetative mrnmunities, We 46
caution that adersd deposited on or off site (Le,,~~ be covered with a leveled one foot of
t~soti, Good plants flourish in good SOL ~osed wderbwden is a poor mediu for deskablo ,
vegetitio~ tid desirable ad notions plants * outcompete desirable ones.

@, 3-& fit paragraph) Natural G* Pipetine.
senten% be reworded in tie fo~owingmanner:
vegetation and tisting ti~e, .,. ~’

~~ recommends tie first phrase of the second 47
‘To better proteti semitive habitats, native



Ms, Barbara ~tchie
December 8, 1995
P~e 7

No, with reference to this first pu~~apb mm ~pp~uds ~~ Suggestionofha@ a biologist- 48
Mpetior on site, but throughout COnStmdOW not just for inithd grading ad ri@t-of-way
clearing. ~ biolo@t-~pe~or shotid be responsible to ~SEC, not tie appficant or contractor.

me -pie of transplanting wflfife or fish k, agm ~ciom. &we said previously the “49
problem with relouting them ‘Somewhere else” is that suitable habitat somewhere else is probably
my ocwpied or uuitable.

(second para.). ~~ rem~ends insetig m addition at tie end Oftie fist sente= to read 50
‘lAresouree management plan shotid be prepared to address the preservation and methodologies
@ ~e impacts on plan and animrd po~latiom ~ong the pipehe during mns~~o~
restoration and operatio% including appropriate pen~ties for violatiom~’ We *O remmrnend a
-e of the secondsentenm to rea~ ‘~s pk shotid be prepared and approved (includingby
~~ sk months prior to commen~ment of constructionactivities!’ ~

(third para, thirdsentenu). “Enfor=ment of the plm wodd be tie respodbW& of the pipe~e 51
wnstructian foreman and the on-site biologist”begs the question of to whom is the biologist-
inspeetor reWonsible. me biologist’s~ertise and authoriv is mmprornised if he is subortite
to the Mmmtion authoti~. mm suggests,agaiu the biologist-~pe~r be respomfile m
msBc,

.

3.2,42 Q. 3-H4) Visti and Aesthetic Resour~s, hpaots, Natural ~ MpeWe. The swtement 52
that the pipetie mnstidon wotid be Wted to the short teq and no signifimt impa~ are
antidpate~’ is a matter of opiniow Aesthetim are in the eye of the beholder. Adverseimp-
from strem and wefland ~ossings are often more persistent than qetied. A simple matter of
prolonged erosio~ chronic turbidity, and sfit amulation damages the aesthetic ~erienm of the
fishe- bird watcher, retie photographer, and obsewt ~er.

_ you for tie oppotity tooffer~ments on this very si@cant proposal .

$inwrely,

+

- “Mw
Tony dred
Wtern Mtigation ~ordinator
Habitat -gement Rogram

—



LETTER “E” RESPONSES

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-4

E-5

E-6

E-7

E-8

E-9

E-10

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEW) of this document.

Your comments are noted and w~ be considered in EFSECS decision process.

Comment noted. BPA has contacted John Andrews and Tracy Lloyd on the issue
of a wfl~e protection plan. BPA has asked that the Washington Department of
Fish and Wd~e ~FW) identify mitigation meas~es that the BpA can do before,
during, and after construction to lessen impacts to ti~e and habitat. If these
measures are identified and agreed to before the FEIS is released they w~ be
included. Otherwise, they W be included in the Mitigation Action Plan, the
Stormwater PoUution Prevention Ph, and/or the Construction Specifications.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to tie DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

Please refer to Section 2.1.6 (Storm Water Control System) of the Draft EE for a more
detafled description of Best Management Practices and good housekeeping practices
(standards).

The project apphcants (WA Resources, Inc. and CSW Energy, Inc.) @ prepare a
habitat/tiWe enhancement plan developed in constipation tith the Washington
Department of Fish and WflWe WW), which wotid include 1) removal of
tivestock gr~g on the site (to the extent dewed by the efitig l=e) w~ch is
presently subject to gr=ing for a period of three to five years; 2) kcorporation of
native phnt speaes tito the tidscape design around the plant; 3) Wowing aquatic
and terres~ vegetation to naturdy become estabkhed around the evaporation
pond; and, 4) Wowing time rehted recreation such as bird watching, wfl~e
photography, and hiking on the site not used for pht purposes.

Comment noted. However, BPA wotid be responsibleofly for sitingthe
transmissionhe, whichisnotsubjecttothesitecertificationprocess.In addition,
potential impacts from the transmission tie codd be mitigated, as noted on page
14, “For the transmission corridor, mitigation measures include ~ing
additiond vegetation clearing or the development of new access roads, minirntiing
construction in high-use native habitats, mtitaining locked gates to tit access
along the corridor, reseeding, weed controk, wetkds avoidance, redepositing
excavated materi~ where possible, sched~g construction during the dry season,
and the use of BMPs for SON,water, and h=ardous mateti.” h addition, see
Response to Comment E-3.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Motivations to the DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.



E-n

E-12

E-13

E-14

E-15

E-16

E-17

E-18

E-19

E-20

E-21

E-22

E-23

E-24

E-25

E-26

E-27

E-28

See response to comment E-8. h addition, BPA wodd consdt tith WDFW prior
to commencing any construction activities in a flowing stream.

See General Response #l.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

The wetlands on the NRPF site have been identified and mapped. This map is
avtiable on rquest.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. However, it is not Wely that there@ be a need for the off-site
diSpOSd Ofsubsofl.

See Response to Comments E-3 and E-8.

See General Response #l.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. WDFW wfl be contacted by BPA regarding culvert sizing and
ins~tion before constriction and dtig the dettied access road design process.

Comment noted. N subsod excavated for tower footings wfl be used to bac~~
after footings are finished. During excavation, the topsofi can be stokpfled. After
excavation and bacmg, topsofl can be overlain and reseeded.

Please refer to Page 3-63, Section 3.1.6.3 (Anim*), which states “When possible,
avoid construction activities within high-use native habitats,espea~y riparian,and
W sagebrush habitatsduring thebreeding season March 1 to August 15).” BPA has
conbcted WDFW and intends to coordinate with WDFW on specific locations to
avoid at certain times of the year to lessen impacts to wfl~e.

These environment spetits @ be BPA personnel or contractors hired by BPA
and WN be responsible to BPA for the identified activities on he tiansfission .
portion of the project otiy. A Stormwater PoUution Prevention Plan (SWPP) til
identify and describe Best Management Practices that W control erosion and
encourage revegetation.

See response to comment E-6 and General Response #l.

Your comments are noted and wfl be considered in EFSE~s decision process.

Midde Route 1 was the prefemed route identified in the routing study performed
by Pacific Gas Transmission (see Appendix B of the DEIS). In addition, see General
Response #l.

See Response to Comments E-3 and E-8.

E-29 See General Response #l.



E-30 See GenerAResponse #l.

E-31 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

E-32 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections md Mofimtions to tie DEIS) of this document. h addition, see
response to comment E-14.

E-33 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEW) of this document.

E-34 Comment noted.

E-35 Impacts to time ti not be significant. me permanent construction footprint at
the NRPF site is 75 acres, of which 70 acres are now agriti~d fields (as noted
previous 3-51). ~ese fields are *ely to provide resident habitat for time
species. WflWe maybe impacted by the constriction and operation of the NRPF
site, but the mitigation measures addressed in the DEIR were designed to sufficiently
offset any permanent habitit losses. me loss of 5 acres of thr=tip sagebrush/Idaho
fescue, wtie adverse to time, is not considered significant in view of the
remaining undisturbed habitat on the site and the mitigation proposed for that
acreage.

E-36 Comment noted. However, BPA wotid be responsible ody for siting the
transmission he, which is not subject to the site certification process. WD~s
recommendations regarding the need for a detied and comprehensive
habitat\ti~e protection ph @ be provided to the Bonnefle Power
Administration (BPA). In addition, see Response to Comments E-3 and E-8.

E-37 See Response to Comments E-3, E-8, and E-36.

E-38 See General Response #l.

E-39 See response to comment E-7.

E-40 See Response to Comments E-3, E-8, and E-36.

E-41 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Comections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document. h addition, BPA
anticipates that construction of the transmission he wotid not start UM after
winter runoff is complete and intermittent drainages are dry. U BPA needs to start
construction earfier in the spring, option may exist to avoid wortig in those active
drainages. BPA W *O be preparing a SWPP that W identify and describe Best
Management Practices that wfl control erosion and subsequent degradation of water
qudty.

E-42 Comment noted. BPA wodd consdt with WDFW prior to commencing any
construction activities in a flowing stream. h addition, see Response to Comments
E-21 and E-41.

E-43 Comment noted. BPA is initiating didogue with the Regional Habitat Program
Manager at the present time. BPA expects this didogue to continue through
construction.



E-M See General Response #l.

E-45 We agree that, in general, “carrying capaaty” describes the maximum number of a
species that can be maintained in a given area over an extended time period.
However, this Htation is defined by the complex and dynamic interaction of
hundreds of variables. The saence of wfl~e management is based in part on the
assumption that, in certain situations, these variables can be manipfited to increase
carrying capaaty or to remove a Wting factor that is keeping a population from
reaching its carrying capacity. For example, the recovery programs of many
endangered species include pks for relocation of individuals and populations (e.g.,
Ctiornia condor, gray WOM. h this instance, the potential for successfu~y
relocating individud animfi from the project site to alternative habitats would be
affected by the species involved and numerous other factors that must be considered
on a cas~by-case basis. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that some tidife mortafity
W occur during detig and grading opwations, espeaa~y involving species of
Iow-mobfity and/or those that are habitat spe-ts. The proposed relocation of
inditidti anim~ appties ody to speti-status speaes rather than d species
occupying the project site.

E-46 Comment noted. Most if not M sofi W be used for bamg tower footings. See
Response to Comment E-22. For unavoidable disturbance in wetlands, the top 12
inches of soti W be stockpiled and redeposited after construction is complete. In
addition, the fo~owing mitigation measures (as identified on page3-63oftheDEIS)
wotid Wely be employed to reduce impacts rekted to the establishment of
undesirable and noxious phts to non-significant levels

F Reseed newly disturbed areas.

k Prevent new weed infestation by cleaning quipment travetig in and out
of weed-infested areas, using herbicide or biocontrol treatments, and reseeding disturbed
areas with native species.

E-47

E-M

E-49

E-50

E-51

E-52

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

Comment Noted. See General Response #l.

Please refer to response to comment E45. h addition, relocation is provided as an
example of just one of several possible actions that codd be taken if a sensitive
(Speckl-stitis)Speciesisencounteredtithintheprojectareaduringconstruction.
Otheractions,such as temporal restrictions on construction, would be considered on
a cas~by<ase basis and in cooperation with the WDFW.

See General Response #l

Comment noted. See General Response #1.

Comment noted. See General Response #l.
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DEC14 ~gg~ ‘ STATEOF WASHINGTON

~~A:jH. b !,41L LfYkl\\) $ \J1-Y.ii.,1 DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
RO. Box 47600 . Olympia, W=hm@on 98504-7600 ● (206) 407-6000 ● TDD Only (Hearing Impaired) (206) 407-6006

December 12, 1995

Mr. Jason Zeller
EFSEC
PO BoX 43172
Olympia WA 98504-3172

Dear Mr. Zeller:

DEC 141995. .

ENERGYFACILIVSITE
EVALUATIONCOUNCIL

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft
environmental impact statement (DEIS) for the Northwest Regional
Power Facility, proposed.by ~A Resources and CSW Ener9Y.
(DOE~EIS-0214) . We reviewed.the DEIS and have the following
comments.

on October 29, 1995, Jim Lyerla with our Water Resources Program
testified before We EFSEC Council in Creston, Washin~on on this
proposal. His testimony concerned the water rights for the Town
of Creston and their ability to sene water to the ~A facilities
under their existing water rights. It appears from consultation
with WA consultants, Creston representatives, and various legal
councils that the Town of Creston has existing water rights in
excess of their present Use.

However, it was determined that the facility proposed would have
water re~irements e~ivalent to those presently used by the
town . It was recommended that~A consider purchasing a nearby
irrigation right e~al to their annual re~irements and retire it
from active use.

The Creston area’ is within the Sinking Creek Drainage Basin and
is the subject of litigation concerning groundwater and surface
water continuity. Additional groundwater withdrawals would have
an adverse effect on existing rights and may draw the Town of
Creston and WA into this ongoing legal battle. ~

If you have any Westions on ECOIOgylS” comments, please call Mr.
Jim Lyerla at (509) 456-6311.

Consistent with the Department of Ecologyis responsibilities as
Washington Statels coordinator for the National Environmental
Policy Act, we are forwarding the comments received from the
State of Washington, Department of Fish and Wildlife.

1

,

2

.-



Jason Zeller
December 12, 1995
Page 2

If you have any ~estions on the comments.made by Washi-ngton
Department of Fish and Wildlife, please call Ms. Jane Banyard at
(360) 902-2575.

.

Marvin Vialle
Environmental Review Section

.
N:ri
95-77aa

cc: Jim Lyerla, ERO
Heidi Renz, ERO



LETTER “F”RESPONSES

F-1 Comment noted.However,asstatedon page3-36(CrestonWaterSupply)ofthe
DEB “NosignifimtimpactonCreston’swatersupplyisprojected.me N~F ~
require55to70gpm (4.41/s)fornormaloperationand200gpm (131/s)forpeak
operationtoreM theprojwtiswater- Crestonhasadequatewaterrights(1,050
gpm,or661/s)andpumpingmpacity(1,030gpm,or651/s)toprovidethewater
supplyr~uirementsofthetownandthe~F~’.

F-2 Comment noted.

—



.EVEPINNIX
Director

STATEOF WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON STATE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
7150 Cleanwater Lane “ EO. Box 42650 “ O1~pia, Wshingon 98504-2650 ● (360) 902-8500

December12,1995

Northwest Regional Power
Facitity DEIS - Potential Impacts

R~C~lV~~ Trail

to Riverside/Pasco to Fish Lake

Mr. Allen Fiksdal DEC141995
EFSEC Project Manager

P.O. BOX 43172
Olympia, WA 98504-3172

ENERGYFACILITYSITE
E!JALUATIONCOU}ICIL

Dear Mr. Fiksdal: .

Thank you for the oppotinity to comment on the Northwest Regional Power Facility Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS). After reviewing the document State Parks has the following comments:

State Parks supports the preferred pipeline route (Segment 1-South) as described in the DEIS. This route
“1

will intersect our Pasco to Fish Lake trail, but the alternate route, Segment 2-North, poses significant
impacts to Riverside State Park and should not be considered further. In order to address all impacts of, the

preferred route, a more detailed route plan for the area of intersection with our trail is needed.

When this pr~ect is closer to implementation we would fike to meet with the planners for this facility and

discuss the logistics of trail crossing. The Pasco to Fish Lake trail is currently undeveloped, however,we
2

are intending to upgrade the trail and add sanitary facilities in places. We would like to coordinate with

the facility’s on-site team to ensure the trail crossing will not conflict with our trail master plan.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this proposal. I look forward to hearing more from you
as the prooject is closer to implementation. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
(360) 902-8633.

Sincerely,

Chris Regan, Environmental Specialist,
Environmental Programs

cc: Bill Koss, Capital Programs Manager, Environmental Programs
Bill Jolly, Chief of Research and Long Range Planning
Dan Meatte, State Archaeologist, Environmental Programs

Mark Schulz, Environmental Specialist, Eastern Region
Bill Fraser, Parks Planner, Eastern Region
Ange Taylor, Eastern Region Manager
<T&u6 dcl~nr, ?.C. , Pwa< cAl~~fl/P.AA .



LETTER “G”RESPONSES

G-1 Comment noted.SeeGeneralResponse#l.

G-2 Comment noted. W informationWU be providedto theFederalEnergy
Re@tory Commission(FERC).FERC wotidbe responsibleforthecomplete
environmentanalysis(i.e.,undertheNationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct)ofthe
naturalgaspipetie.h addition,constructionofthenaturalgaspipetinewould
Mely rquirecompliancewiththeStateEnvironmentPoticyAct.
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Christine0.Gregoire

GENEML OF WASH~GTON
EcologyDivision

ATTO~E,Y

629Woodand Squarehop SE 4timoor ● hcey WA 98503
Mahg Addres;PO Box~0117 ● Olppia WA- 9850~117

December 18, 1995

~~C~lV~5

DEC181995

Mr. ,Jason Zeller ENERGYFACILIW.SITE
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
925 Plum Street, S.E., Building 4

EVALUATIONCOUNCIL
P. O. BOX 43172

Olympia,

Re:

Dear Mr.

Washington 98504-3172

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Application No. 93-2

Zelier:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) prepared by the “Energy
Facility Site Environmental Council ‘(EFSEC) and the Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA) on the proposed Northwest Regional
Power Facility (NRPF).

In providing these comments, I will attempt to
specifically address areas in which I believe the DEIS is
lacking. In that regard, while I will identify subject areas
of concern, I will also attempt to avoid duplication of the :
substantive information already provided by myself in the . “

adjudicative hearing. It is my understanding that material
already provided in the adjudicative hearing will automatically
be considered by EFSEC in its SEPA Process and does not need

1

specific refere;ce in the SEPA proc=ss to be
request that all information provided in the
hearing be considered.

With the above understanding, below are
I have regarding the DEIS.

considered.1 I do
adjudicative -

J

specific comments

“will belThe DEIS indicates that the hearing transcripts
recorded and responded to in the final EIS”. (DEIS p. 6-6.)



ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Jason Zeller
Page 2
December 18, 1995

Natural Gas Pipeline .

The DEIS is wholly lacking in analysis of the natural gas
pipeline. There is no evaluationfrom a ~antitative and
~alitative point of view. What little analysis that is
offered, is superficial at best. The DEIS indicates that

The environmental impact of this lateral gas pipeline will
be covered under a separate FERC environmental review
process.

(DEIS,p. 1-4.) In reference to the pipeline, the DEIS further
indicates

The level of information available.is not as detailed for
the pipeline as for the NRPF and its.ancillary facilities.

(DEIS p. 1-24.) The only justification contained in the DEIS
for failing to include an appropriate level of detail regarding
the environmental effects of the pipeline is that FERC.will
site the pipeline. The fact that FERC will site the pipeline
does not excuse EFSEC from evaluating the environmental effects
of the pipeline. (See Counsel for the Environment’s Memorandum
of Authorities in Support of Consideration of the Environmental
Impacts of the Gas Pipeline attached Appendix 1.)2 This
deferral to FERC is without precedent.in SEPA.

SEPA mandates that agencies evaluate and consider
environmental impacts of proposals prior to taking agency
action. RCW 43.21C et.sea. Evaluation of environmental
impacts is not excused because the agency iacks jurisdiction to
take action.

In assessing the significance of an impact, a.lead
agency shall not limit its consideration of a
proposal’s impacts only to those aspects within its
jurisdiction, including local and state boundaries.

(Emphasis added.) WAC 197-11-060(4)(b). (Appendix 1.)

21 have attached this brief again because I am unclear as
“to whether it would be considered as part of.the hearing
transcript since it is arg~ent. I do re~est that the
argument be considered in light of whether the’DEIS
sufficiently addresses the environmental impacts of the entire
project.



ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Jason Zeller
Page 3
December 18, 1995

—

The DEIS fails to-consider all impacts in that any
consideration given regarding the natural gas pipeline is
superficial and/or is non-existent. As readily identified in
the DEIS, the environmental impacts of the pipeline may include
erosion3 of soils, air impacts, degradation to water quali~y, .
loss of wetland habitat, negative impacts tosensitive streams,
loss of habitat due to noxious weed infestation. (DEIS pp. 1-
8, 1-10, 1-12, 1-14.) Yet, no more than a cursory nod is given
to these potential impacts.

In several areas of the DEIS, impacts were simply not
evaluated

1.

2.

3.

4.

at all. For example, -
— —

Land use impacts of the natural gas pipeline will be
covered under a separate FERC environmental review.
(DEIS p. 1-17.)

Since there are no data regarding the operational’
status or existence of compressor stations along any
of the proposed routes, impacts can not be assessed.
(DEIS pp. 3-34 and 3-35.)

It is not knoti.whether or not Washington State or
federally listed sensitive, threatened; or endangered
plant or animal species use areas within or along the
proposed [pipeline] routes. (DEIS p. 3-61.)

Existing noise conditions for the alternative
pipeline routes have”not.been analyzed. (DEIS p. 3-
82.)

3The.DEIS indicates:

Erosion during construction and restoration. can impact the
quality of soil and water within the ROW and surrounding
areas. Erosion along the pipeline trench during the wet
season can cause the loss of topsoil and vegetation, and
can impact water.quality through sedimentation. Erosion
both during construction and operation is possible. In
extreme cases, erosion can contribute to the structural
failure of the pipeline.

(DEIS p. 3-11.) The above analysis is speculative and
superficial at best. It does not provide any kind of
quantitative or qualitative analysis. It does not comport with
the intent of SEPA.

2,
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The risk of fire or explosion has not been analyzed
for the alternative pipeline routes. (DEIS p. 3-82.)

Potential releases to the environment have not been
analyzed for the alternative pipeline routes. (DEIS
p. 3-82.)

No mitigation has been identified for inclusion in
this EIS for environmental health and public safety
impacts during construction or operation of the
natural gas pipeline. (DEIS p. 3-92.)

Several gas line alternatives have been identified.’
but information necessary to ade~ately describe land
uses along each route is incomplete. (DEIS p. 3-102
and 3-114.)

[In relation to transportation facilities], impacts
of the”construction of the gas pipeline will be
detailed in the FERC application. . . . At the time
of the detailed environmental analysis, evaluation
will be made concerning the possible impacts of these
crossings and mitigation measures will be proposed.
(DEIS p. 3-153.) “

In other areas, a Pro9ra~atic approach was taken.4 This
approach is not justified. This approach does not allow for
full evaluation of the environmental impacts and, as such, is
not appropriate. While it may be appropriate for a DEIS to
approach issues programmatical.ly under certain conditions,
those.conditions do not exist in the current proposal:

WAC 197-11-080 provides:

(1) If information on significant adverse impacts
essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives is not
known, and the costs of obtaining it are not exorbitant,
aqencies shall obtain and include the information in their
environmental documents.

(2) When there are gaps in relevant information or
scientific uncertainty concerning significant impacts,

4This programmatic approach was taken in reference to
impactson cultural resources, geology, water ~ality
particularly as it ,relates to perennial streams and ephemeral
streams, and socioeconomic concerns. (DEIS PP. 1-19, 3-8, 3-
38, 3-181.)

2,

.
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agencies shall make clear that such information is lackina.
or that substantial uncertainty exists.

–2

(3) Agencies may proceed in the absence of vital
information as follows:

(a) If information relevant to adverse impacts is
essential-to a reasoned choice among alternatives, but is
not known, and the costs of obtaining it are exorbitant;
or

(b) If information relevant to adverse impacts is
important to the decision and the means to obtain it are
speculative or not known;

Then the agency shall weigh the need for the action
with the severity of possible adverse impacts which would
occur if the agency were to decide to proceed in the face
of uncertainty. If the agency proceeds, it shall
generally indicate in the appropriate environmental
documents its worst case analysis and the likelihood of
occurrence, to the extent that the information can
reasonably be developed.

(4) Agencies may rely upon applicants to provide
information as allowed in 197-11-100.

(Emphasis added:) WAC 197-11-080. These conditions are not
met in this case.

For example, the adverse impacts on cultural resources is
presently unquantified on more than a potential basis.5
However, the costs of obtaining detailed information on the
adverse impacts on cultural resource is not exorbitant, nor are
the means to obtain that information unknown’. In fact, the
applicant will presumably be required to obtain that -
information in the FERC process. As such, the impact
statement’s programmatic approach is not justified under
197-11-080.

WAC

‘For example, statements such as

[t],heNorth Route has moderate to high cultural resour
potential; that portion of the route from Deep Creek t
Spokane has the highest potential both in terms of sit
density and diversity. The three middle routes all ha
moderate to high cultural resource potential. The Sou
route has moderate cultural resource potential with
localize areas of high probability.

provide no substantive information regarding the adverse
impacts. (DEIS p. 1-20.)

‘ce
.0
.e
,ve
,th

—

2
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Having two process addressing parts of a whole totally
eliminates either agency from evaluating the environmental
effects of the project as a whole. In essence, piecemeal
review will occur. This piecemeal approach is contrary to
SEPA. (Appendix 1.)6 -

In addition and mostimportantly, the DEIS fails to
provide any qualitative or.quantitative information on adverse
impacts to water quality. For example, the DEIS states:

Surface water quality will be impacted during the
construction phase of the natural gas pipeline. It has
been proposed that the streams.will be crossed using open
cut methods. This method will degrade the natural banks
and bottom of the streams. Established bank vegetation
will be removed, increasing the potential for erosion and
stream channel migration. In addition, the potential for
siltation downstream will increase significantly.
Drainages adjacent to steep slopes are most likely ‘to
receive the greatest impact. The potential for erosion,
significant stream channel migration and siltation in
these areas will continue to exist until reestablishment
of permanent cover vegetation. If mitigation measures are.
implemented, impacts to stream crossings u be less
significant.

(Emphasis added.) (DEIS p. 3-42). The DEIS does not identify
whi~h streams will-be crossed, fish habitat within each stre~m
and/or any qualitative or quantitative information other than
the above quote. This superficial review fails to adequately
address the environmental impacts as required by SEPA.

. .
In summary, -the DEIS is fatally flawed in its failure to ~

adequately address the environmental impacts of the proposed
natural gas pipeline. This was recognized by Dr. Benjamin
Zamora when he offered his testimony in the adjudicative
hearing. (Appendix 2.)7 The Final Environmental Impact

bThe above analysis is applicable to the programmatic ‘
approach taken in reference to other areas beside cultural
resources as identified in footnote 4 above.

7This testimony is being attached as it is unclear whether
it would be.considered as being part of the adjudicative record
since it was not admitted as an exhibit. wile the testimony
is geared toward the application rather than the DEIS, it is
still highly relevant as the DEIS did not expand upon the

2
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Statement should give a qualitative.and quantitative analysis
of the impacts associated with the con-struction of the natural
gas pipeline.

Ozone Producinq Emissions

The DEIS fails to address at any level the environmental
consequences of the production of ozone as a result of the
NRPF.8 The final EIS should obtain information regarding the
damages associated from the production of ozone as a result of
the NRPF. This.information should be demonstrated by use of a
Regional Oxident Model evaluating the amount of ozone expected
to be produced. The final EIS should also analyze.the
environmental effects of the production of ozone with and
without a NOX catalyst. This analysis should utilize the best
available scientific information regarding the peculiar
attributes of ozone production in rural areasg and should
utilize information on background levels of NOX measured by an”
instrument of the “Super NOXttcategory.

The cost of obtaining this information is not exorbitant
and the value of receiving it will substantially aid EFSEC in
fully evaluating potentially significant impacts from the
operation of the -F. This information is essential in
determining whether a.NOX catalyst is appropriate.

In addition, the BACT analysis for use of the NOX is flawed
and should be reworked after obtaining data from the Regional .
Oxident Model. The cost calculations reported in the BACT
Analysis Documentation (Appendix F to the DEIS) contain
unjustifiable asstiptions regarding the price of electricity to
operate the SCR system and the useful life of the system.
Correcting these assumptions would reduce the cost per ton of
NOX removed to about ’20% less than the $7731/ton.

First, in calculating Capital ”Recovery Cost (CRC), the
applicant has assumed that the SCR System (excluding catalyst)
has a useful life of only 10 years and zero value beyond that
point. The system includes such long-lived items as
Foundations and Supports, Handling and Erection, Startup

information contained in the application.

‘The word ozone is not even mentioned.

‘I have enclosed as Appendix 3 a new article regarding the
attributes of ozone production in a rural environment.

1.2

3
,
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Assistance, etc. Similar structures and e~ipment in the
generating system are assumed to last much longer. The
interest rate of 11%.also seems high. Recalculating the
Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) at 10% interest rate and 20 years
life reduces the non-catalyst CRC from $1.232 million/year to
$0.865 million.

Second, electricity for operating the catalyst is costed
at $0.05/kWh. In contradiction, considerable evidence was
presented in the adjudicative hearing to the effect that the
power would be available for purchase, from @F or other
producers, at less than $0.02/kWh. At the lower price,
electricity for the SCR catalyst would cost $368,000 for one
year of operation.

The above two corrections reduce the estimate of the 70%
removal SCR catalyst by 20% from $7731/ton NOX to $6200/ton NOX.
Other such exaggerated costs by the applicant may be present.
The Final EIS should address these exaggerations.

In summary, the DEIS is wholly insufficient in its failure
to consider the impacts of ozone production as a result of the
NRPF .

Greenhouse Gases

The DEIS states:

[C]arbon dioxide (COZ) emissions from the WF will
contribute to the cumulative impact of.greenhouse gases.
The incremental contribution of the NRPF is in itself to
be considered significant, although the cumulative impact
of global warming may be significant.

(DEIS p. 1-9). The DEIS further states:

Neverthelesss, in.conjunction with other regional and
global sources of greenhouse gases, the NRPF may
contribute to global warming. Its contribution would be
noticeable, but not significant in comparison to emissions
of greenhouse gases from other sources in Washington State
and the rest of the world.

(DEIS P. 4-2.) The evidence in the adjudicative hearing
supports a finding that the NRPF’s emissions of greenhouse
gases will cause $4-12 million dollars of potential damage per

—

3

<
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year.1° This is significant.
in the DEIS is not supported

DEIS Minimizes”Im~acts

WASHINGTON

1
.

The statement of nonsignificance 4
and should.be changed.

The DEIS minimizes the environmental impacts in general.
By way of example but not ,limitation:

1. In the section on noise levels (DEIS p. 3-85), it is
noted that start-up o~erati~”nswould sometimes cause,
noise that would be clearly audible and higher than
the night time state limits. Then it stated that
!Istart-upoperations would comply with state noise

.limits ~ they were conducted during the day.tl ~.
The impl~cation is that excessive night time noise
levels will be mitigated by performing start-up
operations during the day. However, the statement in
the DEIS actually says nothing about whether start-up
operations will be conducted at night or not.

2. Another exampleof somewhat oversold mitigation is in
the discussion of visual effects. Pine tree
plantings are suggested as a partial screen of the
plant and stacks. The trees are reported to average
60-75 feet in height, about one-half the height of

. the stacks and transmission towers, and almost as
tall as the cooling towers (DEIS p. 3-133). Not
mentioned is the fact that it would take much longer
than the life of the plant for the trees to reach
their fiatureheight.

3. .Also regarding visibility is the statement that
perceptible effects of the emissions on the Spokane.
Class I airshed would occur only within one hour of
sunrise or sunset and only for a maximum of 6% of the
hours in a year. (DEIS p. 3-32). Not mentioned is
that only 16.7% of annual hours are within an hour of
sunrise or sunset. Thus an alternative,
comforting report of visibility effects,
that conditions for a perceptible effect

but less
would be
would arise

l~hile it is true that the specific ~antification of
damages is difficult due to fact that the costs of obtaining it
are exorbitant and the means to obtain that information in any
more detail is not known, the DEIS must still address the
damages by looking at the worst case analysis. WAC 197-11-080.

6
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during 36% of the hours immediately before and after
sunrise and sunset.

4: There is no justification for the comment on p. 3-61 8
that the net effect in the reduction in the wildlife ‘
population would”be minor. The pipeline route is not
known (DEIS p. 3-110), the wildlife utilizing the
lost habitat-is not known, and the disruption to the
habitat is un~antified in the.DEIS.

5. There is no justification for the comment on p. 3-157
that the impacts on transportation from the natural
gas pipeline will ,notbe significant. It is
acknowledged that the environmental analysis has not
been done. (DEIS p. 3-157.)

Miscellaneous Comments

1. The background,concentration of NO= of 11 ug/m~ as
identified in the .DEISis not supported. (See testimony
o.fDr. Campbell in adjudicative hearing regarding C!Super ,,
NOXSCinstruments..)

2. The statement’ that there is a deficit of energy is
misleading. (DEIS p. 2-48.) The evidence.is overwhelming
that the market includes the entire western coast (i.e.,
not just the Pacific Northwest) and that given the market,
there is currently a.glut of power.

The above comments plus the evidence submitted in the
adjudicative hearing should be considered as comments on the
DEIS . Thank you for the opportunity to provide my comments to
the DEIS.

Very truly yours,

DLM

DEBOM L. tiL.
Assistant Attorney General
(360) 493-9224

9
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STATE OF WASHINGTON . .

ENERGY FACILITY SITE E_UAT?ON COUNCIL’ ‘ ,

In re Application No. 93-2 )
) COUNSEL FOR THE.EWIRO*’S

of j =ORAND~.OF AUTHORITIES IN
) SUPPORT OF CONSIDERATION OF .

WA RESOURCES, INC. j THE EWIRO~ENTAL I~ACTS OF
) THE GAS PIPELINE

For Site Certification )
)

1. INTRODUCTION
.

EFSEC has, sua sponte, requested briefing on whether it.has
.

jurisdiction to’consider the environmental impacts of the .
.,

proposed 60 kile 9aS PiPeline= It is Counsel for the ~ -

Environment’s position, that EFSEC not only has jurisdiction but

is mandated under both the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)J

and ch. 80.50 RCW to consider the environmental impacts of the

pipeline.:
.

‘ The mandate to consider environmental consequences of the-

entire project

misinterpreted.

the pipeline.

(including the pipeline) should not be .

as indicating that EFSEC has jurisdiction to site

Counsel for the ‘Environment does not dispute that

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has exclusive

authority to site the.pipeline. However, the lack of authority

to site a portion of an energy facility does not excuseEFSEC

from its mandate to evaluate the environmental .conseque.ncesof
.-

:+~ONEYG~-L OFWASH~~ON
< fiolWyDivisioo

Po mx 40117
Olymph.WA985M117

MEMORAND~ OF AUTHORITIES - 1 Ffi@M)$38-~43
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the proposal when making its recommendation decision to the

Governor.

II. fiG~ENT

A. Cha~ter 80.50 RCW Requ ires EFSEC To Evaluate And-Consider
All Environmental ImDacts. (Includina Those Of The Gas ,
PiDelinel In Decidin~ Its Recommendations To The Governor.

EFSEC has the authority to recommend to the Governor that-

an energy facility be sited or not. RCW 80.50.040(8).

80.50 RCfidefines energy facilities as being ‘tanenergy

Chapter

planti ~. transmission facilitiesit. (Emphasis added.).

.RCW 80.50.020(10). A transmission facility by itself may,bring

forth EFSEC’S jurisdiction. A transmission facility is defined

in part as: t

(b) Natural gas, synthetic fuel gas, or liquified petroleum
gas transmission pipeline of the following dimensions: A
pipeline larger than fourteen inches minimum inside
diameter between valves, for the transmission ‘ofthese
products, with a total length of at least fifteen miles for
the purpose of delivering gas to a distribution facility,
except an interstate natural qas Dipeline requlated bv the.
United States Federal Power Commission;

RCW 80.50.020(7)..: This definition does not indicate that EFSEC

‘An energy plant is defined as including

(a) Any stationary thermal power plant with
generating capacity of two hundred fifty thousand
kilowatts or more . . . including associated facilities.
. .

RCW 80.50.020(14). It is undisputed by any party that the
proposed Northwest Regional Power Facility (NWRPF) meets this
definition of an energy plant.

‘It is presumably this definition that has raised the
issue of EFSEC’S jurisdiction to consider the 60 mile natural
gas pipeline. The author is presuming because no party has
objected to the evidence submitted on the pipeline and no

forward challeng~n~ EFSEC’S
26

argument has been brought

MEMOWDUM OF AUTHORITIES
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cannot consider the environmental impacts. This definition does

indicate that the legislature recognized FERC’S authority to

site interstate natural gas pipelines and therefore excluded it

from’its definition.3

fact that transmission

EFSEC~s.jurisdiction.. .

legislature intended EFSEC to ignore environmental impacts of.a

pipeline under FERC’S jurisdiction when that pipeline. is a

necessary part of the energy plant which is under EFSEC~s

This interpretation is supported.by me .

facilities standing alon”emay bring forth

However, it does not make sense that the

jurisdiction.

In interpreting the intent of chapter 80.50 RC~, the

statute should .
. .

receive a sensible construction which will effect the .
. legislative intent and avoid unjust or abswd .

conse~ences.
. .

In re;Welfare of Hoffer, 34 Wn. App. 82, 84, 659 P.2d 1124 ‘

(1983). EFSEC must read.ch. 80.50 RCW in its entirety,
not

piecemeal. Donovick v. Seattle-First Nat. Bank, 111 Wn.2d 413,

415[ 757 P.2d 1378 (1988). In addition; where the legislature

prefaces an enactment with a statement of purpose,
such

declaration serves as an important guide in interpreting the

intent of the legislature. Hartman v. Washington State Game
. . .

Com~n, 85 Wn.2d 176, 532 P.2d 614 (1975).
\

$

jurisdiction.

c

M

3FERC’S authority to site includes the authority to
:ondition the siting of the pipeline.

EMOWD~ OF.AUTHORITIES - 3
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In following these rules of statutory construction, it is

clear that EFSEC”must evaluate the environmental conse~ences of

the entire project. First, the intent of the leg~siatue was to

ensure that all of the environmental impacts would be addressed.

The legislature found: ,

that>the present and predicted growth of energy
demands in the state of Washington requires the
development’of a p~ocedure for the selection and
utilization of sites for energy facilities and the
identification of a state position with resDect to
each ~ro~osed site. The legislature recognizes that
the selection of sites will have a significant impact ,
upon the welfare of the population, the location and
growth of industry and theuse of the natural
resources of the state. ~

It is the ~olicv of the state of Washington to
recognize the pressing need for increased energy
facilities, and to ensure throwh available.and reasonable-
methods, that the location and o~eration of such facilltids,
will Produce minimal -adverse effects on the environment, ‘
ecoloqv of the land and its wildlife, and the ecolow of
state waters and their aquatic life. .

It is the intent to seek courses of action that will’
balance the increasing demands for energy facility location’
and operation in conjunction with broad interests of the
public. Such.action wil-lbe based on these Premises:

(1) To assure Washington state citizens, where
applicable, operational safeguards areat least as
stringent as the criteria established by the.federal
government and are technically sufficient for their we,lfare
and protection.

(2). To preserve and protect the quality of the.
environment: to enhance the ~ublic’s ODDortunitv to enio+
the aesthetic and recreational benefits of the air, water

. and land resources; to ~romote air cleanliness; and to
pursue beneficial chanqes in the environment.

(3) To provide abundant energy at reasonable cost.

(Emphasis added.) RCW 80.50.010. Nothingin the above

provision indicates that EFSEC is to ignore the environmental

consequences of a 60 mile pipeline in making its recommendation

‘tothe Governor, especially when the pipeline is a necessary

fiolw Diviiim
, Po kx 40117

MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES - 4 Olyqu.WA985M117
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component of the proposal.~ The opposite is true. EFSEC is

mandated to ‘Ipreserveand protect the quality of the’

environment”. ~.

protect the quality

mandates evaluation

proposal. ‘

This section does not say, preserve and.

of part -ofthe environment. This section ‘

of.all the environmental cotisequencesof a ~
. . .

This analysis is further supported by R~ 80.50.080. In .

that section, .the legislature mandated that the Council for the

Environment shall be appointed to I’representthe public and its

interest in protecting the quality of the environment’t.

RCW 80.50.080. Again, it doesn’t specify any l-imitation.
.

In addition to the lack of limiting language, the statute

empowers EFSEC

(10) To intearate its site evaluation activitv with
activities of federal aqencies havinq jurisdiction.in such
matters to avoid unnecessar.vdu~lic-ation;

(11) To present state concerns and interests to other’
states, reaional organizations, and the federal government
on the location, construction, and operation of any
faci~itv which may

enerqy
affect the environment, health, or

sa”fetvof the citizens of the state of Washington. .. .

(Emphasis added.) RCW 80.50.040. Had the legislature intended

EFSEC to ignore the environmental consequences. of interstate

natural gas pipelines, it would not have given EFSEC the

authority ‘to integrate its activities with FERC or to present
.,

the staters environment, health or safety concerns to the

federal government (i.e. FERC). If evidence related to the

pipeline is deemed irrelevant and therefore not admissible, .

41t +S axiomatic that the Project includes the 60 mile
pipeline. Without gas, the energy facility could not operate.
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EFSEC will not even know what

relation to the pipeline much

concerns.

the state’s concerns are In

less be able to present those

In addition, EFSEC is required to interpret its own laws in

accordance with the policies of SEPA and its rules. ,’

WAC 197-11-O.30(a). SEPA requires full environmental analjsis

even when the parts of the proposal are outside of the lead

agency’s jurisdiction. (For a full discussion of the SEPAts

requirements, ~ Ar@ment at pp. 7-9 of this brief.) . .

ln sum, EFSEC is mandated to preserve and protect the

environment. In this context, EFSEC is empowered to IIconduct

hearings on the proposed location of the energy facilitieslf.

RCW 80.50.040(7). From these hearings, EFSEC is mandated to

report to the Governor

,(a) A statement indicating whether the application is’
in compliance with the councilrs guidelines,

(b) criteria ‘specific-to the site and transmission
line routing,

(c} a coungil recommendation as to the disposition of
the a~~lication’,.and

(d) a draft certification agreement.when the council
recommends. approval of the application. .

(Emphasis ~dded.) RCW gO.50.040(8). Subsections (a). and (d)

above have the potential to conflict with FERC’S jurisdiction to

.

. ‘The application
pipeline.

includes discussion regarding the

MEMOWDUM OF AUTHORITIES - 6
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site the pipelines” It is

section attempts resolve.

this conflict that the definition

Howeve”r,section (c) does not conflict with EERC’S
. .

jurisdiction at all. EFSEC’S recommendation to approve siting
. .

of the facility or not.approve the siting is a wholly local.

decision. It is a decision that must be based upon all .

environmental factors.: The question presented is whether EFSEC

has jurisdiction to consider all environmental impacts of the’

proposedproj e.ct. The answer is a resounding yes.

B. iEPA Requires EFSEC To Evaluate And Consider All
Environmental ImDacts CIncludina Those Of The Gas Pineline)
In Decidinq Its Recommendations To The Governor.

SEPA requires agencies to evaluate and consider . ~.
. .

environmental impacts of proposals prior to taking agency
. .

action. . RCW 43.21C et.sea. EFSEC has interpreted this mandate

in WAC 463~”47-110which pdovides: ,

(a) The overriding Dolicv of the council is-to.avoid
or miti~ate adverse environmental im~actsx which may result
from the council’s decisions. .

(b) The council shall use all practicable means;
consistent with other essential considerations of state
policy, to improve and coordinate plans, functions, .
programs, and resourees . . .

‘If the council’s guidelines.are more stringent than
FERC ‘S , this would potentially be an impermissible
encroachment upon FERCJS authority. Likewise, if”the draft
certification has mitigation procedures that are different
than ultimately required by FERC, a conflict may exists.

‘This is particularly true when you have a facility that
cannot operate without the ability to obtain natural gas. The
pipeline and the plant present one proposal.

‘It is important to note, that the WAC does not limit the
environmental impacts to be considered. (See discussion at
pp. 4-5 of this brief.)
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(c) The council recognizes that each person has a , .
fundamental and inalienable right to healthful environment
and that each person has a responsibility to contribute to
the preservation and enhancement of the environment. .

(d) The council shall ensure that ~resentl~
unquantified environmental amenities and values will be<
given a~~ronriate consideration in decision .makinq along
with ecmomic and technical considerations.

(Emphasis added.) WAC 463-47-110. Evaluation of environmental

impactsg is not excused.because the agency lacks

take action.

In ‘assessing,thesignificance of an impact,
agency shall not limit its consideration of

jurisdiction to

a lead’
a.

proposal’s impacts only to those aspects within its
jurisdiction, including local and state boundaries.

(Emphasis added.) WAC 197-11-060(4)(b). Evaluation of t

environmental impacts.is also not excused because WA’S proposal
.

is presented in two parts (i.e. the plant.and the pipeline).

A proposal that has two parts but is IIrelatedto each other

closelyt’shall be considered.in the same environmental documenti.
“..

WAC 197-11-060(3) (b).1°

Proposals or parts of proposals are closely related
and they shall be discussed in the satieenvironmental
document, if they:

(i) Cannot or will not proceed unless the other
proposals (or parts of proposals) are implemented
simultaneously with them; or

9Environmental impacts include effects upon the earth “
(including geology, soils, and topography) , air, wafer, plants
and animals (including habitat) , energy and natural resources
and built environments. WAC 197-11-752 and 197-11-444. In
the present case,.it is undisputed that.a 60 mile natural gas
pipeline will have some impact-upon the environment.

l“Phasedreview is not appropriate when ‘litwould merely
divide a larger system into exempted fragments or avoid
discussion of cumulative impacts.” WAC 197-11-060 (5)(d)(ii).
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(ii).Are interdependent parts of a larger proposal and
depend on the larger proposal as their justification or for
their implementation.

.,

~. ; See also,.

640, P.2d-

Wn.2d 201, 634

Citizens v. Klickitat Countv, 122 Wn.2d ~~g, 638-

(1993); Cathcart v. Snohom.ishCountV, ~6

P.2d 853 (1981). Our courts have long held that.. .

SEPA analysis is required when “anv Dart of a Droiect or series

of Droiects which when considered cumulatively constitute,a ~ .,

major actions significantly affecting the quality.of”the
,

environment 1~~ (Emphasis added.) Juanita Bay Vallev Corn.v.. . .

Kirkland,
1

9 Wn. App 59, 72, 510 P.2d 1140 (i973). . . . ~
I

Agency decision makers must consider more than the I
I

narro”w,limited environmental impact of the ifietiate, -
pending actions and.cannot close their eyes to the..
ultimate probable envirom.en.talconsequences. [cite
omitted] However, SEPA does not rewire that every
remote and speculative consequence of an action be
included in the EIS. [cite omitted]

An EIS need not cover subsequent phases if the
initial Phase under consideration is substantially ,
independent of the subsement phase or phases, and the .
project would be constructed without regard to future
developments.

SEAPC V. Cammack 11 Orchards, 49 Wn. App 609, 614, 744 p.2d I1OI. .

(1987). Piecemeal review is not appropriate if the first phase

of the project is dependent upon the second phase and if the

consequences of the ultimate development can be initially

assessed. Cathcart v. Snohomish Countv,”96 Wn.2d 201, .210, 634

P.2d 853 (i981).

In ‘the present case, the energy plant is substantially

dependent upon the gas pipeline. The plant is worthless without

a PiPeline to transport the natural gas. As such, the two parts
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are co-dependent. The environmental impacts of the ultimate ~
.

development must be.addressed by EFSEC.[’

III . . S-Y

EFSEC is mandated under bothch 80.50 RCW and ch. 43.21C

RCW to fully evaluate ali environmental
.

proposal. WA’S proposal is to build a

facility. As such, EFSEC must evaluate
.

pipeline needed to transport-the gas.

..”

impacts of .~A~s

natural gas

the impacts

power=ene,rgy

of the

DATED this ~(,; day of October, :.
.1995.. .

CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE
Attorney General

. . /&d dy~ ,
DEBORAH MUU, WSBA #15i02

“ Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for the Environment
(360) 493-9224

dlm\pipeline.brf
,

.

. .

17’

18

19

20

21
lrItis Counsel for the Environment~”sposition.that the

22 application ,and prefiled testimony is insufficient to
adequately address the.environmental impactss

23
This ‘

insufficiency is due to the applicants failure to request PGT
proceed with its application for the pipeline before FERC.

24 Had the applicant not taken such a position, EFSEC would be
able to fully address the environmental consequences as a

25 joint NEPA and SEPA document with FERC could have been
prepared.’.However, the applicant’s failure does not excuse

26 EFSEC from fully evaluating the environmental impacts of the
pipeline.
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. . STATE OF WASHINGTON
ENERGY FACILITY SITE WALUATION

In re Application No. 93-2 )
)

of ‘)
)

WA RESO~CES, INC. )
\

.For Site Certification - i

Q1. ~

Al.

Q2.

A2 .

Q3. .

A3 .

Q4.

A4. .

PREFILED
BENJAMIN

COUNCIL

P~FILED TESTIMONY OF
BENJAMIN ZAMORA

Please state yeur name and business address.

Benjamin Zamora ~
Department of Natural Resource Sciences
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-6410 ‘

Are you currently employed?

Yes. ~ ..

By whom and in what capacity?

I am employed by Washington State University and serve
as an Associate Professor in.the Department of Natural
Resource Sciences.

Can you please briefly describe your educational and
wo,rkhis’tory?

I have a B.S. degree in Range Management from Oregon
State University, a M.S. degree in Range Management
from the University of Nevada - Reno, and a Ph.D. in
Botany from Washington State University. I started my
professional career as a Range Scientist for the USDA
Agricultural Research Service in 1968 at Pullman on
the WSU campus, working on range weed ecology and
control. In 1973, I was appointed to the faculty.of
the WSU Department of Forestry and Range Management to
teach and conduct research in the areas of range and
wildlife.habitat management. In the mid 1980s, my
academic responsibilities shifted to greater emphasis

A~O-G~L OFWAS~~ON
&olWyDivtim . .

TESTIMONY OF
m hx 40117

o[YmPti. WA985W4117
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QS.

A5 .

Q6.

A6 .

Q7.

A7 .

Qa.

A8 .

Q9.

A9 .

on landscape ecology, wildland fire, and reclamation
of severely disturbed lands. Currently my
instructional responsibilities are in plant
identification and ecology, landscape ecology,
wildland fire, and rangeland rehabilitation. My
current research addresses wildland fire, landscape “
ecology,.and reclamation of mined lands. Attached as
Exhibit 1 is a true and accurate CODV of my vitae. .

What is your field of e~ertise?

Landscape ecology and reclamation/restoration of
severely disturbed lands. -

he you familiar with the proposal by ~ and CSWE to
site the Northwest Regional Power Facility?

Yes.

How did you become familiar with this project?. .

I was contacted by Ms. Deborah Mull, Assistant
Attorney General of Washin@on, to serve as a
consultant in evaluating the application.

Generally, what was your understanding regarding your<
duties in evaluating this project?

Because of my familiarity with the landscape,
vegetation, wildlife populations, and habitat’types of’
the project sites, I“was asked to evaluate the
application for statements of the environmental
impacts of.the facility on wildlife and botanical
resources, assist ‘in the quantification of damages
associated with these impacts, and identify mitigation
measures. Additionally, I was asked to evaluate the
EIS when it becomes available with regard to wildlife
and botanical impacts.

What documents have you reviewed in evaluating this
project?

,
I reviewed the following documents provided by Ms.
Mull :

‘1.. The apPlication submitted for the NWRPF ~roiect~

2. Copies of the direct testimony of the applicant,
specifically that of Donald R. Heinle and Wilfred
G. Thomas;..

PREFILED TESTIMONY OF
BENJAMIN ZAMO~ - 2 .
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Q1O.

A1O. .

Qll .

All.

Q12.

A12 .

PREFILED
BENJAMIN

3.

4.

, 5.

What

CH2M report ltWA Resources, Inc. gas pipeline
Corridor Report, Sept. 1993;

PGT report ‘r~A Resources Natural Gas Pipeline
Routing .Study~l,June 13, 1994; and

Copy.of ‘!Responsesto Intervener Issues, CH2M,
May 5, 1995, NPE36089.B1.

approach did you take in evacuating the Northwest
Regional Power Facility?

I was a member of a team of consultants from WSU
representing the scientific fields pertinent to the
application. The team approached the application
review from ‘aninterdisciplinary standpoint with each
consultant individually,addressing specific areas
within the application based on e~ertise. The
reviews were then brought together .to..forma more
holistic view of the cumulative impacts and potential
mitigation of the power facility.

Why was this approach taken by the team?

The interdisciplinary approach would draw together a
holistic view of the project where unmitigated
environmental damages would be quantified and valued
in terms of the open market system. . Mitigation could
then be applied in terms clearly understood by all
parties involved to’protect the environment. The team’
perceived the.effects of deregulation and the open
market system as a positive way to keep power costs
down but felt that a purely market driven system would
not adequately address environmental costs of the
project.

Can you summarize the environmental damage” (negative
impacts) associated with the construction and
operation of the Northwest Regional Power Facility in
relation to wildlife and habitat issues?

Yes aid no. The information regarding impacts given
in the application and supporting documents
(application reports, response to intervener issues
(May 4, 1995), and testimony) is of sufficient detail
and based on field verified information to accurately.
identify impacts at the power plant site. However, I
cannot.summarize environmental impacts along the gas
pipeline with confidence based on information in the
application and supporting documents.
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A15 . In a comparison of detail given for the facility site
versus gas pipeline corridor, I concluded that the
information contained within the a~~lication.is
insufficient to quantify the environmental damaae with
certaintv. The gas pipeline corridor was defined as a
two mile wide strip of land over the entire length of
the corridor. Within this corridor, five potential
routes were identified. National Wetland Inventory
.Maps and the Washington Department of Wildlife
Priority Habitat System maps for critical wildlife
species distribution and habitat were used to identify
potential wildlife and riparian/wetland concerns.
Listings of wildlife, wildlife habitat; and
riparian/wetland intersections by each route were
prepared and summaries of critical wildlife concerns
generated from these listings. No field survey was
conducted.to validate the data summaries or verify
potential problems identified by the data summaries.
It is very likely that additional ~ritical wildlife
and sensitive botanical resources >ccur along each
route. But because no field asses ment was made to
verify “and determine the full exte t of sensitive
resource occurrence, it is not knc 1 to what extent
the listings given in the applicat >n represent’ actual
resources that would be impacted. This assessment
then, is only conjectural and at k ;t incomplete until
field surveyed and verified. The antative nature of
the impact summary is clearly stat 1 in the Response ‘
to Intervener Issues document (que::ion 6). ~Exhibit
u

u How is the level of detail Provided for the Power
plant in relation to the level of detail Provided for
the PiDeline corridor?

A16. The power plant site was more.critically evaluated
through field survey with exact site location clearly
defined. I spoke with the two Washington Department
of Wildlife personnel who were involved in the survey
and feel confident that the information provided in
the application and supporting documents provide an
accurate appraisal of wildlife species occurrence,
wildlife habitat,.botanical, and vegetation
assessment, along with rectification and mitigation
measures to be taken.

25 The Pipeline involved interpretations of map data ‘
without field verification. There is no way to

i6 correlate the final selection of the pipeline route
with high impact sites until final selection of the
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Q17 .

A17 .

Q18 .

Ala .

route is made and field survey produces an accurate
inventory of wildlife and sensitive botanical
‘resources along that route.

In addition, until a final route is selected bv FERC
no definite impact assessment can be made. All that
.is available at this point are summaries of “all known
resources reasonably likely.to be found” or IImaybe
found in each corridor, according to the PHS and NWI
maps” (Response .toIntervener Issues, May 4, lgg5,
question 6a)l It would be very difficult if not
impossible to derive a realistic assessment of
cumulative impacts from the information given in the
application without knowing where in the corridor the
pipeline will be installed and time and duration of
construction or whether the corridor~s ~ro~osed bv WA
will be ultimately used bv FERC when it sites the
pi~eline.

..

What.type of information would be required .in order to
determine the environmental damage to wildlife and
habitat associated with this facility (in the same
sense as that of your collea~es evaluating fipads on
air ~ality, water usage, and ener~ produc~ion)?

First, one would.need to know the exact route that the
piDeline would take. (e,a. where FERC sites the
pioeline. ) Second, a field survey of the route .
selected bv F.ERC,even o“fa minimal reconnaissance
nature, is necessary to accurately identify all ,

wildlife and sensitive botanical resources along the
most probable route of the gas pipeline installation..
This would give more credibility to the effort to
correlate the route of installation with mapped .
elements of priority wildlife habitat, wetland areas,
and sensitive botanical resources. This would
additionally provide more site specific attributes
which c,ouldbe incorporated into the decisions
regarding avoidance, minimization, or rectification”of
negative impacts at this stage of the evaluation. If
specific situations are identified and considered
unavoidable, then mitigation measures could be
evaluated and selected. At this point in the process,
monetary values could be assigned to clearly defined .
mitigation measures and compensatory mitigation
initiated.

Given the limited information available, what can you
state as to the environmental damage associated with
the Northwest Regional Power Facility?

With regard to the power plant site, the net impact to
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the site will be long-term enhancement over existing
conditions because of the revegetation, grazing
elimination, and habitat development commitments by
~A .

With regard to the gas pipeline corridor, if
construction activity is restricted to minimum areas
during installation and-the duration of construction
activity minimized, then timing of construction
becomes the.most critical determining factor of total
wildlife resource impact, especially for sensitive
wildlife species. Generally, the most obvious impact
of pipeline installation will be,short-term disruption
of plant and animal communities by construction
activity. The severity of this will depend on time of
entry into critical habitats. If entry occurs during
a critical breeding or occupancy period of the area by
wildlife and the construction:activity intrudes into
these sensitive areas, wildlife will respond
negatively in the short term.

Habitat disruption will occur as.a result of
construction activity, but the severity will depend on
the amount of area encompassed by the construction and
the intensity of disturbance caused by construction
equipment and traffic. There exists a high ~
probability that habitat deterioration may be .
initiated by the introduction of noxious plants which
compete with the native vegetation that composes the
natural habitat wildlife..

If the installation of the pipeline is not carefully
engineered according to the character of the soil and
topography, the possibility of erosion exists which
can have considerable impact on both terrestrial and
wetland habitats and wildlife. This is particularly
true for wetlands.where many aquatic species are very
sensitive to sediment changes in the.aquatic system.

Q19 . Given the limited ~nformation available, can you
identify what mitigation measures do you think would
be appropriate in this .ease?

A19.. For the power plant site, the-mitigation measures .
proposed are adequate.
elimination or grazing,
development.

For the gas pipeline, I

///

These include revegetation,
and wildlife habitat

have no answer.
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Q20.

A20.

Q21.

A21.

Q22.

A22.

Q23.

A23.

Why not?

Until a final selection of the gas pipeline is made
and specific information and more complete
identification of the actual impacts most likely to .
take place, all impacts and proposed mitigation
measures are hypothetical and can only be stated in
the most generic terms.

Are some of the damages associated with the wildlife
and habitat issues incapable of being fully mitigated?

After review of the map inventory of wildlife species
to be potentially affected by the gas pipeline
installation, I saw no impacts that could not be fully
mitigated provided that the elements of mitigation,
e.g. avoidance, minimization, reduction, and
rectification, are rigorously adhered to. The
greatest concern will.be over those potential impacts
outlined in Q18 that could have long-term deleterious
effects on the quality of wildlife andplant
populations occupying those habitats.

Piease e-lain.

The invasion of noxious, competitive plant species
could be initiated by the construction activity,
primarily through the carrying of seed by vehicles .
into construction areas. Extensive soil disturbance
from heavy equipment is expected resulting in ideal z
conditions for noxious plant establishment. Once
established, these kinds of plants can dramatically
and negatively affect the quality of wildlife and
sensitive plant habitat by altering both the structure
and composition of the habitat and competing with
native plants for habitat resources for plant growth.
Introduction of noxious plants into riparian zones
along streams is also common and can be of even
greater concern. Monitoring of corridors for noxious
plant invasion and control of such plants is no small
task. , The willingness of a company to assume this
responsibility should be sought.

Soil erosion and slope failure along the pipeline
trench could send substantial amounts of sediment into
wetland areas which would have significant long-term
negative impact on wetland ecosystems.

If these types of problems are not mitigated, what.
will be the-consequences to the wildlif; of our state?

Generally, the damages will contribute to the
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Q24.

A24.

Q25.

A25.

Q26.

A26.

Q27.

A27.

deterioration of wildlife and botanical resources of
the immediate area, but,even though the impacts may
seem small in terms of a total landscape perspective,
they will perpetuate the trend of declining wildlife
and sensitive botanical resources for the entire
state.

Can you fully quantify the environmental damages to
the wildlife of our state?

No.

Please e~lain.

Accurate quantification of potential en~ironmental
damages requires a substitive, verified data base of
the resources to be encountered by the proposed
pipeline construction. All that was provided in the
application was an interpretive, unsubstantiated data
base. Until a validated resource inventory of the
final route for pipeline installation is conducted,
any quantification of environmental damages or lack
thereof, is a matter of conjecture.

Have you formed an opinion as to whether XVAZS
proposal allows for a cumulative impact analysis given
the level of detail on the pipeline?

..
Yes.

What is your opinion?

~A’s proposal cannot provide a cumulative impact
assessment. Unless the actual line of travel of the
pipeline is established, cumulative impact analysis
cannot.be made because all impacts become a matter og
probability and conjecture without verification.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
State of Washington that the foregoing is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge.

\
?.

dlm\zamora.tst
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RESUME

BenjaminZarnora
AssociateProfessorand A~sotiafeRange Scjcntist

~eparlmeutof NaturalResourceSciences
Washington StateUnfvcrsity
Pullman,WA 99164-6410

CURRENT POSITION ~

Appointedtofacul[yJuly1,1973;gran(edtenurcSeptember16.1978;appointed‘ioGmduate
Faculty,junc12,1978:promotedloAssocia[cProfesmf,Febru~ 28,1979;current
appohltmcntle~hing6070,research400/o.

EDUCATION

Ph.D Plant ~ology, WashingtonStateUnivcrsi[y,1975.Dissertation:S~ondary
Sumessiononbroadcast-humedCICarCULSof the AbieS~di.~achistim~~sini[cs
habitattypejnnorth+entrdIdaho. (published).

M,S. Range Managemen~.University of Nevada, 1968. Dissertation: ~rternisi~~)useula,
~-and AQ pl~~ ~$$(~ciationsin Centid md northern Ntivada. ~ - -
@ublished)

B.S. Range Management, Oregon St. University, 1965.

.

‘PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Bur. Coxfim.Fish
Bur. Ct)]~~m,Fish
Ore. G:tme Dept.
Ore. St. Univ.
Ore. St. IJniv.
Univ.ofNcv.
US1>A,ARS
WSIJ,hTa:RcsSci

Res. Asst. .
]{es. Ass}.
StudenLTrtinq
Lab. Asst.
Res. Asst. .
Rcs: Asst.
Range Sci.
,&ssoeProf~ge Sci

Fisheries R~search ;;:: 0.25
Fjshcrics Researeh 0.25
:;~~dM~t. 1962 ~ 0.50

1963 0.25
Range R&earch 196465 2.50
Range Reswh 1966-68 2.00
Range Rmearch 1968-73 5.00
TeacllcrResearchcr 1973-present 21.00

TEACIIING EXPERIENCE ~

Teaching Emphasis: ForeSt.& RangePlantIdentificationandfiofogy,WildlwldFir~
Managcinent.& ~ology,Fzologicd Rwlamatic)nand Restoration of Dis@bed Ecosystems

~Currentlv THUrht nt Ws u

F(>resti]l~dRange Plant Rest]umes I (3 cr) Introduction to Wildland Fire (3 cr)
Forest and R:Iugc Planl l<esourc~s11(3 cr) Adv. Topics in Wildland Fire (1-3 cr)
lyo~s~angc Plant Identification lxb (1-3 cr) Range Devlp. & Improvcmen~ (3 cr)
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Was]tington State University

PuIlman, WA- 99164-6410

CURRENT POSITION

Appoinmd to f~culty July 1, 1973; grwted tenure September 16, 1978; appointed to Graduate
FaculLy,June 12, 1978; promoted to Associate Professor, Februmy 28, 1979; current ,
appointmentteaching60%,rese~rch40%.

EDUCATION

Ph.]> Plant Fx(~Jo~, Washington Sti[eUniversity, 1975. Dissctiation: Swondary
su~sion on bro~ic~t-bumed cleamu~ of tie Abics grandis~achistima mvrsinitcs
habitat typeinnorth+entrulldaho.(published).

14.s. . Range Manigemen~ IJniversity of Nevad~ 1968. Dissertation: Artcmisi~ ~buscul~ ‘
/4. longiloba and A. nova.plant associations in wnwaJ md notitern Nevad&’
(published)
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Gthcr University ‘~caching ActiYitles:
Continuing~ucntioninForc\tFxology& Silv~cul[urepro~aWSU, 1975-91
R~toring~el18bi1ilati11gDamaged=osystcI~ls,WSUWorhllop,Junc7-9,l994

RESEARCH

Rwearch Emphasis:
(1) Ecology of forest and rangcland vcgcmtiox swcture, composition, distribution,
measurement, succession and clrrssificdon, cnvjronmcntil relationships; (2) Rehabili~tion and
restorationof$everclydwlagcdecosystems(empha$isonfo~sl& rangeland);(3)Pmcritied
fiicapplicationandeff~~~.

W~U A~r~cult~lrnlR@enrch ~enterProfeC~~ ~ite

]nflucncc Ufpres~tibedburning following Ioggil)g on forest Ilabjtal iypm impo~( 197S-prcsenc.
aswjnlcrl;fibiw(for dmk in eastern Wnsl~ingicm .

Ci]ronoswucncc of vcgc~tion suffi~si(]n on cleamul foresUan&s 19~=presenl

. FcImst ceosysmrn monitoring for S02 dmage in (l~car~~ surrounding Nor[llwcst 1974-~1
Alloy’sm:ignesium plan[atAddy,Wshinglon

Vcgctntion suqssion after furcs[ stand dcfnliation by the Douglas-fir lussock motit 1975-78

Pr&\cribed gr~jrrg by dom~$[ic Iives[mk to m:lnipulatc vcgc[ation along 1977-79 -
transmission line Right+f-W~y

hnpacLsnf spruw budwnrm~usti ddmage nnd suhquem marragmcnt ativjti~s 19?&gJ
on big game habjtat in W=shing[on and Momflna.

~assifruliorr and mapping of fo;st l~titat types on Bureau of hdhur Affnirs Iand 1981-g;

Appliw[ion and cffwL$ of pres~ihcd burning on rdnge]nnds of tic Pacific NorthwGsl 1988 -pmcn[

Control of uommon crupina wiU) pm~tihd fire 19wprescnL~

Revegctation and topsoiling of spoil si[cs Uf an nb’and~nd uranium mine IWplwenl
in Glst<cntrdl Washington.
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1. Howwiu=A get the water to the plant for coo~? .’

W piant wodd be cooled by water drawntim a weHficldadjacentto Me Roosevel~
k to five weh wotid be @ed at that location. Waterwitidrawn tim the weMeld
wotid be pumped to the ~F.project site via a 30-inch pipekc, which wodd fo~ow an
tignment identied in conjunction with.lti Iandowne&. ~ tignment runs gencfiy
south-nom foUowing county roads where possibie, for a toq distance of appromly 7
d=. me pipetie wotid be located within a 30-foot permanent right~f-way. Instruction
wotid omur entirely within a 130-foot temporary co-ction =rnenc Access to the
pipehe construction area wodd occur over this construction easement and over cmg

. roads, and no new construction access or maintenance -S roads wodd be require~ -r
the pipefie has been instied, the pipehe right-of-way wodd be Egraded so that

Iagricul- crops can be replan~ in areas where the-pipehe p= through agrictdti .
fields.

2. k rnechardd cookg an option that is being conside~?

Mcchanid draft coobg towers w~ be used for cootig. Air*oIed condensem (which,
would not ~uire water for cookg water tie-up) were considere~ but rej~ because of
their ~onably -r COSGtie reduction in piant efficiency that they wotid cause, and ‘,
significant problems witi re~ii~. As stated in the SCA (section 2.62), an air~ied
condefiing system wotid cost $24.8 Won more than the proposed mechanid draft
cootig towers (their cost wodd amount to 8.7 percent of toti project cost). ~ey wodd be
much mom massive in sti. ~ey wodd reduce the output of the plant up to 31.8 ti@watts
during summer months. ~ese -of air condensing system have had problems with icing
in cold winter cl-, which=US= =er inefficiencies, reduces outpu~ and can even

. led to shutdown during the periods when the plant’s output is needed the mos~ For these .
mons, air+ooied condensers wem mjecmd from tir consideration ‘mu~onable. . .

3. Wfll they be pumping out of the ground or using some other means of ge~g
water? W is of concern to us in fight of the probIem that Lmcoh Comrty and
a~d~ are facing with the SoIe Source Aquifer d~ignatiom

Mthough the cookg water wotid be pumpedfrom wefls, these we~, Me the etisting welk
at the site, are located in Wuvid terrace deposits adjacent to Ne Rooseveit and wodd be
diredy charged.by the l~e rather than by any groundwater aquifer. WeU logs from the
etisting wells and water ievel monitoring indi~ that the weufield is in dwct connection
with Me Roosevelt. Because groundwater Ievek diredy refl~t the I&e level and the
te~e deposits are coarse and would be.well-drained in the absence of the l~e, the w~r
pumped born ‘the weUs would be I&e water tier than from a groundwater aquifer.

1
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5. Wbt prwedur& wi~ be fauowed if tie pipe{ine goes -~h ~ wetid?

c M* 58 dm .
● F&t ofwcdandCO=CtiOK 2,300
● Number of -s- crossings: 5
● Nuti of epbe- stream crossings: 50
* Number ofsensiuve fih ~ erosti ~12 @@d resident fik do~y

vardetiti tro~ Olympic mud how)

10.



● Mles crossing sensitive biologicrd hai= 18
~ inclu&s- and pond area with riparian vegetioq, whi~-
tied deer fawning ~ ciiff htihat with ptia woodpeckers and
wintis~g bdd eagie use; urbad n- open spaces with
shruMsteppe remnants associated with w-m bluebirds, -hopper
sparrows, Ed-tied hawks, ~-homed owh, Coopers hawks,
wintig goshawks, coyotes, wintering bdd ~~, win~ w~rfowI
conmntmtio~, cavity-nesting duck, pfieated woodp~ti, wetid
marsh and associateds= with heron, bitte~ black-mm f-g .
m, san~ crane migration stopover, tiger stider, beavc~
wcdand with shorebird use, ea~e fag habi~ and.divc~ plant
community for w-owl nesting and restin~ m with sharp-titi
grouse lek within 1 dw deer fawning ~ riparian winter budding
htiltat for s-tied grouse s-tied grouse habim

.

.

Mdae Cotidor 1 (c-ndv urefemd route~

● hn~ 69 des
● F= of wetiand construction 14,800
● Number of pereti _ crossings:’ 5
● Number of qhcmd ~ ~ssin~ 58
● . Nutirof sensitive fih ~ trod 15 @ted resident fisti do~y

vardefid trow OIympic mud.mirmow)
● ~es crossing sensitive biologi~ habi~ 8

~ inciude wetid marsh and associated stream with heron, biw~
black tern feeding area and san~ crane migradon stopover, tiger ~
smder and beaver Mlw, wetbmd areas with shorebird use ~
@e ~o~g ~ and waterfowl nesting and resting ~ m for
d~r fawning s-tied ~use habi~ steppe habitat with seasod
conmntratiom of watefiowi, spring waterfowl nesting, and bdd @es

. in fti and winteG riparian m with white-tied deer fatig,
pfieated”woodpeckers, and bdd eagle use in winter and spring.

. .

,

Mddle Corridor2:

● bn~ 69 ~es
● Feet of wedand construction 18,550
● Number of pemntid stream crossings: 5
● Number of ephemeds- ~ssings: 65
● Number of sensitive fish streams crossed: 13 (fis&d ~ident fish do~y “

v@efidl trout Olympic mud minnow)
● Mles crosskg sensitive biologid habiw

11
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m include area with sharp-tied grouse lek within 1 ti~ deer
fawning ~ riptian winter budding habitat for s~-tid grouse;
sharp-tied grouse habi~ wetfand -h and wociated stream with
hmny bitte~ b~ tern feeding area and san~ crane migradon
stopover, tiger salamander and beaver Wxm, steppe area with .
seaso~ conceptions of waterfowl, spring waterfowi nesting, and
bdd -Win ~ and winte~ fip~ ~ with W~te~tid deer .

fawnin~ ptieated wood~kem, and bdd @e use in winter and
~%s- titi associated ephcm~ ponds for bdd -es, heron
f-g, mixry waterfowl use, and staging-for waterfowl,
-m, and shombti.

Mddle.Corridor 3:

● k@ 70des
● Feet of wetimd construction: 20,650
● Number Of~- S- ~SSti~: 3-.
● Number of ephernd S- crossings: 57
●’ N+r of sensitive fihs~ crossed: 7 @ted resident fih do~y. ‘

vardetiti trow Olympic mud minnow)
● ~= crossing sensitive biologid habim 15

~ incIude shruMsteppe ~ with s~ti@ grouse ~itat with .
associated wads, mi~~ waterfowl-g and nesting ~ .
- with seaso~ concentmtions of waterfowl, spring watetiowl
n-g, and bdd @es h.f~ and winteq n- ~ with white- /

Med d- fiwning ~ pfieated woodpeckers, and bdd ea@e use in
winter and sp~~ stream with associated ephemed ponds for bdd

., eagles, heron foraging, migratory w~rfowl use, and staging m for
W~fiOWi, cranes, and shorebd; stib/steppe.titi mi@O~
waterfowl resting and nesting ~ and sharp-wed muse WIU
shb habitat with redti hawk foraging and sagebrush vole habiw

South Cofidoti

● hn~ Wales ~ “
● Feet of wedand co~ction: 1240
● Number of W* stream crossings: 3
● Number of ephcmeti stream crossings: 38
● Number of sensitive f~h S- crossed 3 @ti mident f~h do~y

.vardetiti trou&O1ympic mud minnow)
● ~= crossing sensitive biologid habi~ 21

* inciude shrub/steppe area with sharp-tied grouse habitat with ‘
associated wekds, migratory waterfowl resting and nmting -:
steppe used season~y by waterfowi and bdd eagles with spring
waterfowl nestin~ riparian area used for sharp-tied grouse wintering

12
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7.

b. Are there threatend and en~ered ~des now or in tie near *?

Pleasesee tie qnsc m 6 (a).

.

*logy

Mtim.on ootions:
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Troposphere and the Implications

for Regional and Global Ozone Distributions

S. C. LIU,M. TRAINER1 F. C. FEKSENFELD,D. D. PARRISH,l. 2 E. J. WILLIAM$l
D. W. FAHEY, G. HUBLER,l AND P. C. MURPHY1

Aeronomy hboratory. EnvironmentalResearch @oratories, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado

~c relationship between 0,” and NO= (NO+ N03) which was m=urcd during summer and winter
periods at N1wotRidg%Colorado. has been analyzed and compared to model ~tiatio= Both modcf
~lmlations and observations show that the dtiy 03 prodution per unit of NO= is greater for lower
NOr Model mlmlations without noamethanc hydr-bons @MH~ tend to underestimate the 0,
production rate at NO= higher than 15 parts per bilfion by volume and show the opposite depestdcn=
on NO=.~c model mlmlatiorts with NMHC arc consistent with the Obscwd data in this regimeand
demonstrate the importanmof NMHC chemistry in the 03 produtiiom In additiom at eight other rud .
statioti with eoneurrcnt 03 and NO= measurements in the mtrd and casterrr United States the daify
03 increase in summer afso agrees with the 0, and NO= relationship prdletcd by the model. ~c
eorrsistcncyof the observed and modclalmlated daify summer O, increase impfics that the average 03
production in rurrd areas ean be prdleted if NO= is knom ~c depcndcnec of 0, production rate on
NO= dcdueerf in th~ study provides the basis for a -de estimate of the totaf 03 prodrstion. For the
Umted States an average summer column 03 prorfuetionof about I x 10’2inn-z s-’ from atrthropoge

. nieafly emitted NO= and NMHC is csdrttatd ~i photmhemid prodrretion is rou@y 20 times the
ave~gc ero=tropopausc 03 flux Production of 03 from NO= that is emitted from natud sourecs in
the United States is mtimatcd to range from 1.9x 10” to 12 x 10” a-z s-’,, which is somewhat .
smaller than ozone production from anthropogcnic NO= sour= Extrapolation to the entire northern
hemisphere shows that in the summer. 3 times as much 0, is generated from natu@ precursors as those
of anthropogenic origim~c winter daiIy 03 production rate was found to be about 100/0of the summer
value at the same NO= level. However,bemuse of longer NO= ~ictirttcin the winter, the integrated 0,
production over the fiictimeof NO= may be mmparablc to the sunmtcr vafue Moreover, beeausc the
naturaf NO= sourecs are substarr~y amdcr in the winter, the wintertime 03 budget its the northern
hemisphere shotrfd be dominated by omnc produ~on fromsnthropogctsicozoneprceurso=~c
photoehcmi~fifctimcof 03 in the winter in the mid-latitude is approximately 200 days We propose
that thislong ~tctimc allows aruhropngcrsidy produced 03 to a~datc and mntributc substantially
to the observed spring rnaximrrmthat is usdy attributed to stratospheric intrusiom Furthermom the
anthropogcrric 0$ may be transported not only zonafly but * to Iowcr Iatitud= ~US tie long-tc~
interanntrrd inercasc in 03, observed in tic winter and spring -mat Maurta ~% MSY~ duc to the
same anthropogenic influcrtecsas the * winter trend observed at Hohcrt~nbcrg Germany.

,

I~oDu~ON

Since the initiaI prediction of an active hydrogen radid
photochemistry in the natural troposphere by Leuy [1971],
the photochemial production and loss of tropospheric ozone
have been investigated extensively. By analogy to the urban
ozone formation mechanism Crutzert [1973] and Chtuneides
and Walkr [1973] argued that photochernid- production of
ozone in the troposphere is much greater than the flux from
the stratosphere. bter advan= in the knowledge of the tro-
pospheric distribution of nitrogen oxides [e.~ Noxon 1978;

Kley et al. 1981] resulted in art improved unde~tartding of
the ozone budget [Fishnran et alq 1979; Liu et al., 1980; hgh

et al., 1981: Crutzen and Gidel, 1983]. ~ese studies gencrdly
confirmed the earlier calculations. me predicted production
and loss rates were smaller, but the net production of ozone in
the troposphere still remained a few times the cross-
tropopause flux of ozone from the stratosphere.

‘ Also at Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sei-
cnees, Universityof Colorado, Boulder.

‘Also at Department of Chemistry, Metropohtan State Collcgq
Denver, Colorado.

Copyright 1987by the Ameri=rr Geophysid Union.

Paper number 7DO043.
0148~227/87/007DW3W5.W .

~ The studies cited above are model evduatiotts of ~obrd
production and loss of 03 based on limited knowledge of the
distribution and budget of NOr Direct observation of photo-
cheti.d production and Ioss of 03 and its dependence on
NO= is required to validate suchmodelpredictions.Some
indlrcct evidence foi photochemicd production is available
[Fishman et al. 1979: Fishntan and ~eiler, 1983], butif is not
fully quantitative and may be subject to other inte~retatiorts
[Liu et al. 1980; bgan, 198~. On the other han& observa-
tion of NOX mixing ratios less than 0.01 parts per bilfion by
volume (ppbv) in the mid-Patific provides eviden= for photo-
chemid destruction of ozone in the remote troposphere [Liu

et al- 1983].
Extensive data on 0, and its prearsors have been gathered

at several rural stations [Fehsenreld et al., 1983; Kelly et al.,

1984a; Parrish er al., 1986a]. These data allow detailed analy-
sis of the production and loss of 03 and the relationship of
these pro&scs with NO= and hydromrbon precursors [Feh-
senreld et al., 1983; Kelly et ala 1984a; Greenberg a.rrdZinrmer-
ma~ 1984].

In order to evaluate these dat~ a chemid modeling ap-
proach is presented that treats the influenm of the combined
eff- of NO= and nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHQ, as
well as CO and CH4, on ozone production Approximate
methods to compensate for the eff~ts of transport and dilu-
tion are developed ~is treatment provides estimates of ozone
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NOx(ppbv)

1. (a) Summertimc(fune 1 to August 31) 03 and NO=rc-
Jationship observed under clear sky eandhions at Niwot Ndgq Col:
orado. Solid eirclcs are observed vafuesfrom 0700 to 1100MST and
open eirelcs arc observed values &twccn 1400 and 1900 .MST.The
vcrtiml bars give the 9570eortfidcnectits for the average. (b) Same
as figure la cxmpt for winter (Dcecmbcr1to February 28).

production -trrring in w air mass. The model predidorts
are compared to the dtumd variations of ozone as a function
of NO= mixing ratio measured at Niwot Ridge Colorado.
These results, in turn, are mmparcd with the measured
summer ozone increase observed by Kef[y et u(. [1984a] and
Research Triangle Institute [197fl. An afgorithm is developed
to approximate the relative etiion of NMHC and NO=
from anthropogenic sourm. The model-predicted ozone pro-
duction as a function of NO= level is then used to estimate
photochemimi ozone production asstiateef with naturrd and
anthropogenic NO= sourw as a function of season on re-
gional and ~obaf sales.

Mmwm

The meastt~ement site, instruments, md data were dcseribed
in detail previously [Fehsenfeld et al. 1983; Parrish et al.
1986a]. A brief summary is given here to facilitate later dis-
cussion.

The measurement site is Io=ted in a forest clearing in the
Rocky Mountains approximately 60 km northwest of metro-
politan Denver, Colorado. The site has an elevation of 3.05
km. The prevailing winds are from the WCSLwhich bring in
clean air: however,. thefe are frequent easterlies fi.e., wind dt-
rection is from the east) that transport pollutants from the
metropolitan area to the site. As a resul~ the measurements
show large variations in the concentrations of anthropogenic
pollutants. Atmospheric traec sptics were measured con-
currently at the site during several extended periods from 1981
to [984. A large data base of simuItaneotrs measurements of
03, NO, NOZ, HZO. UV radiation flux, and meteorological
parameters was obtained. CO, CH., NMHC, S02, particulate

NO, - and S042 - were measured less frequetttiy. of particu-
lar interest were the NMHC which were measured at this site
by Roberts et al. [1983, 1984. 1985] and Greenberg ad Zim-
merman [1984]. Only average values of NMHC for the
summer and winter are given by the latter investigators. For
the hydromrbons measured by both groups the results were
consistent with each other. .

Figure I shows the 03 mixing ratios measured at the site in
the morning and afternoon during the summer and winter.
The data shown incitstfe aii measurcmcnc frcm June {
through August 31 of 1981. 1983, and 1984 (Figure la) and
Deecmber 1 through February 28, 1981 (Figure lb). Thc open
circles represent the obs~rved average values of 03 within a
NO= interval ecntercd on the symbol for the afternoon be-
tween 1400’and 1900 MST. The solid circIcs give the morning
measurements that were made between 0700 and 1100 MST.
The vertial bars are 95% confidertee levels of the average
values. The confidence Ievek arq”relatively large for NOX levels
grater than 2 ppbv due to the sparsert~ of the data for these
infrquent polluted Ievefs.

Sirtm the model dcseribcd below includes no cloud effects,
we have exchtdcd data in Figure 1 that were obtained during
periods when.the photolysis rate of NOZ was below 2 x 10-3
s-1. i.e. about20V0ofthenoontimeclearskyvahte[c.KPar-
rish et afw 1983]. ~p is not the best way to screen out dttta of
cloudy days bceause thu criterion is based on ordy the UV
flux measured at the site which may not always represent
gened sky eonditiotts amrately. Neverthel~ thw criterion
is useful for ?xcluding data from heavily, over-t skies. The
differettec between the morning and afternoon curves repre-
sents the net ddy ozone change. Execpt at very low NO@
there is a net increase in Oj during the day in summertime. It
will be shown later that most of the increase is due to phot~
chemid 03 production (see also Fehsenteld et al. [1983]);
Little or no such inmease is observed in wintertime.

MODELCALmLAmONS

The net daily ozone change, indimted below as Q, is the
result of the combined prmcsses responsible for ozone pro-
duction P, loss (including photochemical loss and surface dep
osition) L and transport T, .

Q= P-L+T (1)

where the units are parts per billion by volume (ppbv) of 03
per day. [n order to compare the observed Q to theoredc~l
prdtctions.modelcalculationsthatincludethedominantpro-
du~ion and loss proecsscs have been made. The dculations
use ambient conditions that are appropriate to Ntwot Rtdge.
The model is an extension of the box model described by Ltu
et al. [1980]. This model in its original form ~e~ects transport
and surfam deposition. The reaction rates have been updated
aeeording to the Jet Propulsiort hboratory [1985] recommen-
dations. Table 1 gives a list of the reactions and rate constants
included in the model. Reaction schemes for NMHCare
adopted from Atkinson et al. [1982] and Atkinson and Lloyd

[1984]. For natural NMHC the reactions of isoprene have
been included that are based on the reaction schemes devel-
oped by Lloyd et al. [1984]. To study the ineuence of NMHC
on the ozone production, the model calculations were made
first excluding then including the observed NMHC mixing
ratios.

The distributions of trace gases are controlled, at leastin
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part, by transport. Since the present model neglects the trans-
port processes, the concentrations of long-lived spccics that
are most sensitive to transport are fixed at their observed
values at this site. These include CH4, CO, HN03, and HZO.
Because there is significant photochemical production or loss,
the concentrations of NO=, NMHC, and 03 are fixed in. the
morning at sunrise each day and allowed to vary during the
course of the day. Other species are treated as prognostic
variables in the model. The mode! calculations are run
:hrough a su~cien! number of diurna! cyc!m to echicve :*eadY
state. For all speties of interes~ 5 days of integration are
suficient in summer: for winter conditions; 30 days cf integra-
tion are needed.

The starting value of the 03 mixing ratio in the model
calculations is set at 40 ppbv, which is representative of the
planetary boundary layer (PBL). The CH4 mixing ratio is
1600 ppbv. In the PBL, CO is scaled to NO= according to
concurrent measftrement of the two species at the site (P. D.

Goldan, private communication, 1986). The sca~ng gives
about 250 ppbv of CO at NO= level less than 0.5 ppbv and
about 750 ppbv of CO at. 10 ppbv of NO= The CO level a!
the low NOX level is probably lM% too high judged by
surface level.measurements made near this latitude [e.g., Hoe/l

ef al., ‘1985: Pratt and Falconer, 1979: Jutrge et al.. 197 I].

However, it will be shown that the difleren= in CO level has
little influence on the conclusions drawn from this study.

Since the photochemistry of 03 is strongly affected by the
concentrations of NMHC, it is important to define accurately
the abundanm of natural and anthropogenic hydro=rbons. In
general, anthropogenic hydrocarbons are transported to the
site from the Denver metropolitan area Greenberg and Zim-

merman [1984] measured most of the important anthropoge-
nic hydrocarbons and reported their average mixing ratios. In
our model calculations the mixing ratios of anthropogenic
hydrocarbons are determined as follows. First we assume that.
the concentrations of anthropogenic hydrocarbons are linearly
proportional to the concentration of NO= and their ratios are
determined from the average ~ahtes of hydrocarbons mea-
sured by Greenberg and Zimmerman [1984]. The summertime
average NO= is about 0.8 ppbv in the day [Williams et al.,
1984]. The anthropogenic NMHC mixing ratios included in
the model are 2.5. 1.5, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 ppbv for C2H6, C,&,
C4H10, C2H4, and C3H6, respectively. .These values are set to
be about 20% higher than the average valu~ of these speties
observed at this site in the summer by Greenberg and Zinrmer-

man [1984] in order to amount for hydrocarbons that are
measured by them but not included in the model.

The anthropogenic NMHC included in our model are prob-
ably slightly lower than the amount present at the site (P. R.
Zimmerman. private communication, 1986) because NMHC
with carbon number greater than 10 and oxygenated hydro-
carbons were not measured. In addition, the relative abun-
dance of anthropogenic NMHC will change with the age of
air mass due to differing rates of photochemical reactivities.
The mixing ratios of highly reactive sp”es should demease
faster than less reactive species. However, the linear scaling of
all anthropogenic NMHC with NO= does not allow for the
differentiation between NMHC with different lifetimes. This
tends to underestimate the reactivity of NMHC at high NO=
and to overestimate it at low NOX. However. since we are not
trying to simulate a specific event and there are substantial
unmrtainties in the photochemistry of NMHC, we believe that

this representation of the anthropogenic NMHC and their
photochemistry is adequate.

The average concentrations of the natural hydro~rbons at
about a height of 1 m measured at Niwot Ridge in. the
summer were 0.63 ppbv for isoprene and about 0.35 ppbv for
the terpenes [Greenberg and Zimmerman, 1984]. If these values
were characteristic of the total PBL. they WOUMhave a very
large impact on the photochemistry of 03 and odd hydrogen
speeies. However, a PBL model simulation [HODet al., 1983]

of the vertid distribtttion-s of terpens shows that under
normal summer atmospheric conditions the mixing ratios of
terpen~ demease sharply with height in the first 20 m of the
surface air. ~Is is b=attse the vertiml turbulent mixing is
inefitient near the surfae where the hydrocarbons are ,emit-
ted and they are rapidly destroyed photochemidly before
they have an oppo~unity to mix throughout the PBL. Hov et

al. [1983] dculated average mixing ratios of terpenes in the
PBL that are more than a factor of 5 lower than the surface
values. We have made a similar dculation for isoprene and
found a similar d~rease of mixing’ ratio with height (M.
Trainer et aL, Impact of natttti hydromrbons oh hydroxyl
and peroxy radi~ at a remote sitq submitted to Jowtral of
Geophysical Research 1983. Therefore the average mixing
ratio for isoprene and terpenes in the PBL should be about 0.1
and 0.05 ppbv, respectively. Sin% the photochemistry of ter-
penes is poorly known, we assume that dl natural hydro-
carbons are in the form of isoprene with a mixing ratio of 0.15
ppbv in the PBL and ne~i@ble above. At this level the natu-
ral hydrabons wrll increase the photochemid production
of 03 by about 20V0,a significant amount but well within the
unmrtainty of our model.

The HN03 conmntration is soled to NOP ~N03] -
0.3 ~Ox]. Because there is less HN03 than NO@ the conver-
sion of HN03 to NO= is ne~gible. Thus the conversion of
NO= to HN03 constitutes a rd sink for NOr Finally, NO=
and the anthropogenic hydrocarbons are assumed to be well
mixed in the PBL.

Solar insolation for Jtdy 21 conditions is assumed to repre-
sent the average summer value and Jan.q 21 insolation for
the average winter vdtre. The overhead 03 column density is
fixed at 313 Dobson units in the su’mmer and 333 Dobson
units in the winter [Dtitsch et afq 1970]. The ground albedo is
set at 100/O.The H20 level is fixed at 10/0in the summer and
0.33V0 in the w“nter. The temperature changes with lti time
as prescribed by observed mean values. Vdtres of photolysis
rate at noontime are fisted in the end of Table 1.

The surface deposition of tram gases in the PBL is included
in the model by adding a sink term that is eqrtd to the surfam
deposition velotity divided by the thickness of the PBL. For
ozone the choice of deposition velocity is of fundamental im-
portant% since the lifetime of tropospheric ozone can depend
on the rate that ozone is destroyed at the surface, &pecially in
the winter. During the summer an ozone surface deposition
velocity of 0.5 cm s -‘ [Aldaz, 1969: Gafbalfy und Roy, -1980:
.Wesely et al. 1981; Lenschow et al. 1982: Colbeck and Harris-

on, 1985] is used. The data are sparse on 03 deposition in the
winter. For snow the surface resistanm to O, uptake is large.
A value of 11 s a-‘ was observed by Colbeck and Harrison

[1985]. Gafbalfy and Roy [1980] reported a median value of
16scrn-’ with a great deal of variation, while Wesefy et al.

[198 1] reported a value of about 34 s em-1 with small vari-
ation. Wesefy [1983] estimated from their experiments that

—
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TABLE la. Reaction Rate ConstanK

Reaction Rate Constan[

0( ’D) + HZO:,20H

0( ’D) + CH6 - CH30Z+ OH

OH + CH~ : CH,02 + H20

0( ’D) + Ha ~ HO: +OH

OH + H: ,;2 HO: + H20

OH + CO - H02 + C02
0H+H024H20 +02 ~
OH+ O,~HO:+Oz
HOZ+ 03 ~ OH + 202
HOZ+ HO*- H:02 + Oz “

OH + H202-. HOZ+ H20
H02 + NO- NO: + OH
NO + 0,.- NO: +02
OH + HN03- H20+ NO,
NO, + NO- 2N02
N02 + O,- NO, + Oz
CH302 + H02-CH300H + 02
CH302+ CH,02- 2HOZ+ 2CH20

- CHZO + CH30H
CH300H + OH- CH30Z + HZO

-CH20 + OH + H20

CH302 + NoO; ,H02 + CHZO + N02

CH20 + 0~, + H02 + H20 + CO

OH+ NO ~ HN02
NO + N02 + HIO~ 2HNOZ .
q’D) + M- Q’P)
OH + H02NOZ+ products

OH+ C2H6 ~ $.2H~02 “

22 x 10-’0

1.4x 10-’0

24 x 10-12 Cxp(- 1710/m

. 1.0x 10-’0

6.i x 10-1: exp (-2C30/~

1.5 x 10.-” (1. + 0.6 ~atm))
(7+ 4 ~a:m)) 10-1’
1.6x !0-’2 exp (-9~/n
1.4 X 10-” CXP (-580/n
[1.9x 10-” ‘w exp(980/n+
U X 10-” CXP (620/n]
(1+ 1.4 x 10-2’ cxp (22W/n H20)” .

3.1 x 10-’2 exp (-187/n
3.7 x 10-’2 exp (240/n
1.8X 10-12 CXP (- 1370/~
~x;$;l” exp (778/~

1.2 x 10-’3 CXP (-2450/~
7.7 x 10-1’ exp (1300/n

(a) K = 1.6X 10-ls cXp(220/~
(b) K.= 0.38 K K* = 0.62 K
(a) K= 1 X 10-’1
(b) K,= 0.56 K Kb = 0.44 K

4.2 x 10-’2 exp (180/~

1 x 10-11

2 x 10-’2
6 X 10-3’
288 X 10-’; ‘
1.3x 10-’2 Cxp(380/n .

1.86x 10-11 exp (-1231/n

CzH~02 + N: = CH3CH0 + NOZ + HOZ

OH+ C3H8 - ~;H702

C,H702 + NO - CH3COCH3 + N02 + HOZ

OH+ C2HA~ C1~:OH02

CZH40HOZ ~,NO ~ 2CH20 + N02 + HO:

OH + C,H6 ~ C3~qOH02

C3H60HOZ + NO : CH20 + CH3CH0 + N02 + HOt
03 + C2H4- CH20 + 0.4CH202 +

0.4 CO + 0.1 HO.
03+ C3H6e 0.5cH jO + 6.SCH3CH0 +

0.2CH20Z + 0.2CH3CHOZ+
0.3C0 + 0.2H02 +
O.IOH + 0.2CH302

CH202 + NO+ N02.+ CH20
CH202 + N02- NO + CHZO
~;,~ ~ ~~b~~~~~ CH,O

CH;CfiOz + NO- N02 + CH3CH0
CH3CH01 + N02~ NO, + CH3CH0
CH,CH02 + S02- S0.2- + CH3CH0
CH3CH02 + Hz:; producs

OH + CH3CH0 - CH3C002 + H20
CH3C002 + NOz~ PAN
PAN- CH,COOZO: N02

CH3C002 + ~zO = CH”,02 + N02 + Coz

OH + C.H,O +O:H902

C.H902 + NO - 0.9N02 + 0.9HOZ
+ 0.6CH3CH0 + 0.1C2H~CH0
+ 0.5CH,COCZH3 + 0.1 nitrate

3.7 x 10-’2 exp (240/~

1.2 x 10-” exp (-679/fi

3.7 x 10-’2 exp (240/q

218 X 10-12 cXp(387/n

3.7 x 10- ‘z exp (240/~

4.1 x 10-12 exp (544/n

“3.7x 10-’2 exp (240/~
257 X 10-1’ cXp(-2828/n

7. x 10-lS exp (-1900/q

7 x 10-12
7 x 1O-’J
6.7 X 10-’*
3.3 x 10-’8
7 x 10-12
7 x lo-~~
6.7 X 10-14
3.3 x 10-’S

6.7 X 10- ‘2 CXp(250/n
4.77 x 10-’2
2 x 10-16 exp (- 13543/~.

3.7 X 10-12 CXp(240/~ .

1.76X 10-** eXp(-558/~
3.7 x 10-12 exp (240/n
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TABLE la. (continued)

Rcactiorr- Rate Constant

OH + CIH$CHO ~ C, H~COO, + H20 ~ ~ 1o-1:
CzH~C002 + N02+ PPN 4.77 x 10-!2
PPN - C2H~C002 + NO1 2. x 1016exp (– 13543/~

C2H~C002 + NO :0:-H~02 + N02 + C02 3.7 X 1o-” CXQ(240/~ %

Ori + CH1COC3H~ - ~2H.02COCH3 + H20 1 x 10-’: exp(-330/~

‘ CIH.OJ,COCH, + NO - NO; + CH3CH0 A CH,C002 3.7 x !O- 12 exp !Z~~~

N20~ ~ NO, + NO, 6.81 x 10-6 exp (-9884/~ .
(I+ M x 4 x 10-20 exp (951/~) M

NO, + N02 ; N205 KCq= 1.2 X 10-’7 exQ (11180/~

H02 + NO: @ H02N02 KCq= 233 X 10-27 CXP (10870/~

Units are CM6s-1 for termolecular reaction, CM3s.-’ for bmolalar reaction, and s- 1for uniznol~.
lar reaction.

●Kircher ad Sander [1984].

the surfa~ resistan~ for agricultural Ian& rangelan~ ‘and
nonforested wetland with snow to be about 30 s cm-1, i.e., a
deposition velocity of less than 0.03 cms-’. He dso estimated
(hat the surface resistan~. to 03 for forested areas in cold
weather is about 20 s cm-* for near-neutrrd and noctumrd

cues and about 3 s cm-‘ for daytime conditions. B&ed on
these measurements, we assume a daytime averaged O, depo-
sition velocity over continental areas in the winter to be 0.1
cm s-‘. At night the deposition velotity of 03 and other
spcties is assumed to be negligible kuse the formation of a
nocturnal inversion layer prevents e~tient mixing to the sur-
face.

The deposition velotity for N02 measured over various sur-
faces under, summer conditions ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 ~ S- 1,

while the value for NO is much lower [Rogers et af. 1977;

Judeikis and Wren, 1978: Bottger et al., 1978; Wesely et dq

1982]. We assume.a daytime value of 0.4 m s-t for NO= in
our model. There are few data on the deposition velotity of
NOX. in winter conditions. This will be discussed in more
detail later.

For other speeies that ean be signifi=ntly removed from the
atmosphere by surface depositio~ no seasonal adjustments
are made. A daytime deposition velotity of 1 ms - t is adopt-
ed for HN03 [Huebert and Ro6ert, 1985]. In the absence of.
published results we arbitrarily assumed daytime deposition
velocities for several key secondary reaction products, 0.5 em

s-‘ for H202 and CH300H and 0.1 cms- t for the ddehyd~
and ketones. These deposition velocities are low enough that

they do not have signifimnt impact on the outcomes of the
model.

Although explicit tra;sport is neglwted in the model dcu-
Iations, the dilution effmt of trae g~es in the PBL due to the
rise of the top of the PBL (i.e., the inversion hei@t) during
daytime in summer is included as follows. The rise of the
height of the top of the PBL in the day used in the calculation
is identid to that described by Kainraf et al. [1976]. Above
the PBL, the mixing ratios of tram gases are surned to be
those of clean continental air: 40 .ppbv 03, 0.01 ppbv NO=
200 ppbv CO, and 1600 ppbv CH4. The mixing ratios of
NMHC and their semndary products such as ddehydes and

‘ketones, unless noted otherwis~ are assumed to be ne~gibly
small above the PBL comparti to those in the PBL nUS,
when the top of the PBL rises in the day, tram gases ifi the
PB~ are diluted by the clears air above the PBL Horizontal
dilution is not included in the ~lculatio~ but its effmt will be
discussed later. Dilution effects are not included in the model
maculations for winter conditions.’

COMPAmN oF CALcumnoN AND MMu=wm

In Figure 2 the =Iculated and measured values of Q are
shown for summer conditions. The measured values are the
afternoon 03 values from Figure la minus the morning
values. The mlculated values represent two mes of the model.

TABLE lc. PhotoIysis Rates

Reaction Rate

TABLE lb. Tcrmolecular Reactions

Reaction Rate Constant

OH + N02 + M- HNO, KoJOo= L6 x 10-JO, n = 3.2
K=’oo = 24 X lo-it. ~ = 1.3

H02 + N02 + ,M- H02N02 Ko’oO = 2.3 X lo-J1, n = 4.6
K~’oO = 4.2X Io-ll,m=0.

K= ( K.(V )1 + Ko(~[M]/K=(T)
0.611*[lW,.(K.lTHMUK=(n)]ll-t

KO(T) = Ko’00(T:300)-”

K .(T) = K= ‘oo(T:300)-”

Units arc cm6 s1.[.M] air density (mo[ecules/cm’).

(RI) 03 +hv-QID) + Oz 295 x 10-~
(R2) N02 + hv~NO +0 9.30 x 1O-J
(R3Y H102 +hv-2 X OH 1.07x 10-s
(R4) HN03 + h,+ OH + N02
(R5a)

8.4 X.10-7
CH20 + hv- 2 x H02 + co 153 x 10-s

(R5b) CH20 +hv_H2 +0 5.56 X 10-s
(R6) NO, +hv-N02+o 7.32 X 10-2
(R7) N,O, + h, - Noz + No, 3.35 x 10-~
(R8) HN02 + h,- OH + No 1.86x 1O-J
(R9) H02N02 + hr- H02 + N02
(R1O)

8.0 X 10-s
CH3CH0 + h, _ CH302 + Hoz + CO 3.7 x 10-6

(Rll) CH,00H + h,- CH,O + OH + HO,
(R12) RCHO + h,- C2H~02 + CO + Hoz

jl, =0.7xj,
jll =jIo

(R13) IMEK+ hv - CH,C03 + C2H302 j,3 =j~a

Units arc s-‘. Calculalcd for clear sky conditions. zenith
angle = 21”. column 03 = 313 Dobson units, surface at 3 km and
albcdo = 0.1.

.— _.— —
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fig Z Modeldculatcd daytime ch;ngc in omne (from sunrise

to4630 MSTt for the summer clear sky conditions is compared to the
observed difference between the aftcmoon (1-1900 MSn and
morning (07@l 100 MSn for clar sky conditions. The dashed tine is
calculated from a model without NMHC. The $haded area represents
calculated values from a model with anthropogenic NMHC. The
!owcr envelope of the shaded area is calculated by assuming no over-
night retention of secondary hydrocarbons (NMHC-PO), while the
upper envelope assumes buiIdup of secondary hydrocarbons to their
steady state values(NMHC-FO).

The dashed finG which we.will refer to as the CO-CHC me, is
the model dctdation without NMHC. The shaded area
bounded by the sotid lines repr~ents the possible range of Q
obtained by including the effwts of NMHC in the model d-
culation. The lower solid fine represents the model dctdation
where the diurnaf change in the planetary boundary layer
dilutes the secondary hydrocarbon products, e.~ ddehydes

. and ketones. Thus th~e compounds do not amumulate suf-
ficiently to influenee the photochemistry. Thii fitnit will be
referred to as the NMHC partiaf oxidation (NMHC-PO) case.
The upper solid line is dculatcd assuming that the tram
gases are not diluted by the change of the height of PBL An
example for this may. be found in” a stagnant anticyclonic
system where the tra~ gases in the” afternoon PBL are riot
dispersed during the night when the notiumd inversion layer
is formed. These tra~ gases will & mixed down the following
morning after the inversion layer breaks down. In th~ -e the
secondary hydr~bons @P amumulate over several days.
Here the seeondary hydromrbon products amumulate to their
steady state values in 2-3 days, thus exerting their maximum
influen~ on’ 03 production. ~is limit will be referred to as
the NMHC full oxidation (NMHC-FO) me.

In the CO-CH. case, ozone production is a by-product of
the catalytic oxidation of CO and CH4 by NO= and odd
hydrogen radimls. For CO this cycle is given by

CO+0H+02+C02+ HO* (2)

NO+ H02~ N02 + OH (3)

N02+hv+02~N0 +03 (4)

Net co+hv+20z4c02 +03 (5)

CH. can play a role similar to that of CO but at a smaller
rate. In addition. depending on the ambient conditions (for

example, NO,, mixing ratio) and the detailed photochemiml
processes assumed. CH. can be a small sour~ or sink for
hydrogen radimls.

The ~timated uncertainty in Q predicted by the model for
the CO-CH4 case is ~50V0. Considering both the unwrtairrty
in the model prediction and the variability of the measure.
ments for elevated NO. levels, the CQ-CH4 case underpre-
dicts the value of Q dedumd from observations at the sitq
.fhis dismepency is caused by tile reaction of NOZ with OH to
iorm nitric acid. At iligher ?<GX Icvcls this procm mpid!y
depletes the odd hydrogen radicak and s!rort~y suppresses
the photochemistry.

The inclusion of NMHC substantially rdters the predicted Q
at higher NO. levels. This process =n be represented by the
simplified scheme

NMHC + OH + 02~ R02 (q

R02 + NO + 02~ N02 + H02 + CARB (q

HOZ + NO+ NOZ + OH (3)

~N02 +hv+O,~NO +03) “ (4)

Net NMHC + 402 + hV+ 203 + CARB , (8)

where R stands for hydromrbon radid and CARB denotes
carbonyl compounds. Reaction (8) shows that two O, molc-
ctrlcs are produmd for every NMHC oxidtid. In additiom the
carbonyl compounds may undergo further photoehetrdcaf
reactions which will restdt in a significant net gain of hy-
drogen radids and, in turn, produm more 03. The shaded
area in Figure 2 @ be interpreted as representing theuncer-
tainty due to various Iev.elsof amumulation of wbonyl com-
pounds in the PBL.

The sensitivity of the 03 production P to unmrtttinti= in
the NMHC concentrations has been tested by changing these ,
concentrations in the model. When NO= is less than 4 ppbv,
the sensitivity is relatively small: for exampIe, a factor of 2
change in NMHC concentrations results in 1sss than a 3070
change in the 03 production. The change irtmeases to 500/0at
6.5 ppbv of NO=. The limitations implidt in the use of the
simple relation to deduce the NMHC concentrations coupled
with the lack of understanding of the photochemistry of
NMHC are the two largest sources of uncertainty in this
model. We estimate the unmrtainty in the model-predicted Q,
including the effects of NMHC, to be approximately a factor
of 1.5 below 1 ppbv of NO= a factor of 2 for NO= levels
between 1 ppbv and 5 ppbv, and a factor of 3 for NO. levels
above 5 ppbv.

In comparing the model predictions with measurements one
has to note that the measurement site at Nlwot Ridge is sig-
nificantly influenmd by a single sourm of anthropogcnic emis-
sions. Since the transport time from this source to the site is
less than 1 day, the secondary reaction products of hydro-
carbon oxidation cannot amurntrlate in the sampled air
masses. Consequently, the measured Q should be compared to
values near the bottom of the shaded area of the model calcu-

lation. i.e., the NMHC-PO ase. Although the model calcu-

lated values of Q lie above the measured values, the differences
between predicted and measured Q values are well within the
estimated uncertainty except for NO= levels below I ppbv.
Below 1 ppbv of NOX, model calculations with or without
NMHC overestimate the 03 increase by a factor of 2. [t is
suspected that the model calculations are overestimating odd
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NOX (ppbV)

Fig. 3. The valuesof ozone production per unit NO=per say. AP.
from the NMHC-FO model are ~lotted as a function of NO- mixinz.
ralias. A constant NMHC to NO= ratio is assumed: see text fo;
detail. The solid line @ves summer values.The dashed line gives the
winter values mrsltiphedby 10.

*hydrogen radical concentrations. This has been recognized
previously [Roberts et al.. 1984: Parrish et al., 1986b], but the
causes of this overestimation have not been established.

A clear feature that emerges from Figure 2 is the nonlinear
character of Q as a function of NO= level..Th~ is evident in
both the observed ozone mixing ratios and the calculations
that include the NMHC. It is less pronounced for the calcula-
tion with the accumulation of secondary hydrocarbons. ~Ls is
expected because the production of H02 and R02 radicals
from secondary hydrocarbons compensates the increased loss
of OH radicals due to their reaction with N02 at higher levels
of NOr

Dilution due to horizontal transport will have a similar
effect as vertical dilution. Namely, its major effect is to prevent
the accumulation of seconda~ hydrocarbons.

In the winterdata(Figurelb) the afternoon average 03
concentrations are slightly higher than the morning values,
but the difference may not be statistically significant. Thii may
be simply due to the rise of the inversion layer in the daytime
and the mixing of upper level 03 down irito the PBL. The
ptiotochemieal production and loss rates of 03 are so small

that the 03 distribution is controlled by transpor~ Therefore
quantitative comparison of the observed daytime 03 change
at this site with our simple model that does not incorporate
reafistic transport processes is not meaningful.

COMPARISON W[w Omm OW~VAnONS

It has ben shown that the summer ozone observations at
Niwot Ridge can be reasonably well matched by model-
predicted diurnal ozone profiles that are chosen to simulate
physical parameters and chemical species concentrations ob-
served at Niwot Ridge. In this section the data and model
calculations are compared to simultaneous O,-NOx observa-
tions made in the summer at other sit~ in the Unitd States.,

At present, there are few published reports of simultaneous
measurements of NO= and 03 at rural sites with sufficient
amounts of data to estimate the value of Q. Kelfy et af.
[1984a] observed NO= and 03 at three sit= located in South
Dakota, Louisian% and Virginia. The average mixing ratio of
NO= at these sites was 2.9 ppbv. and the inferred Q was 17
ppbv 03. At Niwot Ridge including all sky conditions, the 03
increase corresponding to an NO= level of 2.9 ppbv was ap-
proximately 25 ppbv, i.e., about 50~0 greater than the value
observed by Kelly et al. [1984a]. This d[fferenee ean be ex-
plained by the altitude difference of the sites. Our station is at

3 km altitude where the 03 production ej~eiency is estimated
to be about 40°A higher than at sea level due to the larger
photolysis rates of 03 that lead to the production of qlD)
and henee to OH radicals.

Research Triangle Institute [1975] made meastsremen~ of
03 and its precursors at five rural stations in the summer of

. [974. The mean N02 mixing ratios at these”stations are simi-
lar to each other, ranging from 3 ppbv to about 5 ppbv in the
afternoon. P-ssuming thzt NO k about 1/3 of NC2 [n’i//im-

et 0/.. 1984], NOX m.iy.irg rs!i~ :sng:p.g fr~~. ~ :C ? pp~; ~~~

derived. The m=n diurnal 02 distributions reported have es-
sentially the same shape &Qthat at cur station. With the ex-
ception of one station, McHenry, tne daytime 03 increase Q is
about 47 ppbv. (The McHenry station in the state of Mary- .
land has an elevation of 884 m abo-:e sea level. Its observed
daily incr~e in 03 is only about 20 ppbv, while the after-
noon NO= is relatively htgh at about 7 ppbv. Research Triarr-

gle fnstitute [197~ did not find any obvious ~use for the low
03 buildup at McHenry but noticed that the 03 buildup had
been 50V0higher in the previous summer. For this reason, the
data from the McHenry site are excluded from the present
discussion.) This Q value after correction for elevation and
cloud cover is compatible with the Q values inferred from the
Kelly et u1. [1984a] measurements and the value dedueed for
Niwot Ridge from Figure i.

In comparing these data the limitation of present
NOx-meaauring techniques should be recognized. We present-
ly know that N02 to NO surface conversion techniques used
in most chemihtminescence deteetors can rdso convert organic
nitrates, e.g. peroxyacctyl nitrate (PA~, and in some eases
HN03 to NO ~Kelly et al. 1984b: Grosjean and Harriso~
19S5; F. C. Fehsenfeld et d. A ground-based intercompatison
of NO, NO=, and NOF measurement techniques, sub@tted to
Journal of Geophysical Researck 198~. Acwrdingly, NO= as ,
measured by these instruments is an upper limit Depending
on the air masses sampled during the summer, the measure-
ment east overestimate the NO= concentration by a factor as
large as 3 [Fahey et a[. 1986]. Thus the value of Q estimated
above for the data of Kelly ec al. [1984a] and Research Trian-
gle Insriture [1975] may actually correspond to lower NOX
levels.

NONLINEAR[mIN OZONEPRODUmON

One of the important observations that has been made con-
cerning the net daily ozone change Q is the notdinear relation-
ship between Q and [NOX]. Both, calculations and measure
ments, indicate that Q increases with NO= more rapidly at low
concentrations of NO=. Stnce loss and transyrt of 03, L
and T in equation (1), are almost independent of NOfi the
nonlinear dependence in Q is associated with the variation in
photochemieal production P with NOr This effect can-be seen
clearly in Figure 3, which shows a plot of the calculated

(9)

versus [NOX]. The quantity AP is the average daily ozone

production’per unit concentration of NOX fi.e., ppbv 03 per
ppbv NO= per day). The two curves in Figure 3 show AP for
typical summer and winter conditions as calculated by the
NM HC-FO model. The dependence of AP on the NO= level is
very similar for the two seasons with the summer values ap-
proximately a factor of 10 larger, reflecting the higher photo-

—
—
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chemical activity in the summer, Beeause the shape of the
seasonal curves for AP are similar, the following mmments
that are made for the summertime variation in AP with NO=
are also applicable to the wintertime ease.

Our model ealctdation predicts, for NOX levels below 500
pptv, that AP is independent of the NO= level. fie fincar
dependenm of Q on NOX at low levels of NO= is observed in
all model conditions that have been run (cf. Figure 2) and is
also observed in summertime ozone measurements at Nlwot
Wdge. Between 0.5 and 5 pphvofNOA,however,AP daeases
with inmeasing NO= Ievek. A~ording to the NMHC-FO d-
culation, AP deereascs by a factor of 4 between 0.5 and 5 ppbv
of NOX (s& Figure 3). Above 5 ppbv of NO~ the NMHC-FO
ease indicates that AP bmes less dependent on NOr How-
ever, the other model cases show a sharper dec~ie in AP for
~OX] > 1,ppbv. me sharper decline is dso observed in the
measurements at Nlwot Ridge (cf. Figure 2) and elsewhere
[Research Triangle Institute, 197~. However, at NOX levels
above 5 ppbv the continued rapid deerease in the observed AP
may be due to the short residence time of NO= and NMHC in
the atmosphere. Under these conditions, NO= and NMHC are
not able to reach full 0,-produting potentiaf.

me d~line in AP for NOX >1 ppbv is consistent with the
findings of photochemid smog models [e.%, U.S. Environnten-

tal Protection Agency (EPA), 1977; Hov and Derwent, 1981:
Costanza and Seinteld, 1982; Sakanraki et al. 1982: Altshuller,
1986]. nose models are usually intended for ambient NO=
and NMHC levels substantitiy higher thm the present study.
~us the ratio of NMHC to NO= and the .rnixture of NMHC
in the smog modek are signifiatiy dlfferenL Aarding to
our modefing study and the smog modek thedegree of non-
linearity is a function of the ratio of NMHC to NO= and the
relative abund~= of various NMHC.

me higher value of AP at lower NOX suggests that the
dilution of NO= and NMHC by atmospheric turbdenm and
advcction will enhanm the efficiency of 03 produaiom This
phenomenon may have important imptiations for the @obaf
and regional tropospheric 03 budgets. Previously, many one-
dimensiond, as well as twodlmensiona modekg studies
have negleetcd the nordinearity effeet in evaluating the ~obd
budget of 03 due to anthropogenic NO= emissions [e.g. Liw
1977; Fishnum et al., 1979: Chanreides and Ta& 1981; Crut:en

and Gidel, 1983]. In these eartier studies, NO= emissions were
assumed to’ be dispersed over domains that arc much greater
than the real domain of emissions. Because of the nordinearity ’
in ozone production th~ approach results in a signifi=nt
overestimation in the 03 produmd by anthropogenic NO.
emissions.

mGIONAL Ozom PRODUaON

For a given region the ozone production eotrld be obtained
by integration of P. For a particular region of interes~ how-
ever, the spatial and temporal distribution of the NO= mixing
ratio is not likely to be available. However, if the region is
large enough, the NO= em~lon into and removal from the
atmosphere will oatrr primarily within its boundary, and 03
produc~on can be approximated by

S= EZAP (lo)

where S is the total Oj produced due to the NO= emission E
within the region, z den,otes the NO= lifetime. and AP is the
daily 03 production per ppbv of NO~

Equation (10) can be viewd in two ways. FirsL the product
Et is equal to the total number of NO= molecules wi~hin the “
region. Sinw AP isthe 03 production per unit NO= per unit
time, the final product is 03 production per unit time. Alter.
natively the product, 7 AP ean be rewritten,

()P P

‘M=7 ~o=] ‘—LINOX] c
(11)

where L is the rats of loss of NO=. ~M r AP is equal to the
number of 05 mol~ules pmdumd for each NO= moleeule.
destroyed In steady statethisequti the number of 03 mole-
cules produced for eaeh NO= moleetrle emitted. me total 03
production S is obtained by mdtiplying c AP by the emission
rate. In both approaches, r and AP are assumed to be con-
stant for each season in the region of interest over the lifetime
of NOr

Even though equation (10) relat= the 03 production to
NO= lifetime, this is not intended to imply that NOX done is
the rate fimiting precusor of 03. Bceause in our calculations
anthropogenic NMHC are assumed to be proportioned to the
NO= con~ntration. in our ddations, equation (10) conttdm
NMHC impfitity. Profles sifiar to those in Figure 3 and an
equation equivalent to equation (10) could be generated for
NMHC.

Equation (10) provid~ art important insight into evaluating
the relative importanm of CO bd CHZ versus NMHC in the
production of 03 from anthropogenic NOr Most 03 is pro-
duced when the anthropogenic NOX is within its first two
tifetime periods after emission ~n the summer 1-2 days
[Chang et al., 1979]). Since the m~ian rural NO= level in the
eastern United States is about 6.6 ~pbv [Mueller and Hidy,
1983], our model shows that NMHC are essentird in produc-
ing OY Without NMHC the 03 production would be reduecd
by a fatior of 5. In the deulation with NMHC the 03 pro- ,
duction rate is csscntidly independent of the amount of CO
preserrL implying a very smal! contribution for CO and CH4.
In facL the only way that substantial 03 can be produced
from the interaction of CO and CH4 with anthropogenic NO=
is for a substantial amount of NOX to be transported to the
remote troposphere before it is removed from the atmosphere
PAN, which is a produti of NMHC reactions and serves as a
tempora~ reservoir and carrier for NO= [Singh et al., 198~,

mn act as’ an agent’ to export anthropogenic NO= to the
remote troposphere? It is clear that the production of 03 from
the interaction of CO and CH4 with anthropogenic NO= de-
pends eriticdly on photochemistry and tiansport and is close-
ly connected with NMHC. Previous estimates of the 03 pro-
duction that ne#ect the effect of NMHC are probably incor-
recL

For the present approximation we assume that the NO=
lifetime r in summer is determined during the day by the
reaction of N02 with OH followed by rapid deposition of
HN03:

OH + N02 ~ HN03 (12)

and at night by the reactions

NOZ + O,- NO, + 02 (13)
M

NO, + N02 + N205 (14)

followed by the conversion of NO, and NZO$ to HNO, on
aerosols [Noxon, 1983; Platt et al., 1984] or in the gas phase
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TABLE 2. Comparison of 0, Production Parameters for Winter
and Summer Conditions as Calculated From the NMHC-FO Model

at Sea Levelat 40:N Latitude With Clear Sky Conditions*

NOX. AP.* T(NOX), AP X dNOx),[OH],do,).
Ppbvseason[0,1/[NO.l days [03]/[NO=] cm-’ days

0.1 summer 47 . 1.2 58.3 1.0E6 12
winter 4.6 13 59.5 0.8E5 180

0.65 summer 43 0.6 ‘ 25.7 ~.oE6 g
winter .5 4.5 ~~7 1.9E3 102

1.S summer 39 0 A~ 166 ? 5F~ 7
winter 4.1 3.7 15 ZOE5 68

4 summer 29 ~ 0.4 11.6 L6E6 6
winter 2.7 4 10.5 L7E5 39

10 summer 20 0.4s 9.1 22E6 4.5
winter 1.9. 4.3 8.4 1.5E5 21

Read LOE6as LO; 106.All valuesare diu’mallyaveraged.
●OJ moleculesproduced per NO=moleculeper day.

~Morris and Niki, 1974; No.~~n, 1983; Atkinson et al~ 1<84;
Platt et al.. 1984]. The nighttime sinks for N02 are somewhat
un~rtain due to our lack of understanding of the detaik of
the conversion mechanisms for NO, and N20~ to HN03.The
upper limit of these nightime sinks is. the tot~ removal of
N20~, which is equal to twim the rate of reaction (13), remov-
ing two NO, molecules at a time. Because of the dificulty in
the quantitative treatment of the nightime sink, in the’ follow-
ing discussions the nightime sink will be ne@wted udess
noted otherwise.

The calculated lifetime of NOX in the summer is conse-
quently determined primarily by reaction (12) and thus de.

. pertds on the .OH concentration. The OH cortcentratiom in
‘turn, is determined by, the. mixing ratios of NOfi NMH~
water vapor. and CO. Table 2 gives a list of the OH con-
centrations and NO= lifetimes calculated by the model for
summer and winter seasons as a function of NO= mixing ratio
at sea level for clear sky conditions. It is well known that the
OH concentration and r. depend directly on the solar UV
intensity and thus on season and/or cloud’cover. However, the
dependence of AP on solar UV intensity is equal in magnitude
but opposite in sign to that of r. Hen= the product APr and
therefore S are essentially independent of semen. tikefi~ $
is independent of cloud cover. In the same way, S deduced
from NMHC-FO model has nearly the same value as theone
deduced from the NMHC-PO model. For exampIe, the dcu-
Iated AP at 10.ppbv NO= in the summer is 22 ppbv 03 per
ppbv NO= per day for the NMHC-FO case and 125 for the
NM HC-PO case. while the value of r is 0.45 day for the
former and 0.72 day for the latter. Thus, although both AP
and r are each subject to unmrtainties of the order of a factor
of 3 depending on the atmospheric chemial composition and
the uncertainties in the attendant odd hydrogen radical chem-
istry, because of the conjugate relationship between AP and t,
the uncertainty in S is no larger than a factor of Z

As discussed above, equation (10) may also be written for
NMHC if they are the rate-limiting precursor for 03. It =n be
shown that the seasonal invariance of 0, production suggest-
ed by Table 2 will not change using this approach. For sim~
plicity of discussion, let us assume that a surrogate hydro-
carbon can be used to represent all the NMHC. Then the total

sink of the hydrocarbon woul(i probably be the reaction with
OH. the seasonal variation of S. assuming hydromrbns to ~
the independent variable. would be the same as that shown in
Table 2.

On the other hand. from the change of the product APT
with NO= levels shown in Table 2. we note that both AP and r
decreae with increasing NOX. The value of this product ss a
function of NOX level is plotted in Figure 4. This enh~~ the
,lotdinear effect desct ibed pt eviously and increases the “untir-

-:.-.:. ,. .-1..--:-.t~;al:y in our SIMPI1=LI-b rU:UUtIbII G; t~,~ 03 Pr*dC~;G.1. :.i itte

following discussion, regional ozone production will. be
derived using an approximate va:ue of r AP from Figure 4
compatible with the assumed regional NO= distnbutiom This
provides a useful qualitative estimate for regional ozone pro-
duction. Models that incorporate rea~itic transport and
photochemical processes are needed to evaluate this pro-
duction amurately.

OZONEPRODUmON INmE UNm STAm
t~ SUM.\lER

[n this section, equation (10) will be used to estimate ozone
production for the United States in the summer season from
anthropogenic and natural NO= sour=. [n order to dctdate
S for anthropogenic and natural NO= emkion we choose an
average NO= level of the United States that is appropriate to
each NO= emission and then choose values for “z AP corre-
sponding to each level (cf. Figure 4). The”’NO= l~vek in the
United States cats largely be attributed to anthropogetic
sour=. A majority of the anthropogetic NO= is emitted in .
the eastern United States. In this region the median rud NO=
level is observed to be about 6.6 ppbv [Martinez and Sing~

1979: Ferman et al. 1981; Shaw and Paur, 1983; Mueller and

Hid-v, 1983]. In other areas of the United States the median
NO= levels are lower. For these levek we assume that ,
raAPa = 10 ozone molmules formed for each NO= emitted.
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Fig 4. The values of ozone “molcculm produd per NO= mol-
03 produced. S. would b~ equal to the product of the emission ecule dcstroyd due to OH reaction with N02, APr. from the

NMHC-FO model are plotted as a function of NOXmixing ratios.rate of this hydrocarbon, its lifetime, and the daily 0, pro- ~e solid line gives summer vaIues. and ihc dashd [inc @vcs winter
duction rate per ppbv of the hydrwarbon. Since the major values.
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The anthropogenic emission rate E. is 6 x 10IZ g N yr - 1 in
1980 (Logan [1983], following U.S. EPA [1982]) with little
seasonal variability. The subscripts .’a” and “n” are used to
denote values derived from anthropogenic and natural NO=
emissions, respectively.

Using the values derived above for E., and r AP. equation
(10) yields

Sa=sxlo”g

tor 03 produced irum ~nthrapGgctic ?!CX scu:cs in the
United States in the three summer months. Assuming the 03
production to be uniform Ovei the area of the United States
for the summer months yields an average column 03 pro-
duction rate of 1 x 10’Z CM-2s- 1.

To estimate the production of ozone from natural sources,
the NO= levels attributable to natural NO= emissions must be
determined. This, is equivalent to calculating S“ for the prein-
dustrial era. Natural NOX emissions are smder than anthro-
pogerdc NO= sources [Logs% 1983] and are more diffuse.
Typical NO= levels over the continen~l Unitd stat= attribu-
table to natural NO. emissions woufd be 0.5 ppbv or less. The
measurement of NO= in rural and remote areas supports th~
limit [McFarland et al., 1979: Schiff et alq 1979; Kley et al.,
1981; Helas and Warneck. 1981: Willia~ et al., 1984; Ridley

et al., 198~. For[NO.]sO.sppbvwechoose7.AP. = 32 for
ozone molecules produced per NO= molecule emitted from
natural sour=. Thus, in the preindustrial United States natu-
ral NO= was about 3 times as eficient in producing ozone as
anthropogenic NOX emission is at present.

NOX has a variety of natural sourms including soil emis-
7
w I sions, Iightnin% and stratospheric subsidence [Lagam 1983].

N
~ Biogenic NO emissions from soils are estimated to range from

s I x 109 to 2 x 1o1o cm-z S- 1 in the summer, with average of
~w about 3 x 109 cm-2 s -1 [Ga/bal/y and Roy, 1978; Slenrr and
z
g Seiler, 1984; Williams et al., 1985]. The average 03 produud

from this NO flux is estimated to be 1 x 1011 CM-2 S-l. A
&
,t range of O.S x 1011 to 2 x 1011 cm-z S-* “is obtained by

c
adopting the uncertainty ranges of NO= emissions given by
Logan [1983]. NO= production from lightning is estimated to
be between 0.07 x 1012and 0.7 x 10IZ g N yr - Lin the United
States [Lagam 1983: Albritton et afi 1984]. Assuming that it is
uniformly distributed-and that roughly 500/0of total emissions
occur in summer [Turman and Edgar, 1982], a range of ’7.6
x ~OIO to 7.6 x 1o11 ~-z S-L iS obtained for 03 pro-

duction. NO= emissions from biomass burning in the United
“States are about 0.05 x 1012 to 0.15 x 1012 g N yr- 1, mostly
from forest fires [Seiler and Cruczen, 1980; Logam 1983]. As-
suming even distribution and no seasonal variation, this
would give a range of 27 x 1010 to 8.2 .x 1010 CM-2 s-l. of
03 produced in the summer. When combined, the value of S~
dedumd from these natural photochemical sources ranges
from a low of about 1.5 x 1011to as high as 10 x 10!l cm-z
s-1, averaged over the United States in the summer. In addi-
tion, there is a significant addition of ozone to the troposphere
from the stratosphere. The average cross-tropopause 03 flux
is estimated to be 5 x 1010cm-2 s-1 [Danielsen and Mohnen,

1977; Mahlman er al., 1980]. Therefore, in the summer the
sum of the 03 generated from natural NO= and the direct 03
flux from the stratosphere on average is substantially smaller
than the anthropogenic 03 source in the United States.

In comparing natural ozone production with anthropogenic
ozone production in the United States the simplified picture

presented here overlooks several factors that cart potentially
influence the results. First, it should bC noted that the same
CO mixing ratios were used to calculate Smand S.. However,
CO mixing ratios were probably 50% lower over the United
States in the preindusttid er~ A 50V0 reduction in the CO
mixing ratio would result in a 30~o reduction in Sm.Second,
the distribution of NO. source must be taken into account.
For example, a substantial amount of the NOX from lightning
is generated in the upper, troposphere where the eflective NOX
~fetime ~-ay k ci-mifi~ntly longer than the lifetime in the

lower troposphere. This is due to reduced scavenging of
HN03 and regeneration of NO= from HN03 [Lfu ec al. 1980,
1983] at higher elevations. As a resul~ 03 production due to
NOX from tightning and the stratosphere could be substan-
tially greater than the presented estimate indicaiea.

tikewise, depending.on the eKects of dilution by transport
and inhomogenietics in emtilons, the ozone production” from
anthropogenic NO= sources may vary substantidy from
region to region in the United States. The average vnhte pre-
sented above would suggest that S. is approximately twice S,.
However, in the centrrd and eastern United States, with
average NO= of about 7 ppbv as dlscusscd above, the 03
doubting time is less than a hdf day in the boundary layer. In
thw case the effect of transport is relatively smd, and the
increase of 03 concentration due to anthropogenic emissions
is probably greater than the ratio of the 03 sour= derived
above. Thus in the central and eastern United States, human
activiti= probably contribute at least 5N0% of the 03 in the
summer. This conclusion is consistent with the elevated 03
Ievek observed over large areas in the central and emtem
United States [Research Triangle fnstitute, 1975: Vukoufch et

al. 1977, 1985; Cleveland et al- 1977; Spfceret al. 1979: Wol&
and Lioy, 1980; Fehse#eld et al. 1983; Kelly et alw 1984a]. A
simtiar situation appears to exist for western Europe [Cox et
al., 1975; Guicherit and Van Dop, 1977; Hou, 1984]. ,

OZONEPRODUmON IN mE NOR-N ~mtrsP-

[n the preceding section the summer ozone production in
the United States associated with natural and anthropogenic
NO= emissions was estimated. The estimation of 03 pro-
duction on a re~onal level is satisfactory for the summer
when the NO= Iiietime is shorn In this casG ozone production
in and near the region is largely associated with NO= emitted
within the region. This approach is not adequate for the
United States in the winter. In winter: NO= emitted in the
United States cam during its fifetime (cf. Table 2), be trans-
ported well beyond the boundaries of the United Stat~. In
this case, equation (10) can still be used to estimate ozone
formation but over a significantly larger area. In this section
the ozone production associated with anthropogenic NOX
emissions will be compared to that due to natural emissions
for the northern hemisphere (NH).

To do that, the model estimates for AP obtained from this ‘
study which are based on measurements made in rural lo-
cations in the U’nited States are extrapolated to deduce ozone
production=in other areas of the world. Sin~ the ambient”
conditions in such areas may have a substantially different
mix of NMHC and NO= in comparison with the rural United
States, the AP calculated for these areas maybe inaccurate, Of
particular concern are estimates of AP for the forested regions
of the tropics and subtropics where natural sou~ccs dominate
the emissions of NMHC [cf. Greenberg and Zimmerman, 1984]
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and NO. [cf. Turmatt and Edgar. 1982: Slemr and Seiler, 1984;
Gulbal/y’-and Roy. 1978]. Even in the mid-latitudes, compo-
sition and/or levels may be quite different fro’m that used to
deduce AP above. On the other hand. the use of these results
to estimate ozone production in relatively clean oceanic areas
should be reasonably accurate since the observed con-
centrations of NMHC are small [Rudolph and Ehha/t, 1981:

Eic/fmann et al., 1979, 1980], as assumed in the model. The
. .

extrapolations m the followirtg may be spestulctive: however,
they provide a pe:spec!ivs OR :5s -1-~-I ----- L..A--+ *L-.w“ -. -~”,~- “--5-. $~~-+

would otherwise be unavailable.
Ugun [1983] estimated the gfobal budget of NO~ The four

largest sources are fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning,
lightning, and biogenic emissions with gfobal source strengths
of 21 (1428), 12 (&24), 8 (2-12), and 8 (&16) in units of 1012
g N yr-’, respectively, with the numbers in parentheses indi-
cating the uncertainty. These sources are essentially land
so’urces and mostly occur near the surface. Other soukces in”
the lower troposphere are insignificant by comparison. Bio-
mass burning is mostly of anthropogenic origin [Seiler and
Crutzen, 1980]. Therefore. globally, the emissions from an-
thropogenic sources are probably more than twice as large as
the natural emissions.

Seasonal variations of natural NO. sources are quite differ-
ent from the anthropogenic’ sources. Turman and Edgar
[1982] reported the seasonal variation of the lightning trigger
occurrence at dawn and dusk. [n the NH, about 40V0 of the
lightning triggers occur in the summer versus only about 574
in the winter. Biogen”ic NO= emission from soifs ako pe~
strongly in the summer, as observations [Sfemr and Seiler,
1983: Williams et al., 1985] show a strong dependence of the
NOX emission rate on the soil temperature. On the other
hand, the principal anthropogenic NO. source in the United
States, combustion. is essentially independent of season [U.S.
EPA, 1982]. The combustion sours for the rest of the world
is probably slightly higher in the winter bemuse the need for
space heating is not offset by use of air conditioning as in the
United States. Most of the NO= emissions from biomass bur-
ningtake place in the tropics and mainly during the dry season
[Seiler and Cruc=en , 1980]. In the NH the dry season in the
tropics usually occurs in the winter. nerefore it can be con-
cluded that in the NH winter the anthropogenic sources by far
dominate the NO= emissions. We estimate that the ratio of the
anthropogenic emissions to natural emissions is about 10 to 1
in the NH in the winter.

Assuming that the only significant anthropogenic NO=
emissions in summer are from combustion sources and that
APar. = 10, the resultant 03 production S. from anthropoge-
nic sources would be (1.8 A 0.6) x 1014g for the three summer
months. Since essentially all emissions occur in the NH, this
corresponds to a NH average column 03 production S. of
(1.1 kO.3) y 101’ cm-z s-’.

These numbers can be compared with the recent results of
Fisllman et al. [1985]. [n that study a onedimensional PBL
model was used and predicted a value of S. that is about 20%
greater than our estimate. Considering the large unwrtaintics
in these two different approaches, the agreement is sur-
prisingly good.

In the summer the natural and anthropogenic NO= emis-
sions are about the same in the NH. However, as before, we
take the higher 03 production potential into account and by
assuming APfl?n= 32. S. is computed to be 3 x 1011 cm-z

s-‘. which is about 3 times greater than the value computed
for anthropogenic emissions. The additional natural 03 sour=
associated with the cross-tropopause flux in summer is small
compared to the photochemical production. -

Considering the NH as a whole. O, production in summer
is probably dominated by the photochemical production from
natural NO= sources. However, as stated in she pretiding sec-
tion, since the 03 lifetime in summer is relatively shorL long-
~ange transport of 03 wifi be limited. In this contexL it should
be notd that the time for doubiing 03 due to photochemid
production is an important characteristic time for comparison
with the long-range transport time. Table 2 shows that the
doubling time for 03 is shorter than a day when the NO= level
ii greater than 1 ppbv. As a rcsuiL the 03 distribution tends to
be controlled by regional sources, especially in the PBL. For.”
example, 03 distribution in the tropi~ and subtropics should
be dominated by the natural photochemical 03 sources and
sinks, while the anthropogenic source controls mid- and ‘high-
Iatitude ozone Ievefs:

Both model calculations and observations show a substrm-
tially lower daily 03 increase in the winter compared to the
summer. Tab!e 2 lists the model =Iculated 03 production rate
AP averaged over a day at various NO= jevels for winter
conditions compared to that of summer condhions. The 03
production rate AP is about a factor of 10 lower in the winter
compared to the summer (cf. Figure 3). The seasonal change of
AP is almost entirely due to the change in the odd hydrogen
radid concentrations, wh[ch is represented by the change in
the OH density. The density of H02 changes by about the
same ratio. If one considers only daytime chemistry, the
photochemicaf lifetime of NO= is inversely proportioned to the
OH density. In this case the product APT is essentially inde-
pendent of season. Figure 4 and Table 2 show that th~ is true
for almost rdl Ieveb of NOr Fiskn et al. [198a used a
different approach to estimate the 03 production in the east-
ern United States and arrived at a similar conclusion. The
large NOX Efetime in the winter predicted here implies that the
NO= distribution from a constant emission Source, such as
anthropogenic combustion. will lead to higher NOX con-
centrations in the winter compared to th~ summer. A two-
dimensiond simulation of the NOX distribution from combus-
tion emfisions [Crurzen and Gidef, 1983] estimated 2-20 times
higher NO= mixing ratio in most of the NH in January com-
pared to July, supporting this conclusion.

The above statement da not apply to NO= introdumd in
the upper troposphere because. HN03 is removed relatively
slowly from this regiom as discussed earlier. However, recent
model calculations by Kmting and Singh [1985] showed that
in the winter the formation of PAN may reduce NO: in the
upper troposphere by a factor of 10, thus reducing the 03
production there to an insignificant level. ~Is leaves the
stratospheric intrusion as the only significant natural Ox
source in the winter.

In the lower troposphere of the NH, the NO= in the winter .
is essentially all due to anthropogenic emission. It follows that,
the 03 production in the lower troposphere in the winter is
domina~ed by the anthropogenic source. Therefore the
average alumn 03 production in ‘the NH due to combustion
should range from 0.8 x 1011 to 1.5 x 1011 cm-z S-l, i.e~ the
same as in the summer. Biomass burning could contribute a
production rate as large as this if one assumes that half of the
global NO= emissions due to biomass burning occur in the
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NH winter season. Therefore the anthropogenic source of 03
could be 3+ times the natural source of 03 in the tinter NH.

The seasortaf invariability of the 03 production depends
critically on the seasonal variafion of the Jifetime of NOr So
far we have assumed that the lifetime of NO= is primarily
determined by the daytime chemistry. We think this is justified
under summer conditions because the nighttime sink and dry
deposition of NO= account for less than 50% of the NO= sink.
In the winter the nonphotochemicaf sinks, foimaticn of
HN03 at night (cf. equations (13) a[td (i4~ and dcp=titian sf
N02, could be substantial. If N03 at night is assumed to be
totally removed from the atmosphere in thewinter, FJO=
wouldhavealifetime.ofonlyabout2daysintheboundary
layerandthe03productionwoulddecreasebyafactorof
about3.Thefactorwould be doubled if N20~ instead of NO,
is totally removed because for each N20~ reaction two NO=
molecules are removed To remove N03-or N205 effectively,
the product of the N03 or N20~ reactions would need to be a
stable species that is readily removed from the atmosphere
such as HN03 or particulate nitrate. One mechanism that
may lead to this is the interaction of NZ03 or N03 with wet
aerosob in humid conditions. as suggested by Platt et al.
[1984]. At relative humidities 1= than 50% there has been no
observational evidence suggesting that th~ occurs in the at-
mosphere. finetic studies [Morris and Niki, 1974: Atkinson et
al.. 1984] showed that NO, reaction with aldehydm. probably
resulted in the production of HN03. However, the major re-
moval process for N03 or N20~ is probably not due to the
reaction with ddehydes [Noxo~ 1983; Pfatt et al., 1984]. Fur-
thermore, the production rate of aldehydes is dso strongJy
seasonably dependeng yielding slower removal of NO, in the
winter.

It is clear that nighttime chemistry of NO= may play a
major role in reducing the 03 production in the winter. How-
ever, our current knowledge on the N03 and N20~ is no”t
adequate for a quantitative assessment In this COnteXL it

should be noted that even in the case of total removal of N03
or N203, the anthropogenic source of 03 would sti~ be com-
parable to the stratospheric 03 fluz

The surface deposition of NO= may aJso significantly short-
en the NO= lifetime in the continental boundary layer in the
winter. There have been Kttle data on the deposition velocity
of NO= in winter conditions. However, Wesely et al. [1982]

reported a large surface resistance at night in the summer over
a soybean field that resulted in a ‘N02 deposition velocity as
low as 0.05 cm s-’. The large surface resistance observed
during the summer night was attributed by them to low bioge-
nic activity at night which will =rtainly be true during winter.
This suggests slow surface deposition for N02 under winter
conditions. Preliminary results from field measurements of the
NO= deposition velocity in winter mrtditions indicate its value
to be significantly less than 0.2 cm s- i (D. H. Stedmam pr-
ivate communication, 1986). The deposition velocity of NO
and N02 over water surfa~s is negligibly small because of
their low volubility [he and Schwartz, 198 1]. Assuming an
average NO= deposition velocity of 0.1 cm s-1 and a 5Wm
PBL height in the winter, the lifetime due to surface deposi-
tion would be about 6 days. Since some NO= will be trans-

“ ported above the PBL, the lifetime should be longer. There-
fore surface deposition probably will not affect the NO= life-
time appreciably. This is substantiated by the calculation of
Crutzen and Gidef [1983] that assumed constant seasonal dep-

osition velocity and still predicted much higher NO= in the
winter than the summer.

Reduction of the winter 0, production may tiso come from
removal of secondary products of NMHC reactions, such as
organic nitrates, aldehydes, and organic acids, The long No,
lifetime and increased stability of the secondary products
allow more time for their removal by processes such as hetero.
geneous scavenging or surface deposition.

In the above discussion. ~vehave also neglected the effect of
:hs +.retie !I:ic!er \uhich rtn~ attracted extensive attention
[Rahn and McCafrey, 1979: Heintzenberg et U/q 1981: Barrlc
et afq 1981]. In the 4rctic winter night NOm hydrocarbon,
and other pollutants may accumulate and give rise to en-
hanced photochemid production of O, and other pollutnnb
in the spring [Isaksen et al. 1985: Barrie and Ho& 1985], In
fac~ the Arctic effect cart be considered to be an extreme case
of the winter effect shown in Table 2 by extending the lifetime
of NOX and O, production over winter into sprin& .The net
effect is that the Arctic plume wiff delay part of the winter 03
production until the spring Without a rdistic model we w
not amurately estimate the reduction of the winter 03 pro-
duction due to the Arctic plume.

It is clear that our evaluation of the winter anthropogenic
03 source leads to an overestimate. The uncertainties dk-
cussed above do not allow us to quantify the overcstimatiom
However, the anthropogenic source is so much greater than
the naturrd source that the former would need to be rcrfumd
by a factor of more than 10 to alter our conclusions.

Lm~ OFozo~

The seasonal variation of the photochemical lifetime of 03
at 40°N is given in Table Z The calculations in Table 2 are for
sea level under clear sky conditions. The cloud cover should
incre&e 03 lifetime in the boundary layer by about 30°/0. In
addhion, above the boundary layer the 03 lifetime is substan~
tially longer than the values in Table 2 because of lower HaO
mixing ratios. Our- calculations show that at 500 mbar the 03
lifetimes are about 5070 larger than those shown in Table.2 In
estimating the 03 lifetimes the expression for 03 and other
odd oxygen species are grouped following the designation of
buy et al. [1985]. In this approach the lifetime of 03 is equal
to the sum of the concentrations of all odd oxygen species (OX)
divided by the photochemical loss of odd oxygen. This ex-
pression provides a good representation of the net 03 photo-
c~emid production and destruction. For example, N02 is
considered to be one of the odd oxygen species because to u
large extent. the photolysis of N02 balances the reaction of 03
with NO and does not result in either production or loss of
03. Reactions such as H02 and R02 with NO are counted m
production te~s for 03.

The fifetime of 03 is about ‘a factor of 10 longer in the
winter than in the summer. The long lifetime of 0, in the
winter implies that 03 will be transported over long distances.
Once anthropogenically produced 03 is transported to the
relatively clean troposphere, the photochemical lifetime at
mid-latitudes in the winter will be greater than 200 days, This
is certainly longer than the characteristic time of zonal trans.
port which is of the order of 30 days [Oort, 1983] and prob-
ably longer than the time of transport between mid.latitudes
and lower latitudes in the NH. ne latter transport time is

dificult to estimate but is probably less than 3 months,
The photochemical lifetime of O, in the winter in mid-
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latitudes is so long that the 03 lifetime is probably governed
by surface deposition processes. As discussed earlier, we adopt
a diurnally averaged surface deposition velocity of.O.l cms- 1
for continental arem in the winter. The surfam resistance of
freshwater and oceans has been found to be quite large, in the.
range of 1G1OO s cm-‘ [Aldaz, 1969; Gafbally and Roy, 1980;

Gurland et al., 1980: Wesely et al., 1981: htsschow et al., 1982;

Co/beck and Harrison, 1985]. An estimate by Wesely [1983] of
the surface resistance for the ocean gives 20 s cm-1 under
various stability classifications. Taking this estimatq an
averaged 03 deposition velotity over oceanic area =rt be d-
culated to be 0.05 ems -‘ or less..

The large variability and uncertainty in the surface deposi-
tion velocity in the winter make it dfllcult to estimate the 03
lifetime due to surfam loss. If a deposition veloeity of 0.1 em
S-’ for the land and 0.05 a s-1 for the - is assum~ a
lifetime for the whole column 03 inthemid-latitudeof about
150 days is derived. For 03 in the confinentd boundary layer,
assuming a typical PBL height of 500 m in the winter, the
lifetime due to surface deposition is only about 6 days. As
discussed above, the question eatt,be raised as how much 03
or its precursors ean be transported out of the boundary layer
before they are lost to the surface. The verti=l exchange ve-

.Ioeity between the PBL and the fr= troposphere in the winter
is probably greater than 0.1 ems-1, the 03 deposition veloei-
ty. [f this is the case, then at least 5070 of the O, would be
transported out of the PBL and henee would be susceptible to
long range transport.

Transport of mid-latitude 03 to the tropi~ may be an im-
portant sink. However, we note that the photmhernid 03
lifetime at 500 mbar at 20° latitude in the winter is as long as
35 days. Therefore mid-latitude 03 has to be transported to
the boundary layer in the tropics to be eff~vely deatroyd
The transport process itse~ may take substantial tim~ A
model with realistic transport is needed to study this problem

IMPLICAmONS FOR OZONSDmIBWON

The combination of long 03 lifetime and the predominance
of 03 production from anthropogenic sour- in the winter
may have several important impfimtions for the 03 dBtri-

bution in the NH in the winter. First antkopogenic 03 may
be transported over most of the NH. Seeon@ the winter 03
may be mostly of anthropogenic origiw espeei~y in the lower
troposphere of mid- and high latitudes. Furthermore, the Iong
03 lifetime allows anthropogenicrdly produced 03 to amumu-
Iate continuously during the winter and to contribute substan-
tially to the observed spring maximum over many remote
stations, even as far as Mauna Lo% Hawaii LOltnratrs, 1981:
hgan, 1985]. Negfect of the Arctic night effect may lead to an
overestimate of the winter anthropogenic O, production but
will have little effect on the spring maximum beeause it is
compensated by the increased production in the spring

The spring 03 peak has always been considered to be due
to the stratospheric 03 intrusions [e.g. Junge, 1963; Ftiian
and Pruchniewicz, 1977; hgan, 198fl. There are several pieees
of evidenee supporting this theory [see Liu et al., 1980]. The
spring O, maximum correlates with tracers from the strato-
sphere such as 9oSr and ‘Be. The maximum in mid-latitudes

appears first in the upper troposphere and propagates to the
lower troposphere [Chatfield and Harrison, 197~, and a three-
dimensional general circulation model (GCM) that included
only stratospheric 03 intrusion and $urfaw deposition suc-

cessfully simulated the spring maximum in the remote are=
[Leuy et al.. 1985]. The model did not include tropospheric
photochemistry. The spring 03 maximum calculated in the
model was the result of maximum stratospheric 03 flux pre-
dicted by the model. The long 03 photochemical lifetime in
winter calculated here implies that the relative value of the
spring maximum calculated by the GCM would have been
substantially greater if the photochemieaf sink of 03 was in-
cluded in the model. In fact, even with constant stratospheric
03 flux: a spring 05 maximttm would k es~ted tiuse of
the long 03 lifetime in winter.

By proposing that the anthropogenic 03 production in the
winter contributes substantially to the spring maximw we
do not dispute that the stratospheric intrusion *O antrib
utea. in facL the stratospheric intrusion probably dominatm in
the upper troposphere. Transport proeesscs like this play an
important role in the spatird and temparal distribution of tro.

pospheric 03, espeeidly in the winter season when the Oa
lifetime is long The simple 03 bud&et analysis performed
above should be regarded as a quflhative assessment R~k-
tic modefs are needed to eyaluate the relative importanm of
various 03 sources.

Our proposal for the 03 spring maximum is consistent with’
the reecnt results by Penkett and Brice [1986]. They used

PAN as a tracer of photochemieaf activity in the troposphere.
Based on the observed correlation betw&rt PAN and 03 and

the springtime PAN maximum in bac}:ground air, they sug-
gested that tropospheric photmhemistry may mntribute to
the spring maximum in the tropospheric 03 eonentratiom

The proposed dominance of the artthropogenic 03 source in
the tinter and its contribution to the spring 03 maximum
provides an interpretation for the long-te~ variability of 03
that hmbeert observed in po~uted as well as remote ar~ We
expeet that the anthropogenic impact on 03 WI spread over
most of the NH in the winter. In eontrasL in the summer the
impati will probably be confined to the mid-latitudes ~d may
even be mnfined regionrdly in the continental boundary layer
-use of the shortened 03 lifetime due to surface deposition

Reeently, Oltnrans and Komhyr [1986] repofid 03 .
measurements from 1973 to 1984 at four NOAA Geophysical
Monitoring for ~lmatic Change (GMCO baaefine observa-
tories. They show an increase in 03 over this peri~ at Mauna
Lo& Hawaii (20°N. 155=W, 680 mbar). me tinear growth
rates in pereent per year are 1.97 (A 1.04), 1.85 (~ 1.26), 0.52
(~ 1.42), and 1.07 (A 1.19) for winter. sprin~ summer, and fafl
seasons, respectively. The nrrrnbers in the parenth=es are 950/0
confidence Ievek of the average vahres. Only winter and spring
seasons have statisti~lly significant growth rates. Bxuse of
redumd photochemistry in these seasons the 03 trend was
interpreted by Oltnrans and Ko~hyr [198~ to be due to a
change in transport induced by El Nino events. Alternatively,
the present results indicate that this trend could be due to
increasing 03 production from anthropogenic emissions of
NO= and NMHC in the winter and spring. me 2% ~r year
increase is consistent with the O, increase observed in the
winter at 700 and 500 mbar over Hohenpeissenberg Ger-
many, one of the most consistently operated ozonesonde sta-
tions, in about the same period [bgan, 198~. Other ozone-
sonde stations in the NH analyzed by tigan {198% also show
positive trends at 700 and 500 mbar. However, the values are
significantly lower, and some of them are not statistically sig-
nificant. We interpret these positive 03 trends as the result of
the increase in NO= and NMHC emissions in the NH. Unfor-
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tunately, sufieiently reliable and accurate emission trends for
the NH are not available.

The long-term trend at Mauna Loa and the winter trend at
Hohenpeissenberg ean be considered as piem of evidenm
supporting our proposal. However. the observed 03 trend at
the other GMCC observatory in the NH (i.e., Point Barrow,
Alaska) does not. The trend at this site is signifi~nt in the
summer and fafl seasons but not in the winter and spring
se~ons. The summer and fafl grow:h rate is about the s2me as
‘I L . .- he c ,.Xrh rhP nntior t~?! !h?~ ollcrl-@&-r. ti.rg ar.d is ccr.v~:e.l. .. .... ... . -- . . .
site is under the influence of the mid-latitude pollution. The
lack of :rend in the winter and spring is ~ot consistent with
our proposal. Another Arctic statiom Resolute (75°M, *O
shows no trend at 700 and 500 mbar in the winter rhgw
198q. A possible explanation is the destruction of 03 due to
anthropogenic emtilons of NO, NMHC, and other reducing

,pollutants in the polar nighL
It would be very vahrable . for testing our proposaf if

measurements of 03 could be made at severaf remote sites like
Mauna Loa in the NH, preferably with altitude pro~es. In-
terannud correlation of 03 between polluted and remote sites
at various seasons should show clear diffelenccs between
summer and winter. We expect good correlation above the
boundary layer in the winter and much smaller correlation in
the summer, especially in the boundary layer. It would be dso
useful if existing ozoncsonde data for each season could be
evahtatcd for interannuaf correlations.

s ~Y Am CONCLUSIONS

From the above dmcussion it is clear that the tropospheric
03 budget and distribution is an extremely complex problem
that involves photwhemicaf and transport proecsses of
various temporal and spatiaf sdcs. It wiII take arssiderable
efforts in laboratory and field measurements and modeting to
understand dl the essential aspects of the problem. As men;
tioned in the introduction, there have been important ad-
vances in our understanding of the problem yet these have
almost always been. followed by new contradictions and
controversies. This study will not be an exmptiom However,
we believe that we have gained some important insights into
the budget and d~tribution of the tropospheric 03 by ana-
Iyzing the observed 03 and NOX relationship at Niwot Ridge.
The highlights are summarized below.

Within a factor of ~ the observed daily ozone’ increase in
the summer can be modeled by photochemieaf production and
destruction PIUSsurface loss. Both model calculations and ob
servations show that the daily 03 increase per unit of NO= is
greater for lower NOr The model dmlations without
NMHC substantially underestimate the 03 inmease at NO=
higher than about 1.5 ppbv and show the opposite dependenw
on NOY The model dculations with NMHC are reasonably
consistent with the observed dat% thus supporting the impor-
tanw of NMHC chemistry in 03 production.

The summer daily 03 incre~es at various NOX levels at
Niwot Ridge have been compared to those from eight other
rural stations with concurrent 03 and NOX measurements in
the central and eastern United States CResearch Triangle [n-
stitute, 1975: Kelly et al., 198%]. With only one exwptio% the
daily 03 increases for these stations agree very well with the
03 and NO= relationship observed at Niwot Ridge, a remark-
able agreement considering the wide range of geographi~
locations. The consistency of the summer daily 03 increases

suggests that the average daily 03 production at a rural sta.
tion may be predicted if the NO= concentration is known. The
dependence of the 03 production rate on NOX also allows us

to formulate an approximate method to estimate the 03 pro.
duction from NOX and NMHC emissions. The method uses
the concept that the 03 production is proportional to the
NOX emission rate and its lifetime.

The method outlined here provides ~ew insight into some of
the important prob!ems cf the tropospheric 03 budget strrd
dist~buti~p- I! is SEO\VR thqt m.oct qf the 03 due tn human

activities is probably produccrffrom the interaction of anthro-
pogenic NO= with NMHC. The contribution from CO nnd
CH4 is minor, cs~ially in summer. In addition, photochemist-
ry and transport of NMHC and their products such aa PAN
play such a eriticrd role in the interaction of CO and CH4
with anthropogcnic NO= that previous evaluations of 0, pro-
duction from this interaction n~ to be rccvrduatcd.

For the United States we estimate an average summer
column 03 pr~uction rate due to anthropogenic NO= asld
NMHC emissions of about 1 x 10*2 em-z s-’, about 20
times the average cross-tropopause 03 flux. Rtirnatm of 03
production from naturaf NO. sourecs range from 1.9 x 1011
to 12 x 1011 cm-z, s-’. Therefore human activities probably
contribute 5&80V0 of the 03 in the central and emtern
United States in the summer. The environmental effeeta due to
the increased 03 on crops and forest may be substrmtid
[Heck et al. 1982; Adaw et alv 1985: Refch and Amundsob
19g~. A sirhilar situation is expected to exist in Europe.

Averaged over the NH, the rmthropogenic 03 production in
the summer is about 1 x 10il em-z s-*. The production of
03 from natural NO= emissions is greater, roughly 3 x 10*1
cm-2 s“’ in the summer. Both are greater than the erow-

tropopausc 03 flw B-use the 03 lifetime is relatively ohort
in the summer, es-y in the PB~ the 03 distribution is
probablXeontroffed by regional sourecs.

#

The tinter My 03 production rate is of the order of 10Y.
of the summer vahte at the same NO= level. However, bceause *
the NO= lifetime is about 10 times longer when only daytime
chemistry is considered, the 03 production rate integrated
over the ~ietime of NO= in the winter is comparable to the
summer vahte. Since the natural NOX sourm are insignificant
compared to the anthropogenic sour= in the winter, the 03
budget in the NH should be dominated by the latter. In this
connection it should be noted that the long lifetime of PAN
and NOX in the winter may allow a significant export of an-
thropogenic NO= to remote regions. The dilution of this NOX
coupled with the nordinear depcnden~ of production on NOX
may signifimntiy increase the ozone production e~ciency
from anthropogenic NO= emissions during the winter season,

The photoehernicaf lifetime of 03 in mid-latitudes in the
winter is of the order of 200 days. We propose that accumula-
tion of anthropogeni~lly produmd 03 may contribute sub-
stantially to the observed spring 03 maximum in the lower
troposphere of the NH, a phenomenon that has often been
considered to be due to enhanwd stratosphere-troposphere
exchange. In addition, the long lifetime will allow transport ~f
03 not only zondly but also to other latitudes. It is proposed
that the observed long-term 03 trend in winter and spring
seasons at Mauna Lo~ Hawaii, a clean site, and at Hohen-
pissenberg, Germany, a moderately polluted site, may be due
to increases in the same anthropogenic source.

The major uncertainties in the winter 03 budget and distri-
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bution is associated with the estimates of lifetimes for NO=
and 03. These involve ‘the nighttime NO, and N20~ removal
mechanism, surface deposition of NOX and 03, and removal
of seeondary NMHC products such as PAN and aldehydes.
The photochemistry of NO,, N20~ and the organic nitrates is
not well understood. Laboratory studies of the photochemis-
try of these speeies and reactions of NMHC and NO= in
general are needed. Since transport promsscs play an impor-
tant role in the 03 prod~ction e~ticncy afid the fate of
crg2rJc nitrates, m.ode!s wi:h realistic transport pararne-
terimtion will be needed to address the complexities of cou-
pled chemistry and dynasni~, Finrdly, measurements of 03
and its precursors, especially m the remote troposphere, will
be most valuable to improve our knowledge of the 03 budget
and distribution.
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LETTER “H”RESPONSES

H-1 Materialprovidedintheadju~cativehearingarebeingconsideredbyEFSECaspart
oftheadjudicativehearingprocessnottheSEPA process.Forclarificationch~ges
have been made to the text on page 6-6, Section 6.5. Please refer to Chapter 2

(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

H-2 See General Response #1.

H-3 Use of the Regional Oxidant Model (ROM) is unwarranted and inappropriate for
assessing potential ozone impacts of the NRPF. Applications of ROM have been
limited to the eastern coast of the U.S., primtiy because the model performs poorly
in areas of complex terrain. The usual application of this model has been to assess
the effect of ozone transport from one metropolitan area to another, and the effect
of this transport on attaining ambient air qutity stand=ds. ROM uses a large
(approximately 20 b) grid spacing that wodd be totiy inappropriate for this
application and wodd reqtie extensive inventory-btitig efforts that wodd be
extremely costly. Screening assessments of ozone impact ~ed as testiony during
the EFSEC process have indicated that the potenti impacts of the NRPF on ozone
formation wotid be extremely smd, unmeasurable with existing equipment, and
occur at a distance of several hundred ~ometers.

The comment suggests that an estimate of economic damage due to ozone formation
shodd be factored into the BACT determination for NOX. It is unclear as to how
this wotid be factored into the selection of BACT. h addition, it shotid be noted
that any economic analysis of reduced crop yields at several hundred Wometers
from the project site shodd *O address the phenomenon of “ozone scavenging” in
the vicinity of the project site. Ozone scavenging is the reaction of emitted NO with
ozone to form titrogen diofide @02). pres~ably, We 10SSOfOZOne10C~Y CO~d
provide a benefit to crop yields. h addition, it shodd be noted that the NRPF is
projected to repkce generatig capacity at fatities in the western U.S. with higher
emissions of NOX per unit of electrical energy.

The appficant has not assumed a useti Me of 10 years for the SCR system, as stated
by the comment. The use of a 10 year capiti recovery period is a ve~ common
assumption in estimation of ann~ed costs of control and cost effectiveness for
BACT dete~ations. This capiti recovery period is related to project financing
rather than to the Metime of physical structures and equipment. The capital
recovery period of 10 years is *O apptied to cost elements such as construction and
engineering. It appears that the app~cant may have overestimated the costs of
ammonia vaporization, by assigning a cost of $0.05/Kwh to the equivalent electrical
energy ● required. However, this cost element is a rather smd portion of the
annuakedcostsofcontrol,partitilywhen consideringtheovertiuncerttities
intheanalysis.ThisisUustratedbythefactthattwovendorestimatesofthetoti
instaUedequipmentcostsdiffered by n=ly 50 percent. ~ addition, the final
determination of BACT does not rely stictly on economic issues, but dso on energy
and environmental factors. hy environment benefits of the reduction of NOX
emissions must be weighed against the environment hazards of ammonia
emissions as we~ as the potential for acadenti release during the storage and
han~g of ammonia.



H-4 me impacts of the NRPF rektive to global carbon dioxide (COZ)have been greatly
overstated in the DEB, which addresses gross rather than net emissions. An
extremely detied analysis of the fiture net COZ emissions associated with
generation of electriaty in the Western United States indicates that operation of the
NRPF is expected to resdt in an overd decrease in emissions c’Northwest Regional
Power Fatity Dispatch and COZEmission Analysis”. Henwood Energy Services,
Inc., Sacramento, CA, September 28, 1995). ~ report concludes that the NRPF wi~
dispkce 7100 GWh of generation in the Western System Coordinating Councfl
WSCC) region, restiting in a toti net C02 emission reduction of 2.8 tition tons in
1999. me statement of nonsignificance in the DEB is warranted and is supported
by the consideration of the net COZemissions. ~s is necesstiy specdative, one
cannot accurately model a system ten years from now when the NRPF might be
btit.

H-5 Comment noted. S~-up operations wodd be conducted during the day.

H-6 Please refer to Section 3.2.4.3, Mitigation Measures, NRPF Site, where it states “Pine
tree phtings wodd act as an effective parti screen (emphasis added) for the
project; native stands average about 60 to 75 feet(18to23m) t~,comparedtothe
125-footW exhauststacksand 85-foothighaircooledcondensers.Paintingthe
stacksand btidingswotid dso helpthefatityblendwiththesurrounding
landscape,partitilyasviewedformadistance.Light-coloredearthtonesbeige,
tan)and earthygreenswotidblendweflwiththeexistingvegetation.me facflity
stackscotidbepaintedfightblueorgraytoblendwiththesky,oradarkergrayto
blendwithbackgroundmountainswhereappropriate.Deciduousand evergreen
treesphted aroundthefafitywodd dsoresembletheregionalaestheticofrural
farmresidencesandtheirassociatedhge trees.me heightofthestacksprecludethe
useofbermsasa screeningmethodnearthefafity~’.

H-7 Comment noted. me VKCREEN analysis is conservative and not ~ely to minitie
predicted impacts. me resdts are presented in terms of the percent of hours per
year when visual imptient codd occur. ~ does not mintie the significance
of the impact. me comment suggests that potenti~y significant impacts occur a
large percent of the time in which the meteorological conditions producing
significant impacts are ~ely to occur. ~ is a se~-evident conclusion and it is not
clear how this statement wotid improve the analysis or the communication of
impacts.

H-8 See General Response #1.

H-9 See General Response #1.

H-10 me background annti NOX concentration of 11 ug/m3 is based on actual
measurements at the site during the years 1980 to 1981. h concentration is 11YO

3. Itis*O an eminently reasonable estimateof the ambient standard of 100 ug/m
of the background for the rural characteristics of the site. It was estimated in 1987
that rural NOX concentrations in the eastern U.S. are 6.6 ppb (12.5 ug/m3) according
to the reference supp~ed as Appendix 3 to the comments (Liu, et al., 1987). Given
the higher popdation density in the eastern U.S. and the reduction in vehicle
emission rates of NOX since 1987, the assumed background of 11 ug/m3 at Creston
is consistent with this pubkhed value. Use of a different NOX background estimate
based on Wferent instrumentation wodd not change the conclusions of the DEIS.



H-II Comment noted. Please refer to Swtion 1.2.3, Appfican~s Deterfiation of ~ose
and Need, for a more detied desdption of the need for adtitiond electitity h the
Patic Northwest Re@on.

Append& 1 See General Response #1.

Appenti 2 See General Response #1.



December 18, 1995

State of Washington
PO BOX43172
Olympi~ WA 98504-3172

Re NorthwestRegionrdPower Factity-CommentsSpokaneTribe-Drti EIS

The Spokane Tribe of hdians sub~ts these comments to the Drti Environmentrd hpact
Statement ~DEIW) for the proposed Northwest Regional Power Factity ~~~).

The Spokane hdian Resemation is located approfiately 15 des northeast of the proposal
project, The Reservation is approximately 165,000 acres and governed by the Spokane Tfibe of
Indians through the Busiiess Councfi of the Tfibe. Mong with providing a homeland for the
members of the Spokane Tribe, the Reservation has an abundance of naturrd resources and
recreation factities for the use and enjoyment of Tribal members and non-members tie. The
Spokane Reservation is classtied as a Class I airshed under the Clean Air Act.

At the timeofinterventionwiththeEnergyFactitySheEvaluationCouncfl~XFSE~~, the ~
SpokaneTribeidenttiedissuesofconcernwiththeapplicationfortheMF. Theseissueswere
effectsonculturalandarcheologicalresourcesoftheTribe,effwsofairemissionsonTribalf
lands,andthewaterwithdraw~fromtheSpokaneRiverwhereh wotidtiecttheSpokane
Reservationincludingthefishe~intheSpokaneRiverand~e Roosevelt.Whh thechangein
theapplicationfromwatertoaircootig,thewaterwithdrawdissueswerenotofprimary
concerntotheSpokaneTribe(aslongastheyremainedoutoftheapplication)andthereforethe
Tribeconcentratedonculturalresourcesandairqutity.Correspondin~y,theSpokaneTribe
executedtwoagreementswiththeappficanttoprotectitsculturrdandenvironmentrdinterests.
ThoseagreementshavebeenenteredasevidenceintheadjudicativeproceedingwithEFSEC.

The NRPF ~ si@cantiy tiect the environmentrd qutity of the Spokane Resemation. The .’
lack of comprehensive basehe data in the initird studies of the appficant do not mow for an
adequate evaluation of ~ impacts addressed in the DEIS as we~ as possible *own impacts.
Many examples exist in the DEIS where the lack of baseke data is crucial. The Tribe ti
articulate a few here. For example, the appticant states that the NRPF d have visibtity impacts

“on the Class I airshed of the Spokane Reservation for 6 percent of the hours of the year mostly at
sunrise and sunset hours. For members of the Tribe and users of the recreationrd ficfities at the
cofiuence of the Spokane and Columbla Rivers this is a si@cant impact. Again this prediction
is conjecture without the benefit of an adequate base~ie. Other examples can be seen in Table 3.4
and on page 3-32 where the DEIS gives Momation on effects on sensitive plant species. The
DEIS and ~rrespondmgly the Cl= Air Act permits are wrought with these assumptions The
baseline data must be established before impacts on Tribal natural resources and recreational
facilities can be adequately evaluated. The tir qu~ity agreement with the appficant starts this

1



evaluation process. .

In the “Northwest Re#ond Power Factity- Air Qu~ty Agreementwith the SpokaneTribeof 2
hdians”the Spokane Tribe has agreed that it shd pardcipate in the ongoing process of
evrduation of the environmental effects of air emissions on the Spokane hdian Reservation. The
agreement provides for the establishment of detied basehe data which is lacking in the
application and the DEIS. At the time the baseke data is established the Tribe can then firther
evaluate the effects of air emissions on the Reservation environment. Relevant effects are, but are
not necesstiy tited to: visibtity, NOx S02, CO, PM1O, VOC. The Agreement rdso provides
for the direct monitoring by the Spokane Tribe and tits certain emissions. Most importandy the
Agreement provides for =er dispute resolution and legrd process if emission levels are found to
have adverse effects tier establishment of the adequate baseke dab.

The Agreement provides the vehicle for the appficant to provide adequate information to the 3
evaluating agencies in concert with the Spokane Tribe. However, it d be quite difficult for the
agencies to My coklder, discuss and evaluated enviromnenti impacts and alternatives under
the DEIS without the establishment of adequate basehe data. Therefore, it may be premature to
set forth a Find Environmentrd hpact Statement unti such time baseke data on the. Spokane
Rese~ation exists.

Proper permitting under the Clean Air Act as integrated in the EFSEC and EIS processes is a
necessity. Vtid bmeke data to make assumptions in the permitting process is mandatory and
the mmments above as they address the lack of baseke data are dso germane in the permitting
process. k additio% it seems that certain other r~uirements of the Clean Air Act may not have
been fo~owed. Section 165 (d) requires that for proper permitting to take place a contitation
promss must owur with the Federd Land Manager of Class I areas.. To date the Spokane Tribe
hm not seen any evidence of satisfaction of this requirement.

The “KVWCSWE Stipdation and Agreement with the Spokane Tribe of kdians for the
Northwest Regionrd Power Facti~’ sets forth the obligations of the apptimt regarding the
cultural resources of the Spokane Tribe for Resematio4 ceed~ aboriginal lands and usurd and
accustomed places. The primary intent of the document is the Spokane Tribe is the .ody party
which can adequately evaluate the effects of the NRPF on those lands.

4
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The agreements cited above are inwrporated by reference into these comments and are on record
with EFSEC. Plwe address any questions or wncerns to the Spokane Tribe of kdians, do
L~ Goodrow, Executive Director, Box 100, WeUpinit,WA 99040. (509) 258+581.



LETTER “I”RESPONSES

I-1 ThevisibfityimpactsdiscussedintheDEE werebaseduponconservativeestimates
ofbackgrounddatawhichprobablyleadtoanoverstatementofestimatedimpacts.
The visibfityanalysisu~ed a modefig proceduredevelopedby theU.S.
EnvironmentProtectionAgency.Thevalueselectedforthebackgroundvisual
rangewas selectedin consdtationwiththeWashingtonStateDepartmentof
Ecology.‘Abackgromdvisualrangeof160km was selected.Thisistypicalof
remotetidernessareas.Use ofthisbackgroundvaluefortheSpokaneIndian
Reservationisconservative,andW ~ely leadtoover-estimatingtheanticipated
impactson visibfityinthatarea.CoUectionofadditiondbackgrounddataisnot
necessarytoreachareasonableestimateoftheprojectedimpactstovisibtity.

The analysis ofimpactstovegetationintheDEISwas basedon informationon
chronicinjurysymptomspubkhd by theU.S.DepartmentofAgrititure.These
dataindicatethatairqtity thresholdsforchronicinjurytophts aremorethan
tentimeshigherthantheconservativeestimatesforairqutityimpactswithinthe
SpokanehdianReservationChss Iarea.CoUectionofbackgrouddataisnot
reasonablynecessarytoevaluateimpactstosensitive vegetation.

The comment suggests that the purpose of the stiptited air qutity agreement
between the Spokane Tribe of Indians and the NRPF is to co~ect background data.
The agreement provides for payments to the Spoke Tribe of hdians for tiding
“to estabkh basefie studies, air monitoring or for any other purpose at the Tribes
W discretion:’ It is quite possible that this agreement W lead to other
environment stidies unrehted to air qutity. Further, funtig of the agreement
does not begin unti three months after commencement of cons~ction – an event
which W not occur, if at W, unti after the FEIS is completed. It is thus not
possible to deky the FEIS to await studies under the agreement.

I-2 The impacts upon visibfity were derived from the conservative assumptions
discussed above. Some impact may be visible under proper fighting situations if one
were looking toward the plant site and visibfity was not obstructed by land fem.
If one knew where to look, a stight distortion might be detectable. Most of the
recreation on or along the rivers occurs at locations where Ms w~ obstruct this
view. The impact, if it occurs, shotid not be noticeable to recreational visitors. The
impact to visibfity is ody a possibfity, and, if it occurs, it shodd not be si@cant.

As stated above, the DEIS summary of chronic impacts to sensitive plant species au
ocm at threshold values at least ten times above those conservatively estimated to
occur in the Ckss I area. Even chronic impacts to sensitive phts shotid not occur.

I-3 See Response to Comment I-1.

I-4 The Environmental Protection Agency confirms that the Spokane Tribe of Indians is
the federal land manager for the Ckss I area within the Spokane Indian Reservation.
NRPF has had repeated constibtions with the Spokane Tribe of hdians. The
stiptiated agreement concerning air qu~ty, which was signed by the Spokane Tribe
of hdians, and which resolved W air qutity issues raised by the Tribe before the
Energy Fatity Site Evaluation Cound, is evidence of this constipation.



I-5 Cement notti.
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J-1 Cement noted.

LETTER “~’RESPONSES

Please refertoS=tion1.2,Pmose andNeed,oftheDraftEISfor
a disc~sion of the need for the projwt. ‘ ‘

J-2 Cement noted. However, the preferred route for the natid gas pipefie has not
yet been deter~ed. Please refer to General Response No. 1 for a dismssion of the
natid gas pipefie and to the appenti in this doment, whifi dew with generic
tipacts of na~d gas pipehes..



ENERGYFACILITYSIIE
EVA~TION COUNCIL

~’~ ~ -
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LETTER “K”RESPONSES

K-1 Comment noted. However, the preferred route for the natid gas pipehe has not
yet been determined. Please refer to General Response No. 1 for a dismssion of the
na~d gas pipetie and to the appenti h this docment, which de~ with generic
impacts of na~d gas pipehes.

K-2 Comment ‘noted. Please refer to Section 1.2, Pqose and Need, of the Draft EIS for
a &scwsion of the need for the project.



LETTER I~L?~

November 9, 1995

~ECEIVED

NOV091995 ~
Jason Zeller
EFSEC Manager
PO ~OX 43172
Olympj. a, WA 98504-3172

Re: .Northwest Regicnal Power Facility

ENLRGYFACILIVSITE
EVALUATIONCOUNCIL
Draft EIS

Dear Mr. Zeller,

I am writing in support of the Northwest Regional Power
Facility Plant proposed in Creston, Washington.

I feel the plant will be bene~~c~al to the area. New jobs
and a growth in population will p~ovide a stabilizing
effect on our economy.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Jensen
Mayor

BJ/mjd

.



LETTER “L”RESPONSES

L-1 Cement notd.
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December 18, 1995

~D DELIVERED

Jason Zeller
EFSEC Manager
Washington State Energy Facility

Site Evaluation Council
PO BOX 43172
Olympia, WA 98504-3172

Re: Comments to NRPF Draft EIS

Dear Mr. Zeller:

COUNCIL

Enclosed are two memoranda (with attachments) : NA Resources and CSW
Energy Comments on the NRPF Draft EIS; and WA Resources and CSW Energy
Editorial Suggestions for the NRPF Draft EIS. This letter, together
with the “Comments” memo constitute the comments of WA Resources and
CSW Energy to the Draft EIS. The second memo consists of editorial
suggestions, which we do not intend be treated as comments or neces-
sarily responded to in the Final EIS. Many of these “suggestions”
reflect changes which occurred with the change in the method of
cooling.

The change in method of cooling reduced the footprint of the plant so
that its permanent impact covers only 75 acres, of which 70 acres are
currently used to grow alfalfa. None of the construction will occur
in wetlands. The Applicants believe, in view of this limited impact,
it is incorrect to conclude that impacts to wildlife will be signifi-
cant. During the course of the adjudicatory hearing, the Applicants
committed to eliminate grazing on the remainder of the site for a
period of three to five years, and then to allow more limited grazing,
managed to protect habitat ~ality. The Applicants hope that the
responsible official will reconsider the impacts on wildlife in view
of these changes.

1



Jason Zeller
Page 2
December 18, 1995

The Applicants contend that ~PF’s long-term effect on lfgreenhousell
gases, the effect of these gases -upon global climate, and the par-
ticular effects of climate changes, are all speculative. These
uncertainties are at least mentioned in section 4.2 of the Draft EIS,
although their treatment in other sections is sometimes awkward.
During the adjudicatory hearings, various witnesses concluded that if
the ~PF is constructed, it will displace older; “dirtier,i’fossil fuel
plants in the Northwest and on the West Coast. (A copy of Eric V.
Toolsonts Dispatch Study is enclosed.) Thus, the overall impact would
be to improve emissions. The potential displacement of other emissions
should be discussed in the EIS.

Please consider these comments, along with those in the enclosed
memoranda, when preparing the Final,EIS. We have aDDreciated the extra
efforts that you, and your consultants, have
proposal has been revised during the course of
to incorporate mitigating-features.

Sincerely yours,

‘~dertaken
the hearing

SWANSON, Pm, CO~ES,
YO~GLOVE & PEEPLES, P.S.

$Ye

Darre L. P pies

arles W. Lean

DLP:jw

Enclosures

—.
as this
process
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LETTER “M”RESPONSES

M-1 Cement notd.

M-2 Cement not~.



LETTER “N”

KVA Resources md CSW Ener~

General Comment on tie NaturalGas Pipeline

Co~ents on the N~F Drti EIS

As the Drafi EIS states, natural gas+lfor the project will be supplied through a natural gas
pipeline running approximately 60 mdesfiom the Paci@ Gas Transmission Company’s (PGT’s)
main fransmisswn line east of Spohne to the project site. This pipeline mullbe owned and operated
by PGT. PGT will also secure the licensesfor, and construct, the pipeline.

The gaspipdine must be ltied by th Federal Energy Reguhfoq Commission (FERC), and
EFSEC has no jurisdiction over fhaf pipeline. B#ore licensing fhe pipeline, FERC will conducf an
environmental review of fhe proposal pursuant fo the Nafional Environment Policy Acf. Neifher
EFSEC nor fhe presenf applicants (CSWE and WA) control fhe exfenf or nature of FERCS
environmental review.

The Applicants submiffed m;ffen festimony addr~sing fhe environmental impacfs of the natural gas
pipeline. (Prepard Testimony of WdfiedG. Thomas,and Rebutti Testimony of John D. tisady.)
EFSEC eventually ruled fhat’since if did nof have jurisdiction over tk gas pipeline, any fesfimony
rehted fherefo was irrelevant. The Applicants fher~ore withdrew fhe f~fimony which fhey had .
submiffed regarding the pipeline.

The confenfs of an environmental impacf sfafmf prepared u~ fhe Sfafe Environmental Policy -
Acf (SEPA) may be broader fhan EFSECs jurisdiction. The SEPA Rules, in WAC197-ll~60(4)(b),
sfafe thaf an agency shall nof limif ifs consideration of enm.ronmenfal impacfs only fo fhose within ifs
jurisdiction: Sime fhe natural gas pipdine will nof be w=frucfed“buffoY wnsfrucfion of the
NRPF, some wnstiafion of fhe impacfs of fhaf pipeline in fhe EISfor fhe NRPF may be
approptife. WAC 197-11~60-(3)(b).

The SEPA Rties ako sfafe fhaf “fhe bel of detail and tie of environmental review may vary wifh
fhe nature and timing of proposak and fheir wmponent parts” WAC 197-11~60 (5) (d). EFSEC
la& jurisdiction fo require mitigation of pipeline impacts because fti lti within fhe jurisdiction of
FERC. Even ifmifigafion were wifhin EFSEC’s jurisdiction, the SEPA Rties woti require
wns~afion of whether fhose impacts maybe mitigafed byf~al requirements.

~nh fhese circumstances, fhe required coverage of fhe natural gas pipeline in fhe SEPA EIS h nof ~
completely dear. The Applicants, however, believe fhaf if is a~ropriatefor fhe SEPA EIS fo wnsider
whefher fhere is a reasonable l%libd fhaf fhe natural gas pipeline will lmd fo significant, advme
enm.ronmenfal impacfs which W-llnof be mitigated or awtid. ~such impacts wotid resdffrom fhe
nafural gas pipeline, fhey should be wnsidered by EFSEC and the Governor as part of the SEPA
process. Impacfs which can be mifigati, and fhe defaik of fhaf mitigation, fall within fhednsive
jurisdiction of FERC.

For fhe above reasons, fhe Applicants are submitting fhe Prepared Testimony of Wilfred G. Thomas
and fhe Rebuttal Tesfimony (&uding etiibifs) of John D. &sady as comments to fk DEIS. Mr. .
Thomas and Mr. Cassady are bofh employed by Paa~ Gas Tmnsmission Company, and arefamiltir
with environmental mitigation maures employed on natural gas pipelines. The tetimony of bofh
supporfs fhe conclusion reacti by Mr. Thomasthaf “even ~one assumes a worsf case scenario wifh ~



respect to environmental impactsfiom fhe pipeline, fried and fesfed mmsures exisf fo mifigafe fhose
impacfs fo acceptable levels” (p.7).

FERC has sfandard wefland and waferbody consfrucfion mitigation procedures, a requirement for an
erosion confrol, revegefafion, and maintenance pkn, and guidelines for reporting on culfural .
resources invesfigafions+ll of which would be applied fo fhe nafural gas pipeline. Mifigafing
measures discussed in fhe affached testimony address erosion confrol, sfream crossings, wefbnd
crossings, projection of endangered pknfs and animals, noxious weed confrol, and hisforic and
cultural resource projection, as well as ofher possible impacfs. PGT has expen.ence in constructing
major natural gas pipelines w.fhouf siguz~nf tiverse long-ferm impacfs; fhere is no reason fo
e~ecf fhaf co~kfion of fti approxhnafely 60-mile line w~l be any diflerenf. .

The DEIS (af pp. 1-9,1-10,3-25, and $34) mentions possible impac~sfiom comprffisor sfafions.
There will be no compressor sfafions required for fhis pipeline, so fheserefwencesshould be delefed. ~

Fact Sheet

Fave i, second~ara=auh.he 4

Currenfly reads: . . . ofwhi& lessthan380 acresW bewed...

Should read: . . . ofwhichlessthm 140 acresti be impacted. me footprint of the fadties , 2
permanently impacts 75 acres; 70 acres of agrictiturd lands and 5 acres of thre~tip
sagebrush/Idaho fesme habitati me remaining 65 acres @be tempordy disturbed
during construction of an undergromd gas pipeke, an underground water pipeke, and
grading for the area used for the co~ection of stormwater runoff into the stormwater
retention pond.

Section 1.4.1.2Cbate

a-F ~e 1 9, Mitimtion Measures-1ast sentence

Currenfly reads: However,some power plant devdopers have volunt~y offered offset for
gredouse gases. 3
This senfence shotid be dekfed since fhis is an tiiforial mmmenf.

Fourthuaranauhinswtion,lines2.3,4,ands

Currenfly r- However, carbon diotide (CO,) emissions from the WF @ contribute to
the ~dative impad of greenhouse gases. me increment contribution of the ~F is in
itse~ not considered si@cant, although the ~dative impact of global w-g maybe
significant ~ is discussed in Won 42. 4
Should rd However,carbondiotide(CO,)emissionsfromtheMF may contributeto
greenhousegases.me inmementicontributionofthe~F Siteetisionsisk itsdfnot
consideredsignificant.me relationshipofcarbon&otideemissionsfromthe~F Siteto
globalwarmingisdiscussedinSection4.2



Section 1.4.1.5Water Quality

Page 1–12. first ~arawa~h

Currently reads: Wastewater from employee sanitary fafities, service s*, etc., W be
routed to a septic system and transferred to the wastewater dis&arge pond.

Should rti Wastewater from employ= sanitary fatities, stice sW, etc., W be routed
to a pa&age sewage treatment system and transferred to the evaporation pond.

This revised language is consistent with the rest of the docurnenk (See Section 2.1.5.8
Sanita~ Wmtewater Treatment, page 2-29for r~erence to an aerobic digestion pachge
sewage treatment system) A pacbge treatmntpbt is not cowi&red a septic ~stem ad
uses an anaerobic digestion process.

Section 3.1.2S Mitigating Measurs ~F Site)

pa~e >25, line 4

Currenfly reads: However, COZemissionsfromthe~F @ contributetothe-dative
impactofgreenhousegases.Theinmementicontributionofthe~F isinitse~n-et
consideredsignific&t,dhough the~tiativeirnpadofglobalwarmingmay be
si@cm~ W isdiscussedinSe&on 42

Shodd read: However, CO, emissions from the ~F may contribute to greenhouse gases.
The inmementi contribution of the ~F Site efisions is in i&W not considered
significant. The rdationsfip of c&bon diodde emissions from the WF Site to global
warming is @msed in %tion 42.

Section 3.1S.1 Mting Conditions

~a~e >28. Table 3.2

Hourly emissions ofcarbon monoti shotid be 56 and annual emissions should be 249 tons perymr.

This.~@ects fhe drafl permif &sued by’EFSEC dafed November 1994.

Section 3.1S2 hpacts ~F Site)

~a~e >29, last Dara~u h. tine I

Mod4ed Ambient Air Qutity Concentrations

Curr~fly reads: Two EPAdevdoped computer dispersion mod~ were wed to estimate the
ambient air po~utant concentrations caused by the contro~ed emissions from the ~F
turbines: the =T2 model was used to evaluate do=range imps- resdtig from
btiding w&e effwts; ad the COMPL~l computer modeI was used to cdtiate the long-
range kpab wifi the elevated terrain near Creston Butte and wifi the Spoke hdian
Rese~ation.

Should rti: Two EPA4eveIoped computer dispersion mod~ were used to estiate the
ambient air po~utant concentrations caused by the contro~ed emissions from the ~F
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. .

turbines: the I~T2 modd was used to evaluate impacts in flat terrain. The CO~LEXl
model and ~T2 were both wed to evaluate impacts in intermediate terrain, whifi is
defied as areas above sta& top but below plume height. Creston Butte and areas within
the Spokane md Coltie kdian Reservation were identified as areas tith intermediate
terrti

Section 3.1S.2

Page 3-30

Table 3.4

%follom.ng underlined wrrcfions are ~de to Table 3.4:

Class I hpa~ Class II Impact

. Currently reads Shuld read Currently rd SWd read

NOX(titi) ~ 0.025 m 0.86 M

P~o (mud) 0.005 m. 0.15 u

P~O (24hour) 0.14 u 12.0 u

Tti r~ecfs fti $rafi pmif &sued by EFSEC &fed Novmber 1994.

Section 3.ISQ “

Thfollom.ng underlined wrr~fions are d fo fti resulfs in Table 3.5:

*F.Modeled Toti . ‘ ‘
hpad

Stiuld read:
Concentration

sbula r~d:
Currently rd: Currenfly reads: ~

10

NOX(annd) 0.86 - M 12 B

CO (l-hem) 766.0 u 1,931

CO (&hour) 220.0 a 1385 u

P~o (mud) 0.15 .U 13 B

P~O (24hour) 12.0. M 98 B

Ttis r$ecfs tk draff pmif hsued by EFSEC &fed Novmber 1994.
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Section 3.1.3.2

Page 3-31

Table 3.6

The fo~owing corrections are made to Table 3.6

M=imum Impact

Cu~enfly reads: Sbuld rd:

k=e 1.7 x 104 3.0x lti

Formaldehyde 2.0x 14 3.1 x lF

.

11

T& r~ects fk draff pmif issued by EFSEC dafed Novmber 2994.

Section 3.1S.2

Page 3–32.IastDWmD h. fine 8

Currently Reads: h dl cases, the modded hges in fie rbwater pH were smd rdative to
the assumed basehe pH, and the overd pH values of the ephemeral and permanent water
bodies was witi the toIermce level tit might indimte adverse effeck on arnphibi~.
Therefore, it was concluded that the WF wodd not =use adverse impacts on sensitive
animal spties in the Class I areas.

Sbuld read: k W cases, the modded hges in the rainwater pH were sm~ relative to the 12
assumed baseke pH, and the over~ pH values of the ephemeral and permanent water
bodies were witi the toIermce levd that might indimte adverse eff- on amphibi~z

,

except for one amphibian spedes. h the Spohe kdim Reservation, rainwater pH was
predicted to be 5.3 using conservative methodology. The Tiger Salamander was identified .
as having a potential impact threshold of pH 53. -use of the conservative methodolo~
used in the tiysis, it was concluded that the ~F wodd not cause adverse impati on
sensitive ~d spedes in the sass I areas.

H.m

--
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Section 3.13.2

Page 3-33

Table 3.7

Thefollom-ng underlined corrciions are mde to the results in Table 3.7:

Background Inmemntal Predided
Loading Change hpad
Rate

Cmendy Shotid Currentiy Shotid Currendy Shodd
reads read reads read reads read 13

Mpine
Lakes

G1atier
Peak

Pasayten

North
@cades

Spokane
hdim
Restin

0.002 0011-

0.017 m

0.002 m

2.9 M 0.053 m 3.0

This r+ects the draft pmit issued by EFSEC dated Novmber 1994.

Section 3.1.6.2 tipa~ @lants and ~fials)

?a~e %58, first DaramaDhin WfldEfe section, lines 5

Shodd add this senten~ fo fhe end of fhe para~apk No dtid time habitat M be
impacted, and d weflands and wefland setba& W be avoided.

Page 3-58. smond ummu h in Wfidlife swtion. lines 1 and 2

Currently r~: hpacts to time are considered signifimt. This determination is based
on the amount of habitat impacted and assodated tipab on time by inme~ed fight,
noise, and inmeased human activity and inaeased industrid ativities in the area.

Should read bpacts to time W not be significant The permanent construdon
footprint at the NRPF Site is 75 aaes, of whi& 70 ames are now agridturd fidds (as noted
previous 3-51). These fiel& are tiely to provide resident habitat for ti~e s~es.
Wfltife maybe impacted by the construction and operation of the NRPF Site, but the
mitigation measures addressed in the fo~owing stions were designed to suffitientiy offset
any permanent habitat losses. The loss of 5 aaes of tietip sagebrush/Idaho fesme, while
adverse to Wdfife, is not considered significant in view of the remtigundisturbed
habitat on the site and the mitigation proposed for that acreage.

14
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raqe3-59,last line

This sentena refers to a breeding smon (~rch 1 fo August 15), buf it doa not indimfe whaf
species thebreeding season isfor, nor does if ~hin fhe relevanq fo fhis szfion.

Limifafions on fiming are usually resmedfor fhe sensifive periok of Endangered and Thrmfened
species.

Section 3.1.6.3 Mitigating Measures

pave 342,first uarama~h h ~F Site swtion, hes 1, 2. and 3

Currently reads: Vegetation- The loss of tietip sagebrush/Idaho fesae habitat in eastern
Washington shodd be quantified and the conversion of agridturd land bak to this type
of habitat shodd be considered. It may be advisable to have a biologist on+ite during
titid gratig of the ~F site to identify sensitive s~es of plants during construction
activities. Sensitive plants codd be tr-planted to a neighboring area with stiar .
Aaracteristia.

Should read: Vegetation- To mitigate the Ioss of the 5aaes of thr=tip sagebrush/Idaho
fescue and 70 acres of agridti land to be permanency affected by the projwt, the
appficant proposes to tempor~y ~te gr=ing on tie remaining portion of the
rangeland for a period of three to five years to Wow r~tabkhment of the mtive
vegetation Thereafter, gr=ing of those areas wotid be flowed on a managed basis
consistent with habitat qu~ty.

,.
pa~e 342, third uarama~h in ~F Site section, ~ies 1. 2. and 3

Currenfly reads: W* control ti include, where appropriate, preconstrudon treatment
and removal, estabhhment of washdom stations at the edge of infested areas, and
inspection of borrow materi~ for evidence of weed species. At the washdown statiom,
high-pressure water W be wed to dean construction equipment to ~e the
Waood that weed seeds codd be spread from infested to non-infested areas. W borrow
material areas W be tipected to ensure they do not harbor notious weeds.

Para~aph shotidbe deleted. Control measures will vary and may i~lude b~d sprap”ngin some
areas and ofher mefhods nof ouflined above in ofher areas. Furf~ore, wafer may be limited,
~pectiliy during the initial wnstifion phases. .

Pave ~ 2, fifth ~aramauh in ~F Site section. lines 1 and 2

Currenfly rtis: It maybe advisable to have a biologist on+ite during initial grading of the
~F site to identify sensitive species of time during construction activities. E found,
sensitive animal speaes codd be moved to another lwatiom

Should delefe etifing paragraph and repk= witk The temporary~tion ofgrmin~and
themanagementofgr=inghereafter,W enhancethesiteforti~e, andW offsetany
minimallossesofhabitatfitioti valuesasstiatedwiththeprojectTheavoidanceof
weflandsduringprojectconstructionti *O benefithabitatvalues.Furthermore,the
stormwaterretentionandevaporationponds@ bedesignedandconstructedinamanner
thatisas“time friend~asthedesignparametersforheirprimarypurposeW 41ow.
SuchconsiderationstilincludeSWOW khorekeslopes,sh~ow wateralongthe
shorehe,andearthenbermsplantedwithnativevegetation

..
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Section 3.2.1.1Existing Conditions

Page 3-70, first Daramu h under heading Site Conditions; swond sentence

Appendix G do~ nof contain fhe bfest noise fechniml report (attached), which was proutied to
EFSEC as parf of fhe hearings fesfimny.

Section 3.2.2.1 Existing Conditions (Application of Existing Plans and Ordinancw)

Currenfly ra& Finfly, the plan proposes *t the site continue to be used for agrititure.

Delefe fhe senfence. This hnd is pr~enfly wned a~.dfural and W-llremin so ~fh WF k nof
pemiffed. However, fhe phn clmrly sfafes fhaf industrial develop~f on hnd of wrg”nal value for
a~.culfural use is allowed and encouraged. This sife k on pound fhaf is wnsidered fo have
mr~”nal valuefor a~”culfural use.

To state tbt tk phn “proposes” agricultural use of the site in incorrect.

Section 3.23.2 hpacts

Page 3–1 19. last paragraph. line 1 and 2

Currenfly reads: my 29 permanent jobs wodd be created for fadty operation, and WA
e~ects to ~ approximately M of these plant jobs with Iocd residtits. The increase in
Iocd poptiation of 14 operation workers md their f~es wodd restit in an insignificant
increase in dtiand for recreation fa~ties in the project ticinity.

Should read Twenty-tie permanent jobs wodd be created for fadty operation, and
~A/m =pects to M these pl&t jobs with Iocd residen~ to the degree possible. The
increase in popdation caused by the plant workforce shotid not be significant.

The Applicanf has never a~eed fhaf fheywdd provide lowk wifh ha~of fhe operafion jobs avaikble.
Howevti, the Applimnt has a~eed fo hire as mny loml people as possible. ‘

Section 3.2.33 Mitigation M*ur~ ,. . .

Pa~e 3-120

Currenfly rds: A good faith effort W be made to hire approfiately ~ of the
permanent workers for the project horn the local commtities.

20

21

22
“

23

Should read: A good faith effort W be made to hire permment workers for the project from
the Iocd communities.

I
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See comment for Section 3.2.3.2.

Section 3.2.7.2 Impacts, Law Enforcement

Pa~e 3-165. Daramph 3. line 4

Currently reads: ... by adtig onetothreeadditiotistaffmembers.U&-migranttravdto
workviacarpook,thereti beanestimated100carsused(3peoplepercar)andreqtie
theadditionofthreepatrolofficersandonejail/radiooperator.U in-migrantstraveltothe
sitebybus,oneaddtiondLincohCountypoficeofficerW beneeded@q 1W4).

Should read . . . by adtigonetothreeadditiondstaffmembers.If in-migrants travd to
Work via car pooh, there ti be an estimated 100 cars wed (three people per car), whi~
til require the addition of three patrol officers and one jd/radio operator. U in-migrants
travel to the site by bus, one additioti Lincoh County pofice officer ~ be needed (~
194).

24

~n Dan Berry, Linwln County SWJ, wasfirst wnfacted he said fhaf one ~ofhree polti ofiwrs
my be n=dd. Afiwfirfher information was provided fo him on qcfed worti popuhtion and
number of vehicles e~ecfed fo be on fhe Linwln Counfy roads, he seemti fo fhiti only one additional
police oflcer wouti”be needed. The rationale provided in fhe Drafl EIS implies fhaf when an
additional 100 mrs are e~ecfed in Lizoln County, fhree pafrol ofimrs would be newssary, or one
oficer per 33 ars. This seems fo be high when comparing fhe usual rafio of patrol ofimrs fo vehicles
per day in more higtiy popuhfed areas.

Section 3.2.7S Mitigating Measur~

page 3–168. fmt Dara guh in smtion. line 4

Currenfly ruds: A poptiation monitoring progrti wodd d~ent the number of
,

workers, My members, and secondary employment popdation that m-in the Iocd
Lmcoh county Cofiunities.

Should read: A popdation monitoring program wo~d d~ent the number of workers, 25
number of fdy membem, and locations of construction workers’ residences h Lincoh
county.

Secotiy employment is nof being monifored bmuse if is insignz~nf. Primay employment (fhe .
NRPF constifion worhs) will be monifored.

Section 4.2 G1obd Wining

Pape 4-2.~arama?h 2.line 2

Currenfly rea~: MF may contributetoglobalwarming.

Should rad: ~F may contributeadditiondCO,erniskiomtofieatmosphere.
.

26
Note: If is fhe applimnf’s position fhaf fhe scienf$c community is undecided as fo whefher CO, and
other greenhouse gases un lead fo global warming. The applianf conwdes fhaf fhe NRPF will
release C02 info fhe atmosphere. The applimnf’s consultinfs have shown and fesft~ed fhaf fhe NRPF

—
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will displam ofher krge COZmitters in fhe re~”on. Therefore, fhe N-F will resulf in a net
reducfion of COZproduction in the Paa~c Northwest.

. .
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LETTER “N”RESPONSES

N-1 to
N-15 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2

(Corrections and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

N-16 Comment noted.

N-17 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

N-18 Comment noted. Changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and
Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

N-19 Comment noted. Changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and
Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

N-20 Comment noted. The Find Noise Technical Report w~ be attached to the Ftid EIS.

N-21 to
N-26 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2

(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.



LETTER “O”

KVA Resources and CSW Ener~ Editorial Suggestions for the

NRPF Drti Ers .

Fact Sheet

Laze i, second ~arama~h, fie 1:

Currentlyreads: WA Resources, tic., and Central =d Southwest fiergy, he (CS~
propose to cons&uct a...

1
Should rind: ~A Resources, hc. WA) and Centi and South West Wergy, kc. (-)
propose to construct a...

Both CSWE and CSW Energy, Inc. are correct; CSW, however, r$ms b the parent company.

~age i, fourth Daramauh

Currently r~ds: me proponentsareWA Resources, kc and H hergy, hc

ShouM rd me proponents are WA and CS~. .

~a~e iv-v, Table 1:

Table 1 is misleadin~ because if imores ch 80.50 RC W and lkfs vermits and avvrovds which are
either issued &vfhe EFSEC or wtich are nof reauired for fhe MPF..

rape iv, fourth element of Table 1: “

. Why k the D~artment of Ecology Enp.ueering and Technti S& brok ouf separafdyfiom
fhe resf of fhe Department of Ecology?

Section 1.1Background

~aqe 1-1, &s t Daramauh,lines5and&
Currently rds: . . . independent.power produca: WA Resour-, tic ad Central ad
southwest %ergy, kc. (cs~.

ShouH read: . . . kdependent power produ-= WA Resour-, hc WA) and Centi
and %Uti West ~ergy, hC. (m).

, Sectiori 1.3.1Proposed Action @referred Ntemative)

a~ ~e 14, first uaramaDh in section, ke &

Currenfly r~s: . . . resdting k HO surface water distig~

Should id: . . . restitig h =o *charge to surface water.

Paqe 14, second DaramaDh in section, kes 24

2

-3

4 ,

5

6.

Currenfly reads: me WF W require approtiatdy 55 to 70 @ens per &ute @m) (3.5
to 4.4 titers per second) for me in bofier m~eup, cookg, gened process applications, and 7
as a domestic water supply.

EO~,~ 1



Should read: . . . approtiately 55 to 75 @OnS per minute . . .

The N~F ordinarily needs only 70 @m for plant operations. The additional 5 gpm isfor the
domestic wat~ supply needs. Tfi is wnsistent with the Water Supply Optjon Agrement approved
by fhe Town of Cresfon and f~ Applimnf.

Figure 1-1 should be repk~d wifh a$gure fhaf wnveys fhe mosf complefe wefknd and habitaf dafa. 8
Smh afigure was produwd by CSWEfor submif~ fo EFSEC as part of fhe posf-hearing matm”al.

Se~ion 1.4.1.3Air Quafity

Pave 1-10, fourth ti DaranaDh,hes 3and4

Currenfly rinds: fi qutity impati of the natird gas pipehe (e.g., compressor stations)
have not been assessed for this =. 9
Shoti read: hcrementi air qdty impati of the *ting na~d gas piphe (e.g.,
‘compressor stations) have not been assessed for this ~. No new compressor stations are
reqfied.

Currenfly reads: . . . constructionmanagement measures, such as water spra~g and
wastig vehicle wheek. . . 10

.. Shod read: . . . construdonmmagemmt measures, sufi as water spraying, wastig ‘.
vehicle wh~, mdreduced speed tits for construction vehicles.

Sedion 1.41.5Water Quafity

Cumenfly rds: On-Site RetentionPond
11 ‘

Shoti read: On-Site Ponds

~a~e 1-11, first uaramuh in S* on, hes 4 and 5

Currenfly rd: . . . whether the tied ponds are le~g and whether con~ ts from the
tied pond are leafig.; . 12
Shodd read: . . . whether the ~ed evaporation ponds are lefig and whe~er
contaminantts from the tied stormwater pond are Ieaching...

Section 1.4.1.6Plants and Animals

rape 1-13, third ~aramauh in swtion, ~ies 3 and 4

Currently rwds: fierecotidbesigrdficantimpactscoddinM shrub...

..’ -Should read: mere cotid be significant impacts in MI shrub . . .
13

~ Section 1.4.2.2 Land and Shoreline Use

Page 1-17,second uarama~h, Ene 1:



Currently reads: . . . is not considered necessary in given . . . 14
Should read: . . . is not considered necessary given . . .

Section 1.4.2.3 Recreation

~a~e 1-17, second ~aramaDh in section, lines 2 and 3

Currently rtis: Athough BPA is coordinating with the aty on tower placement, the project
codd permanently lessen the parks ustiess, and wodd lead to a significant impact

15
Should read:Mthough BPA is coortiating with the aty on tower placement, the project
codd perrnanenfly lessen the par~s use~ess, and depentig upon the degree of
intrusion codd Iead to a significant impact.

Section 1.4.24 Visual and Aesthetic Resources

~a~e 1-18. second DaramaDhin sechon, hes 3 and 4

Currently reads: ;.. fa~~s night-time security Eghting and wodd dirdy see the anti- .
co~ion fights on the emission sta&. ,

Should read: . . . fa~ty’s night-time security fighting. 16

Becausethesth are ks than200fet in height,noanfiallision lightsare required,per FM AC
7op460-lH.

P ges 118 an 119. last ?ara~aph that b-on 1-18 and continues on 1-19:a- d-

Currently rd: Measures designed to mitigate titi impacts of the proposed fa~ty
include pIating pine tree stids to screen the fa~ty as much as @ssibIe, painting the
btidin~ earth-tone colors to blend with the lmdscape, paintig fie bust sta& a fight ‘
color to blend with thes% and mountains, and planting deaduous and evergreen trees to
blend with the ~ aesthetic of tie project area

17

Should read: Measures designed to mitigate visti impacts of the proposed fafity’indude
planting native trees to screen the fatity and painting the btitigs earth-tone colors to
blend with the landscape.

paces 1-18 and 1-19. mder ~ti~tion Mess me.

No statmnt is mde aboututilking~aralkling &fingROWs. 18

Section 1.4.k6 Transportation
.“

~a~e 1-20, Iast ke

Currenfl~ reads: me impacts W be concentrated on State Route 2...

Should read: The tipacts W be concentrated on U.S. F~erd Mghway 2... . 19
Through theentire documt, StateRoute2 shotid bechangedto U.S. Ftieral Highway2. .

Section 1.4.2.7 Public Services and Utilities

~a~e 1-22, third ~aratiaDh, line 3

EOIT.~ 3.
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Currently reads: A good faith effort W be made to hire approtiatdy hdf of the
permanent workers for the project from the Iocd communities. h addition, a good faith
effort W be made to hire as many construction workers from the local kbor pooL

Shodd rad: A good faith effort W be made to hire construction and permanent workers
for the project from the local communities.

Section 2.121 General Plant Description

Pave 2-2. first uarama~h in section, kes 2 and 3

Currenfly reads: . . . consisting of four MS7221FA combustion turbines . . ..

Shodd read: . . . consktig of four General Hectric W7221FA combustion”tibines or
equivalent . .

rape 2-2. first DaramaDhin section, lines 5 and 6

Cumenfly reads: CMg capabfity of the irdet air ~ be provided.

Should read: No Met air cookg is provided.

Section 2.12.2 Major Facilities .

?a~e 2-5, Fime 2-2

Fipre 2-2 shouldbe repkd wifhajpre fhafconveysthemostcompletewefknd and habifafdata.
S& afipre wasproducedby CSWEjor submiffalfoEFSEC aspartof fhe posf-tiring maferial. -

,, Section 212.3 Cycle Design

. last u&maDh (continfig.on Da5e 2-14}

Curreufly rd: me generating fa~ty consists of two combined<yde units, each
containing two combustion tibine generators, one steam tibme generator, and two
-s. me combustion tibine section is na~~-fired. fie combustion turbine
discharges hot ~ust gases to the.= for the production of steam for w in the steam
cycle. Steam horn each p’ti of =s is combined md routed to a separate steam turbine
generator. Main steam conditions ti be 1,40 po~ds per square ti~ gauge (psig), or 9.7
MegaPascd ~pa-g) at l,OOO°F(538°C), and r&eat conditions @ @ 318 pomds per square
in~ absolute (psia), or 22 MegaPasd ~pa-a) and l,OOO°F(538°C). h addition, a low-
pressure ~P) evaporator.ti be provided to produce steam at 80 psig (05 Mpa~) and
432°F (222°C) for injection into the W tibine for additiod output. Each H is of triple
pressure design, wfich includes a separate deaerator. . . -

ShouU read: me generating fafity consists of two combinedgde power blocks, each
containing two combustion turbine generators, one steam tibine gen&ator, md two
-s. me four (4) combustion turbines are ~turd~-fied. Ea& combustion turbine
discharges hot ~ust gases to an H for the production of steam. ”Steam from each pair
of-s is combined and routed to a steam turbine. Ea& of the four (4) combustion
turbines and.two (2) steam tibhes rotates a direct coupled detic generator.
Approtiate main stew conditions to the steam tibine W be 1,485 pounds per square
inch, absolute (psia), or 10.2 MegaPascd ~pa-a) at 884°F (4~,°C), and reheat conditions
wi~ be 357 pounds per square inch, absolute (psia), or 2.5 MegaPascd ~pa-a) and 838°F

20
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(Q8°C). h addition, a low-pressure ~) evaporator wi~ be provided to produce steam at
80 psia (0.55 Mpa-a) and 487°F (253°C) for injection into the LP turbine for additiond
output. Each His of tripl-pressure design, which hdudes a separate deaerator. .

Thesechangesreject fhe kfesf modelingresultsfor fhe aircooledsysfem,and fher#ore,supersede
Sife Cerf$ufe Applicationdafabasedon fheprmious watercooleddesip.~

Cumentlyrinds: Steam from the LP turbine is exhamted to the surface condenser where it is
condemed. 25
Should read: Steam from the LP turbine is exhausted to the air cooled condenser where it k
condensed.

Currenfly reads: Each tibine W exhaust downward to a surface condenser.
26

Should read: Each turbhe @ exhawt to an air cooled cond~.

raze 2-15. fourth Daramauh, Iines 6 and Z

Currenfly rds: me ~ (about 1,400 psia/l,OOO°For 9.7 Mpa-a/538°C), ~ (about 320
psia/l,OOO°For 2.2 Mpa-a/538°C), and W (about 70 psia/432°F or 0.5 Mpa-a/222°C) levek
are . . . 27
Should read: me ~ (about 1,45 psia/884°F or 10.2 Mpa-a/473°C, P (about 357 psia/838°F
or 2.5 Mpa-a/448°C,”and LP (about 80 psia/487°F or 0.55 Mpa-a/253°C Iev& ae. . .

Thesechangesr@cf fhe bfest modelingrdfsfor tb air woledsystem,and ther~ore,supersede
Sife Cerf~cafe Application&fa basedon fheprmious waferwoleddesi~ .

Section 2.1.2.6 Bdanc&of-Plant-Mechanicd

Currenfly reads: Single shd, tw~pass, divided water box surface condenser

Delefe fhisbtilef.

Pave 2-16. third bdeti

Currenfly reads: wee Wapacity ‘tidating water preps

Should wd: me air<ooled condenser, with approximatdy 24 CW

Currenfly reads: A ti<apaci~ dosedgde, air<ooled, heat exbge system

Should read: A ti<apaaty dosedgde, cookg water, heat exchange system

Section 2.1.2.7 BaIanc&of-PIant-Electrical

~a~e 2-17, last btilet on uaqe, lines $$

EOIT.W
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Curreutlyrads: Ml of the breakers in a ring bus are of sufficient capacity to carry all of the
local generation capacity. If there is a fadt on any part of the ring, the power may be routed
in the opposite direction around the ring. Metering of net output till ako be coordinated
with BPA.

Shouldread: Either a ring bus or a breaker-and-a-hdf configuration is antiapated. M of the
breakers in tie stitchyard are of sufficient capacity to carry W of the Iocd generation
capaaty. If there is a fatit on any part of the bus, the power may be routed through another
path to the transmission interconnect. Metering of net output W &o be coordinated with
BPA.

Pa~e 2-18, first btilet

Currenfly r~s: . . . medium voltage (~k~ motors . . .

Shouldread: . . . medium voltage motors . . .

Pa~e 2-19. second Ml uarawauh

Currenfly reads: The design and initiation of the electrical system W be in compliance
with the Natioti Electric Code.

Shouldread:.The design and initiation of the dectricd system W be in compliance with
the Natioti Electric Code and the National Electric Safety Code.

Section 21.28 Other Site Improvements

rage 2-20, third Daramauh

Currenfly reads: A conventioti farm fence of woven wire topped with two strands of
barbed wire ti be constructed around the entire site bomdary.

Shouldread: A conventioti farm fence with five strands of barbed wire ti be constructed
around the entire site bound~.

Page 2-20. fourth uaramauh. fies 3-5:

32

The kst senfence correcffystates: ‘Tenting heights W be 7 feet (2.1 meters) in d areas mcept
around the stitching statio~ which M be 8 feet (2.4 meters):’ This & an inconsistency
carriedoverfiom thea~licafion. Pleasedoa smrchfor the“8”f~f and rpkce it mgfha “7”feef as
if aWliesfo th mlosuref~ e-f around fk sm.fchingsfafion. There is inconsistencymothfhe
7feet heighfasfollms:

Page2-31,firsf bullefshouti read: htdation of a 7-foot-high enclosure fence.

Page3-39, Sformwater,shoti read: To prevent any inadentd erosion off+ite, a 7-foot
enclosure fence around . . .

Pave 2-21, second fu~ Darama~h, line 1:

Currentlyreads: The stormwater retention pond W...

31

33

34

35

36
Shouldrind: The evaporation pond ti...

Paqe 2-22, second set of bdets, btilet 5

EOIT.00S



Currentlyrads: Fuel delivery road 37
Deletebullet

Section 2.1.4 Water Supply System

race 2-23. odv narama~h in section, kes 14

Currentlyrtis: fie ~F project W require approfiatdy 79,200 to 100,800 @ens per
day &d) (55 to 70 gpm), or 300 cubic meters per day for use in bofier m~eup, general
process applications, and as a domestic water supply for tie fafity. me nornind water
usage is e~ected to be in the rmge of 55 to 70 gpm 38
Shouldrd: me ~F project @require approtiatdy 79,200 to 100,800 @ens per day
(gpd) (55 to 75 gpm), or 300 cubic meters per day for use in botier m~eup, general process
app~cations, md * a domestic water supply for the fatity. me notid water usage is
eWected to be in the range of 55 to 75 gpm.

The N~F ordinarilyneedsonly 70 ~mforpbnt operations. Theadditional5~m isfor the
domesticwatersupply needs. % iswnsisientm.th the WaterSupplyOptionA~eement approved
by fheTownof Crestonand fheAppltinf.

Section 21.5 Wastewater Discharge System

~ape 2-23, first ~arama~h in section. Yie 3:

Currenfly rds: . . . resdting.in zero water discharge.

Shouldread: . . . resdting in zero process wastewater &charge.

Section 21.5.1 Pretreatment System

2-24, ordv Darama~h in sectiom

39

Currentlyrtis: k the pretreatment system, be, coa-t, and coa@ant air maybe used
in a clarifier to reduce sus~ded sofids, sfit, turbidity, color, and co~oids if required.
CMorination k *O added at the clarifier. me product water is then fltered for ~er 40
sotids removal. me flter residue is routed to the evaporation pond

Delefesecfion.

Section 21.5.2 Demineralize System

Currenfly reads: me deminerb is used to further treat a portion of the Htered water to
use as m~eup. . . 41
ShouU read: me derniner~er is used to treat a portion of tie water supply to use as
mdeup. . .

Section 2.1.5.3 Steam Cycle Blowdown’

~a~e 2-29, odv Daramauh in section, third line

Currenfly rinds: . . . bottom of the evaporator where particles co~ect. 42

EOIT.~



Should read: . . . bottom of the HK drums where particles co~ect.

Section 21.5.5 Pretreatment System Wastewater

Fa~e 2-29, odv varamauh in section

Currenfly reads: ~ wastewater is composed of a tigh concentration of the SOU* found in
the water supply with he, coa~ant, coa@ant air, and tiorine horn the clarifier. 43
Delefeparapaph.

Section 21.6’Stormwater Control System

~a~e 2-30. third varamavh in section, lines 1 and 2

Cuwmfly reads: M storage tanks W have secondary conhent with discharge valves
kept in the dosed position.

44
Should rd M ofl storage containers, such as lube ofi storage tanks, transfohers, etc., wi~
have secondary containment as required by federd and Wmhington State spfi control
re~ations.

Section 2.1.7.1 Proposed System of Heat Dissipation

~a~e 2-33, first varamauh in section:

Currenfly reads: me cootig system that W serve the condensing ~d coobg needs of the
fatity has two major compon~ts: a steam turbine condenser, and -sting water for 45
cootig major equipment within the fadty.

Delefe fhe &tire paraqapk

Fave 2-33, fourth uaramavh in section, lines 1 and 2
#

Cuweufly reads: me condenser finnd tubes~ordernents are arranged in an A-fi”ae
ontitation so that the steam passes through the tubes h a counterflow orientation

,
Should read: me condtier tied. tubes or elements are arranged in the A-frame
orientation me steam passes don through the tubes counterflow to the air and
condenses.

46

Section 2.1.9.2 Construction-Craft and Non-Craft Employment

Pave 24, last sentence on ua~e

Currenfly rtis: Separate contracts and independwt workforces ti be used to instfi ofhite
gas and water pipeke fa~ties. . .

47
Should read: Septiate contracts ~d independent workforces W be used to instd offsite
gas pipties and transmission fadties.

Section 2.2 No Action Mtemative

Pave 248, second varama~h, second bulleti

Currenfly r&ds: . . . by the Board of Commissioners of Lmcok.

EOIT.W
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Should read: . . . by tie Board of Commissioners of Lincoln County,

Section 2.3.1.2 HeatDissipation System

Pa~e 249, last two lines on Daqe

Currenfly reads: The “wet: cootig system had three major components: a steam tibine
condenser, a coohg tower, and &dating water for cookg major equipment within the
fac%ty.

ShouldYd: The “wet” cookg system had five major components: a steam turbine, a she~
and tube surface condenser, a coohg tower, a titiatig water system for coohg major
eqtipment within the factity, and a water m&eup piptie system.

Section 23.3 Alternative Energy Resources

Fape 2-53, line 1:

Currenfly reads: An evaluating of W of the primary energy resources...

Shouldread: k evaluation of W the primary energy resources . . .

Section 3 Affected Environm~nt, Impacts and Mitigating Measures

~a~e 3-1 , second uaramauh, line 1:

Currenfly rads: Federd and Wmhington state re~ations . . .

Shouldread: Federd md Wastigton State re~ations . . .

Section 3.1.1.1 tisting Conditions i

Faqe 3-2, DaramaDh 2, lines 2 and 3

Currenfly reads: The rob of tie Okanogan WgNy &e largdy...

Shouldread: me r- of the Okanogan Hi#ands are Iargdy...

Fa~e 3-8, third Wl Darama~h

Sweral fhousa~f~f of ‘~ofenfiallyunsfabk slopes”are identified.Suggesf @ning or qtii~ng
“pofenfiallyunstableslopes”so fhaf readersare nof unneatirily akrmed. The slopesmaybesfeep,
buf mostareprobablyquifestable-t for su~m erosion.

Section 3.1.2.1 &iSting Con&ltions .

Fa~e 3-15. bottom of Da~e,Wti~

The m.nd roser~med fo in fhisdiscusswtiisa windrosefor F stabilityand lighf windspeeds(2-3
m/see). Thisshouldnof beapplti in fhe mannerif ishere. It is rally onlya patil windrose.

Fave 3-29, Table 3.3:

For ckrifiwfion, plmseadd fhe unifs ~b/yr) for fhe EstimafedEmissionsand fhe SmallQuantify
Emisswnbfe columns.

49

.’

50

52

53 ~

54

55

Section 3.1.3.2
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~ape 3-30, second DaramaDh

Currentlyr~ds: me “PSD kcrement” is the dowable increase in the ambient concentration
above the backgrowd values. 56
Sbuld rwd: me “PSD increment” is the Wowable increme in the ambient concentration
above the b.=eke values.

Section 3.1.5.2 Impacts

~a~e 3-39, firstDaramaDhuder “Groundwater,” lines 3 and 4

Currenfly rtis: . . . is expected to provide a recharge function to the gromdwater table in
the Sinking Creek bash 57
Shuld read: . . . k expected to protide a recharge function to the groundwater table.

Section 3.1.5.3 Mitigating Measures

Pa~e 3+, last uarama~h, he 3

Currenfly rds: . . . to detect if the fied pond is leaking and whefier or not contaminants
from the tied pond are...

58
Sbtid read: . . .to detect whether the fied pond (evaporation) is leaking and whether or not
con~ ts from the -ed pond (storrnwater) are...

Section 3.1.6.1 =sting Conditions

?~w? third Daramauh, hes 1 and 2
C;;afly rds: me habitats were identied during stieys of the project site on 16 and 17
June 1993,3 and 4Jme 1994, and 16 through 19 May 1995.

SbuU read: fie habitats were identified during surveys of the project site on 16 and 17 June
1993,2 -d 3 June 1994, and 16 through 19 May 19951

Currenfly r~ds: . . .long-leaf fleabane (Ergeron corytiosus)...

. Shuld read: . . . Iong;leaf fleabane (Erigeron co~bosus) . . .

Currently rds: . . Art-is tientafa tifafa...’

Stiuld r~d: . . . Arfemia tiparfifa...

~a~e 345, fourth Ml ~aramauh. line 5

Currenfly rds: . . photographs indicated 42 isolated . . .

Stiuld read: . . . photograph indicated 43 isolated.. .

59 ‘

60

61

62

Currently reads: Most of these weflands are in the northwest portion of the site.
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Deletethesentenw. Theyaredispersedfhrough thecentralpo~”onof fhe sike.

Pape 34 5, fourth M1 uarama~h, lines 7-10:

firdsfem bulrush, Olney’sbulrush,and albli wrdgrasswerelistedasdominafeson theNRPF site.
Pleaser~erence soure of.informafwz

Faqe 349, second full uaramaDh, lhe 10:

Currenfly rtis: Great Basin gopher s~es (Pifuophisaten~m)...

Should read: Great Basin gopher sties (Pifuophismeknol~ deserfiwh)...

Caten~mk a subspeh ofP. meIanoleu- fhatowurs only in wesfernOregonand Cal~ornia,and
istiown as thePmifi &pher S&.

Currently reads: . . . and mde deer have been seen at the site.

Shotid read: . . . and mde deer codd potentidy use this habitat at the site.

CH~ ~L biolo@fs did nof reporfobsm”ng~eat blueheronandgreafer yellowlegs.

Currenfly reads: Waterfowl, sufi as mflard (Ariaspkfyrhyhs) md ~on ted (Arias
ganoptera) . . .

Shodd r~ Waterfowl, su& as dard (Ariaspkfyrhywhos) and green-tiged ted (Arias
mem) . . .

Onlygreen-winged tealare reportedin CH~~ reports.

rape 3-50. Table 3.10:

CH~ ~ did nof reportseeingfhefollowing:piufe swdpin,goldeneagle,greatblueheron,
ospr~, and Swainson’shawk R#menw sourwsfor observationson WF Siteor &lefe.

64

65

66

67

68

page 3-50, Iast line on naz~
.

Bmuse thenorthern sagebrushltird is listedasa sensitivespwies,if shouldnotbe impliedfhatif 69,
owurs af fhesite,abng m.thfhelong-tailedvok.

ve 3-51, ~d fil D~a~Dh

Delefe fhe paragrapk ke @ streamstil not be impxted by theN~F Siteand are not 70
discussedebhere in fheDEIS.

~a~e 3-51,1 aSf DaramaDh,he ~

Currenfly rinds: . . . as a resdt of domestic fivestd gr-g in the 1330s and later for
moplands.

Shotid read: . . . as a resdt of domestic fivesto& gr=tig and agricdti practices.

71

rape 354,,- fifth full uaramaDh
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Currently rinds: Farming and fivestd gr=ing have reduced or degraded the original
steppe wildlife community in Washington. hy steppe, wpecidy shrub steppe, that retains
native species and supports native time is higtiy valued. 72
Should read: Farming and fivesto& gr=ing have reduced or degraded the original steppe
titife community in Washington.

Highly valuedis a subjectivedeterminationfhaf is usuallyreservedfor criticalhabifafs.

Section 3.1.6.2 Impacts

Page 3-57, first paragraph under NRPF Site, sentence 2 and 3

Currenfly reads:..~ese acres M be lost as a restit of the construction and operation of the
proposed power phmt and andary fafities. kses W include about 70 acres (28 ha) of
agricdturd vegetation and 70 acres (28 ha) of tr~tip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat.

73
shOuzaread: me footprini of the fadties permanently impacts 75 acres; 70 acres of
agridturd lands and 5 acres of thretip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat. me remtig
65 acres W be tempordy disturbed during construction of an underground gas pipeke,
an underground water pipeke, and gratig for the =ea used for the co~ection of
stormwater runoff into the stormwater retention pon&

rave 3-58, first Daramauh in WfldKfe section, liness

Shouldadd fhissenfence fo fhe end of fheparagraph No criticalti~e habitat W be
impacted, and W wetids and wetiand setba& fi be avoided. .

Faqe 3-58, second D~a~aDh mder WildIife

74

Currenfly reads: ~pacts to time are considered signifi~t. M determination is based
on the amount of habitat impactd and”assoaated impacts on fi~e by increased fight,
noise, and increased human activity and increased indwtrid activities in me area.

Should rad: hpacts to time ti not be significant me permanent construction
footprint at the ~F Site is 75 acres, of which 70 acres are now agridturd fidds (as noted

75
previous 3-51). ~ese fid& are tidy to provide resident habitat for ti~e species.
Wfltife maybe impacted by the construction and operation of the NRPF Site, but the
mitigation measures addressed in the fo~ohg sections were d~igned to suffiaentiy offset
any permanent habitat losses. me loss of 5 acres of thr~tip sagebrush/Idaho fescue, wtie

, adverse to time, is not considered si@cant in view of the remtig un&turbed
habitat on the site and tie mitigation proposed for that acreage.

,.-
Section 3.2.1.1 Existinz Conditions

‘.

raze 349, second uaramaDh under Red atorv @etiew. last three sentences

The 15,10, and 1.5 minufe eqfions are usuallynof redti foa simple2 dBA increasein fhe 76
allowablekq. .Insfead, fheL25, L8.3, and L2.5 can beuseddirecfly.

,

~ape 3-70, second uaramaDh under Site Conditions, last Wo sentences
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WA ~W~mGY WORU-SW ON NRWOMEIS

Delete lasttio senfena and r~lace wifh:“The measured nok levek shown in Table 3.15 are
given in terms of Leq, L25, U.33, and L2.5. The measured kqs can be compared direcdy
with the WAC re@ations. To compare the measured L25, L8.33, and L2.5 with the WAC
re@ations, 5 dBA, 10 dBA, and 15 dBA shodd be added to the WAC ht, as disased on
page 369.”

page 3-74, sixth ~aramauh, Yie 1:

Currenfly reads: During operation, sludge, a semi+ofid, W be produced by the cookg
tower.

Sbuld read: During operation, sludge, a semi+ofid, W be produced by the water
treatment system.

~a~e 3-79, third uaramaDh, lines 3 and 4

Currenfly reads: . . . CSW kergy, hc . . . .

Sbuld rti: . . . CS~...

Section 3.21.2 ImDacts

~aqe 3-85, first Ml ~aramauh, line Z

Currenfly reads: . . . MBA to WBA.. .(Table 3.18).

Stiuld rti: . ..36 dBA to 38 dBA... receivem.

Tk r#erm fo Table3.18 shti bedekfed asshm buuse if is fk wong r#men~

~a~e 3-85, firstMI ~arawauh, hes 9 and 10

Currenfly rads: These modded lev~ are higher than the nighttime and daytime
ba&ground lev&, and are fierefore expeded to be audible at the residential receivers.

Sbuld read: ~ese modeled leveh are higher than the night-time ba&ground Iev&, and
may be audible at tie residential receivers if startup operations acurred at night

~a~e 3-85, first Ml DaramaDh,lines 10 and 11:

Currenfly reads: However, the modded lev~ are less than the r~ated daytime tits for
residential areas.

Shuld read: Delefe fti serif=.

pave 3-85. first Ml DaramaDh,last sentence

Currenfly reads: Therefore, the start-up operations wotid comply with the state noise tits
if tiey were conducted during the day.

77

78

- 79

80

Sbuld read: Startup operations wodd comply with the WAC daytime and night-time
Mts.

~a~e 3-87, first M ~arama~h, line 3:

Currenfly reads: . . .siteand breed as it is used. . .

mm.m 13
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83

84



Should read: . . site and burned as it is used. . .[run-on words]

Section 3.2.1.3 Mitigation Measures

Pave 3-91, last DaramaDh on Daqe, he 3:

Currenfly ruds: . ..cm&ergy. he....

Should read: . . . CSW..

Section 3.2Q.1 fisting Conditions

?a~e 3-94, first nara~aDh

m certainfheprojecfweage numbersare consistentfhroughouffhedowment and fhaffheyagree
wifhactualacreageimpacted. ks than 140 acres W be impacted by the ~F project. The
footprint of the facfities permanency impacts 75 acres; 70 aaes of agridturd lands ~d 5
acres of thretip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitat. The remtig 65 acres W be
temporfiy disturbed during construction of an underground gas pipeke, an ‘
underground water piptie, and grading for the area used for the co~ection of stormwater
runoff into the stormwater retention pond.

~a~e 3-101, last Ml uaramaDh on Da~e,lkes 2 and 3

Currenfly rds: Most agrititi land is used for grotig cereal grain (wheat?oats, barley),
hay, and rapeseed.

Should read: Most agrititurd land is used for growing cereal gr~ (wheat, oats, barley),

Section 323.1 Msting Conditions

rave 3-115. second D~~aDh in sti “on.lines 4 and 5

Currenfly rds: Three new go~ courses have been proposed inthe northern Davenport area
at Deer Meadows, SeVen Bays, and ~ Canyom

Shodd rd: Two new go~ comes have been proposed in the north&Davenport area at
Seven Bays and H Canyo~ and another one has recentiy opened to the pubtic at Deer
Meadows.

Section 3.23.2 hpacts

rave 3-119. Iast uarawaDh, bes 1 and 2

Cuwenfly reads: My 29 permanent jobs wodd be created for fafity operatiom and WA
expects to ~ approtiatdy M of the= plant jobs with ld residats. The increase in
Iocd popdation of 14 operation workers and their fties wotid resdt in an Mlgnificant
kcrease in demand for recreation fa~ties in the project ticinity.

Should read: Twen~-nine ~rmanent jobs wodd be created for fatity operatio~ and
~A/G~ expects to M these plant jobs with Iocd residents to the degree possible. The
increase in popdation caused by the plant workforce sho~d not be significant

The Applianf hasnever agreed fhafif couldprovidelomlswifhha~of fhe operafionjobsavailable.
however, fheAppltint hasagreed fohireas manylocalpeopleaspossible.

85

86

87

88

89
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Section 3.2.4.2 Impacts “

raze 3-131, F1we 3-16B

Thefigure hasnot beenupdatedfo shw fhe newdy coolingsystm The viewisso distanfthatfhe
changesh fheprojecfwillnof change fhesimuktion foagraf degr~ and fheprojecfimpacfs&l
nof change.

Fa~e 3-135, second ~arama~h, lines 1-3

Currently reads: Lightig wodd conskt of sm~, high-intensity fights to ~uminate aterior
portions of on+ite btidings and anti<o~ion fights on the four l=foot emission sta&.

Shouldrd: Lighting ti consist of smd, high-intensity fights to fiuminate ~erior
portions of on-site btibgs.

Bmuse fheSW are lessfhan200f~f high, fheydo nof need fo be illuminafedjorFM
requirements.

pave 3-135. third uaramaDh, lines 4 and 5

Currenfly rds: . . . night-tie. security fighting and wodd directiy see the anti<obion
fights on the emission sta&.

Shuld read: . . . night-time setity fightig.

Section 3=.1 Msting Conditions

?aqe %138, first Ml DaramaDh

Currently reads: ~: Rob ~dam, state ar+eolo~t with the Office of &chaeoIogy and
~toric Preservation, notes that the 1980 study probably needs to be redone in order to
meet contemporary professioti standards ~b 1994).

Should read: ~. Rob ~dam~ state archaeologist with the Office of Archaeology and
~toric Preservation, notes that the 1980 study probably needs to be redone in order to
meet contemporary professional standards ~tim 1994). Hence, the NRPF project area,
dthoughpartidy surveyed by Morgan et rd. (1980), was surveyed a~ by kon et A
(1995). . .

pace 3-138, second Ml DaramaDh.kes 6 and Z .

Currently rtis: A strip along the eastern mara of the New Study Area was not surveyed,
hence the abrupt strai~t bo&dary for site-138.

Should read: A strip along the east= margin of the New Study&ea was not surveyed.

Currently rds: None of these appe= to be efi~ble for inclusion h the State or National
Registers of Historic Places, although Requests for ~tmation of Wgibfity have not
been sought from the S~O.

Shouldread: None of these appears to be efigible for ind&ion in the State or Natioti
Registers of ~toric Places.

90
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~ape 3-139, third fu~ uaramaDh, kes S-Z

Currenfly reads: Mthough no formal determination has been made, site 45H138 is
considered potentiWy etigible for inclusion in the -. For purposes of the project,
45L1138 W be assumed dgible. 96,
Shouldread: Site 45U138 is considered potentifly ~gible for inclusion in the w.

~apes 3-14 and 3-143, first uara~a?h under Traditional Cdtural Prouertie~

Currenfly reads: Athough consdtation wifi the Spokan[e] and ColWe Confederated Tribes .
has been initiated, the level of consdtation rqtied to identify and document traditioti
cdturd properties has not been completed. Standards for such studies are presented in
- Btietin No. 38, Guidelinesfor Evaluatingand DocumentingTrtiifional Cultural
Properties~arker and fig 1990). 97

Should rti: No tradition dturd properties potentidy Wgible for htig on the National
Register of ~tonc Places were identified in the HF project area through consdtation
with the Spokane Tribe and Colfle Confederated Tribes. Adeke Fredine, however,
indicated that the NRPF project area was fitoridy a plant~thering area, as was most of
the Creston ticinity. Review of traditioti titi properties for.the gas pipeke corridor
has not been undertaken with the Tribes.

Section 3.25.2 hpa-

The paragraphsfafesfhaf fheredl bea highprobabilityof impacftothesib. If doesmf stafewhat 98
fype of impacf,signifimnfand adverse,ek.

~ape %145, uaramauh under Tradition Cdtural Properties
4

Currenffy r~: The n~essary studies to identify traditioti titurd properties have not
been completed. The nature of tradition dturd properties that reasonably maybe
antiapated in We project areas varies . . . Udess appropriatdy identified so that mitigative
options can be determined, any such properties present W be impact@ by the project.

Should read: No fipacts to traditioti titurd properties &gible for inclusion on the 99
Natioti Register of ~toric Pkces in the NRPF project area wodd occur. The n~sary
studies to identify traditioti dturd properties in the transmission and @ pipeke
corridom have not been completed. The natie of traditiod titi properties tit
re”~ombly maybe antiapated in the project areas varies; . . Udess appropriately identified
so that mitigative options cm be determined, any such properties present W be impacted
by the transtilon and gas pipeh~ corridor projects.

Section 3Q.5.3 Mitigation Measures

?aqe 3-145. lastDaramaDh
.:.. . \

Add fo theend of fheparagrapk Other dturd resources mitigation measures that may apply
to,the NRPF Site are kted as stipdations rquired by the Colfie Confederated Tribes and 100
the Spok&e Tribe.

EOIT.= 16
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Currently rinds: . . . and the President’s Advisory . . . 101
Shouldread: . ..and the Advisory . . .

pa~e 3-146, second ~arama~h, lhe 10:

Cutiently rinds: . . . and the President’s Advisory . . .

Shouldread:
102

. ..andthe Advisory . . .

~a~e 3-146, third DaramaDh, fines 2A

Currenfly rds: However consdtation tith affected tribes has been fitiated, ad fie ~
Coltie Confederated Tribes and the Spokane Tribe have iden~ed cdti resource
decisions that reqtie their partiapatiom 103

Shouldread: Consdtation tith the Spoke md Colfle Confederated Tribes has resdted
in a set of stiptiations that is agreeable to both Tribes.

Section 3Q.6.1 Etist:mg Conditions

rage 3-148, second uaramaDh, ~ies 4 and 5

Currentlyrads: The posted speed ~t is 55 mph (86 kmh), reducing to 35 mph (56 kmh) in
Davenport and Reardom

104
Shouldrd: The posted speed Wt is 55 mph (86 kmh), reducing to 30 mph (56 kmh) in
Davenport and Reardon.

rave 3-148, third Daramauh, lines 1 and 2

Currentlyreads: . . . which co~ects the tom of Lincoh,. . .

Shouldread: . . . which connects the community ofLinco~ . . . 105 ‘
Lincolnis notinco~orafd.

Section 3.26.2 hpacts

Pape 3-153, fourth DaramaDh, kes 1 and 2

Currenfly ra: Materi~ wodd be dehvered to, and workers wodd arrive at, the site .
using State Route 2 and either Lincok Road or Creston Butte Road, depending on which
site is sdected. ~06
Shouldrti: MateriA wodd be d&vered to, and workers wodd arrive at, the site using
U.S. Federd fighWay 2 and Lincoh Road.

r

Pape 3-154, last uaramauh, lines 1 and 2

Currently rads: These shipments W include the combustion turbkes, condensers, steam
turbines, and generators. 107
Should read: These shipments W include the combustion turbines, condensa, steam .
turbines, generators, and -s.

Section 3.2.63 ‘Mitigating Measures
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Page 3-158, first btileh

Currently reads: me applicant til fund the upgrading of Liicoh Road or Creston Butte
Road (depending on alternative chosen) from its intersection with State Route 2 to the main
facflity entrance in order to support construction vehicle weights.

Sbuld read: me appficant @ fund the upgrading of Lincoh Road from its intersection
tith U.S. Federd Highway 2 to the main fafi~ entrtice in order to support construction
vehicle weights.

Section 3.Z8.2 Impacts

Again, fkre is referencetoone-h~of fk phnf jobs(50 percenf of fh works) beingfilledby locals.
See commenffor page >119.

Section 32.8.3 Mitigation Measures

pave 3-187, PoDdation and Housinp DaramaDk

Again, fkre k referencefoone-h~of fk pknf jobsbeingfilled by locals.See mmmenffor page3-
119.

Section 42 Global Warming

rave 42. first Ml DaramaPh, lines 24

Currenfly reads: Its contribution wodd be noticeable, but not significm t, in comparison to
emissions of greenhouse gases from other sources in Washington State md the rest of the
world.. “ ..

Skuld read: Its contribution wotid not be significant, in comparison to the emissions of
greenhouse gases from other sources in Wastigton State as we~ as gl~bfly.

Section 6.2.1 Notice of Intent and Mailings

rave 6-2, last DaramaDh, line 5

Currenfly reads: . . . due to the agency by May 27, and provided contacts for further
information

Shuld rd: . . . due to the Agmcy by May 27,1994, and provided contacts for furtier ‘
information

Section 62.2 Scoping Meetings

Pape 6-3. three btile&

Pleaseincld fti yearfor fh dafeslisfedfor fti openbuses.

Section 6.4 EFSEC Adjudicative Hearings

Pa~e 66, second Daramauh, lke 5

Currenfly reads: . . . grwted intervener states.

f08
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Should read: . . . &anted intervener status.

Section 9 Glossa~ and Aaon~

@e 9-2, definition of GW (shotid be CSWE):

Currently reads: Centr$ & Southwest Ener~, hc. 115
Shouldread: Central md SOUMWest Ener~, kc.

Section 10 Distribution List

~a~e 10-1, AD~licant

CSWE k not listedasan appltint; is thisan omission? 116

rave 10-2, lines 1 and 4

Thereare quesfionmarksafierUSDI Bureau of kdian Affairs and USDA Forest Servie. They
shouldbedelefed. 117

Append& C Facili~ Site Mtematives. .

Refaenws to fhe wati.pipdine roufesbtid bedelefed. Neifher fhe Siting Creeknor fheNRPF site
wouldrequirethe waterpipdiue linkingfhe sife m.tha wellfildadjawnfto theGlumbia Wver,
alfhough Siting Creekwod requirea transmissioncorridorlinkingfhatsife wifhtheBPA 118
transmissionline to fhe north; thatfransmisswnwrridorWUUabo be used fo - fheproposed
waferpipelinefiom theCityof Cr@fonSoufhfiom theNRPF siteto theSiting Creeksife.

This.swfionneedsto be revisedfo dbfe refm~ foa wellfieldadjawnffo fhe hlumbia Riverand
,

waferpipelinefrom. fheretoeitherfhe~F sifeor theSinking Creeksite. Bofhsites wotid use 119
wafwfiom fhe City of Creston;fheSinking Cred sifewotid requirean afenswn of thepipelinethaf
willrunfiom the City ofCresfontotheNRPF sifesoufhfrom therefo fhe Sinking Crd sife.

raze 9.2-11, first and WCond Daramauk

Refmenwsfo loss~ of380 wes shouti bedelefedand rqbwd w“thI@ mres, WM h fhe totalarea 120
thaf til bedisfurbd temporarily;Orily75 ames@l bedisfurbd ptinenfly. ‘

.2-19. ~ and Skth D- mauhs:

Should rgmenw la roes, nof 380; a fofalof 70 nonirrigatedawfural awesand 5 awesof fhree-
tipsagebrusm~hof~m woti bepermanentlyconverted. 121

rape 9.2-29, last DaramaDh, first sentence

Again, delefer~ue=fo thewafersupplywel~eti.
122

rape 9.2-30, SWond bdleti
. .

Delefefhesemnd bdlef, wtih referenwsfhe wel~eldand waterpipeline. 123

Page 9.2-31, Fi~e 9.2-*.
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In fb row“~pacts on Land Use: in tk NRPF column:

Cumafly rads: Conversion of 192 acres of nonirrigated agridturd land and 188 acres of
grtied land to a nonagricdturd, industrid land we. 124
Stiuld rad: Conversion of 70 acres of notigated agridtird land and 5 acres of gr=ed

,thr~tip sagebrush/Idaho f~cue to indwtrird land me.

20



o-1

0-2

0-3

0-4

LETTER “O” RESPONSES

Comment noted. Both GWE and CSW Energy, kc. are correct; BW however,
refers to the parent company. Suggested ch=ges have been made to the text.
Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEIS) of this
document.

Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to
Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DES) of this document.

This is a joint State Environment Poticy Act/National Environmental Poticy Act
document that identifies the permits and approvti for W phases of the project, i.e,
the facfity, gas pipehe, electric transmission ties.

Comment noted.
has been deleted.

O-5 and
O-6

0-7

0-8

0-9 to
0-17

0-18

Comment noted.

The reference to “Engineering and Technical Services” in Table 1

Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to
Chapter 2 (Couectio~~and Moti~ations to the DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. The appficant states that the NRPF ordintiy needs ody 7- gpm
for plant operations. The additiond 5 pgn is for the domestic water supply needs.
This is consistent tith the Water Supply Option Agreement approved by the Town
of Creston and the appficant.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to
Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. Please refer to section 1.3.1 Proposed Action (Preferred
Nternative).

0-19 to
O-22 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-23 Comment noted.

O-24 to
O-34 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-35 Comment noted. The inconsistency relating to the height of the fencing @ be
corrected to ensure that reference to the height of the fencing, excluding that around
the switching station, ti be 7 feet. Reference to the height of the fencing around
the stitching station @ be 8 feet. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and
Modifications to the DEB) of this document.



@36 to
O-52 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-53 Comment noted. See General Response No. 1.

0-54 Comment noted. The wind rose used does not show annual average wind speed
and direction characteristics. However, this did not affect the impact analysis.

O-55 Comment noted. The units “lb/yr”have been added to the Estimated Emissions and
Smd ~tity Emission Rate COIWS in Table 3.3.

0-56 to
O-63 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this doment.

O-64 Comment noted.

O-65 to
O-67 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-68 Comment noted. Reference to piute stipin, golden eagle, great blue heron, osprey,
and Swainson’s hawk has been deleted. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections and
Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-69 Comment noted. Reference to fisted species has been deleted from the last sentence
on p. 3-50 and the first sentence on p. 3-51. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

0-70 to
O-75 Comment noted. Changes have been made to the text. Please refer to Chapter 2

(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-76 Comment noted. See response to O-77

0-77 Comment noted. The last two sentences have been deleted and replaced with the
text show in Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEIS) of this
document.

O-78 to
O-85 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

O-86 Comment noted. The acreages throughout the document shodd be consistent. The
foUowing explanation of acreages W be used a reference to the acreages throughout
the document. “Less than 140 acres W be impacted by the NRPF project. The
footprint of the fatities permanently impacts 75 acres: 75 acres of agrititiral lands
and 5 acres of threetip sagebrush/Idaho fescue habitit. The remaining 65 acres wifl
be temportiy disturbed during cons~ction of an underground gas pipeline, an
underground water pipebe, and grading for the area used for coUection of
stormwater uoff into the stormwater retention pond.



O-87 Comment noted. However, suggested changes were not made to the text.

o-88 to
O-89 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this doment.

0-90 Comment noted.

0-91to
O-97 Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to

Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

O-98 Comment noted. Changes have been made to the text. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

o-99to
0-115

0-116

0-117

0-118
0-124

Comment noted. Suggested changes have been made to the text. Please refer to
Chapter 2 (Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. CSWE shotid be tisted as an appticant. W change has been
made to the text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Comections and Modifications to the
DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. me question mark shotid be deleted. ~s change has been
made to the text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Comections and Modifications to the
DEB) of this do~ent.

to
Comment noted. However, this appendix was written prior to the decision to
change the design of the power plant from watercooled to air<ooled, and was
included to demonstrate the fad~ site ~tematives process.



LETTER “P”

EFSEC

RECEIVED
NOV15 fgg5

ENEhGYFACILITYSITE
EVALUATIONCOUNCIL

=. end =6. Blake Angstrom
P,O. BOX 67
tie9con, wa, 99117
November 14, 1995

Re: ~ Siting Stipulations

Ladies and GentLamen.

mere are several issues related co the praposed plant site, which I
currently lease from Washington Water Power, that I have considered for
sometime. I am concerned that these isgueg are not being addresged
with co-n sense and gaod judgment vith Ehe tme benefits to mankind as
the ultimate goal, that they are in fact the decisionfi based on
nonproductive idealistic vieva of a few.

Carol and I haw supported the energy project at Creaton from the time
of its inception.

WA has proposed a projecc -t will hnefit tie~el-st as a private
industry Bha~d. ~wevar, me benefi~g to our fello-n are also of
great value. power will be produced for milliong of people and
business. me econo~ of Lincoln County and the Crescon area will be
greatly enhanced. The benefits of this project fall vichin the
parameter set forth by society.

It is a shame gome groups such as the Department of Fish and Game and
the Indian ~ibal Council have the Power to cost SU* a praject untold
d~llars in added nonsence such aB removal of cattle, building bat
houses, planc$ng non-native species of plants and the fencing of a shale
rock grave site 500’ in all directions. Costs guch as thege would be
brought co bare by the futwe sate PaY=s. or -g~ib~y S~OP me Project.

mere are also other costs that have not been addressed which are
related to =ctle r~l, bat houses, and shale rock 9ra~ Protection”-
These are pergonal. You see, my wife and I make a living off of the
ground where the proposed energy pl=t is to be bui~~. we Pr@uce a .
product which re~urns dollars to us and our co-ity- we produce
beef.

on the acres of the property. we produce over 37,536 pounds of beef
mually. With the per capita consumption of over 62 pounds, we feed
605 people amually. The value of the products to us alone from those
acres i9 over $50,000.00 annually. In 20 years, we feed 12,100 p-pie,
md produce an income of $1,000,000.00.

—— ..——



We personal~y till loo9e our livelfiood as the losg of this acreage vill
not allow us to maintain the integrity of our farm.

●

=lowing the siting without these stipulations allows for a win win
situation. WA produces power and much needed revenue; we mintain the
ground and the li-lihood that has been there for tie past 100 years.

~- you for your consideration h these MtterE,

Sincerely,



LETTER

P-1 Comment noted. According to

“P” RESPONSES

the Washington State Environmental Poficy Act, the
environment @pact stat&ent must iden=y impacts and mitigation mmsures and
these are discussed under several headings relevant to the commentefs concerns.
Please refer to Section 3.2.2, bd and Shoretie Use, 3.25 Historic and Ctitural
Resources, and Section 3.2.8, Socioeconomic, for a detded discussion of these
issues.
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LETTER “Q” RESPONSES

Q-1 Comments noted. Please refer to the Air Qutity section (3.1.3 on page 3-25) of the
draft environment tipact statement for a discussion of air qudty impacts and
re@ations. me project is required to comply with the air qutity re@ations
established by the federd government W.S. Environment Protection Agency, the
shte of Washington, and by local air po~ution authorities.
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kmd @nWdtiZ -7;
Wilbur, Wmhin~on 99185--.A.A.
Tel: 5096472152 F= 5096472511 bternet: Panga*t@aol.mm

@
——

Energy Factity Site EvrduationCouncfl ~ECEl~E~ e
PO Box 43172
Olympi~ Washington 985043172 NOv 211995

November 16, 1995
. Attn. ~. Jason Ze~er, EFSEC _er ENERGYFACILITYSITE

EVALUATIONCOUNCILre KVNCSW Draft EIS Comments

Dear JasoL

Mer reviewing the Drti Enviromenti kpact Stitement for the KVMCSW project
in Cresto~ Washingto~ I wodd We to bring to fight some areas which need to be addressed
in the Find EIS.

Section 1.4.2.1 EnvironmentrdHdth andPubtic Stiety
During instruction phases, road closures and trfic can become

troublesome, especidy during harvest times when locrd trfic can be heavy.
Prior notice and minimrddetours m deviate most ~dties.

Heavy equipment to be tied in the ticfity may be rded as close to
lhe site as possible. A dhead located dirdy south of the site (as opposed to
one located in the town of Creston) wotid be benefichd in that Highway 2
wodd ody have to be crossti and not traveld along. The roads from the rti
head to the site wodd na-y need to be re-etiorced by KVNCSW.

Section 2.1.8.1 Transmission Factities
A proposed wmpensation station wodd be btit on BPNs existing

&and Cotiee-Mord 500kV tie. A smd btiding wodd be included with
this statiom It wotid be preferable to have a permanent btiding inst=d of
pre~. tier type. The titiers tend to look bad and weather worse fier a.,
w~e.

Section 3.1.1.1 M Existing Conditions
How thicbess of tie basrdt layers and loess sofi need to be better

defied for the site as weti as the rest of the Columbia Plateau. The lod
hydrology wotid rdsobe of impo~ce to include in the FEIS.

The *quake ofDec. 14, 1872 represents a seismicityconcern for the
factity which were not properly addressed in the DEIS. Whh intensities of W
for Wda WW~ ~-~ for Wenatchee, and W for WhiteStone, this can
present operating and construction concerns for the factity wtich ned to be
addressed. Even with “moderate earthquake damage Wely, tis m represent
si@cant concerns for the facti~ as wefl as the pipetie.

Section 3.2.1.1 Noise

1

2

3

4

5

——



A deep buffer of trees surrounding the butidmg on site would help
deviate some of the noise concerns people may have. Type of tree and depth
of buffer around the buflding as wefl as the MF site could be add~essed.

Section 3.2.2.1 Land and Shoreke Use-Existing Conditions
Figure 3-8 is a poor one. The ~erent colors for dflerent counties is

tifising. This map is based on very dated County Conservation District
Mps. It wodd be better to have a map derived from a Landsat SateMte Wage
Land Use Classification anrdysis.This wotid not ody give an up to date map,
but dso one which is more usable and understandable in the FEIS.

Figure 3-9 is ~so very lacfig. There is no distinguishing colors
between BL~ Private, State, or Tribal lands. Mso, plae note that the ~S
boundary for Codee Dam Nationrd Recreation Area is inmrrect. They do not
own any 1w4 except at Fort Spobe and the St. Pad Ifission at Kettle Fds.
They mge the land for the US Bureau of Reclamatio~ &and Coulee Dam.
They do not manage land on the ColWe or the Spoke Reservatio~ nor in
the town of Codee Dam or &and Codee. There are dso parts of the
recreation area managed by NPS which are missing. .

A concern brought up during the pubtic hearing is BPXS decision not to upgrade the
power transmission tie from &and Cotiee to the BeU substation The implications of this
dec~lo~ not ody for the power transmission ke but the proj@ as a whole, should be
addressed in the FEIS rdso.

FMy, a suggestion for the technid %ters of any EIS. For those ofus who are used
to reading and writing technid and p~ofes~onrd publications, it is very important to see
references in the body of the report as opposd to betig fisted just at the end of the report. It
raises the question of who said wha~ and where is that Mormation being used in the report.
References shodd be noted tier their statement or study is mentioned in the body of the
repofi and at the end of the report in dphabetiti order.

I H you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS for the KVWCSW project at
Crestoq Washington I betieve this is a worthwMe project not ody for Crestoq but for W of
Washingto~ It has the potentird to provide inexpemive power to i~ customers as wefl as
important jobs to a sd communi~. E you wotid We any more Mormation regarding my
comments such m supporting documentatio~ please do not hesitite to mntact me. Thtis
again.

on. incerely,

LI ‘ w, I>A
7 7

L
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‘Craig W. Brougher
President



LETTER “R” RESPONSES

R-1

R-2

R-3

R4

R-5

R-6

R-7

R-8

R-9

R-10

Comment noted. The mitigation measures outhed in the EIS have been carefu~y
considered to compensate for increased traffic problems during construction. Please
see Section 3.2.6.3 in the doment.

Comment noted. A rfiead is not part of this project and is therefore outside the
scope of this EK.

After comparing the economics of a permanent s~cture vs. a prefab structure and
the fact that the structie wotid be unmanned in a rural area, bpa deaded to btid
a prefab structure.

Comment noted. The geology has been defined to an adquate level for the
purposes of this EE. Please see Section 3.1.1.1, Etisting Conditions, 3.1.1.2, hpacts,
and 3.1.1.3, Mitigation Measures.

Comment noted. The seismicity has been defined to an adquate level for the
purposes of this EIS. As noted in the mitigation section (Section 3.1.1.3), tiher
studies wotid be completed on the NRPF site once the apphcation has been
approved. Please refer to Section 3.1.1.1, Etisting Conditions, and 3.1.1.3, Mitigating
Measures, first paragraph.

Comment noted. Pine tree phtings wotid be incorporated into the site design to
act as an effective parti screen for the projec~

Comment noted. However, Figure 3-8 is ody intended to show that the primary
landuses in the project area are agrititure and rangeland. No changes to Figure 3-8
were made.

Comment noted. Figure 3-9 has been revised. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Comections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

BPA not btiding the he to Ben Substation in Spoke has titie implication for this
project. There is no need to btid a he to Bd Substation. The new plant needs to
be integrated into the transmission system. Since the load centers that may be
served by the plant are to the west and south, the power W not need to flow east
toward Spoke. A tie to Grand Cotiee mows the power to flow ti the direction
of greatest need.

Comment noted. The form of referencing rnaterid within an EB is not described by
SEPA or NEPA. The EIS contains references where appropriate and these are
provided in Section 8, References, in a usual and acceptable manner.



~~c:--”::;g:n;g;;
Mr. Jason Zeller
EFSEC Manager DLJ 4 lgg~
PO BOX 43172
Olympia, Wa. 98504-3172 E1:511titiryti,LlWslTE “
RE: Written te&timony concernin~-.~ti~~Dfi& ~& W&/~ite ~

Lincoln Co. Wa.

Dear Mr. Zeller
L

To begin with, it has been very difficult for me as a
layman to thoroughly digest the DIES and ( I suspect with purpose ).
Please take that into consideration while reviewing this tes-
timony.

I would begin by talking about environmental impact to
people rather than plants and animals.

I live approximately 8 mi. directly down wind from the Creston
Site at 7 Bays on Roosevelt Lake. The Areas of 7 Bays, Deer
Meadows, Lincoln, Ft. Spokane, and Miles are without a doubt the
fast=st growing areas not only on the lake, but within Lincoln
County. With ‘5 Major housing developments (100 to 500 Lots =ach ),
3 boat launch ramps, 3 golf courses ( 2 proposed and 1 completed ), I
a National Park Campground and a Casino all within less than 12 mi.
~f the Creston Site. ,.

. We of eastern Washington are all aware of the air pollution
problems caused by the inversions in Spokane. Living here I can
tell you that this river-valley has. the same problems.

Because this area is obviously a fast growing, high use area
and suffers from air pollution inversions, I find it amazing that
the DIES has failed to take it into consideration.

Exhaustive testimony was given by the’ permit applicant concer-
ning possible air pollution impact to National Parks and Wilderness
Areas 125 iii . u’pwind of Czzscioll 5u’~ no frt~rltl~ii wa:s made Q2Z-~
densely populated , low lying area within 6 Mi. directly down
wind of the site.

I do not believe that data from 13, 16, and 18 year old air
monitoring is sufficient to draw the DIES assumed conclusions
concerning baseline ambient air quality.

The TSP monitoring in Davenport ending during 1977 did not
meet Washington State standards. From my personal experience I can
testify that (at least visually) the air quality has deteriorated
within this area during the last 18 years.



“ Page 2

I would su3gest tihat due to the conditions outlined above,
a current and comprehensive baseline study should be completed
in site downwind areas as a condition of permit approval.

Thank You

P

~~_

Jack Tenter



LETTER “S” RESPONSES

s-1 Comments noted. me air qdty analysis showed that ambient air qutity standards
W be met at .M locations, tiduding areas six to eight ties downwind of the
project site. me ambient air qu~ty standards have been set at levels which are
health-protective. me air qdty assessment identified the pe& impacts at any
location and determined that they wotid M within the health-protective standards.
~erefore, W locations not at the pokt of pe~ impact wotid ako meet the
standards, even though these specific areas were not mentioned in the text.



LETTER ~ITI!

To: EFSEC
From: Patti Lowe, =ecutive Director, Greenhouse Action
Re: Northwest Regional Power Facifity DEIS
Date: December 11,1995

The DEIS states that the ~Fs contribution of greenhouse gases “wodd be
noticeable, but not significan~ in comparison to emissions of greenhouse gases from
other sources in Washington State and the rest of the world.”

Whfie the &cifity ’s 3 m~on tons wodd make up about 1-7% of toti Washington
Carbon diofide emissions in 2010, the pkt’s proportion of the projected increase in
Washington state emissions wotid be about 8Y0. This is very. significant in view of the
Framework Convention on Cfimate Change signed by over 160 nations which cak on
industridzed countries to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases to 1990 leveh by the

.year 2000. U.S. emissions are c~dy increasing, and WSEO projects Washington
state emissions to increase about 40%.. The U. S. is the leading-efitter of greefiouse .
gases and our commiment to averting rapid -ate change, or lack of it w~ have a .
powefi influence on the actions of other counwies.

The hterrnationd Panel on Ctiate Change which consists of over 2500 scientists
from around the world, has just reported that they are now confident human activity is
contributing to global warming. Therefore, the phrase in section 4-2 “If this
hypothesis is correc~.-” shodd be removed.

WA has not started a ph to ofiet those 3 flon tons of greenhouse gas
emissions. Without such a plan, this @~v shodd not be approved.

~EcElvE~ ‘
DEC111995

ENERG’YFACIL~lYSITE
EVALUATIONCOUNCIL

——



LETTER “T” RESPONSES

T-1 The impacts of the NWF rebtive to global carbon dioxide (C02) have been greatly
overstated in the DEIS, which addresses gross rather than net emissions. An
extremely detied analysis of the future net COZ emissions assoaated with
generation of electricity ti the Western United States indicates that the operation of
the NRPF is expected to resdt in an overfl decrease in emissions (’Northwest
Regional Power Facfity Dispatch and COZEmission Analysis.” Henwood Energy
Services, he., Sacramento, CA, September 28, 1995). This report concludes that the
N~F W displace 7100 GWh of generation in the Western System Coordinating
Council WSCC) region, restiting in a toti net COZemission Yedwtionof 2.8 m~ion
tons in 1999.
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LETTER “U”

CENTERFORENVIRONMENTALLAW & POLICY

1 ?00 N.E. Campus Parkway
Seattle. WA 98105

Ralph W. Johnson, Chair

~~~~;{~~ .

Rachael Paschal, Direatw

18 December 1995 DEC181995
Allen Fiksdd
EFSEC Project Manager ENERGYFACiLirfSiTE‘y‘m ‘o:9/~~~~h
P.O. BOX 43172 EVALUATIONCOUNCIL
Olympia, WA 98504S172

Re: Northwest Regional Power Facility
Draft EnvironmentalImpact Statement

Dear Mr. Fiksd4:

Thank you for the opportunityto commenton the DraftEnvironmentalImpact Statement,
DOE/EIS-0214, dated October 1995 (DEIS) discussingthe Northwest Regional Power
Facilityproject (NRP~ proposedfor constructionnear Creston,Washington. Ttis letter
is directed toward the subject of water supply for the project and the impacts of
predicted water use on resourcesin the Columbia Basin.

. .

Water Quanti~

Water supply for the NRPF project is proposed to be delivered from the Town of
Creston, pursuant to its municipalwater rights, includingits Water Right CertificateNo.
G3-26677, with a prioritydate of September25, 1980. At the timethis water rightissued,
the Department of Ecology determined that the application was exempt from the
provisions of the State EnvironmentalPolicyAct, RCW 43.21C, and no environmental
assessment or analysis of the impacts of the water rightwas conducted at that time.

The Creston municipal water rights, on paper, are for quantitiessignificantlyin excess
of the amounts actually used by the town. It is clearthat the water to be supplied to the
NRPF project by Creston represents “new water,” that is, water that is going to be.
pumped and delivered in additionto the amounts currentlyin use.

At the time that the applicationfor Water Right No. G3-26677 was under consideration,
Creston obtained a hydrogeologic investigationof the proposed well. That report did
not conclusivelyidentifythe dischargepointor areaforthe aquiferproposed as a source
of supply for this water right. The repoti notedthat “itis possiblethat either aquifer may

TEL: 206-61641~ / FAX: 206-685469
e-mail:celp@u. Washington.edu



Allen fiksdal
Re: NohhweS RegionalPowerFacifi&

18 December 1995
Page 2

‘pinch+ut’ in the Creston area. . . or that groundwateris depleted by discharge into the
Columbia @vergorge.” (ConverseWard DavisDixon, Inc., Seattle,WA, Report No. 80-
5223-01,dated 10/27/80).

The DEIS does not specificallydiscussthe subject of natural discharge of the ground
water intended to supply the project. In the sectionon water supply it is assumed that, ~
because the Town of Creston possesseswater rightsadequate to supply the NRPF, no ,
further impacts need be considered (DEIS, p. 3S6). Giventhat the supply for the NRPF
representswater that has not heretoforebeen pumped or applied to use, there will be 2
impacts associated with the use of this source of supply. Those impacts should be
discussed as a pti of the EIS process.

Analysisof these impacts is impoflant. Washington recentlyimposed and extended a
moratorium on the issuance of new water rights within the Columbia Basin out of
concern for the relationshipbetween sutiace water flows in the Columbia Riverand the
health of various fish stocks, especially sdmonid species that have been listed or
proposed for listingpursuant to the Endangered SpeciesAct, This moratoriumapplies
both to surfacewater diversionsand to groundwaterpumping that is in “directhydraulic
continuity”with the main stem of the Columbia River. WAC 173-563-015 (as amended
1/3/95). The DEIS discussionof impactsto fish and wildlifedoes not address this issue.

3.

The Columbia Basin moratoriumwas not in effectat the time the Creston water rights
were issued, but does illustratethe drastic problems associatedwith water supply in 4
Creston’s region. The moratorium may apply to water right applications that involve
changes to or enlargement of existingwater rights. This topic is not discussed in the
DEIS.

, Place of Use .

The DEIS asserts that municipalities may provide water sewice outside their city
boundm”esfor a distance of 10 miles (DEIS, p. 3+6). This assertionis in conflictwith
the rule that water rightsare appurtenantto the place of use as defined in the water right
certificate. In this case the place of use is the ~ea served by the Town of Crestdn in
1980. The Report of Examinationfor Water RightCertificateG3-26677 discussesfutu[e s
increase in population within the Town of Creston associatedwith construction and
operation of a previous proposal for the “CrestonGenerating Station,” but does not
discussthe possibilityof supplyingwaterto the powerfacility. Extensionof water supply
outsidethe Creston servicearea may involvea change in place of use that would require
a change in the municipal water right. This topic is not addressed in the DEIS.



Allen Fiksdal 18 December 1995
Re NorthwestRegionalPowerFacili~ Page 3

Conclusion .,

The DEIS relies upon the prior issuanceof a water right% a basisfor not assessingthe
impacts of incre~ed water withdraws on the resourcesof the Columbia River basin. .
Because of the potential effect of water use by the NRPF on criticalfishe~ resources,
it is both appropriate and necess~ to give full considerationto water supply as a
potential adverse impact of the project.

Thank you for the oppotiunity to comment. [f I can provide additional information,
please feel free to contact me at the numbers shown above. Please add my name to
the mailing listand keep me informedof any decisionsyou make regardingthis project.

Yours ve truly,

.
7

&w Rachael Paschal



LETTER ‘W” RESPONSES

u-1 The entirety of the gromd water aquifer supplying the Tom of Creston’s water
supply has not been mapped recently to our bowledge. Consequently, the natural
discharge of the aquifer is not bown.

U-2 It is not dear what is meant by “new water” and the phrase “...heretofore been
pumped or apptied to use..” The arnomt of water pumped and used by the Town
of Creston varies annu~y and by season depending on the popdation and such
factors as rainfti and temperature. In the past, the amount of water pumped has
been substantitiy more than is currently being used. h 1979 the Town of Creston
pumped an average of 120,000 g~ons per day (gpd) to supply water service to 320
residences. Creston now suppties ody about 240 residences. In 1993 Creston
pumped 26,400,000 gflons (approximately 72EO0 gdons per day). The NRPFs
normal operating water requirements of 79,200 gpd to 100,800 gpd wti increase the
pumping amomts ody sfightly over the historicdy indicated amounts. These
amomts are SW substantiy less than the amount of water rights certificates and
claims held by the Town of Creston.

The Town of Creston is currently preparing a Capiti Fadties Plan. Part of this
plan WM contain a study by Varela & Associates (Spohne, WA), addressing the
potential impact of Creston supplying water to the NRPF. This study is not yet
avatiable, but is reported to confirm the aquifers and the abfity of Creston to supply
the NRPF with water.

As in the past, the Town of Creston is currently pumping water with both wek.
Therefore, to our howledge no new wek or improvements to the existing weU
system is planned.

U-3 The NRPFs use of water suppfied by the Town of Creston does not require the
issuance of new water rights for the pumping of groundwater. Further, the
gromdwater in the Creston area is derived from aquifer systems within the
Columbia River Basdts. Records indicate that the area contati more than one
aquifer system. We these aquifers tend to flow north westerly, there are no clear
indications of “direct hydratic continuity” with the main stem of the Columbia
River. Because there is no new water right involved, no direct hydratic connection
to the Columbia Kver is indicated and the amounts of water used is insignificant in
terms of average flows in the Columbia River. There is no impact to assess.

U-4 There is no pkn or need to change or edarge the existing water rights for the Town
of Creston to provide water to the NRPF.

U-5 It is we~ hewn that under Washington laws and re@tions that municiptities can
provide water service outside the town boundaries upon approval or resolution of
their governing body. The Town of Creston has made such a detetiation in
Resolution No. 95-008. Further, the Town of Creston currently provides sewice to
two residences located outside the tom boundaries. The use of the Town of Creston
water rights are described as the “area served by the Town of Creston,” however,
exemptions for other service are provided for mder RCW 90.03.300; 90.03.390; and
90.44.020.



LETTER “V”

YOUR COMMENTS PLEASE!

We want to be sure to get your comments. You may use this comment sheet to provide

comments regarding the Northwest Regional Power Facility Drafi Environmental Impact

Statement..

Dkc 041995
.,:

.’ l~7Y FA~iN SITF

~EVALUATIONCOUNCIL

. Eyes please CIWIY tite YOU name and address: Pl~e leave at meeting, md, orfax to:

-,. —

Jason fi~er
EFSEC
PO BOX43172
‘Olympia, WA 985043172
Fax: (360) 956-2158

. .



LETTER ‘W” RESPONSES

v-l Comment noted. The explosive name of hydrogen has been addressed in the Draft
EIS. As stated on pages 3-85 and 3-87 of the Draft EB “Risk of Fire or E~losion-
There wotid be a risk of a fire or explosion at the NWF during both construction
and operation, as we~ as during stidby or nonuse, dismantfig and site restoration.
The risk is produced by the on-site use and storage of -able fiquids and gases.
The risk of explosion or fire during constriction wfl be very low. Ody smd
amounts of-able tiquids, such as fuel or solvents, wfl be stored and used on-
site. Compressed gases reqtied for welding, such as acetylene and oxygen, @ also
be used and stored on-site. The risk of fire and explosion shotid be minimal because
applicable federd and state safety re@ations and WAC 296-155 procedures are
required and W be adhered to dtig construction.

Operation of the ~F facfity W require the use of two materials which can be
explosive under certain conditions natid gas and hydrogen gas. Natural gas @
be piped to the site and burned as it is used; none ~ be stored on-site. Hydrogen
gas ti be stored on site in standard bottles or larger capacity - The hydrogen
is then used on site as part of the combustion turbine generator coofig system.

For many years, industry has stored and used natural gas and hydrogen in large
quantities; when there were explosions, they restited from equipment mtictions
or operator emors. During these incidents, flammable gases were released in an
unsafe manner, either inside equipment or to the work area. The combination of
-able gases, ignition sources, and oxygen restited in explosions. As a resdt of
these incidents, codes, re@tions, and industry standards have been upgraded to
reduce the Wemood of recurrences. These codes, re@tions, and consensus
standards W be implemented during operation of the facfity to mitigate this
potential h-d. Therefore, the risk of fire or explosion associated with the NWF
is not considered a significant impact.”
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LETTER “W”

PACIFIC GAS

TRANSMISSION

COMPANY

2100 February 21, 1996
SOUTHWEST

RIVER

PARKWAY Nancy Wittpen
poRTLANo Bonneville Power Administration

OREGON 905 NEllth Avenue
97201 Portland, OR 97232

Subject: Drti EIS, Northwest Regional Power Facifity

Dear Ms. Wittpen

Attached for your consideration are Pacific Gas Transmission Company’s comments
on the subject Drti EIS. Eyou have any questions about our comments, please ca~
meat 503-8334703.

Sincerely, ‘

John Cassad~
Director, Environmentrd and Regulato~ Planning

Enclosure

cc Mien Fiksdrd, Wmhington Ener~ Facifity Site Evaluation Councfi
Mike Boyle, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
‘“JaneChristmas: Resource Management Intemationd
Hunter Horvat~ KVA Resources, Inc.

TEL

503 833 4000

FAX

503 833 4900

—



Pacific @s Transmission Com~any
Comments on the Drti EIS for the Northwest Regional Power Facitity

&nerd Comments

h this Drfi EIS for the Northwest Regional Power Factiity, BPA and EFSEC have appropriately
deferred detded environment analysis of the natural gas pipetine untfl an application is fled with
the Feded Energy Regulatory Commission @RC). It is possible, however, to include in the
EIS for the Power Factity more information of a general nature regarding natural gas pipetie
impacts and mitigation. For example, the FERC has developed standard mitigation plans and
procedures for erosion controVrestoration and wetlantiwaterbody con~lctio~ which are
routinely made apart of the certticate conditions for interstate gas pipelines (copies sent under
separate cover to ~.

h additio~ the FERC has recently prepared numerous NEPA analyses for natural gas piFehe
projects in the West and has refied its andyticd methods and mitigation requirements with each
succeeding project. It is possible to more accurately charactetie the general range of impacts
associated with gas pipehe projects by drawing on this extensive body of Mormation regarding 2
stiar projects. A brief summary prepared by PGT is attached. The summary does not imply
that M of the impacts would be si~cant or even present for the NRPF pipehe, nor that the
mitigation measures til or should be employed for this project. It does, in our opinioq ftily
represent the types of impacts that the FERC is Mely to examine, and identties a reasonable array
of mitigation measures that the FERC is fikelyto select fio~ according to recent practices.

Specific Comments

Page 1-24, Section 1.6.1. The last sentence of the fist paragraph should be revised to read “The
pipe~ie project W be constructed and permitted independently of the WF.” The second
sentence of the second para~aph should be revised to read “men an application for the gas
pipehe is submitted, FERC W conduct a NEPA review of its potential impacts.” The third
paragraph inaccurately states that PGT’s routing study was “based on” an earfier corridor study.
We PGT reviewed the earfier corridor study, the PGT study was not cotined to the corridors
identified therei~ nor did PGT rely upon the eartier study’sdata or its conclusions.

3

Page 2-23,Section 2.1.3.The fist sentence of the first paragraph should be revised to read “An
underground gas pipebe to the factity would be built.” h the second paragraph refer to the 4
previous comment regarding the earfier corridor study.

Figure 2-12 shows Northwest Pipehne Compan~s existing transmission he north of Spokane.
Because the North Route would involve buflding another fine adjacent to Northwest’s etisting 5
fine, the blue tine representing the North Route should be extended to parallel Northwest, to the
intersection with PGT’s existing tine. PGT wishes to reiterate that it does not consider the North
Route a feasible rdtemative desefing of further attention.



Page3-8. The first sentence underNaiural GmPipeline shouldberetised toread ''Five routes
for the naturrdgas pipehneto provide fiel to the ~F were examinedby PGT in its routing
study”(i.e.. they have not yet been prouosed). See rdsoPage 3-38, first sentence underNatiral
Gas Pipeline.

Page 3-13 and 14. PGT suggests that the EIS reference the FERC’S “UplandErosion Control,
RevegetatioZ andMaintenance Plan”, which would be a stipulatedrequirementfor any=RC
jurisdiction pipeline. Typicdy, no other erosion control plan wouldbe requiredudess the
detailed analysis identifies a special situation requiringit. Aso the reference to automatic
emergency shutoff valves shouldbe delete~ these would not be instrdled.

Page 342. PGT disagrees that open cutting of streams “willdegradethe naturrdbanks and
bottoms of streams”. As numerousrecent pipefie projects have demonstrated,uti~ig standard
construction and mitigation techniques typically ensures that impacts to stream morphology,
water qudhy or aquatic resources are temporary. This is particularly true for the smrdl,
low-velocity streams that would be crossed by the pipefine route.

Page 3+3. PGT suggests that the EIS reference the FERC:S“Wetland and Waterbody
Construction and Mitigation Procedures”, which would be a stipulated requirement for any FERC
jurisdiction pipebe. Typically, site-specific crossing plans are required ody for streams greater
than 100 feet in width (none of which occur rdong the feasible pipeline routes identtied bi PGT).

Page 3-61, first paragraph under Natural Gas Pipeline. Ordya strip within about 10 feet on
either side of the pipefine is kept clear of trees or deep-rooted shrubs. The rest of the
right-of-way is not typically cleared as part of normal pipetine maintenance.

k the second paragrapi PGT believes that the broad statements reg~~ng habitat 10SS,
displacement and ultimate perishing ofwildfife, and reduction in wildfifepopulations are
unwarranted. PGT acknowledges that more Mormation is necess~ to filly assess wild~ie
impacts, but a more accurate general charactetition of likely impacts to wildfife is rdsopossible
at this stage (see General Comments).

Page 3-64, Natural Gm Pipeline. See General Comments.

Page 3-146, Tradition Cultural Properties. PGT has not consulted with the Spokane or ColMe
Tribes regarding the naturrd gas pipefine. PGT would engage in such consultation in conjunction
with pre-construction cultural resources investigations for the pipetine.

Appendix B. Table 1 in PGT’s routing study contains a numerical error in fine Item No. 10
@umber of Sensitive Fish Streams Crossed). A corrected Table 1 is attached.
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Table 1- KVA Pipeline Route Comparisons

TOPIC
1 Miles of Pipe
2 ConstructionCost ($ million)
3 Number of Guaterna~ Surface Faults within5 miles
4 Feet of Potentially Unstable Slopes
5 Feet of Sidehill Construction
6 Miles with Bedrock at or Near the Surface

7 Feet of Wetlands Construction
8 Number of Perennial Stream Crossings
9 Number of Ephemeral Strmm Crossings

10 Number of Sensitive Fish Streams Crossed
11 Miles Above Spokane Acquifer
12 Miles Crossing Sensitive BiologicalHabitats

13 Number of Visually Sensitive Locations
14 Miles of Merchantable Timber
15 Miles of Land Use: Residential
16 Miles of Land Use: Agriculture
17 Miles of Land Use: Commercial
18 Miles of Public Lands
19 Number of Property Owners
20 Number of Residences within 500 feet

21 Miles Parallel to Existing Linear Facilities
22 Number of Ci~ or Coun~ Road Crossings
23 Number of State or Federal Highway Crossings
24 Number of Railroad Crossings

ROUTE
NORTH I MIDDLE 1 I MIDDLE 2 I MIDDLE 3 I SOUTH

58.321 68.731 68.731 70.281 63.85
46.16 47.00 47.00

0 0 0
12,500 4,400 4,200
6,500 2,400 2,200

15.5 13.6 13.6

2,300 14,800 18,550
5 5 5

50 58 65
12 15 13

9.75 0 0
18 8 7

6 3 3
17.70 6.71 6.71
14.40 0 0 ,
41.72 68.73 68.73

2.20 0 0
2.5 0 0
133 175 174
193 35 35

35.30 39.24 34.20
60 64 58

5 6 6
1 7 7

47.63 50.53
0 0

2,200 600
2,200 400

18.0 41.0

2U 550 I 12,400
3 3

57 38
7 3
0 0

15 21

3 3
4.46 11.50

0 0
70.28 63.85

0 0
1.0 1.5

164 84
41 13

39.90 10.02
63 57

6 5
8 5

Essex Environmental 6/27/94



LETTER “W” RESPONSES

W-1 Comment noted. See General Response #l.

W-2 Comment noted. See General Response #l.

W-3 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

W-4 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

W-5 Comment noted. However, the natid gas pipehe routing stidy (see Appendix B)
shows the north route starting at Creston. Other alternative routes wotid Wely be
considered by FERC dining the focused environmental review of the potential
environmental impacts of the na~~ gas pipehe.

W-6 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this douent.

W-7 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

W-8 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

W-9 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

W-10 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

W-n Comment noted. Sugg=ted changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.

W-12 Comment noted. See General Response #l.

W-13 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

W-14 Comment noted. Suggested changes made to text. Please refer to Chapter 2 (Corrections
and Modifications to the DEE) of this document.



LETTER “X”

Public Comments on the DEIS
m- l--- -. —-.-1:- — . . . - ._*__ Washington

1) Expressed concern about the independence of the EFSEC process because it is paid for
by the developer. .

Pete Bean

2) . Mr.Bean askd if there is a danger of Ughtning stie on the powerlille igniting the gas
pipeline’? mat about tie risks on the pipelines’! There are no access roads in many
=eds.

3) Wfi the pipeline tiwt puddles and springs needed by fivestock) it would be preferable
to do construction in tie lam wincer/falland early spring.

pete fiOW Plumbers & Steamfitters Union - Spokme

4) The uti )n has a lot of experience constructing gas pipetines- The pipelines are safe, and
are bti d underground. There area lot of regulations governing conduction and
operatil ns of pipefies. LivesCock@ng can continue over the pipekes. When
another pipefie was under consuuction envkonmental reqtiements forced construction
to stop, :0 allow birds to nest. Mr. Gow was pleased to sw socioeconomic covered in
the DEI 3.

He asked if construction ~ have an adverse effwt on the town.? When a paperrni~ was

under construction in Usk, Washington, buses were used to help 800 workers from
Spokane to commute to the site. There are plenty of workers k the locti wea to do the
work. Career opportunities WMexist in maintenance and possibly construction of the
pipehes and the power plants. Tax revenues from this projeer wfi be of subs~nti~ .
benefit to Lincoh County. The DEIS handled air and warer impacts appropriately. Mr.
mow suted that he wished the siting process codd have been more rapid. He beheves
that the Councti has had an open siting process.

u

5) Expressd concern about possible 1*s along the pipejine route- Transmission lines’are
a possible ignition source. He betieves it would be ~tter to route pipefines along Hwy 2
- this would provide better access for f~e trucks. Mr. Bedn expressed concern about tie
location of the waterline from Geston to the plant. He would prefer to h~lvethe w~ter
tie along a fence fine - not in the middle of cdtivated ground Mr. Bean askd about
fining storm water ponds - he betieves should be find. PoUutants in the storm water wi~
spread out widely - The applicant responded the ponds won’t be year round. The
appticant also stated the ponds are not designed to be Meal- The storm water returns
back into the ground - additiond w~ter from the plant is not being addd to the
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stormwater. Mr. Ben notd it is hard.to farm an area that has had additional water
added to it.from a standing water pond. # ,

-.

6) Expressed concern about Washington PubEc Power Supply System - Northwest
ra~epayers are still paying for WPPSS. BC Hydro is a possible source of power for
Washington. What is the area the plant is designd to serve? Should Eastern
Washington suffer the negative environmental consequences of the plant when there is no
need for power here? He asked the Councfls DEIS to exatie the implications N~A
on BC-Power. Mat is the po~ntid amount of electricity available tim BC Hydro’?
bw and high had hydro may bean dtemarive. This pm of DEIS shotid be expanded
(alternative analysis). me gas pipeke will be near the school. Mad School Disuict’s
new 1800 student hjgh school. It shotid be rerouted away from the school. The basic
question that shodd be addressed in the EIS is this projat retiy needed’?

oaip B~u~her

7) Pg. 1-16: W, Brougher rquested that the Council require that there are no road
closures during harvest season. H there must be road closures, farmers must be notified.
He asked if road upgrades W be paid for by KVA? He urged KVA to butid a rail head
as close cosite as possible to transport large quipment for the project.

Pg. 2-34 Ha new &~er butiding is n~ed near Coulee - it $hould be a permanent
balding ifit W be a permanent structure. Temporary structures should not serve as
pemanent btidings-

Pg. 3-7: He notd tiat a pre- 1900 earthquke in North Cascades did significant
damage in this area, and was not djscussed in the DEIS. He urged the Councd to reqtie
a tree buffer aroundplant 20-50’ wide. A deep buffer would be very helpfuI to mitigate
$ound from the plant.

Fig. 3-8: h the maps on this nearby pages, the DEIS should use consistent colors
for designating land use to describe the same land u$e. Consistency wotid make the
maps easier to fo~ow.

h tie DEIS in Fig. 3-9: me delineation of National Park Smite ~S) land is
somewhat lactig - The NPS does not manage any land on Colville Reservation or
Spokane Resemation.

Fig. 3-15/16A: He was impressed with visual simulation of the plant and wotid like
more of these visual simulations inclllding other views of the sire.
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.

8) Expressed concern about noise effects on Mdhfe and tivestock. ‘This should be
considerd by Councfi, dso the effec~ of noise from the plant on domestic animals
(horses).

9) Appendk B - Pg. 9: Summary and conclusions should be written for the lay reader-It is
hard for the average person to undersund. Shoddn’t use word transmission when
referring m gas line between segments F & E. The DEIS is not sp~ific enough about
where pipefie til go. Would prefer to have a single review prokss, not a separate
process for the pipeline. There should be one EIS for the entie project including the
pipeke.

r Havdon

10) DistribuM a copy of Resolution #4013, supporting this projec~ He took issue with the
‘testimony of Ecology’s witness regarding &aston’s water rights. The Mayor betieves
Ecology’s witness improperly characterized town’s wa~r rights and fie exjstence of an
mesian well in area. There is no msian we~ near &esron. This project will be clean
and will benefit the county. Something needs to be done to k~p young people in
Lincoln Coun~.

11) Appendti E - PSD Pg. 1 Applicabfity Form
Benzene is a dangerous waste and known carcinogen -an it be clean~ up? What wfi
be tie effect of benzene down wind from the plmt? The DEIS should discuss benzene
in more detail.

12) Pg. 124
How did BPA end up working with ~RC on pipeline issues’?

13) Expressed concern about noxious weeds - another right-of-way will add more noxious
W*S - farmers shouldn’t have to pay to control WAS.

14) Should be a clear road map of the entire review process for the pubfic, so they can
participate in dI of the review processes. The name of p~eparers should be on the DEIS.
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15) DEIS -me intent of SEPA is to prectie all governmental action and ac~s,including 21heaings (adjudicative). Hearings should have been held after the DEIS was issud. me
current process violamd ktent and letter of law spec~lctiy SEPA and NEPA. me
process is out of .~uence!

4



x-1

x-2

x-3

x-4

x-5

X-6

x-7

X-8

x-9

x-lo

X-n

X-12

X-13

X-14

PUBLIC MEETING RESPONSES

PUBLIC MEETING “X’ RESPONSES

Comment noted.

The powerke and the natural gas pipehe wodd not be located in the same corridor.
With regard to the natural gas pipe~e, please refer to General Response #1.

See General Response #l.

Comment noted.

As stated on page 1-23 (Socioeconomic) of the Draft EIS “Potenti socioeconomic
impacts include short- and long-term effects on poptiation, housing, employment, and
income. h general, socioeconomic impacts are expected to be benefiti because of job
creation and increased tax revenue for the affected counties. Potential negative effects are
limited to the short-term and are assoaated with poptition, employment, and housing
from potential in-migration of construction workers. Such negative impacts, however, are
expected to be insignificant for a construction project of this stie and @ be partia~y
offset by pked mitigation measures.”.

See General Response #l.

Comment noted. Please refer to Section 1.2.3, Appfican~s Determination of Purpose and
Need, for a more dettied description of the need for additiond electricity in the Pacific
Northwest Region. With regard to the natid gas pipeke, please refer to General
Response #1.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Seismicity near the NRPF site is addressed in the Draft EB, please refer to page 3-7, Local
Seismici~. Pine tree phtings wodd be incorporated into the site design to act as an
effective parti screen for the project.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to figure. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Corrections and Modifications to the DEB) of this document.

Comment noted. Suggested changes made to figure. Please refer to Chapter 2
(Correctionsand Modifications to the DEIS) of this document. The location of the Cotiee
Dam National Recreation Area is shown in more deti on Figure 3-13, page 3-117.

Comment noted.

As stated on page 1-15 (Environmental Health and Pubtic Safety) of the Draft EE
“Because of the distance separating the site from existing residences, construction noise
would be attenuated and
information provided in

‘noise %pacts are expected ~o be negfi~ble. Based on the
the application and supporting technical documents, the



proposed fatity @ not have significant operational noise impacts. me proposed facflity
wotid comply with the state noise tits at d of the representative receivers, and is
expected to be audible d~g the night and during some daytight hours depending on
the activity at the time. me fatity wotid not exceed existing ambient noise standards
at any residences.”.

X-15 Comment noted. With regard to the natural gas piphe, please refer to General
Response #1.

X-16 Comment noted.

X-17 Comment noted. me annti average pe~ project impact of bemene is 400 times smafler
than the acceptable source impact level.

X-18 Please refer to General Response #l.

X-19 Mitigation measures have been identified that wodd control noxious weeds in the
transmission tie corridor. Please refer to Section 3.1.6.3 mitigating Measures) of the
Draft EIS (pages 3-62 and 3-63). In addition, Appendix A identies litigation options
that wotid control noxious weeds in the natural gas pipefie corridor.

X-20 Comment noted. Section 7 of the Draft EIS provides a kt of the Draft EIS preparers.

X-21 Comment noted. However, it is the poticy of SEPA to “htegrate the requirements of
SEPA with existing agency p-g and ticensing procedures and practices, so that such
procedures run concurrently rather than consecutively:’ WAC 197-11-030 (2) (e)).
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